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Foreword
The Sixth International Conference on Digital Telecommunications [ICDT 2011], held between
April 17 and 22 in Budapest, Hungary, continued a series of special events focusing on
telecommunications aspects in multimedia environments. The scope of the conference was to focus on
the lower layers of systems interaction and identify the technical challenges and the most recent
achievements.
The conference served as a forum for researchers from both the academia and the industry,
professionals, and practitioners to present and discuss the current state-of-the art in research and best
practices as well as future trends and needs (both in research and practices) in the areas of multimedia
telecommunications, signal processing in telecommunications, data processing, audio transmission and
reception systems, voice over packet networks, video, conferencing, telephony, as well as image
producing, sending, and mining, speech producing and processing, IP/Mobile TV, Multicast/Broadcast
Triple-Quadruple-play, content production and distribution, multimedia protocols, H-series towards SIP,
and control and management of multimedia telecommunications.
High quality software is not an accident; it is constructed via a systematic plan that demands
familiarity with analytical techniques, architectural design methodologies, implementation polices, and
testing techniques. Software architecture plays an important role in the development of today’s
complex software systems. Furthermore, our ability to model and reason about the architectural
properties of a system built from existing components is of great concern to modern system developers.
Performance, scalability and suitability to specific domains raise the challenging efforts for
gathering special requirements, capture temporal constraints, and implement service-oriented
requirements. The complexity of the systems requires an early stage adoption of advanced paradigms
for adaptive and self-adaptive features.
On online monitoring applications, in which continuous queries operate in near real-time over
rapid and unbounded "streams" of data such as telephone call records, sensor readings, web usage logs,
network packet traces, are fundamentally different from traditional data management.
The difference is induced by the fact that in applications such as network monitoring,
telecommunications data management, manufacturing, sensor networks, and others, data takes the
form of continuous data streams rather than finite stored data sets. As a result, clients require longrunning continuous queries as opposed to one-time queries. These requirements lead to reconsider data
management and processing of complex and numerous continuous queries over data streams, as
current database systems and data processing methods are not suitable.
Event stream processing is a new paradigm of computing that supports the processing of
multiple streams of event data with the goal of identifying the meaningful events within those streams.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICDT 2011 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all

the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ICDT 2011. We truly believe
that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICDT 2011 organizing committee for
their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that ICDT 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of digital
communications.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope the attendees enjoyed the historic charm of Budapest, Hungary.
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An Analysis of Secure Interoperation of EPC and Mobile Equipments
Cristina-Elena Vintilă, Victor-Valeriu Patriciu, Ion Bica
Military Technical Academy, Bucharest, Romania
cvintila@ixiacom.com, vip@mta.ro, ibica@mta.ro
Abstract - 4G architecture is the latest 3GPP development
when it comes to mobile networks design and optimization.
Designed initially for data, but having a flexible architecture,
4G is capable of integrating IMS, this way bringing in voice
and services. 3GPP wanted to facilitate the migration from 3G
and non-3GPP solutions to the 4G design, therefore the core
network components of 4G are capable of interacting with 3G
core network devices, provided these ones have an
interoperability feature. This way, even 3G or non-3GPP
devices are capable of using the 4G services. Nevertheless, one
of the biggest issues when interoperating these solutions and
devices is the security aspect. This paper reviews some of the
most common access methods and summarizes the security
concerns that raise in each case. The 4G security design is a
very powerful solution for authenticating the users, even
though it has some shortcomings that can be addressed.
Keywords – SAE; EPC; AKA; EAP-AKA; HSS; J-PAKE; PKI;
key management; security context.

I. INTRODUCTION
The 4G architecture consists of two main components:
the radio access network and the Evolved Packet Core. The
radio network is represented by the eNodeB, the antenna
and the air medium of transportation. The mobile devices
connect to this antenna, which, in turn, has responsibilities
in the mobile device authentication to the core network. This
core network has several devices that deal with the
signaling, traffic routing and prioritization and as well user
authentication and charging [1]. The most common core
network devices are the following: MME – Mobility
Management Entity (that deals with user registration to the
network, control-plane or signaling of user’s traffic patterns
permissions and manages the mobility of the user from one
area to the other), SGW – Serving Gateway (this entity does
both signaling and user-plane and it is the tracking area
entity – where tracking area is a group of cells the user may
camp on), PGW – Packet Data Network Gateway (this is the
device that connects the 4G network to the intranet or to the
Internet, it deals with traffic routing and prioritization based
on the PCRF rules for a particular customer; it is also the
mobility anchor of the UE – User Equipment, when this user
moves around the network), PCRF – Policy Charging and
Rules Function (a policy database of a customer’s
subscription to the operator) and HSS – Home Subscriber
Server (a database that contains the mobile device identity
and credentials) [9]. Figure 1 represents a simplified 4G
architecture that shows the core network devices, as well as
the logical interfaces that link their functionality. It also
represents an example of 3G and non-3GPP connectivity to
the 4G network.
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The eNodeB, or the antenna, in the 4G architecture is
the user’s first point of contact to the network. The 4G
mobile device identifies the antenna and tries to connect to
it, asking for permission. The antenna then plays the role of
an authentication relay agent for the user. The 4G
architecture has been designed in such a matter that it can
operate with 3G mobile devices, as long as the 3G parts of
the network have the capability of communicating with the
SGW [3]. The 3G portion of the network has multiple
entities: the SGSN – Serving GPRS Support Node (this is
the homologous of the MME and part of the SGW in the 4G
architecture, with the important difference that it does both
signaling and user-plane, unlike MME which is a signalingonly entity), GGSN – Gateway GPRS Support Node (this is
the homologous of the PGW in the 4G architecture) and the
U-TRAN. U-TRAN stands for UMTS Terrestrial Radio
Access Network, and it is composed of multiple antennas
(NodeB devices) and a RNC – Radio Network Controller. It
is the RNC that actually connects to the SGSN in order to
authenticate the user. The procedures for both 4G access and
3G access are similar: UMTS-AKA.
The non-3GPP access may be any other form of access,
like WLAN. This time the user authentication can no longer
be realized via the classic authentication procedure AKA.
Instead, there is a separate architecture of 3GPP-AAA
servers that does the authentication of non-3GPP access
users using the EAP-AKA procedure [6]. The entities
involved in this case are the 3GPP AAA server, a 3GPP
AAA Proxy Server, which is used in case where the user is
in roaming and an ePDG – Evolved Packet Data Gateway.
The AAA acronym stands for Authentication, Authorization
and Accounting. The ePDG has an important role in the user
authentication; this entity is the peer the UE establishes a
security communication with. The ePDG authenticates the
user by accessing the AAA servers. The access to the 4G
core network can be classified as non-roaming and roaming
access. It can also be classified by the type of access
network: 4G, 3G, 2.5G, non-3GPP. The roaming scenarios
on their own can be further classified as having home routed
traffic (meaning that the PGW is located in the home
network), local breakout with home operator’s application
functions only (the PGW is in the visited network and the
user does its signaling and data traffic via the visited PDN –
Packet Data Network- – this is the case of a voice mail
application) and local breakout with visited operator’s
application functions only (this is the case where the home
and visited operators have an agreement to provide services
to each other’s users; all the user’s traffic is served by and
routed through the visited network, while the home network
only does the authentication and policy verification). It is
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not mandatory that the roaming scenarios are of any one
type of the three types described; there can be a combination
of architectures, where for certain functions the home
network offers the services – like the voice mail, while some
other services, like access to the Internet can be offered
directly by the visited network. Also, the same network
operator may have one type of architectural interconnection
with one operator, while having a different connection with

another operator. Figure 1 presents a local breakout
scenario, with both home operator’s and visited operator’s
application functions. This means that some of the services
are offered by the home network, while others are offered
by the visited operator. In this case there are three users, all
connecting from roaming, one is a native 4G device, the
other is a 3G device and the third is a non-3GPP device, a
laptop that connects via WiFi.

Figure 1. EPS roaming architecture with local breakout
EPC nodes: IPsec (recommended by Specs to take place
The next two sections describe the security architecture
within an operator’s premises) and TLS (usually for interof the 4G network, summarizing the security domains of this
operator secure communications)
architecture, as well as it analyzes the three types of access
- User Domain Security: this area deals with the secure
to this network. The types of access are 4G radio access (via
access to the mobile stations
native 4G mobile stations), 3G compatible radio access and
- Application Domain Security: this area is concerned with
non-3gpp access via technologies like WLAN of WiFi.
how to secure the communication between the applications
that reside on the user’s mobile device and the core network
II. SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND REQUIREMENTS
application servers; as a layer 7 application, this area may
implement a large variety of security structures
The security architecture involves most of the devices,
- Visibility and Configurability of Security: this is an
in less or greater measure. 4G design specifies 5 security
informational area, for the user; the subscriber must have
areas:
constant access to the information concerning the security
- Network Access Security: this area deals with granting
features available on his device, whether or not they are
access to the (core) network only to those users that prove
functioning properly and whether or not they are required
their identity, that identity matching a network’s registered
for the secure operation of a certain service
user, with valid authentication credentials and with a
The security requirements for the 4G networks are
subscription that allows services to be delivered to this user
classified according to the areas above and most of the
- Network Domain Security: this area deals with the secure
security requirements are summarized in [6]. The eNodeB,
interoperation between the Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
being the access point into the network, has a large variety
network entities; most of these entities of a 4G network are
of security parameters and classes that must be verified and
already represented in Figure 1, as well as some of the 3G
certified in order to assure a secure operation. These classes
devices, like SGSN; this security is described by the
are the setup and configuration (this class deals with the
protocols involved in securing the communications between
secure communication in terms of confidentiality and
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integrity between the eNB and the EPC, over the S1-MME
and S1-U interfaces, between eNBs, over the X2 interface,
with the secure setup configuration of the eNB and the
secure software update), key management inside the eNB (as
the eNB participates in the user equipment authentication
process, it also stores some of the keys derives from the
authentication process; these keys should be stored on a
secure environment and never leave it, except in the
situations specifically mentioned by the Specs), handling of
the user-plane traffic (this data is transmitted over the S1-U
interface to the SGW and via X2-U interface between eNBs;
securing this data means assuring its confidentiality,
integrity and protection against replay attacks), handling of
control-plane traffic (this signaling transmissions take place
over S1-MME interface towards the MME and via the X2-C
interface between eNBs; securing this data means assuring
its confidentiality, integrity and protection against replay
attacks).
III. NETWORK ACCESS SECURITY
A. 4G mobile device access
As per [6], the preferred access method for the 4G
mobile devices is AKA, named EPS-AKA – Evolved Packet
System Authentication and Key Agreement, compatible
with 3G UMTS – AKA authentication system, but not
compatible with the 2G SIM, nor a SIM application on a
UICC. The purpose of the AKA is to produce master keying
material for protection of 3 classes of traffic: user-plane
traffic, RRC – Radio Resource Control and NAS – Non
Access Stratum. The exact procedure for deriving and
distributing the keys is not important at this point. There are
6 keys that result from this process: K-eNB, K-NASint, KNASenc, K-UPenc, K-RRCint and K-RRCenc. The AKA
procedure is represented in the picture below.
This exchange is triggered by the UE connecting to an
antenna. The antenna (called eNodeB) is forwarding to the
MME the identity declared by the UE. At the very first
attach, this is usually the IMSI – International Mobile
Subscriber Identity, afterwards it is a temporary identity
called GUTI – Global Unique Temporary Identity. The
MME then contacts the HSS, sending the UE’s identity over
Diameter. If it finds the identity, the HSS responds with a
set of AVs – Authentication Vectors (called generically
Authentication Data). An AV contains 4 fields: the RAND –
a random challenge string, an AUTN – an authentication
token, an XRES – expected authentication response and a
session key for the traffic between MME and HSS, named
K-ASME – Key for Access Security Management Entity,
which in our case is the role assumed by the MME. The
MME forwards, via eNB, the RAND and AUTN to the UE.
The UE authenticates the network using the AUTN and
computes the RES – Response, which is sent back to the
MME. The MME compares the RES and XRES and, if they
match, the UE is considered authenticated.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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Figure 2. EPS-AKA procedure
There are at least 2 security issues related to the EPSAKA process. One of them appears at the first Initial Attach
of the User Equipment, when the user’s identity IMSI is sent
unencrypted over the air and the second one is the lack of
PFS – Perfect Forward Secrecy property of the AKA
algorithm. The identification of any subsequent requests a
particular user may make to the network is done via a
temporary identity called GUTI. The new MME reads this
identifier from the UE’s message (TAU – Tracking Area
Update, for instance), contacts the previous MME in order
to obtain the IMSI and then does the actual UE
authentication to the HSS. The messages exchanged
between the UE and the MME all pass through the eNB.
These messages are GTPv2-C packets via the S1-MME
interface. The AKA process continues over the S6a
interface, where the information is encapsulated in Diameter
protocol packets. The actual user-plane, after leaving the
radio domain, is forwarded by the eNB directly to the
designated SGW, over the S1-U interface, where the
encapsulation is GTPv1-U. The keys derived by the AKA
process are used over the air interface, then between the
eNB and the MME. Traffic protection between the eNB and
the SGW is a network domain security field of activity.
There have been multiple research projects done in
order to improve the security and speed up the
authentication process. Some of these projects are already
patented and used in industry: SPEKE algorithm for the
authentication between the BlackBerry device and the BES
– BlackBerry Enterprise Server. The SPEKE is very similar
to Diffie-Hellman, with the exception that the hash of the
password is used as the group generator. Still, this method
has a lot of vulnerabilities and technical limitations. There is
yet another project that was very well received by the
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cryptographic community. This is called J-PAKE [19]. It
overcomes the vulnerabilities of both Diffie-Hellman and
EKE – SPEKE methods. J-PAKE provides off-line
dictionary attacks resistance (it does not leak any
information that allows an attacker to search for the
password off-line), forward secrecy (the information
remains protected even if the original shared secret was
disclosed), known-key security (even is a session key is
disclosed, the information protected with other session keys
is not accessible) and on-line dictionary attacks resistance
(an on-line attacker can only test one password per
execution). Even though this protocol requires two
computational rounds and 14 exponentiations, it is much
stronger and requires a smaller exponent to generate its
keys.
This method is not yet used in the mobile industry, even
though it is lightweight and applicable to the mobile devices
characteristics. This protocol can be used along with AKA
to provide efficient end-to-end cryptography for the 4G core
network services, like the ones provided by IMS – IP
Multimedia Subsystem, as well as instead of AKA in the 4G
authentication protocol. Besides the fact that it is strong with
regards to the 4 security aspects listed above, this method
does not require a PKI implementation, which makes it
more flexible and easier to use.

them, so that at a certain moment in time, it authenticates/reauthenticates using one of them, at its choice. The security
association that exists between a mobile device and the
network is called security context. In EPS, this context is
composed of 2 other security contexts: the AS – Access
Stratum and NAS – Non-Access Stratum contexts, which
are sets of keys between the entities participating in the
AKA process, which will provide hop-by-hop security
(confidentiality and/or integrity and/or replay protection) for
radio bearers, signaling and user-plane traffic. All the
entities must be able to do Security Context management,
and mostly the UE must be able to store multiple security
contexts. It can be a legacy security context (a context
created after the UMTS-AKA process from 3G) or a native
EPS security context (results from the EPS-AKA procedure)
or it may be a mapped security context, where the keys have
been generated from the EPS-AKA process, but they are
going to be used in a 3G communication (partial native
context). As there can be multiple security contexts at one
time in the UE and network, only one can be in effect (this
one is called current security context); the others are noncurrent contexts. Table 1 summarizes the states and types of
security contexts.

B. 3G mobile device access
The 3G security requirements and procedures are
described in [8]. The solution used for authentication in the
3G design is the predecessor of the EPS-AKA. It is called
UMTS-AKA and is uses the same methods. When
authenticating to a 4G network, the user equipment is still
connecting through a 3G access network. In the 4G EUTRAN, the eNB has the entire access control role as an
antenna (doing both signaling and data) and it is managed
by an MME device, which has only signaling role:
authentication, management and mobility management. The
3G U-TRAN design had a pool of antennas managed by a
RNC (Radio Network Controller) and it was the SGSN
device that did the mobility management, the authentication
and also data-plane. The 3G design got simpler in the 4G,
creating a smarter antenna and completely segregating the
control and data planes in separate entities: MME and SGW.
So, in order to effectively connect to a 4G core, the design
must keep the SGW in place, as an essential core device,
and define the 3G-4G delimitation on the S4 interface,
between the SGSN and the SGW. This way, the SGSN still
manages the 3G UE, does its authentication and manages
also its mobility to the 4G network, but the actual traffic is
forwarded to the SGW, and then the PGW in order to be
routed to the Internet/Intranet or IMS behind the PDN the
user connected to. The authentication of a 3G device is done
by the SGSN, which interacts with the HSS over the Gr
interface, which is Diameter based.
The interoperability issues between the 3G and 4G
devices appear when the UE is moving from 3G cover to 4G
cover and viceversa. It is very possible that the HSS already
sent multiple AVs to the UE, and this one stores many of

AGE/EFFECT
FULL
PARTIAL
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TABLE I. SECURITY CONTEXTS
CURRENT
NATIVE / MAPPED

X

NON-CURRENT
NATIVE
NATIVE

Note that there is possible one single transformation, that is
from a partially native security context, there can be
generated a fully native context, but not the other way
around.
There are multiple scenarios that assume 3G-4G
interaction. One case is when the UE moves from the 4G
network towards the 3G network, procedure called RAU –
Routing Area Update, which can take place when the UE is
either in ECM-IDLE mode or in ISR – Idle Signaling
Reduction. When the UE is in ECM-CONNECTED mode,
the procedure is called handover. As this article describes a
3G mobile connecting to a 4G network, we will detail the
procedures required when a device moves from a 3G
network towards a 4G network. These are also divided into
procedures that apply when the device is in ECM-IDLE
(specifically the TAU – Tracking Area Update procedure)
and the handover from UTRAN to E-UTRAN. With regards
to security, these procedures translate into a mapping of the
old/previous security context into a new security context. As
the case discussed involves 3G to 4G mobility, the old
security context may or may not provide the (new) MME
with the UE identity:
a) It may send a temporary identity that was being
used in the 3G context: the UE sends in the TAU Request its
former P-TMSI identity used in the 3G context, in the form
of an old GUTI IE; this implies that the TAU request is
integrity-protected, but not encrypted, and also implies the
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UE sending to the MME more information about its
previous security context:
- the KSI, P-TMSI and RAI, so that the (new) MME
can find the (old) SGSN
- a P-TMSI signature
- a 32bit Nonce
b) It may not include the previous temporary identity,
case where the AKA process takes place again
In case of the handover, the process has 2 steps:
a) Signaling handover using a mapped EPS security
context
b) Subsequent NAS signaling to determine whether an
EPS context can be used – in the cases where the
network and UE security properties and
requirements don’t match – this usually takes place
at the first MME change mobility process
Figure 3 describes a basic 3G to 4G handover process.
The process is presented in more details in [6].
C. Non-3GPP mobile device access
A WLAN UE, like a laptop, may also connect to a 4G
network, provided it supports EAP-AKA procedures and
that the network has an AAA proxy and an 3GPP AAA
server. The figure below describes the EAP-AKA process
that takes place when a laptop connects via WLAN to a 4G
core network.

technologies, as well as for upper layer security procedures
like EoU – EAP over UDP.
The EPS-AKA system is essentially the same as the
UMTS-AKA system. However, there are a several
distinctive improvements, with regards to both security level
and negotiation speed. The EPS-AKA process includes in
the authentication the network ID, which means the
protection of the mobile station from a fake antenna attack;
this solution is not present in the UMTS-AKA system. Both
of the 3G and 4G systems provide user ID protection only
after the attach process completes (during re-register or
during handover process): the IMSI is not protected at Initial
Attach. Another improvement of the 4G AKA is the keying
hierarchy, which determines the storage of the K-ASME in
the MME. This means that the NAS traffic is also protected,
between the UE and the MME, which does not happen in
the 3G system, where the SGSN stores only the CK and IK
for the user-plane traffic. Both the 3G and 4G systems
protect the AS level traffic in terms of ciphering and
integrity protection. Another key difference between the 3G
and 4G is that the former allows the 2G interaction with
regards to security. 4G system does no longer allow for
handover to 2G systems, considering the security level of
this system is not high enough. Also, the 4G system design
permits for handover of non-3GPP devices, which was not
previously permitted in the 3G system.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 3. EPS EAP-AKA
The abbreviations and notations have the same meaning
as for the classical AKA procedure. The only difference
here is that this entire AKA negotiation takes place over the
EAP – Extensible Authentication Protocol, an authentication
framework used with success in protocols like 802.1x for
layer 2 authentication in both wired and wireless
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Interoperating in the 4G worlds is a complex task, as a
large variety of devices, coming from all over the standards
and implementations ask for connectivity and for services.
The 4G operators must be sure to protect their network and
also their customers, with the minimum overload, for both
the network and the user equipments. This paper reviewed
only 3 basic types of access to the 4G core network. These
are the native EPS – 4G mobile access, the traditional
UMTS – 3G access, and a generic WLAN device. The very
first step when deciding whether to serve or not a potential
customer is to make sure this is a valid customer, and not an
attacker. Looking from the user perspective, you want to
make sure you are not connecting to a rogue network, and
that your data remains private. 4G provides and requires
mutual authentication. This is done natively via EPS-AKA
procedure and can also be mapped from a legacy UMTSAKA procedure. The WLAN device can enter 4G if it
supports EAP-AKA and if the 4G network has 3GPP AAA
capabilities.
The university world has come up with newer, faster
and more secure procedures for doing mutual authentication.
One of these procedures is derived from the PEKE
algorithm and it is called J-PAKE. This simple method is
very appropriate for applications in a mobile world, so it
may be a revolutionary alternative to the way we do mutual
authentication, even as an alternative to AKA or as a more
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secure proof of knowledge before doing AKA key
derivation.
This article is just one of a series of articles that debate
the way 4G accomplished its 5 Security Domains duties,
discussing the access security. This work continues with the
analysis of the security issues that appear at mobility. There
are a lot of mobility scenarios, both in Connected and Idle
modes, as well as between 3G and 4G, that test the security
of a 4G network.

[18] RFC 2631 – Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement Method http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2631 [last access: February 2011]
[19] “Password Authenticated Key Exchange by Juggling” – J-PAKE –
2008, F. Hao, P.Ryan, Proceedings of the 16th International
Workshop
on
Security
Protocols,
2008
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1363/Research/contributions/hao-ryan2008.pdf [last access: February 2011]
[20] TS 33.234 – WLAN – 3G interworking security http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/specs/archive/33_series/33.234/ [last access:
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Abstract—A constant-rate space-time code selection technique
for transmit antenna diversity systems is proposed. The proposed
technique selects both the space-time code and the number of
transmitter antennas through a comparison of equivalent SISO
channels with a set of predetermined threshold levels, using
only four bits for feedback. The constant-rate transmission is
based in the inclusion of a complementary transmission mode,
which is used whenever no equivalent SISO channel’s envelope
is found to be over the threshold levels. Simulation results
show that the proposed technique outperforms other adaptive
transmission techniques, while in comparison with its variablerate counterpart, there is an increase in spectral efficiency with
a slight penalty performance. Additionally to a constant-rate
transmission, the new techniques makes BER performance almost
independent of the relative velocity between the transmitter and
the receiver. 12 .
Index Terms—Space-time coding, adaptive transmission, antenna selection, wireless communications, baseband signal processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Transmit antenna diversity (TAD) is one of the tools to
be applied to construct multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO)
systems, which are expected to contribute to providing the high
data rates needed by fourth generation wireless systems. One
way to implement TAD is by using space-time block codes
(STBC), obtaining an open loop system whenever channel
state information (CSI) is not available at the transmitter end
[1], [2]. Closed-loop systems are designed to take advantage
of the CSI at the transmission end. However, they are limited
by the need to maintain the amount of data in the feedback
channel as low as possible. Channel feedback information is
one important issue when designing transmit systems.
Several structures that combine antenna selection techniques
with space-time coding have been proposed in [3]–[7]. In [7],
it was shown that selection of antenna subsets in conjunction
with space-time codes produces an increase in the mean
signal to noise ratio (SNR), maintaining the diversity order.
In this paper, a modification of the space-time code selection
technique (STCS) described in [8], [9] is proposed, which
1 The authors gratefully acknowledge financial support for this work from
the Regional Fund for Digital Innovation in Latin America and The Caribbean
(FRIDA).
2 This work was also partially supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science
and Innovation (project number TEC2008-02730).
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allows to obtain a constant-rate transmission. In the former
STCS technique, the STBC and the antennas to be used were
selected through a comparison of the equivalent single-input
single-output (SISO) channel envelopes (taken as a linear
combination of Rayleigh channel envelopes) with a set of
predetermined threshold levels. A no-transmission mode was
selected whenever no equivalent SISO channel satisfied the
predetermined conditions, producing a slight average spectral
efficiency penalty, generally no higher than 10%. However,
such non-constant rate transmission could prevent its use in
constant-rate applications. The proposed modification corrects
this drawback by sustituing the non-transmission mode by a
complementary mode, which consist in transmitting with a
predetermined code. In our test, it was found that transmitting
with a single antenna was the most convenient choice, thanks
to the fastest recovery of the Rayleigh channel compared to
other equivalent SISO channels.
Monte Carlo simulations show that, using the complementary mode, almost the same bit-error rate (BER) performance
than the variable-rate STCS (VR-STCS) is achieved, but without any spectral efficiency penalty. Additionally, simulations
over a range of Doppler frequencies show that the performance
of the new technique is almost independent of the relative
velocity between the transmitter and the receiver.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is introduced. Section III describes
the new space-time code algorithm. In Section IV, simulation
results are shown and discussed. Finally, Section V ends the
paper with the conclusions.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In the communication system model, four transmitter and
one receiver antennas are employed. Initially, the transmitter
sends pilot symbols to perform the vector channel estimation
at the receiver. The equivalent SISO channel envelopes are
compared with a given set of threshold levels, which are
previously chosen according to the mobile speed. Afterwards,
the receiver decides on the space-time code and the transmit
antennas to use, and sends this decision to the transmitter.
Transmission is adapted to that decision, which is maintained
until the next decision instant, when the process is repeated.
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The transmission is assumed to occur in flat frequency channels. The squared envelopes of the equivalent SISO channels
using an orthogonal STBC (OSTBC) are given by

equivalent SISO channel envelope. As the rate of change of
the fading envelope decreases with nT , it could be established
that, in order to select an equivalent SISO channel only when
its envelope is above a predefined threshold level during a
nT
X
α2nT =
rk2 ,
(1) given period of time, the lower the number of antennas that
comprise the channel, the higher the requirements for selecting
k=1
it. For a given instantaneous BER objective, equivalent SISO
2
where nT and rk represent the number of transmitter antennas
channels for larger nT values will take more time to drop
and the square of Rayleigh distributed channel envelopes,
to the envelope level that produces such an instantaneous
respectively. It is well known that αnT follows a NakagamiBER objective. Therefore, the highest threshold level (ρ1 )
nT distribution [10] with a mean value of ΩnT = 2nT . Its
will correspond to the one-antenna equivalent SISO channels,
probability density function is given by
while the lowest threshold level (ρ4 ) will correspond to the

nT nT −1
nT
x
four-antennas equivalent SISO channel. Then, the selection
−nT x/Ω2nT
pN (x) =
.
(2)
e
algorithm proceeds as follows:
Ω2nT
Γ(nT )
• Step 1: Once the receiver obtains the CSI (which can
The received signal can be expressed by the following inbe estimated based on a pilot sequence sent by the
put/output relationship:
transmitter using all the transmitter antennas), it compares
(3)
Y = SnT FH + V,
individually the Rayleigh fading envelopes with threshold
ρ1 . If one or more of these envelopes are detected to
where H is the 4x1 channel vector, SnT is a 4x4 space-time
be over ρ1 , the corresponding transmitter antennas are
coding matrix, F is a 4x4 permutation and selection matrix
marked as selected and the procedure jumps to step 6.
and V is the 1x4 noise vector. The matrix SnT may take the
• Step 2: The receiver compares all the Nakagami-2 fading
following structures, based on the space-time codes proposed
envelopes with ρ2 . If one or more of these envelopes are
in [1] and [2], depending on the number of selected antennas
detected
to be over ρ2 , all the transmitter antennas which
[8], [9]:


compose
the detected envelopes are marked as selected
s0 0 0 0
and the procedure jumps to step 6.
 s1 0 0 0 

S1 = 
(4)
• Step 3: The receiver compares all the Nakagami-3 fading
 s2 0 0 0  ,
envelopes with ρ3 . If one or more of these envelopes are
s3 0 0 0
detected to be over ρ3 , all the transmitter antennas which


s0 s1 0 0
compose the detected envelopes are marked as selected
 −s∗1 s∗0 0 0 
and the procedure jumps to step 6.


,
(5)
S2 = 
s2 s3 0 0 
• Step 4: The receiver compares the Nakagami-4 fading
−s∗3 s∗2 0 0
envelope with ρ4 . If it is detected to be over ρ4 , all


the transmitter antennas are marked as selected and the
s
2
√
0
s0
s1
2
procedure jumps to step 6.

 −s∗
s
√2
s∗0
0 

1
2
• Step 5: This step is reached only if no Nakagami-k fading


∗
∗
∗
∗
,
(6)
S3 =  √
s2
s
(−s0 −s0 +s1 −s1 )
√2
0 
envelope is detected to be over ρk . In this case, the highest
2


2
2
∗
∗
∗
∗
s
s
(s1 +s1 +s0 −s0 )
envelope’s Rayleigh channel is selected, that is, a single
√2
√2
−
0
2
2
2
antenna is selected.


s2
s2
√
√
s0
s1
• Step 6 The receiver constructs the permutation and selec2
2

 −s∗
s2
s2
tion matrix F and sends it to the transmitter.
√
s∗0
−√


1
2
2

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
.
S4 =  √
s2
(−s0 −s0 +s1 −s1 )
(s0 −s0 −s1 −s1 ) 
s2
The
only form of feedback is given by the permutation and

√
2
2
 selection matrix F. It is first set as a permutation matrix of

2
2
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
s
s
(s +s +s −s )
(s1 +s1 +s0 −s0 )
√2
− √22
− 0 02 1 1
2
order four with the first nT columns of the identity matrix
2
(7) corresponding to the position of the selected antennas. Finally,
as F should specify nT (for selecting the corresponding SnT ),
III. S ELECTION ALGORITHM
its last 4 − nT rows are set to zero.
In this section, the selection algorithm, which is carried
For example, if antennas 1 and 4 are selected, matrix F
out at the receiver baseband in the discrete-time domain, should permute columns 2 and 4 of S2 . Then,


is described. The selection algorithm is based on the com1 0 0 0
parison of possible equivalent SISO channels with a set of
 0 0 0 1 

four threshold levels, which are selected depending on the
F=
(8)
 0 0 0 0 .
maximum Doppler frequency. Since the decision should be
0 0 0 0
maintained until new feedback information is available, it is
not sufficient to make it based only on instantaneous CSI; At the transmitter end, the number of ones in F specifies
it should also take into account the rate of change of the nT , and the antenna selection into that code is performed
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IV. R ESULTS
For the simulations, symbol-synchronous receiver sampling
and ideal timing have been assumed. Uncorrelated narrowband Rayleigh channels were used, modeled as a circular
complex Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit standard
deviation. For simplicity, a zero-delay feedback channel and
perfect channel estimation at the receiver have been assumed.
Maximum likelihood detection was employed in reception.
The transmitter power was maintained constant independently of the number of transmitter antennas in use, distributing it evenly over them. The symbol time was Ts = 3.2µs
and the carrier frequency fc = 3.5 GHz. The normalized
Doppler frequency of the simulated channels was 1.28×10−4,
3.84 × 10−4 , 6.4 × 10−4 y 8.95 × 10−4 , corresponding to
mobile speeds of approximately v = 12 km/h, 37 km/h, 62
km/h and 86 km/h, respectively. Pilot symbols used for channel
selection (feed-forward and feedback STCS information) were
inserted every 140 symbols. Then, for the test channels, a fixed
feedback spacing of 140 symbols was used, which corresponds
to 10%, 30%, 50% and 70% of the channels’ coherence time
(TC ), when using the relationship between TC and fd stated
by
9
.
(9)
TC =
16πfd
In order to obtain the same average spectral efficiency (3
b/s/Hz) when using the different SnT matrices, an 8 phase
shift keeing (8PSK) modulation was used when selecting one
or two transmitters, while 16 quadrature amplitud modulation
(16QAM) was used when selecting three or four transmitters.
No channel coding was used. Threshold levels were found
for an instantaneous BER objective equal to 1.2 × 10−3 (for
details about the how theshold levels were obtained, see [8]).
The threshold levels values used in the simulations were ρ1 =
ρ2 = −0.43 dB,ρ3 = ρ4 = −1 dB.
To present the simulation results, comparisons should be
make with closed loop multiple-input single output (MISO)
system techniques that use four radio frequency (RF) chains,
i.e., to use four tranmitter antennas and a single receiver
antenna. A considerable effort has been focused on research
regarding MIMO systems, such as in spatial multiplexing and
linear precoding [11]–[16]. However, such systems require
more than one receiver antenna; in fact, they usually require
more receiver than transmitter antennas. The combination of
beamforming and orthogonal STBC (OSTBC-BF) proposed in
[17] and the combination of orthogonal STBC with adaptive
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sub-group antenna encoding (OSTBC-SGE) proposed in [18]
are, to the authors’ knowledge, two of the most recent closed
loop MISO systems with four transmitter antennas found in
the literature. As OSTBC-BF requires weighting the transmit
signal with a complex channel vector, 512 bits (four complex
numbers in standard IEEE 754 double precision) feedback
were established for this technique, with the intention of
disassociate system performance with feedback information
accuracy. On the other hand, OSTBC-SGE requires only four
bits feedback.
Figs. 1 to 4 show the BER performance of the constantrate STCS (CR-STCS), that is, our proposed technique which
uses the complementary transmission mode, in comparison
with the variable rate STCS (VR-STCS), the OSTBC-SGE
and the OSTBC-BF as a function of the SNR for different
relative velocities between the transmitter and the receiver.
Additionally, the VR-STCS average spectral efficiency is
shown. In general, it can be seen that the CR-STCS slightly
sacrifices the BER with respect to the VR-STCS, but this
sacrifice is compensated with a larger and constant average
spectral efficiency. Furthermore, it can be noticed that the BER
performance of the CR-STCS hardly depends on the relative
velocity of the receiver.
In Fig. 1 the aforementioned systems are compared for a
velocity v = 12 km/h. It can be seen that the difference
in performance between CR-STCS and VR-STCS is around
0.3dB for a BER= 1 × 10−3 and 1dB for a BER= 1 × 10−5 .
Compared to the OSTBC-BF and OSTBC-SGE techniques, a
significant SNR gain is obtained. For example, for a BER=
1 × 10−3 , 4.8dB and 6.2dB are respectively obtained.

1

CR-STCS
VR-STCS
OSTBC-BF
s11

10−1

10−2
BER

directly through the product SnT F. Notice that the overhead
transmitting matrix F is limited to 4 bits.
The main difference between this procedure and that stated
in [8] resides in the inclusion of step 5, in which the highest envelope’s Rayleigh channel is selected whenever no Nakagamik fading envelope is detected to be over ρk in previous steps.
In this condition, it is likely that all SISO equivalent channels
have a low instant envelope value. The selection of a single
antenna is based on the fastest recovery of the Rayleigh
channel, compared with Nakagami-k channels, for k > 1.

10−3

10−4

10−5

10−6

Throughput of the VR-STCS technique as a function of Eb /N0
2.8906
2.8895
2.9105
2.8911
2.8889
2.9086
2
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Eb /No (dB)
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Fig. 1: BER and throughput comparison of the proposed
technique (CR-STCS) with other schemes for a speed of 12
km/h. The throughputs of CR-STCS, OSTBC-BF and
OSTBC-SGE techniques are constant at 3b/s/Hz.
In Fig. 2 the velocity is v = 37km/h, and when comparing
CR-STCS and VR-STCS a difference of around 0.6 and 1.8dB
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can be observed for a BER equal to 1 × 10−3 and 1 × 10−5 ,
respectively. However, the spectral efficiency, besides being
constant, is a 6% higher than with VR-STCS. Regarding
OSTBC-BF y OSTBC-SGE, again it can be noticed a BER
difference of around 5dB and 7dB for a BER= 1 × 10−3 .

1

CR-STCS
VR-STCS
OSTBC-BF
OSTBC-SGE

10−1

1

BER

10−2
CR-STCS
VR-STCS
OSTBC-BF
OSTBC-SGE

10−1

10−4

BER

10−2

10−5

10−3

10

10−3

10−6

Throughput of the VR-STCS technique as a function of Eb /N0
2.6943
2.7022
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2.7071
2.7129
2.7149
2
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18
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10−5

10−6

Fig. 3: BER and throughput comparison of the proposed
technique (CR-STCS) with other schemes for a speed of 62
km/h. The throughputs of CR-STCS, OSTBC-BF and
OSTBC-SGE techniques are constant at 3b/s/Hz.
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Fig. 2: BER and throughput comparison of the proposed
technique (CR-STCS) with other schemes for a speed of 37
km/h. The throughputs of CR-STCS, OSTBC-BF and
OSTBC-SGE techniques are constant at 3b/s/Hz.
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Figs. 3 and 4, containing results for v = 62km/h and v =
86km/h, show the same trend. For v = 62km/h the CR-STCS
suffers a performance degradation with respect to VR-STCS
of around 0.7dB and 1.5dB, for a BER equal to 1 × 10−3
and 1 × 10−5 , respectively. For v = 86km/h, the degradation
is around 1 and 2dB. In comparison with OSTBC-BF and
OSTBC-SGE, SNR gains higher than 6dB are obtained for
a BER= 1 × 10−3 . The increase of spectral efficiency with
respect to VR-STCS is higher than 10%. It can be noticed
that VR-STCS achieves a high BER performance through the
rate sacrifice. As CR-STCS maintains a constant rate, there is
a higher degradation of CR-STCS in terms of SNR compared
with VR-STCS. However, results show that BER performance
and rate are maintained by the proposed technique.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows the confidence intervals with 95% of
confidence for the Monte Carlo simulation for a velocity v =
12 km/h (see Fig. 1). The fluctuation of the results from the
different simulations is noticeable only for the lowest BER
values. In general, only BER results close to 1 × 10−6 or
lower show a significant uncertainty. This is a consecuence of
using a large amount of samples, which increments with the
SNR. As a general rule, for low SNRs half a million samples
were used, as no BER lower than 1 × 10−3 was expected.
For medium SNRs 1 million samples were used, expecting a
BER higher than 1 × 10−4 . Finally, for high SNRs 3 millions
samples were used.
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Fig. 4: BER and throughput comparison of the proposed
technique (CR-STCS) with other schemes for a speed of 86
km/h. The throughputs of CR-STCS, OSTBC-BF and
OSTBC-SGE techniques are constant at 3b/s/Hz.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
An adaptive space-time code selection technique for
constant-rate transmit diversity wireless systems has been
proposed. The proposed technique selects both the space-time
code and the antennas to be energized, using the instantaneous
channel state information and comparing it with a set of
predefined threshold levels. In case no channel satisfies the
established conditions, a complementary mode is chosen, in
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Fig. 5: Confidence intervals of the simulation results for a
speed of 12 km/h (see Fig. 1).

which a single antenna is selected. The addition of the complementary mode allows to obtain a constant-rate transmission
without sacrificing the spectral efficiency. Simulation results
show that, when considering the channel state information
obsolescence, the proposed technique widely outperforms
other adaptive transmission techniques. Regarding the original
space-time code selection technique, which provides a variable
rate-transmission, the proposed technique slightly sacrifices
the BER performance, in no more than 2dB in the worst
case (for high relative velocity and high SNRs), but attains
more than a 10% increment in spectral efficiency. Finally, the
proposed technique achieves a more stable BER performance
with respect to the relative velocity between transmitter and
receiver.
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Abstract—The WiMAX communications for vehicular is a
topic of significant interest for research and industry
communities, on both V2V (vehicle–to-vehicle) and V2I
(vehicle-to-infrastructure) situations. This paper presents
results of an experimental study, simulation based, directed to
determine multi-dimensional regions where different lower
layers parameters have influence on the overall handover
performance in mobility scenarios, related to WiMAX V2I
communications. The simulations results are consolidated in
multi-dimensional graphs, named decision spaces. Based on
them, optimal parameter sets can be provided by the network
operator to vehicular mobile station, to guide its adaptation of
the major WiMAX parameters to its speed and network
topology and to help the handover decision.
Keywords-WIMAX vehicular communications;
gain; scanning; handover; cross layer interaction

I.

antenna

INTRODUCTION

The WiMAX communications for vehicular use has
gained a continuous attention from research community, on
both V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle) and V2I (vehicle-toinfrastructure) situations. This paper presents a detailed
experimental study related to WiMAX V2I communications.
This work aimed to determine multi-dimensional regions
where different lower layers parameters have influence on
the overall handover performance in mobility scenarios
related to WiMAX V2I communications.
Given the high number of WiMAX physical and MAC
layer parameters influencing in an inter-dependent mode the
overall performance in mobility scenarios, experimental
simulation studies of complex scenarios are very helpful to
determine the combined effect on such parameters. In this
work the simulations results are consolidated in
multidimensional graphs, named decision spaces. These
decision spaces present in aggregated form the performance
obtained in a WiMAX V2I mobility scenario, related on a
specific trajectory. The results can be used as a method of
optimizing the vehicular communications by guiding the
handover (HO) decision. Based on decision spaces, optimal
parameter sets can be provided by the network operator to
vehicular mobile station, in order to adapt the major
WiMAX parameters to its speed and network topology.
The effect at different PHY parameters adjustments on
the throughput values has been evaluated, to determine some
decision regions space usable to optimize working ranges of
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parameters in case those policies are applied to govern the
handover. That is why we called the aggregated simulation
results diagrams as “decision spaces”.
The optimal parameter sets obtained from decision
spaces can be provided by a network operator to mobile
station (MS), helping it to adapt dynamically its behavior and
to obtain the maximum throughput possible from network at
different speed, antenna gain, maximum transmission (Tx
power), and scanning values.
The paper is organized as follows: the Section II presents
some related work. The Section III defines the simulation
context. The Section IV describes the simulation results.
Conclusion, open issues and future work are shortly outlined
in the Section V.
II.

RELATED WORK

In [1], the authors propose study the feasibility of using
WiMAX for V2I communication on a static setting in urban
environment and perform a comparison with use of WiFi.
Pegasus, a system providing wireless connection roaming
at high velocities over multiple interfaces uses network
information for user locations and used paths for effective
and balanced utilization of the available bandwidth [2].
The reference [3] evaluates an architecture based on
IEEE 802.21 framework, integrating both mobility and
Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms, through an advanced
mobility scenario using a real WiMAX testbed.
In [4], mobile WiMAX trials are analyzed to investigate
the vehicular downlink performance for a number of on-car
antenna configurations.
This work presented is a continuation of a set of complex
studies on WiMAX mobility. First results have been shown
in a study of HO performance for WiMAX mobility [5],
continued with an WiMAX HO conditions evaluation
towards enhancement through cross-layer interaction
proposed in [6], together with a SIP-based cross-layer
optimization for WiMAX Hard HO method, described in [7].
III.

SIMULATIONS CONTEXT

There are numerous studies about WiMAX mobility and
methods of optimizing the V2I communications. However,
an analysis of V2I system behavior on incremental variance
of speed, antenna gain, maximum Tx power, and scanning
threshold/methods could add new value to existing
optimization methods.
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All simulations were done in OPNET v.14.5. [8] A
typical mobility scenario has been considered (linear
trajectory along a road where WiMAX BS stations are
located). The BSes use the same set of frequencies and the
mobile station (MS) is moving on a linear trajectory along
the chain of BSEs. The utility of such a scenario is that it is
similar with a road region in which WiMAX station are
located along the road and the MS is a vehicle moving on the
road.
The parameters taken into considerations (used in pairs in
batteries of simulations) have been: (Table 1)
• MS Transmission Power (W)
• MS Antenna Gain (dBi)
• MS Scanning Threshold (dB)
• MS HO Threshold Hysteresis (dB)
• BS Transmission Power (W)
• BS Antenna Gain (dBi)
Table 1 WiMAX Parameters
WiMAX Parameter
A
B
C
D

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MS Maximum Tx Power
(W)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

MS Antenna Gain (dBi)

-1

0

2

3

6

9 12 15 18 21 24 27 54

MS Scanning Threshold
(dB)
MS HO Threshold
Hysteresis (dB)

0.4 2

4

4

6

6

8

Simulations set: A_B_C01 D01 E01 F01 for low speed
(s=10m/s).
The diagrams from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show MS Maximum
TX Power-MS Antenna Gain decision space for MS speed of
10m/s and respectively 50 m/s, giving an overall idea on the
relative performance without presenting details on each HO
action.

Figure 1. MS Maximum TX Power - MS Antenna Gain -- Decision Space
for MS Speed 10m/s

8 10 12 14 16

10 12 14 16 18
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F
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8

8

9
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Each set of simulations considered the variance of a pair
of parameters, the rest of them remain unchanged. The final
value of average application throughput for each simulation
is represented as a single point in the related decision space.
In that way, each decision space covers 100 instances of a
scenario, describing in details the behavior of V2I
communication quality under effects of WiMAX parameters
pair variance, on that particular trajectory and network
topology.
IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Due paper size limitations, only MS Maximum TX
Power-MS Antenna Gain, MS Antenna Gain-MS Scanning
Threshold, MS Scanning-Method MS Speed, MS HO
Threshold Hysteresis-MS Speed, MS Maximum TX PowerBS Antenna Gain, and MS Maximum TX Power - MS
Antenna Gain decision spaces will be presented. Each
vertical section on decision space provides an analysis of
system behavior under influence of a single parameter
variance (depending on the selected axis).
A. Influence of Maximum transmission power and MS
antenna gain
This experiment has been simulated while letting the
Maximum TX power and antenna gain to pass through all
specified values, for a MS speed of 10m/s and respectively
50 m/s. The scanning method had parameters: N=4 P=240
T=10. N=scanning (frames), P=interleaving (frames),
T=iterations. The rest of parameters have been constant.
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Figure 2. MS TX Maximum Power - MS Antenna Gain -- Decision Space
for MS Speed 50m/s

It is seen that speed has a major impact on the
throughput. Out of theoretical throughput of 64 kbps (source
rate) for high speed s= 50 m/s, the results are significantly
worse than for low speed as 10 m/s, for the same range of
TX power and antenna gain. While for s= 10 m/s we get for
sufficient TX power ( > 0.5W) and antenna gain (> 8Db) a
throughput closer to 64 kbps, while in the same conditions
we get for the s= 50 m/s case, only something close to
30kbps, i.e. half. Therefore, in such cases MS need a higher
TX power and higher antenna gain. Also in the case of high
speed, the effect of vehicular channel is higher than for low
speed (see the non-monotonic behavior of the second
diagram).
Fig. 3 shows details of important antenna gain effect in
the conditions where only Maximum TX power is varied
(vertical section on MS Maximum TX Power-MS Antenna
Gain decision space for MS speed 10m/s).
The diagrams show that even if we have an increase of
maximum TX power ten times ( i.e. from 0.1W to 1W), the
overall throughput achievable is modest one ( i.e. only
22kbps), if g= 0dB, while for a gain of g= 10dB ( right
diagram) it is seen that the throughput increases more than
100%. This result clearly shows the benefit of a directional
antenna, which may have a high gain versus a conventional
omni directional one.
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experiments of the conclusions drawn for synthesis
diagrams.

Figure 3. Effect of antenna gain (g= 0DBi – left, and g= 10dBi – right) on
throughput in Maximum TX power variation conditions, s = 10m/s.

Fig. 4 shows the same diagrams as in Fig. 5 but for s = 50
m/s (vertical section on MS Maximum TX Power-MS
Antenna Gain decision space for MS speed 50m/s).

B. Influence of MS antenna gain and scanning threshold
This section studies the scanning process influence on the
performance in the given linear configuration and together
with other parameters among which we are mainly interested
in antenna gain effects.
A short summary of scanning process is given here as
reminder. When the fading SNR reaches the scanning
threshold, the MS begins with scanning process on the
announced DL channels by sending the MOB-SCN-REQ
message. The BS allows for scanning by replying with the
MOB-SCN-RSP message that contains the parameters for
scan duration (N), interleaving interval (P) and the start
frame (M). After receiving the MOB-SCN-RSP from the
target BS, the SS starts the scanning after M received frames
(start frame). The SS changes after M frames to the next
channel and stays there for an N frames period (scanning
interval/duration) to detect a BS and to assess its SNR.
After a scanning interval, the SS returns to the DL
channel of the active BS. This behavior aims to keep the
interruption as short as possible since no payload
transmissions are possible during the scanning process. If no
preferable BS could be detected on the scanned channel, it
reinitiates the scanning mode after a P frames period
(interleaving interval) to find a new BS. The total number of
allowed repetitions of the scanning process is given with the
parameter (T).
The diagrams from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the cumulative
throughput at the end of simulation time, while the antenna
gain and scanning threshold have been varied, again taking
two MS speed values of 10 and respectively 50 m/s.

.
Figure 4. Effect on throughput of Maximum TX power variation
conditions, while the antenna gain is fixed (g= 0dBi – left, and g= 10dBi –
right); s = 50m/s (180 km/h).

It is seen that high speed would worsen the behavior.
For instance, for s = 10 m/s we get a throughput of 55 kbps
(out of 64 kbps), in the conditions ( P= 1W and g = 10dBi) ,
while for s = 50 m/s, even the gain and maximum TX power
is high, the maximum throughput at the end of simulation is
only close to 28 kbps. Still the gain of antenna is important
(increase from 16kbps to 28 kbps).
Therefore, even in adverse condition (related to
Maximum TX power), the gain of the antenna can
significantly improve the performance. The left diagram
confirms that, even if MS has high Maximum TX Power, a
very low antenna gain prevents the system of getting
sufficient performance. The HO gaps have still large values
in time (tens of seconds) at P = 1W. On the other side, if MS
has a gain of g= 10dBi (right diagram), it is shown that
throughput is good in the range P > 0.7W and increasing this
power does not bring significant additional increase in
throughput. These are the confirmation on detailed
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Figure 5. MS Antenna Gain - MS Scanning Threshold -- Decision Space
for MS Speed 10m/s

Figure 6. MS Antenna Gain - MS Scanning Threshold -- Decision Space
for MS Speed 50m/s
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Simulations set: A05B_C_D01 E03 F01_S10 for low
speed (s= 10m/s) and A05B_C_D01 E03 F01_S50 for high
speed (s= 50 m/s).
Scanning Method: N=4 P=240 T=10.
As expected, the diagrams illustrate the fact that antenna
gain has a major effect on the throughput. On the contrary, in
this scenario adjusting the scanning threshold for a given
value of gain, does not change significantly the throughput,
except the high speed scenario (s = 50 m/s) when taking a
more sensible scanning threshold ( > 21 dB) can bring some
throughput raising with 10 – 20%. The explanation is that
making the scanning threshold more sensible does not help if
the major factor of antenna gain is low. The speed influence
is again a worsening one: the maximum throughput that can
be achieved for speed of 50 m/s versus 10 m/s is about a half.
These conclusions does not mean that scanning
parameters are not important to be adjusted properly, but
show that the context is important and in different contexts,
scanning activity might be more or less critical.
The two sets of diagrams clearly show the dramatic effect
of antenna gain increase on throughput increase, while the
variation of scanning threshold is not so significant. For
different MS speed values, the density of scanning has more
effects that are visible.

Figure 7. MS Scanning Method – MS Speed – Decision Space

Fig. 8 shows the throughput in two extreme cases in the
range experimented: (Cx1- CX6 at s= 10 m/s – left and Cx1Cx6- at s= 50 m/s – right). It is seen that at s= 50 m/s a more
dense scanning is better (Cx1 and Cx3).

C. Influence of MS scanning method and MS speed
The following set of simulations experimented different
scanning methods (Table 2). N=scanning (frames),
P=interleaving (frames), T=iterations.
Simulations set: A05 B05 Cx1-x6 D01 E03 F01_S10-50
(it covers all speed range, from 10m/s to 50m/s).
Table 2 Scanning method parameters
MS scanning method
Cx1 Cx2 Cx3 Cx4 Cx5 Cx6
MS Scanning Threshold (dB)

10

20

30

40

50

60

N (frames)

30

25

20

15

10

5

P (frames)

50 100 150 200 250 250

T

10

10

10

10

10

10

It is seen that Cx1 represents a scanning method having
relative large N/P ratio, i.e. the relative time spent with the
scanning is larger versus the time spent to transmit the data
payload. At the other end of the range, Cx6 has small N/P,
i.e. the scanning relative time is less than the time spent for
data transmission. On the other side, the scanning threshold
has been adjusted as to compensate in a certain measure this
scarcity of spanning activity, by taking a higher value of the
scanning threshold (60 DB).
Fig. 7 shows an aggregated diagram in which the
scanning threshold and scanning interleaving are varied on
one dimension and the MS speed on the other dimension. It
is seen that for low MS speed the scanning method is not so
critical, therefore, a light scanning (small N/P) is sufficient to
allow more relative time for data transmission. However, a
dense scanning method is very effective for high speed,
when mobile is quickly aware about the next BS available,
and the low scanning method implies a slow reaction of
mobile to communication condition changes.
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Figure 8. Influence of scanning density, scanning threshold variation and
speed on throughput – sample cases

D. Influence of MS hysteresis threshold and MS speed
This section studies the effect of the hysteresis threshold
values selection when the speed is also varied.
Simulations set: A05 B05 C08 D01-10 E03 F01_S10-50

Figure 9. MS HO Threshold Hysteresis - MS Speed – Decision Space

The hysteresis can be used to select BSs as that are
suitable candidates for the target BS in a HO. When finding
the candidate BSs, the MS (or simulation) may compute the
difference between the CINR of the serving BS and the
CINR of the potential target BS .The value of this attribute
(Hysteresis threshold) specifies the minimum amount by
which the CINR of potential target BS must exceed that of
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the serving BS. The value of new signal to noise ratio should
be greater with the Handover Threshold Hysteresis than the
current value in order that the HO can be triggered. An
auxiliary Multi-target Handover Threshold Hysteresis (its
value is less than Handover Threshold Hysteresis) can also
be used to select among scanned possible target BSes before
handover triggering.
As observed in Fig.9, there is no modification for
different values of MS HO Threshold Hysteresis, so that
parameter has no importance in an environment as that
simulated one. That conclusion is applied for that context
only; due different network topologies with different
WiMAX parameter values could produce different results.
E. Influence of MS Maximum TX Power and BS Antenna
gain
This section will study the effect on throughput of the
MS Maximum TX Power and BS antenna gain.
Simulations set: A_B05 C08 D07 E03 F_S10 for MS
speed 10m/s and A_B05 C08 D07 E03 F_S50 for MS high
speed (s= 50 m/s).
A major conclusion, highlighted in both Fig. 10 and
Fig.12, is that BS antenna gain has a major impact on MS
observed throughput at all ranges of MS TX Power.

Figure 11. Throughput for different values of MS Maximum TX power
and variation of the BS antenna gain (MS TX P = 0.1, 1.0W) s = 10 m/s

For high speed, the application behavior is more complex
(Fig. 12).

Figure 12. MS Maximum TX Power - MS Antenna Gain -- Decision Space
for MS Speed 50m/s

Figure 10. MS Maximum TX Power - BS Antenna Gain -- Decision Space
for MS Speed 10m/s

For low speed, the application throughput grows with
MS Maximum TX Power increase or with BS antenna gain.
There is an important growth with MS Maximum TX Power
for low values of BS Antenna gain, which will be less
important as the BS antenna gain increase (see the 50000 –
60000) region in the figure.
Sample vertical sections of MS Maximum TX Power-BS
Antenna Gain Decision Space for MS Speed 10m/s are
presented in Fig. 11, describing the V2I system behavior
under effect of BS antenna gain variance.
One can see that at low MS power (left-upper part
diagram) the influence of the BS antenna gain is dramaticwhich is normal in such low MS power condition. When the
MS Maximum TX power is increasing this compensate a
lower BS antenna gain and the throughput is better even for
lower values of the BS antenna gain. The best results are
obtained (bottom-right diagram) for sufficient power at MS
(1.0W) and high BS antenna gain g= 16dBi. On the other
side is to be observed that sufficient throughput can be
obtained with less power at MS (i.e. for P > 0.6W). This can
give the possibility to apply policies in adjusting the
maximum MS TX power in function of current condition.
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In the simulated scenario (versus network topology and
trajectory), there are optimal values for MS Maximum TX
Power (ex. 0.5W for BS Antenna Gain -1dBi). These optimal
values are different for each BS Antenna Gain value. The
mobile could adjust its Maximum TX Power to the value
indicated in Decision Space and it will obtain the maximum
application throughput. There is no clear dependency
between MS Maximum TX Power increasing or BS Antenna
Gain and application throughput growth, as obtained for low
speed.
The qualitative results for high speed are the same as for
low speed, but the overall throughput is significantly lower
(roughly twice), even for high MS TX Power and high BS
antenna gain.
F. Influence of MS and BS Antenna gains
The MS and BS antenna gains are expected to have
major influence on the overall performance.
Simulations set: A05 B_C08 D07 E03 F_S10 for low
speed (s = 10 m/s).
For MS low speed (s = 10 m/s) the Fig. 13 diagram
shows a rather monotonic increase of the throughput with
both BS and MS antenna gain on both dimensions. However
a “triangle” in the space (BS-gain, MS-gain) of saturation
(region 50000- 60000) is seen (top-right side) where no
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increasing in throughput is possible; in other words, the BS
gain and MS gain “cooperates” and we obtain sufficient
throughput if an empirical (approximated) relationship is
fulfilled:
BS_gain + MS_gain >a
where limit a can be determined from the figure. This
observation gives the possibilities to apply policies to crossadjust the BS antenna gain and MS antenna gain.

Figure 13. MS Antenna Gain - BS Antenna Gain -- Decision Space for MS
Speed 10m/s

The simulations highlights that for high speed (Fig. 14),
the application throughput has a approximately constant
level at middle range of parameters, where the variance of
MS Antenna Gain and BS Antenna Gain has no major effect,
as opposite with low speed situations, where that constant
level is reached near the highest range of parameters.

dependent. This conclusion is however natural for a system
that has tens of inter-dependent working parameters, but
cross-optimizations are possible in the sense that the results
of the decision spaces can be used in policies governing the
ranging, scanning, HO, etc.
B. Conclusions related to decision spaces method and
cross-layer algorithm
The analysis of V2I system behavior on incremental
variance of speed, antenna gain, maximum Tx power, and
scanning threshold/methods under decision space matrix
provides a data base usable for optimization
methods/techniques. Each decision space allow not only the
combined effect details of a pair of parameters variance, but
allow to predict the system behavior for each specific
parameter value (see decision space vertical section
examples presented in Fig. 11).
Network operator could use such kind of extended
simulations for different roads and highway, where the
network topology and the road details are known. Vehicles
provided with WiMAX terminal capabilities passing these
roads could be helped to optimize the communications using
cross layer-algorithm based on location and speed prediction
from GPS information and optimal parameters set from
network operator.
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Abstract—The present paper presents the results of a survey about
users’ security practices regarding mobile phone usage that took
place in 4 Universities of Budapest in February 2010. We targeted
an extended pool of respondents reaching 959 answers. The
general users' feeling is that mobile phone communication is
secure and this possibly leads to a relaxation. As results indeed
further showed, students are unaware of the necessary measures to
avoid a possible unauthorized access and/or sensitive data retrieval
from their phones and that they lack proper security education.
There was also a statistically important difference in the answers,
depending on the type of operating system (modern or not). Since
users fail to secure their phones they should either be educated or
preferably presented with transparent security features, built in
their phones, in order to mitigate the dangers.
Keywords-mobile phone security; security practices; user
interface security; questionnaire survey; mobile phone usage

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices are becoming a critical component of the
digital economy, a style statement and useful communication
device, a vital part of daily life for billions of people around
the world. Modern mobile phones’ enhanced capabilities
allow them to be almost as versatile as a computer becoming
a valuable business (mobile applications) and entertainment
tool (mobile games, m-commerce). At the same time users
store and process more data including sensitive information
in their phones. A few years ago the only concern of a
mobile phone user would be his communication privacy.
This is not the case anymore. Users have to be protected
from unauthorized third party access to their data. Apart
from the traditional security measures such as PIN (Personal
Identification Number) usage and voice encryption, users
have to take extra security measures and to follow new best
practices. Unfortunately, as the survey revealed, users aren't
adequately informed about security issues in regards to their
mobile phones’ options and technical characteristics and fail
to follow proper security measures and practices. In Section
II, related work is examined. The methodology used for the
survey is described in Section III. Results are presented in
Section IV, closing with conclusion and future work in
Section V.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Although there have been quite many theoretical studies
concerning mobile services, a significant means for
investigating and understanding users’ preferences is asking
their opinion via specific questioning techniques. The vast
majority of these surveys indicate the growing importance
of mobile phones in everyday life and the increased
popularity of new features [1].
In any case, the security of mobile phones is proven not
to be adequate in many research papers [2][3]. There also
exist several survey studies in this direction. Some of these
surveys studies focus on mobile phone’s security issues
[4][5] while others on mobile phone services, touching also
security issues [6][7]. Modern smart phones, specifically,
are open to more security risks [8].
A recent survey [9] published in November 2008
focused on mobile phones security issues and in which
degree these issues concern the users. The conclusion was
that a major part of the participants are extremely concerned
about security and don’t want any of their private data to be
available to 3rd party unauthorized users.
It is interesting to note that according to other surveys
[10] a major part of the participants is interested in mobile
services adoption only if the prices are low and the security
framework tight enough. At the same time, cyber security
and safety education is left out from the educational system
[11] and users do not know if their phones are secure or not
[12]. Given the fact that mobile phones could be a dominant
feature of future classroom, special security awareness and
training courses, presenting the necessary guidelines, should
definitely be implemented in schools. This is why the
present paper tries to address users’ security awareness and
practices, as an enabler for greater mobile services market
penetration.
III.

METHODOLOGY

A very useful evaluation method for surveying user’s
practices is the use of multiple-choice questionnaires (i.e. in
person delivery or e-mail questionnaires) [13][14]. Our
survey was conducted using in-person delivery technique,
with a total of 959 respondents participating in this survey.
This method was selected from other alternatives because is
more accurate and has a bigger degree of participation from
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the respondents (e-mail questionnaires usually treated as
spam mail from the respondents or they might
misunderstand some questions). Data entry took place using
custom software [15]. Due to lack of financial resources the
survey was limited to Europe. An interesting approach
would be to use social networks such as Facebook to amend
the results of the survey, especially targeting students from
United States and other continents.
The target group of the survey was university students
from ages mostly 18-26, incorporating both younger and
older youth segments (24-26 years old percentage was
25.5%) because these ages are more receptive to new
technologies. They also understand better the technological
evolution than older people who use mobile phones mostly
for voice calls.
In the analysis of the security feeling and the security
knowledge a simple mathematical formula was developed to
produce numerical values. We weighted the responses with
the following weights: Very Much: 4, Much: 3, Moderately:
2, Not much: 1, Not at all: 0 and then divided by the number
of occurrences, in order to get a mean value.
IV.

RESULTS

The questionnaire was divided in two parts. In the first
part participants were asked some demographic data
including gender, age and field of studies as well as some
economic data including mobile phone usage, connection
type and budget spent monthly on phone service. In the
second part we proceeded to our main contribution, the
specific questions related with their practices and security
perceptions regarding mobile phones’ security issues.
A. Demographics
56.3% of the participants were females and 43.7% were
males. Most of the respondents, in turn, were aged 18-26
(82.4%). The main body of respondents was studying
Economics or Business Administration (30.1%) Following
in the sample there were students of Humanities or
Philology (22%), Engineering, Mathematics or Natural
Sciences (13.7%), Medicine (13.2%), Law (10.8%) and
other fields (10%).
Regarding mobile phone usage, 60.3% of them are using
daily a single mobile phone, with some 21% using two
phones regularly and even 10% using more than two
phones. Nokia is the favourite brand, reaching one third of
students (34.3%) followed by Sony-Ericsson (21.3%) and
Samsung (17.6%) (Figure 1). Apple’s iPhone (which is
expected to have a higher percentage in the US market) has
a very descent 7.8% of penetration given the generally low
budgeted section of the population targeted. It is
immediately apparent that focusing on Nokia and SonyEricsson phones a security awareness campaign would
immediately target more than half of users yielding a very
high return. Of course the brand itself is not enough to
categorize attack vectors and practices, since there is also
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the feature of the specific operating system running on each
phone.

Figure 1. Favourite brands.
B. Economics
Proceeding to economics, participants were asked
whether they are using a pre-paid or post-paid (contract)
mobile phone connection. Half of students are using a
contract based subscription, a rather high percentage, while
17.2% have both prepaid and postpaid SIMs (Subscriber
Identity Module).
Answering how much money they spent monthly,
student mobile phone users had a wide range of financial
capabilities. The leading 25.7% spends 11-20 Euros
(currency converted) monthly while almost equal parts of
20% spend 21-30, 31-40, or more than 40 Euros per month.
C. Security Specific Questions
The objective of this particular subsection and the main
contribution of our research were to determine whether our
participants acknowledge some security related features of
their phone and what is their security feeling. The results are
analysed in the following paragraphs.
Our fundamental research question was whether students
are informed about how the options and the technical
characteristics of their mobile phones affect the security of
the latter and whether they are taking the necessary
measures to mitigate the risks. The results that follow are
totally in line with the initial response of students that only
29.6% believe they are much or very much informed while
42.6% state that they are not at all (a large 20.4%) or not
much (Figure 2).
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leads to an over-relaxation of students in regards to security
practices as following answers reveal.

Figure 2. Knowledge of mobile phone security aspects.
Using the simple formula described in Section III
(Methodology), the mean “security knowledge value” was
1.76, in the 0-4 scale (0 not at all, 4 very much). Further
correlating their responses to the type of operating system–
O/S (modern or not) proved that students owning phones
without modern operating system have statistically (Pearson
Chi-Square) better knowledge of security aspects than those
who actually own a phone with modern O/S (Figure 3). As
it was expected users that do not know the type of their O/S
were the least informed about security.

Figure 4. How safe do you consider communication through
mobile phones?
Using the same methodology, the mean “security
feeling) value was 2.22 in the 0-4 scale. The correlation to
the operating system showed that users without modern O/S
feel statistically (Pearson Chi-Square) the least secure while
users that do not know the type of O/S are more “relaxed”
(Figure 5).

Figure 3. Security knowledge value vs. operating system.
Figure 5. Security feeling value vs. operating system
Continuing with a general question about how “safe”
mobile phone users feel, the majority (30%) replied “high
(much)” followed by 26.7% “moderately” (Figure 4). On
the other hand, some 27.9% felt not too much or not at all
sure they are safe. This general feeling of security in turn
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In regards to operating system itself, a significant
percentage of the participants (33.2%) doesn’t know about
the capabilities of his phone’s operating system. Almost the
same percentage (31.6%) of students is using mobile phones
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with an advanced operating system. In any case, apart from
the relaxation in security awareness that was previously
shown, the ignorance of the type of operating system
renders users more vulnerable to hacker attacks with the use
of exploits specifically targeted for their phones.
Similarly, in Figure 6, only a very small percentage of
the participants (less than 24%) knows his/her phone’s IMEI
(International Mobile station Equipment Identity) and has
noted it somewhere. IMEI is very significant because if the
phone is ever stolen, using this serial number the provider
can block access to the stolen phone effectively mitigating
stealing risks. Almost half of students are completely
unaware of its existence. Knowledge of this feature would
possibly help 41.1% of them who unfortunately had their
phone stolen once or more (Figure 7). Similarly high
percentages are noted by other studies too [16][17].

middle attacks since they can’t recognize the attack taking
place. This was probably the most expected result as even
professionals are not aware of this feature and another hint
that user interfaces should help and not obscure security.
Users, as expected, are actively (almost 70%) using
SIM’s PIN code. The negative finding that Figure 8 reveals
is that only a small percentage (24.5%) uses screen-saver
password while similar percentages do not know if their
phone has such an option. That leaves 75% of users without
a screen saver password, and their phones ready to be
manipulated by “malicious” hands. An attack can take place
in a few minutes by downloading specific software to the
phone; this is why it is not enough to protect the phone only
by PIN but also by a screen saver password.

Figure 8. Screen-saver password.

Figure 6. IMEI knowledge.

A great attack vector of the past, Bluetooth, seems not to
be the problem anymore (Figure 9). Just one out of five
students has Bluetooth switched on and visible (leaving the
phone vulnerable), while 42.3% of users have it switched
off. It is not clear whether this is a security practice or a
social practice that stemmed from the continuous
harassments messages over Bluetooth caused upon users.

Figure 7. Lost or Stolen phone.
At the same time, 71% of users are not aware of the
existence of the special icon that informs the user that
his/her phone encryption has been disabled [3]. Ignorance of
this security icon leaves users vulnerable to man in the
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Figure 9. Bluetooth.
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In a question that touches upon issues of politeness and
openness, 44.7% of students are lending their phones, but
only while they are present (Figure 10). This is a major
factor that compromises the phone’s security even if the
participant is present, because a single minute is needed for
someone to install malicious software in the phone. In that
respect 36.2% of them refuse to lend their phone in any case
being better safe and “impolite” than sorry.

This is where a mobile phone Antivirus would help. In
our case (Figure 12), 19% of users acknowledge it exists
such a product but don’t use it, while 44% do not know
whether such a product exists. That leaves 12.3% using it.
Compared to PC users where nowadays everybody is using
(at least) an antivirus shows a clear lack of security
education and different mind-set. Organizations, in turn,
show an increase in mobile phone antivirus tools usage [18]

Figure 10. Phone lending.

Figure 12. Anti-virus usage.

Following, in Figure 11, with a question of both security
and economic importance, almost 60% of participants don’t
download any software at all. There is also a 13% that
actively downloads ringtones or logos, a 16% that tries
applications and just 11% of “gamers”. It is well interesting
to note that security considerations is one of the hindering
factors of mobile phone downloading [2]). In the antipode,
getting familiar with downloading users are being more
vulnerable to downloading and using unauthorised software
that can harm their phone.

Being young, 57% of university students keep sensitive
information into their mobile phones (Figure 13). It seems
that we consider our mobile phone to be a very personal
device and we save equally important and sensitive
information there. Such kind of information should be
protected but again, the results from our survey show that
users fail to do so. The consequences from a breach of data
of this type could be devastating for the life of the victim.

Figure 11. Software downloading.

Figure 13. Sensitive information kept in phone.
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In a rather alarming finding, 21.6% of users (Figure 14)
keep passwords saved in plain in their mobile phone. At
least, another 22% is using some form of encryption (i.e.
letter scrambling). Since users generally follow the notion of
encryption in these saved passwords, it is expected that they
would be able to do the same with private information (i.e.
photos) kept in the phone, should they be provided the
necessary software. Once again, the issue of better designed
user interfaces surfaces.

Figure 14. Important passwords kept in phone.
Closing our survey, the issue of backup was examined.
As it can be seen in Figure 15, a large percentage of the
participants reaching 47% never performs a backup of their
phone’s data. At least some 53% do backup up, although the
majority (19%) less often than once per month.

V.

The majority of the respondents care about security
issues and are concerned about data interception and the fact
that an intruder could gain unauthorized access to their
devices, as previous surveys have clearly showed. However,
there is no culture of security and no advanced technical
knowledge of their mobile phones.
A very high percentage of users didn’t know there is an
icon that informs them about the phone encryption status.
Most of them don’t take backups at all while at the same
time would lend their phone that contains sensitive data and
passwords to somebody else. Contributing to the problem,
badly designed interfaces are an additional factor of
hindering the development of security culture.
Students owning phones without modern operating
system have statistically (Pearson Chi-Square) better
knowledge of security aspects than those who actually own
a phone with modern O/S. At the same time, they feel
statistically the least secure while, on the other hand, users
that do not know the type of O/S are more “relaxed”.
In order to have comparative results, we have conducted
a similar survey in more than 10 European countries
reaching more than 7500 students and the results will soon
be published. The preliminary findings however, show that
users exhibit the same behaviour everywhere. Since students
(who are young people and mostly receptive to technology
and knowledge) do not actively follow most of security best
practices then
academia, phone manufacturers and
operators must team up informing users, raising awareness
level and building more secure systems and user interfaces
with transparent security features.
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9)
10)
11)

12)
13)

14)

15)
16)

17)

18)

19)

20)
21)

22)

Have you noted somewhere your mobile phone’s IMEI?
(A, I don’t know what it is, B yes, C no,)
Was your mobile phone ever lost or stolen? (A Never, B
once, C more than once)
Are you aware of the existence of a special icon in your
telephone which informs you for the encryption's
deactivation? (A Yes, B No)
Do you have SIM card’s PIN activated? (A Yes, B No)
Do you use password in your phone's Screen-Saver? (A I
don’t know if it has such a feature, B, doesn’t have such
feature, C, Yes, D No)
Do you have Bluetooth: (A Switched on and visible, B
Switched on and invisible, C Switched off, D don’t know the
difference between visible and invisible, E My phone doesn’t
have Bluetooth,
Do you lend it to others? (A Never, B Only for a while and if
I am present, C Yes)
Do you "download" software to your phone? (A I don’t know
if my mobile phone can download, B No, C mostly
Ringtones/Logos, D mostly Games, E mostly Applications)
Do you use Antivirus software in your phone? (A Doesn’t
have the ability, B Don’t know if there is such product for
my phone, C I know there is but I don’t use D Yes)
Do you store important passwords in your phone (eg Credit
cards passwords, ATM passwords)? (A No, B Yes and
"encrypted", C yes, without encryption)
How often do you create backup copies of your phone's data?
(A Never, B >3 times per month, B 2-3 times per month, C
Once per month, D Less often)
Do you keep sensitive personal data into your phone
(photos/videos/discussion recordings)? (A Yes, B No)
How safe do you consider communication through mobile
phones? (A Very Much, B Much, C Moderately, D
Not too much, E Not at all)
Are you informed about how the options and technical
characteristics of your mobile phone affect its security? (A
Very Much, B Much, C Moderately, D Not too
much, E Not at all)

APPENDIX
The Questionnaire used
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

Male (A) or Female (B)?
Age? (A < 18, B 18-20 , C 21-23, D 24-26 , E >26)
Are you studying: (A: Humanities-Philology, B Medicine, C
Law, D Engineering-Computer Science, E Maths-Natural
Sciences, F Economics-Business Administration, G OTHER
How many mobile phones do you use (daily)?
Α) 1
Β) 2
C) >2
D) None
Are you a contract subscriber or a prepaid subscriber?
Α) Pre-paid (Card) Β) Post-paid (Contract) C) Both
Your average monthly phone bill? (A up to 10 Euros, B 1120 Euros, C 21-30 Euros, D 31-40 Euros, E >40 Euros)
Brand of the phone you are mostly using now? (A Nokia, B
Sony-Ericsson, C Samsung, D Sharp, E Apple I-phone, F
Motorola, G LG, H Other)
Does it have an advanced operational system (eg Symbian,
Windows Mobile, Android)? (A I don’t know, B yes, C no,)
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Abstract – SincN finite impulse response (FIR) filters are built
as a cascade of N sinc filters, each of length M. They are used
for digital signal processing applications, in various areas
including telecommunications. Generating functions for the
sincN FIR filters transfer functions are given. It is shown that
z-Transform techniques can offer an efficient method to
derive straightforward recurrence relations for fast
computation of the impulse response. Moreover, a simple
expression, valid for all the filter coefficients, is also obtained.
It is new and general, compared to previously published
formula.
Keywords – digital filter ; impulse response ; coefficient
computation ; z-Transform.

I. INTRODUCTION
Different structures for digital filters have been proposed
for applications as decimation, interpolation or noise
suppression in Sigma-Delta A/D conversion [1, 2]. As
suitable filters for high speed operation, cascadedintegrator-comb (CIC) filters [1] and sincN impulse finite
response (FIR) filters [3, 4] are among the well known
solutions. The use of sincN filters constituted of a cascade of
N sinc filters, each of length M, requires the calculation of
all of the impulse response coefficients. So adequate
recursions or expressions for rapid calculation of these
coefficients have been the subject of numerous
investigations, as in [5-7]. Interesting computation aids
have already been published: a closed form expression for
the first M coefficients has been given in [6], while a
recurrence formula has been presented in [7].
It has been proved that using z-Transform techniques can
be an efficient method to derive digital filter coefficients [8,
9]. Here, employing these techniques, new results are
obtained. Simple effective recurrence relations are derived
for the computation of the coefficients of sincN FIR filters.
In addition, a simple expression is deduced, which is valid
not only for the first coefficients of the impulse response
but for all of them. In addition, generating functions for the
transfer functions of sincN FIR filters are presented.
In this paper, the general form of the transfer function of
the sincN FIR filters is given in section II, as well as its
useful basic properties. In section III, it is shown how
recurrence relations for the filter coefficients can be derived
using z-Transform techniques applied to the expression of
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the transfer function considered as a z-transform. Similarly,
the way to obtain an expression for the filter coefficients,
new and general compared to formula previously published
by other authors, is described in section IV. Finally, in
section V, forms of generating functions for the transfer
functions of sincN FIR filters are expressed.
II. TRANSFER FUNCTION OF sincN FILTERS
The transfer function H M , N ( z ) of sincN filters can be
written as
H

M ,N

 1 1 − z −M 
( z) = 
−1 
 M 1− z 

N

(1)

or

H M , N ( z ) = M − N (1 + z −1 + z −2 + ... + z − ( M −1) )

N

(2)

to which corresponds the following magnitude response
H M , N ( e jω ) =

sin( M ω / 2)
M sin(ω / 2)

N

(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Magnitude responses of H3,3(ejω) (a), H3,4(ejω) (b)
and H4,3(ejω) (c), versus normalized angular frequency ω.
For simplicity, we will consider the scaled transfer
function G M , N ( z ) = M N H M , N ( z )
N

 1 − z −M 
(3)
G ( z) = 
−1 
 1− z 
G M , N ( z ) is a polynomial, with degree N(M-1), of the form
M ,N
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N ( M −1)

GM ,N ( z) =

∑

g j M ,N z − j

(4)

j =0

where g j

M ,N

represent the coefficients of the impulse

response of the sincN filters. h j M , N and g j M , N are related
by
g0

h j M , N = M − N g j M , N . Note that
M ,N

= 1 (∀M , ∀N ) , G

and g N ( M −1) − j

M ,N

= gj

M ,N

M ,0

g j M , N = 0 (∀j < 0) ,
1, N

( z ) = 1 (∀M ) , G

( z ) = 1 (∀N )

.

In the following, we will propose simple recurrence
relations useful for the computation of sincN FIR filter
coefficients, and especially a new general expression of
these coefficients.
III. RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR THE FILTER
COEFFICIENTS
In this section, several relations are derived, according
to different criteria such as simplicity, low order, varying
index. Each of these independent relations can be useful,
depending on the way chosen for computation, and
implemented separately.
A. Calculation of g j M , N from 3 coefficients with the same
values M and N, and lower indexes j-1, j-M and j-(M+1)
Differentiating ln G M , N ( z ) using (3) and multiplying by
G M , N ( z ) yields
 Mz − ( M +1)
dG M , N ( z )
z −2  M , N
= N
−
 G ( z)
−M
dz
1 − z −1 
 1− z

(5)

which can be written

(1 − z

−1

 dG M , N ( z ) 
− z − M + z − ( M +1) )  − z
=
dz



N ( z − Mz
−1

−M

+ ( M − 1) z

− ( M +1)

)G

M ,N

(6)

( z)

By using basic z-Transform techniques, (6) leads
immediately to
1
g j M , N = ( N − 1 + j ) g j −1M , N − [ M ( N + 1) − j ] g j − M M , N
j
(7)
M ,N
+ [ M ( N + 1) − ( N − 1) − j ] g j − ( M +1)
which can also be written
g j M , N = g j −1M , N + g j − M M , N − g j − ( M +1) M , N
1
+ ( N − 1) ( g j −1M , N − g j − ( M +1) M , N )
j

(8)

− M ( N + 1) ( g j − M M , N − g j − ( M +1) M , N ) 
An advantage of (8) is the fact that M and N keep
constant values. Relative drawbacks are that the number of
terms is not the lowest possible and that shifts in j indexes
increase with M and may be large. This recurrence relation
is the same as (11) in [7], but here it has been
straightforwardly derived using z-Transform techniques.
For example, for M=8, N=4 and j=9, the relation gives:
g98,4 = g88,4 + g18,4 − g 08,4

1
+ [3( g88,4 − g 08,4 ) − 40( g18,4 − g 08,4 )]
9
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1
[3(161 − 1) − 40(4 − 1)] = 204
9
B. Calculation of g j M , N from 2 coefficients with the same
value M, and indexes (j-1, N) and (j, N-1)
Differentiating G M , N ( z ) using (3) yields

i.e., g98,4 = 161 + 4 − 1 +

 Mz − ( M +1) z −2 (1 − z − M )   1 − z − M 
dG M , N ( z )
=N
−


−1
dz
(1 − z −1 ) 2   1 − z −1 
 1− z
which can be written
 dG M , N ( z ) 
(1 − z −1 )  − z
=
dz



{

N −1

(9)

(10)

}

( z ) +  M − ( M − 1) z  G ( z )
By using basic z-Transform techniques, it can be
immediately deduced
1
 ( MN − j + 1 − N ) g j −1M , N + MNg j M , N −1  (11)
g j M ,N =
MN − j 
Advantages of (11) are a very low number of terms, the
fact that M keeps a constant value and that shifts in N and j
indexes equal only one and occur separately. This new and
simple relation allows a fast recursive calculation of the
impulse response coefficients. Therefrom, computation is
quite easy, even permitting to fill up the start of the table of
filter coefficients simply by hand.
For example, for M=8, N=4 and j=9, the relation gives:
1
g98,4 = ( 20 g88,4 + 32 g98,3 )
23
1
i.e., g98,4 = ( 20 × 161 + 32 × 46 ) = 204
23
C. Calculation of g j M , N from 3 coefficients with the same
value M, and indexes (j-1, N) and (j, N-1) and (j-M, N-1)
Using (3), G M , N ( z ) can be linked to G M , N −1 ( z ) as
follows
1 − z − M M , N −1
G M , N ( z) =
G
( z)
(12)
1 − z −1
By using basic z-Transform techniques, it can be
immediately deduced from (12)
g j M , N = g j −1M , N + g j M , N −1 − g j − M M , N −1
(13)
Advantages of (13) are a low number of terms, with no
multiplying factors, the fact that M keeps a constant value
and that shifts in N equal only one. Relative drawbacks are
that the number of terms is not the lowest possible and that
shifts in j index increase with M and may be large. This
simple relation allows a fast recursive calculation of the
impulse response coefficients. Computation is quite easy,
even permitting to fill up the start of the table of filter
coefficients simply by hand.
For example, for M=8, N=4 and j=9, the relation gives:
g98,4 = g88,4 + g98,3 − g18,3
N − MG

M , N −1

−1

M ,N

i.e., g98,4 = 161 + 46 − 3 = 204
D. Calculation of g j M , N from N+1 coefficients with the
same lower value M-1, and indexes (j-k, k), k=0..N
Using (3), G M , N ( z ) can be expressed as follows
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G

M ,N


1 − z − ( M −1) 
( z ) = 1 + z −1

1 − z −1 


(14)

involved in the relation, as well as shifts in j index increase
with N.
For example, for M=8, N=4 and j=9, g j M , N can be

(15)

easily computed using the values of the coefficients
4
g 9 − k 7, k , weighted by the binomial coefficients   :
k

N

which can be written

N
( z ) = ∑   z − k G M −1, k ( z )
k =0  k 
N

G

M ,N

By using basic z-Transform techniques, (15) yields

N
= ∑  g j − k M −1, k
k =0  k 

4
4
g 98,4 = ∑  g 9 − k 7, k = g 9 7,0 + 4 g 87,1 + 6 g 7 7,2 + 4 g 6 7,3 + g 57,4
k =0  k 
8,4
i.e., g10 = 0 + 4 × 0 + 6 × 6 + 4 × 28 + 56 = 204

N

g jM ,N

(16)

An advantage of (16) is the fact that M-1 keeps constant
in the right side of the equation. Drawbacks are that the
number of terms, the number of sets of coefficients

Values of g j

N=1

N=2

N=3

N=4

TABLE I
for N = 1,…,4 and M = 1,…,8

g0M,N g1M,N g2M,N g3M,N g4M,N g5M,N g6M,N g7M,N g8M,N g9M,N

M

N(M-1)

MN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
2
4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
4
9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3

6
8
10
12
14
0
3
6

16
25
36
49
64
1
8
27

4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
12
15
18
21
0
4
8
12
16
20
24
28

64
125
216
343
512
1
16
81
256
625
1296
2401
4096
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M ,N

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

2
2

3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

3
3

6

7

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3

6
6
6
6
6

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

6
10
10
10
10
10
10

g10M, g11M, g12M, g13M, g14M,
N

N

N

N

N

224
284

231
315

336

344

1
1

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7

8

10
10
10
10
10

12
15
15
15
15

18
21
21
21

19
25
28
28

27
33
36

36
42

37
46

48

16
20
20
20
20
20

19
31
35
35
35
35

40
52
56
56
56

44
68
80
84
84

80
104
116
120

85
125
149
161

140
180
204

146
206
246
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In this section, using z-Transform techniques, efficient
recursive formulae for computing the impulse response
coefficients g j M , N of sincN filters have been derived,
especially (11) and (13). The values of the coefficients
g j M , N , for M ≤ 8 and N ≤ 4, are given in Table I. For
symmetry

reasons,
only
are shown.

the

coefficients

for

 N ( M − 1) 
j = 0..INT 

2



Futher investigations should be undertaken in order to
evaluate precisely the number of operations and the
computation time when using such or such recurrence
relation or a combination of them, and, in a way, the more
efficient strategy.
IV. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE FILTER
COEFFICIENTS

(17)

N

with Y ( z ) defined as follows
N

 1 
Y N ( z) = 
(18)
−1 
1− z 
A. Explicit expression for the coefficients y j N of Y N ( z )
ln Y N ( z )

Differentiating

and

multiplying

by

(1 − z −1 )  − zY N ( z )  gives
 dY N ( z ) 
−1 N
(1 − z −1 )  − z
 = Nz Y ( z )
dz


Basic z-Transform techniques allow to obtain
N −1 + j
yjN =
y j −1N
j

(19)

(20)

This relation permits easy recursive computation of y j
explicit relation for the coefficients y j N

 N −1 + j 
y jN = 
(21)

j 

B. General expression for the coefficients g j M , N of
G M , N ( z)
Developing (1 − z − M ) N in (17) leads to the following
relation between G M , N ( z ) and Y N ( z )
k

N
G ( z ) = ∑ (−1)   z − kM Y N ( z )
(22)
k =0
k 
Then using the z-Transform translation property, the
M ,N

coefficients

gj

M ,N

can be written

 N   N − 1 + j − kM 
(23)
 

j − kM
k =0
k 

with j=0..N(M-1), and where [j/M] denotes the integer
quotient of j and M.
[ j/M ]

g j M ,N =

∑ (−1)

k

g j M , N applies for all values of M, N and j.

This simple formula allows to calculate any coefficient
numerically. It offers the obvious advantage, compared to
previous results, to be general and valid for all the
coefficients of the impulse response of the sincN filters. In
fact, in [6] (cf. (19)) and in [7] (cf. (12) and (13)), explicit
expressions are given only for the very first coefficients of
the impulse response of the sincN filters. Note that here (23)
leads immediately to these explicit expressions for j=0..(M1) and for j=M, with k=0 and k=1 respectively.
For example, for M=8, N=4 and j=9 ([j/M]=1),
M ,N
gj
can be easily computed using the products of
coefficients

ISBN: 978-1-61208-127-4

i.e.,

i.e., g 98,4 = 220 − 4 × 4 = 204
In this section, a simple general expression (23) has
been obtained for rapid computation of any of the
coefficients of sincN filters.
As a summary, useful recurrence relations and formula
(8), (11), (13), (16) and (23) have been derived for
computing
the
sincN
FIR
filter
coefficients
M ,N
−N
M ,N
hj
= M gj
.
V. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR THE TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS OF sincN FIR FILTERS
Let us consider (12) G M , N ( z ) =

1 − z − M M , N −1
G
( z ) , with
1 − z −1

G M ,0 ( z ) = 1 .
A. Ordinary generating function
Multiplying G M , N ( z ) by x N and summing with N
varying from 0 to infinity leads to the following ordinary
generating function
∞
1
Γo M ( z , x ) = ∑ G M , N ( z ) x N =
(24)
1 − z −M
N =0
1−
x
1 − z −1
M
Conversely, developing Γo ( z, x ) into series expansion

generates the expression of the filter transfer functions
G M , N ( z ) as the coefficients of x N ( N = 0,.., ∞ ).
B. Exponential generating function

xN
and summing with N
N!
varying from 0 to infinity leads to the following exponential
generating function
Multiplying G M , N ( z ) by

1− z − M

∞

Γe

M

( z, x ) = ∑ G
N =0
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 N  N − 1 + j − kM 
 
,
j − kM
 k 


 4  12 − 8k  , multiplied by
k
( −1) :
 

 k   9 − 8k 
1
12   4 
k  4   12 − 8k 
g98,4 = ∑ ( −1)   
 =   − 4  ,
k =0
 k   9 − 8k   9  1 

N

from y j −1N . Moreover, (20) leads to the following simple

N

coefficients

binomial

Let us write G M , N ( z ) under the form

G M , N ( z ) = (1 − z − M ) N Y N ( z )

It is worth noting that this new expression of the

M ,N

xN
−1
( z)
= e 1− z
N!

x

(25)
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Conversely, developing Γe M ( z, x ) into series expansion
generates the expression of the filter transfer functions
N
G M , N ( z ) as the coefficients of x ( N = 0,.., ∞ ).
N!
VI. CONCLUSION
N

Sinc filters, constituted of a cascade of N sinc filters,
each of length M, are useful for digital signal processing
applications,
in
various
domains
including
telecommunications. In this paper, z-Transform has been
used as an efficient tool for deriving various formulae
allowing to compute the impulse response coefficients of
sincN FIR filters.
In particular, straightforward recursive relations have
been demonstrated. Further investigations should be made
to evaluate the computation time and the more efficient
strategy when exploiting these relations separately or in
combination.
Moreover, a simple general expression – new compared
to previous published formula – has been given, valid for
all the coefficients, whatever their rank j and the values of
M and N.
In addition, generating functions for the sincN FIR filters
transfer functions have been given.
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Abstract—Consider the MIMO detection background. While
the hard-decision Sphere Decoder has been widely and recently
considered as the most promising near-optimal detector, this
perspective might fall down during the soft-decision extension
through a List Sphere Decoder (LSD). Due to the finiteness of
the LSD list output - that does not necessarily allow for generating
explicitly the Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs), even through a
max-log approximation - the issue of how to set the missing
reliabilities has been addressed. This paper presents existing
works concerning the main trend. In particular, it consists in
setting the LLR to a pre-defined value, this operation being
commonly referred as LLR Clipping. We discuss this choice that
has a significant impact on the system performance, by providing
a brief state of the art of the existing solutions. In addition in
the presented work, a novel solution lies in the multi-level bit
mapping. Despite of its simplicity, it allows for low distortion
approximated LLR computation. By simulation, the superiority
of our method over the existing solutions, is shown.
Index Terms—Log-Likelihood Ratio; bit clipping; List Sphere
Decoder;

I. I NTRODUCTION
In order to achieve the 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
and 3GPP LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) requirements, Spatial Multiplexing Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (SM-MIMO) communication schemes have been implemented. In such a configuration and from the receiver point of view, a linear superposition of separately transmitted information symbols is observed,
due to multiple transmit antennas that simultaneously send
independent data streams. The interest of the detectors consists
in recovering the transmitted symbols while approaching the
channel capacity [1], and corresponds to an inverse problem
with a finite-alphabet constraint.
As treated in several publications, the optimal - while
exponentially complex in the number of transmit antennas and
constellation size- Maximum Likelihood (ML) detector [2] can
be efficiently approximated although avoiding an exhaustive
search. In particular, some well-established techniques such
as Sphere Decoding (SD) [3], Lattice Reduction (LR) [4] or
a combination of both [5], have been shown to offer nearoptimal performance. In the practical case of coded systems
and due to their performance-complexity flexibility, the aforementioned detectors are straightforwardly modified in order to
provide Soft-Output (SO). In the particular case of the classical
K-Best, strongly presented in [6], a list L - of size |L| - of
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candidate solutions is generated from a subset of lattice points.
This detector is denoted as the List SD (LSD) and will be
considered in the present article, unless otherwise specified.
In order to achieve the channel capacity, the acknowledged way of bit transmission lies in providing redundancy
and interleaving, denoted as channel coding. By focusing on
the performance-complexity optimization, modern capacityapproaching codes lie in probabilistic coding schemes [7].
In particular, convolutional codes [8] led to the widely employed turbo codes [1], that are considered in this paper. In
such schemes, soft-decisions of coded symbols are typically
produced from the detector output, plus any available side
information, and passed on to the decoder in the form of bitwise Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLR), with the sign representing
the decision and the magnitude representing the reliability.
In the present article, the logical {0, 1} bit patterns are
respectively mapped onto the - zero-mean - set of amplitude
levels {+1, −1}. From the decoder point of view, a close-tozero value corresponds to an unreliable bit.
By evoking first that the LLR approximation is expressed
as a function of both the probability of any bit representation [9], given the data in reception, and since the LSD
output contains at least one solution, it is clear that a correct
LLR sign is robustly reached, leading to promising uncoded
performance [3], [4], [5]. However, due to the finite nature
of the output L of the LSD that only offers a reducedsize list of candidates, its magnitude is regularly unknown,
namely when the list does not contain both the hypothesis
and its counter-hypothesis for a given bit. As a consequence,
the performance in coded communication systems may be
dramatically impacted.
While the exact LLR calculation is processed when possible, the main issue in the soft decision extension consists in
how to estimate the missing LLR magnitude. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, two distinct trends have been explored
in the digital communications literature. Bäro has early met
this problematic aspect and proposed a path augmentation [10]
that consists in considering a bit-wise granularity during the
tree construction. However, such a scheme requires high
computational complexity and poor performance is reached
if no apriori information is available [11].
A simple yet efficient operation has been widely studied.
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•

A multi-level bit mapping in the LC is presented, which
leads to a significant coded performance improvement
and offers convenient result improvement;
The introduced solution preserves a general approach that
makes it applicable to any LC.

Outline of the paper: In Section II, the notations are
given and the problem statement is presented. In Section III,
the necessity of introducing an accurate LC is explained and
a detailed description of existing solutions is presented. The
proposed solution is defended and introduced in Section IV.
Section V aims at providing simulation results that show
the superiority of the proposed solution. Finally, concluding
remarks and perspectives are given in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a nT -transmit and nR -receive nT × nR MIMO
system model. Assuming narrow-band flat-fading, the receive
symbols vector y ∈ CnR typically reads
y = Hx + n,

(1)

where H ∈ CnR ×nT is the complex channel matrix, assumed
to be perfectly known at the receiver, and n is a complex
additive white Gaussian noise of variance σn2 . The entries of
the transmit symbol vector x are independently withdrawn
from a constellation set ξ, containing |ξ| symbols, and such
that x ∈ ξ nT . Also, a layer ν is defined as a spatial
stream, the number of spatial multiplexing data streams being
min{nR , nT }. Each channel inputs bnk ∈ {±1}ν log2 {|ξ|} is
assigned to a symbol according to any encoding scheme, where
n is any given layer and k is any bit position within the
corresponding symbol. The whole symbols vector is mapped
from a block of bit stream cl , by denoting l as the number
of bits of the codeword with 1 ≤ l ≤ ν log2 {|ξ|}. At this
step, the uncoded or coded case is not distinguished. The
block code may consider channel coding through the addition
of redundancy and correlation, by introducing the code rate
R ≤ 1 - where R = 1 makes c corresponding to uncoded bits
-, and interleaving [13]. By applying an efficient modulation
and code rate scheme, the channel capacity is almost achieved
at any SNR point [1].
The extrinsic LLR of the bit bnk is conditioned on the
receive signal and is denoted Λ(bnk | y). Through the Bayes’
theory and by using the high SNR approximation, which makes
the classical max-log approximation accurate, it becomes
advantageously rewrites [9]:

1 
Λ(bnk | y) ≈ − 2 (d2bn =+1 )min − (d2bn =−1 )min , (2)
k
k
2σn
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It is commonly referred as LLR Clipping (LC) [9], [12] and
lies on setting the missing LLR values to a predefined value.
However, the choice of the clipping level has a strong impact
on the system performance [12], as addressed in the following,
and any optimization is valuable.
Contribution: Our contributions can be summarized as
follows:
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Fig. 1. Expected ratio of to-be-clipped values by considering the output
of a naive K-Best, 4x4 complex MIMO system, QPSK (a) or 16QAM (b)
modulation on each layer with |L| = {1, 2, 3, 4} and |L| = {1, 2, 4, 16},
respectively, 10,000 simulations.

where (d2bn =+1 )min and (d2bn =−1 )min denote the minimal
k
k
square euclidean distance between y and all the possibly
transmit symbols vectors which are assigned to bnk = +1 and
to bnk = −1, respectively. Also, the layer index n within the
transmit data and the bit index k within any symbol inside are
such that 1 ≤ n ≤ ν and 1 ≤ k ≤ log2 {|ξ|}, respectively.
The importance of LC on both performance and complexity
is highlighted. With this aim in view, the ratio of the occurrence of a missing counter-hypothesis as a function of |L| is
depicted in Figure 1, for a 4×4 system, with QPSK or 16QAM
modulations on each antenna.
It appears that the number of to-be-clipped LLR values
depends on the SNR, on the list size |L| and on the modulation
scheme. In particular in the 16QAM case and for a high range
SNR, the ratio is 73% and 38% for |L| being 4 and 16,
respectively.
Beyond this consideration, it is also clear that also the
clipping value depends on the list size |L|. As seen in Figure 1
and in the case of large |L|, few missing counter-hypothesis
remain. However, since a large neighbourhood study of lattice
points has been processed, the corresponding bit sign is very
improbable and should be clipped to a large value. In the case
of a small |L|, more missing counter-hypothesis are contained
within the list output. Due to the partial nature of the study,
the bit sign is not completely improbable, leading to choosing
a small clipping value.
This idea has to be introduced in theory. It can be
done through the introduction of the mutual information
I{bnk , Λclip (bnk )} of any bit amplitude and any corresponding
LC value, denoted as Λclip (bnk ). By assuming that the bit sign
in the LC is correct and Pr{bnk = +1} = Pr{bnk = −1} = 21 ,
the mutual information reads:
I(bnk , Λclip (bnk )) =

n
o
n
o
n
n
1− 21 log2 1 + e−Λclip (bk ) + log2 1 + eΛclip (bk ) .
(3)
Subsequently, the impact of the clipping value choice can
be observed. In particular, a solution for determining the
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Optimal clipping value evidence

A. Fixed LLR Clipping
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Fig. 2. Mutual information versus clipping value Λclip (bn
k ) for multiple
Pr{Λclip (bn
k )} values.

LC setting relies on the mutual information maximization.
Figure 2 plots the mutual information between bnk and the
clipped detector output Λclip (bnk ), versus the clipping value
Λclip (bnk ) and for different values of Pr{Λclip (bnk )}. Also,
the maximal mutual information - given any Pr{Λclip (bnk )}
value - is pointed out by diamond marks and indicates the
optimal clipping value.
Consequently, it is clear that there exists an optimal value
that is not a constant. At least, it depends on the number
of missing counter-hypothesis. Its evolution is plotted in
Figure 2 with a dashed style. Also, while an efficient balance
- namely Λclip (bnk ) = 3 [12] - can been found at intermediate
clipping values, it has to be noticed that the LC choice has
a significant impact on the coded performance. In particular,
choosing the clipping level too high induces the decoder to
assume a too high reliability for the bits with missing counterhypothesis and consequently prevents error correction at these
bit positions. Setting the clipping level too low limits the
mutual information at the detector output and thus decreases
its performance.
In order to address this problematic aspect, numerous
techniques have been proposed and studied.
III. S UMMARY OF EXISTING SOLUTIONS
In case both the hypothesis and its counter-hypothesis
given any bit arise in L, the LLR is calculated according
to Equation (2). Naively, we can consider that the soft information about any given bit bnk is essentially contained in
L. Indeed, if there are many entries in L with bnk = −1,
then it can be concluded that the likely value for bnk is
indeed minus one, whereas if few entries occur, then the likely
value is one. In the particular configuration of no arising
counter-hypothesis within L, Hochwald et al. proposed first
a solution. It consists in setting its corresponding LLR value
Λclip (bnk ) to an extremely large value [9], namely ±128, due
to their high improbability. However, by proceeding this way,
the importance given to unknown LLRs is too high and the
channel coding gain is impaired.
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Ideally, Λclip (bnk ) should be different for each channel bit,
such that the mutual information is maximized [12]. Nevertheless, a simple while robust proposal has been introduced [9],
[5]. For a missing ±1 bit value on any of the ν log2 (|ξ|)
locations, the corresponding LLR is set to ±8, based on the
argument that a missing bit value from the list of candidates
makes it unlikely. As previously discussed, such a Fixed LC
(FLC) value is efficient in the case of large |L| only. It can
anyway be considered as a convenient upper bound [11], [14].
Another reasonably balanced FLC is commonly employed.
The FLC value can be set to ±3 and offers convenient
performance [12]. Again, it has been previously discussed that
such a FLC value is efficient in the case of small |L| only.
In particular in [11], performance is depicted in the case of a
naive LSD and Λclip bnk = 3. Improved performance is offered
compared to Λclip bnk = 8, except with a very large study,
namely with |L| = 64. Consequently, this simple although
efficient technique will be used as a reference in the simulation
results.
By referring again to Figure 2, it must be highlighted that
a constant clipping value that is much lower than the optimum
value for a given bit position causes the channel decoder
to largely ignore the clipped detector output values, which
degrades its error-correction effectiveness. A clipping value
that is much higher than its optimum value forces the channel
decoder to assume that the clipped detector output values have
the correct sign. In the case that this assumption is not correct,
soft decisions on other bits must be compromised in order to
meet the code constraints, leading to error propagation. Consequently, the optimal LC level strongly depends of the system
configuration as well as the employed detector calibration.
B. Empirical LLR Clipping
Widdup et al. subsequently considered to use some information contained in the LSD output. In particular, since
the costs of only the best |L| solutions are known, the others
must be estimated from the knowledge that their cost is at
least as high as that of the worst known point, namely the
current radius [15]. This solution is also denoted as the last
list entry [11] and offers a significant coded performance gain
compared to the naive solution. However, this solution does
not match with the widely used K-Best LSD nature, that does
not take advantage (without early termination condition) of
the radius constraint. Namely, contrary a depth-first search,
the radius is not shrinked during the process. Even if the
largest Euclidean distance of the counter-hypothesis is considered, such a clipping does not give importance enough to
the fact that the counter-hypothesis does not appear in L.
Consequently, it leads to a significant performance loss [11].
That is why Kawamoto et al. introduced a likelihood function generation for selecting an appropriate clipping value [16],
[17]. Briefly, this solution lies in a statistical study of the radius
and an empirical result. In particular, the expectation of the
minimum squared Euclidean distance among the bits within
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the list output that offers both the hypothesis and counterhypothesis is calculated. This value is then grown up by
50% [16] in order to increase its weight. Thus, the LC value
is obtained.
The presented solution lies in empirical results that offer
neither strong theoretical results nor convincing performances.
C. SNR-aware LLR Clipping
As previously mentioned, the LC value is expected to
depend on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), on |L| and on the
modulation scheme (not of the code rate, as clearly introduced
in [18], Theorem 1). However, the main issue relies on how
to take these factors into account.
Milliner et al. recently proposed an analytical expression,
especially detailed in [18] in the particular case of BPSK,
that is claimed to provide the optimal clipping value in the
AWGN case for any arbitrary code rate. Starting from the
exact LLR definition, an approximation is proposed through
the introduction of the channel state information based bit error
probabilities of a bit to be +1 and -1.
The Symbol Error Rate (SER) for the ML detector in the
case of a Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) transmission
over an AWGN SISO channel with effective SNR [11] is:
s

 !

p
Es
3
1
, (4)
Q
|L|
PS,P AM = 2 1 − √
|ξ|−1
|ξ|
N0 i
 
Es
where Q(·) denotes the Q-function and N
is the instan0
i
taneous SNR for the i-th detection layer (i-th component of
the transmit signal) [11]. Following classical QAM extensions
of the PAM SER expression yields the QAM SER, from
which the QAM BER can
 beeasily obtained. The predicted
Es
error probability Pb (|L|, N
) then yields the SNR-aware
0
i
n
Λclip (bk ) value for bits in the i-th detection layer:
 
Es
).
(5)
Λclip,i (bnk ) ≈ − ln Pb (|L|,
N0 i
This solution offers convenient results. In particular, it outperforms any FLC solution [11]. However, a drawback remain.
Due to the AWGN assumption, the technique is optimal only
in mean over multiple Rayleigh channel realizations. Also, the
whole bit sequence is considered. In particular, the additional
knowledge about the bit position is not taken into account.
By considering the aforementioned techniques, a simple
while efficient optimization is introduced in the following.
IV. P ROPOSED SOLUTION
An original approach lies in taking into account the multilevel bit mapping nature of Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM) which is a multi-level bits-to-symbol mapping. Every
symbol correspond to a codeword. They are each characterized
by a different mean Euclidean distance, and hence a different
level of protection against noise and amplitude impairments.
This aspect depends on the bit position within the bit sequence.
In Figure 3, the example of 16QAM case is shown. In
particular for this case, two levels exist comprising Most
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Significant Bits (MSB), with a bold representation, and Least
Significant Bits (LSB) for each signal point. For 64QAM, three
levels of protection exist while only one exists for 4QAM.
The latter being actually not strictly a multi-level mapping
since the protection level is the same among the codeword. In
the following, for the sake of simplicity and without loss of
generality, only the 16QAM case will be considered.
In the LTE-A downlink case [19], QAM modulations with
a multilevel Gray mapping can be partitioned into square
subsets with minimum mean intrasubset Euclidean distance.
In Figure 3, the MSBs of a signal point determine in which
subset it is located.
This idea is novel in this context. In [12], the multilevel
=
10 11 10 01 00 01 00 11
10 10 10 00 00 00 00 10
11 10 11 00 01 00 01 10

<

11 11 11 01 01 01 01 11

Fig. 3.

16QAM modulation constellation for LTE-A downlink [19]

bit mapping is considered in order to reduce the detector
complexity, which becomes nearly independent of the signal
constellation size. However, there is no link in the LLR
calculation, and in particular in the LC.
Analytical expressions could be introduced from [20] and
with required updates. However, Figure 4 exhibits more clearly
the multilevel impact on LLRs in the particular case of a trivial
4 × 4 AWGN MIMO channel with 16QAM modulations on
each layer. As it is shown, the LLRs are distributed differently
depending on the bit index and the SNR. In particular, there
is no maximal value for MSB, while there is a maximal value
for positive LSB, from a Soft-Decision ML output. Also,
consistently with previous discussions, this maximal value
is different according to the SNR. The idea presented here
consists in exploiting this additional knowledge in order to
apply different clipping values to generate lower-distortion
approximated LLR.
Through a SNR normalization, the positive LSB are shown
in Figure 5 to be still upper bounded by a constant value
in the Rayleigh channel case, this upper bound is marked
by diamonds. For multiple SNR, the distribution of LLRs
normalized by SNR is depicted in a 4 × 4 complex MIMO
system. Similarly to [11], the proposed technique is SNRaware and consider the modulation type as well. It does not
consider the list size and offers an optimization by considering
the additional knowledge of the bit position.
In particular, the positive LSB LLRs have been shown to
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Fig. 5. Probability Density Function (PDF) of LLRs normalized soft ML
output, 4 × 4 complex MIMO system, 800 distinct values per bit weight.

offer a constant maximal magnitude, through a SNR normalization step. Concerning the negative LSB and the MSB, the
LLRs still depend on the SNR. This point is more clearly
illustrated in Figure 6, where the maximum normalized LLRs
from the soft-decision ML output are plotted as a function of
SNR for different bit positions. From Figure 6, an efficient
+
n
ΛLSB
clip (bk ) is obtained. Also, the authors highlight that it is
constant over the SNR range and independent of the number
of clipped bits. This is not the case for the other bit positions
which depend on the SNR and on the number of clipped bits.
Nevertheless, further note that the absolute clipping values for
MSB are the same:
−

+

SB
SB
ΛM
(bnk ) = −ΛM
(bnk ).
clip
clip

(6)

The efficiency of the proposed solution is presented through
coded performance comparisons in the next section.
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Fig. 6. Thresholds evolution as a function of SNR, 4 × 4 MIMO Rayleigh
1000|ξ|ν
simulations per bit weight and per SNR value.
channel,
2

V. S IMULATION RESULTS
For the sake of comparability of the provided simulation results, the employed solution lies on considering a
reference Soft-Decision ML detectors, which provides all the
needed LLR values through an explicit computation. A certain
percentage of these values are arbitrary discarded. Such a
scheme is denoted as the eclipsed ML detector, and strictly
corresponds to a LSD. The interest lies in keeping under
control the percentage of missing LLR. The missing values are
then clipped according to the proposed solution. The position
of the discarded value is done randomly in order to make
the ratio uniformly distributed between all the bit positions.
Consequently, the real impact of the proposed solution is
shown. In particular in the presented simulations, the ratio is
defined as the proportion of forced clipped value from the
soft-decision ML output. In the case of a ratio of p: p%
of the provided LLRs are clipped according to any clipping
technique. The 100 − p% other LLR values remain explicitly
computed. All the simulation results are compared to the ML
detector with max-log approximation, used as a reference, and
to the constant ±3 clipping value, which has been previously
shown to be a very efficient empirical result.
By considering the simulation conditions below, Figure 7
shows the BER and BLock Error Rate (BLER) error performance of the eclipsed ML detector in a 4 × 4 SM-MIMO
system. At the transmitter, binary information data bits are
first serial-to-parallel-converted into four data streams and
are segmented into blocks containing a selected number of
bits per packet frame according to the employed Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS). The information data sequence is encoded by Turbo coding with memory 2 code
and 1 + D + D2 and 1 + D2 feedback and feedforward
polynomials, respectively. Also, the data is interleaved from
a Look-Up Table. The original coding rate R = 13 and then
punctured according to the coding rate of R = 34 when the
resultant encoded sequence is data-modulated. The considered
modulation format is 16QAM only with multilevel LTE-A bit
mapping. Blocks of information bits are fed to the channel
encoder, and subsequently transmitted over a Rayleigh fading
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Fig. 7. BER (a) and BLER (b) performance plots, 4 × 4 complex MIMO
system, 16QAM modulation and R = 34 on each layer, 100 simulated blocks
(a), 3 × 105 simulated bits (b).

MIMO channel, by forcing the 1,049 transmit symbols per
block, independently of the employed modulation. It presently
corresponds to 1008 transmit redundant bits per block, to
within one rounding. For each block, 20 half iterations within
the turbo decoder have been performed. We consider it is
sufficient for achieving the convergence of the turbo decoder
and consequently for reaching the maximal performance.
Both the BER and BLER performances confirm the efficiency of our proposed technique for 38% of clipping values.
This proportion matches with the ratio obtained through a
naive LSD with |L| = 16 in a 4 × 4 MIMO system with
16QAM modulation on each layer, as depicted in Figure 1.
Such a LSD calibration may be shown to allow near-optimal
performance in the hard-decision case [6]. As it is shown in
Figure 7, the proposed technique outperforms the clipping of
±3 for every bit position proposed in [12] by 0.26 dB for a
BER of 10−3 and by 0.21 dB for a BLER of 10−1 .
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel technique that allows for low
distortion approximated LLR computation at the output of a
soft-decision near-ML detector. Moreover, such approximation
is judiciously applied depending on the actual bit-mapping
indexing used by QAM constellations. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no method presented so far exploited
this information to solve the problem of LC for the class of
receivers considered and such a technical solution offers a
significant performance gain. Also, the presented technique is
general and may be applied to any more advanced technique.
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Abstract— An analysis of the interference cancellation
configuration working based on the least-squares (LS)
adaptive algorithms is presented in this paper. The existence of
a “residual leakage” phenomenon of the useful signal, to the
output of the adaptive filter, through the error signal is
demonstrated. As a consequence, the useful signal can be
attenuated, up to complete cancellation. This process is
important for low values of the weighting parameter λ and is
practically absent for λ close to unit. The simulations
performed in an echo cancellation configuration support the
theoretical findings.

u(n)

Adaptive
filter
−
e( n) = xˆ ( n)

Keywords-adaptive filters, least-squares (LS) algorithms,
interference cancellation, echo cancellation

I.

INTRODUCTION

A lot of applications in the telecommunications field
require cancelling an unknown interference that corrupts a
useful signal. Such a problem can be solved using an
adaptive filter working in an interference cancellation
configuration. The goal of this system is to produce an
estimate of the interference that will be subtracted from the
received signal [1], [2]. One of the most common
applications of this configuration type is echo cancellation
[3], [4]. In this case, the principle is to synthesize a replica
of the echo and to subtract it from the returned signal.
Besides convergence rate, an important aspect of an
echo canceller is its performance during “double-talk” (i.e.,
near-end speech) [3], [4]. In the case of the normalized
least-mean-square (NLMS) algorithm [1], the presence of
near-end signal considerably disturbs the adaptive process.
To eliminate the divergence of echo cancellers the standard
procedure is to inhibit the weight updating during the
double-talk. The presence of double-talk is detected by a
double-talk detector (DTD). The DTD acts with a delay
since it requires a number of samples to detect the doubletalk presence. However, this very small delay can be enough
to generate a considerable perturbation of the echo estimate.
Therefore, it will be desirable to implement fast
converging and double-talk robust adaptive algorithms [5]
in future echo cancellers. Based on convergence
performance alone, a least-squares (LS) algorithm [1] is
clearly the algorithm of choice.
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y (n) = vˆ( n)

+
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Figure 1. Interference cancellation configuration.

In this paper we will prove the existence of an
interesting phenomenon that appears when an LS adaptive
algorithm is used in an interference cancellation
configuration. The phenomenon consists of a “residual
leakage” of the useful signal, through the error signal into
the output of the adaptive filter, even if it is uncorrelated
with the input signal of the adaptive filter. The process
depends on the algorithm weighting parameter λ. As a
consequence, not only the perturbation (i.e., the echo), but
also the useful signal can be severely attenuated, up to
complete cancellation. Controlling this phenomenon in case
of an echo canceller could solve the “double-talk” problem
without any DTD system.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
briefly review the adaptive interference cancellation
configuration, working in ideal conditions. In Section III, the
real behavior of the configuration is considered, working
based on an LS algorithm. Replacing the statistical averages
by temporal estimators proves to lead to the “residual
leakage” phenomenon, in the case of the low memory
algorithms (i.e., using small λ). Simulations performed in the
context of echo cancellation are presented in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes this work.
II.

IDEAL BEHAVIOR OF THE ADAPTIVE INTERFERENCE
CANCELLATION CONFIGURATION

In the case of the interference cancellation applications
(Fig. 1), an adaptive filter is used to cancel an unknown
interference, v(n), that corrupts a useful signal, x(n).
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In case of the Wiener filter the optimal coefficients are given
by normal equation [1]:

u(n)

W
−

Rw opt = p ,

H

y(n)

+

with

+

and

x(n)

This scheme needs two inputs. A so-called primary signal
consists of the corrupted signal, x(n) + v(n), and plays the
role of the “desired signal” in the adaptive configuration. The
second one, u(n), is correlated with the perturbation v(n) and
uncorrelated with x(n). It is applied to the input of the
adaptive filter. In addition, x(n) and v(n) are mutually
uncorrelated. The output of the adaptive filter y(n) is
expected to be an estimate of v(n) and, consequently, the
error signal e(n) should be an estimate of x(n).
A specific application of this configuration is echo
cancellation [3], [4]. In this case (Fig. 2), v(n) is the echo
generated by a system characterized by the impulse
response
(1)

where the superscript H denotes Hermitian transposition
(transposition and complex conjugation) and W is an
adaptive filter, having the coefficients

w = [ w0 , w1 ,… , wN −1 ]H .

(2)

{

}

(4)

where superscript T denotes the transposition operation, we
have:

v ( n) = h H u ( n) ,

(5)

and
e( n ) = v ( n) − y ( n) + x ( n) .
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}

(6)

(9)

{
} { (
)} =
= E {u(n) x* (n)} + E {u(n)v* (n)} =
= E {u(n)v* (n)} = E {u(n)u H (n)h} = Rh

p = E u(n)d * (n) = E u(n) x* (n) + v* (n)

(10)

so that, according to (7) and (10), the value of optimal
coefficients results as

w opt = h .

(11)

In this case,
H u ( n ) = h H u ( n) = v ( n) ⇒ e( n) = x ( n) , (12)
y ( n) = w opt

so that the separation of signals x(n) and v(n) is correctly
performed.
THE RESIDUAL LEAKAGE PHENOMENON

Let us consider the real case of the classical recursive
least-squares (RLS) adaptive algorithm [1]. In this situation,
the statistical expectation is replaced by a weighted sum as
follows:

(3)

where E is the expectation operator and superscript *
denotes the complex conjugation.
Defining the vector:

u(n) = [u (n), u (n − 1),… , u (n − N + 1)]T ,

{

(8)

Taking into account the relations (3) and (6) we obtain:

III.

The sequence u (n) is the far-end signal and x(n) is the
near-end. We suppose that x(n) and u (n) are uncorrelated,
i.e.,
E u ( n) x∗ ( n − k ) = 0 , ∀ k ∈ Ζ ,

}

p = E u( n)d * ( n) .

Figure 2. Echo cancellation configuration.

h = [h0 , h1 ,… , hN −1 ]H ,

{

R = E u(n)u H ( n)

v(n)

+ d(n)

e(n)

(7)

n

E {•} → ∑ λ n −i {•} ,

(13)

i =1

where λ is the exponential weighting factor (also known as
the “forgetting factor”) of the RLS algorithm. Consequently,
the normal equation from (7) becomes
n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ λ n−iu(i)u H (i)w opt = ∑ λ n−iu(i)(v∗ (i) + x∗ (i)) =
n

n

i =1

i =1

= ∑ λ n −i u(i )v∗ (i ) + ∑ λ n −i u(i ) x∗ (i ).

(14)
For values of the exponential weighting factor λ very
close to unit and for a value of n high enough we may write
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{

}

1 n n −i
∑ λ u(i) x∗ (i) ≅ E u(n) x∗ (n) = 0
n →∞ n i =1
lim
n

⇒

n

n

i =1

i =1

λ=
0.99999

∑ λ n−i u(i)u H (i)w opt ≅ ∑ λ n−i u(i)v∗ (i) = ∑ λ n−i u(i)u H (i)h

i =1

⇒

w opt ≅ h

y(n) – v(n)

e(n)

(15)
λ = 0.99

so that e(n) = x(n) like in the ideal case.
On the other hand, for a value of the exponential
weighting factor small enough, so that λ k 1 for k > n0 ,
we may use the following approximation:
n

n

i =1

i = n − n0 +1

∑ λ n−i {•} ≅ ∑

λ n −i {•} .

(16)

n

λ n −i u(i )e* (i ) = 0 .

(17)

i = n − n0 +1

This is a homogeneous set of N equations with n0 unknown
parameters, e(i). If n0 < N then the set of equations has the
unique solution
e(i ) = 0 for i = n − n0 + 1,… , n

(18)

y (n) = w H (n)u(n) = x(n) + v(n) .

(19)

leading to

Consequently, there is a “residual leakage” of x(n), through
the error signal into the output of the adaptive filter. In this
situation the useful signal, x(n) is suppressed together with the
perturbation v(n). A small value of λ or a high value of N
intensifies this phenomenon.
Concluding, in the real case of any LS adaptive
algorithm used in an interference cancellation configuration
two effects appear:
- w differs from h in a certain extent and this may be
viewed as a divergence of the algorithm;
y (n) will contain a component proportional to x(n) ,
that will be subtracted from the total received signal;
this phenomenon is in fact a leakage of the x(n) in
y (n) , through the error signal e(n); the result consists
of an unwanted attenuation of the desired signal.
If we consider an echo cancellation application where the
echo path is significantly long, leading to a high value for the
length of the adaptive filter, we have to use a value of λ very
close to unit in order to reduce unwanted attenuation of the
near-end signal.
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samples

samples

Figure 3. The filter length is N = 32 and different values of λ are used.

According to the orthogonally principle, the normal equation
becomes

∑

λ = 0.9

However, the requirements of an echo canceller are both
rapid convergence and a low computational cost. Thus, a
highly desirable algorithm is a “low cost” LS algorithm (in
terms of the computational complexity), i.e., the fast LS
algorithms [1].
IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

For the first set of simulations we analyze a simple
interference
cancellation
application.
Using
the
configuration from Fig. 2 we choose u(n) uniformly
distributed in [–1;1] and x(n) as a low frequency sine wave
( ω0 = 0.01π ). Thee adaptive filter has N coefficients. In the
first experiment we fixed N = 32 and we take different
values for the exponential weighting factor λ (Fig. 3).
In a second case we used a fixed weighting factor λ =
0.99 and different values for the length of the adaptive filter
N (Fig. 4). In order to outline the “residual leakage”
phenomenon we plot the signals e(n) (the recovered sine
wave) and the difference y (n) − v(n) [the component from
x(n) leaked into the output of the adaptive filter].
We can notice that similar effects appear when the value
of the exponential weighting factor λ decreases or the length
of the adaptive filter N increases. The desired signal x(n)
leaks into the output of the adaptive filter, leading to an
unwanted attenuation of the recovered signal e(n).
In order to observe the phenomenon in the spectral
domain we repeat the previous experiments using a higher
frequency sine wave ( ω0 = 0.5π ) as desired signal. The
corresponding spectral results are given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
The conclusions are practically the same. The recovered sine
wave is strongly attenuated when the value of λ decreases. A
similar effect appears when the length of the adaptive filter N
increases.
In order to approach the context of echo cancellation, a
second set of simulations was performed using speech
sequences for both u(n) and x(n) signals.
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PSD{e(n)}

y(n) – v(n)

e(n)

N = 16

PSD{y(n) – v(n)}

N = 16

N = 64

N = 64

N = 256

N = 256

samples

samples

Figure 4. The exponential weighting factor is λ = 0.99 and different
values of N are used.
PSD{e(n)}

Normalized frequency

Normalized frequency

Figure 6. Power spectra [dB]; the exponential weighting factor is λ = 0.99
and different values of N are used.

PSD{y(n) – v(n)}

u(n)

λ=
0.99999

x(n)
λ = 0.99

e(n)
λ = 0.9

r(n)
Normalized frequency

Normalized frequency

Time [seconds]

Figure 5. Power spectra [dB]; the filter length is N = 32 and different
values of λ are used.

Moreover, the H filter is a particular echo path according
with ITU-T G.168 Recommendation for digital echo
cancellers [6]. It is convenient to subtract out the direct
near-end component from the error signal e(n) [7]. The
residual error r(n) = e(n) – x(n) cumulates the undesired
attenuation of the near-end signal x(n) and the imperfect
rejection of the echo path response v(n). In a real application
such a subtraction can never be done because the signal x(n)
is not available.
In the first experiment we choose a value of the
exponential weighting factor very close to unit (λ = 0.99999)
and a 32 msec. echo path (corresponding to N = 256). One
can see that the near-end signal x(n) is recovered in e(n) with
slight distortions (Fig. 7). Next, in order to point out the
leakage process, we decrease the value of λ (Fig. 8). Because
of the lower value of λ the “residual leakage” phenomenon
is significant. The adaptive filter rejects not only the far-end
signal but also the near-end signal. The transmitted signal
remains in the absence of the far-end signal (where there is
no input signal for the adaptive filter).
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Figure 7. Double-talk situation. The exponential weighting factor is λ =
0.99999 and the filter length is N = 256.

u(n)

x(n)

e(n)

r(n)

Time [seconds]

Figure 8. Double-talk situation. The exponential weighting factor is λ =
0.99 and the filter length is N = 256.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have demonstrated the existence of a
phenomenon that appears when a LS adaptive algorithm is
used in an interference cancellation configuration. It
consists of a “residual leakage” of the useful signal, through
the error signal into the output of the adaptive filter that
leads to an unwanted attenuation of the useful signal. This
process strongly depends on the algorithm weighting
parameter λ (it is important for low λ and is practically
absent for λ ≅ 1 ) and it is influenced by the length of the
adaptive filter N (it is amplified by a high value of N).
Both the theoretical and experimental developments lead
to the conclusion that the “residual leakage” phenomenon
can be avoided for a memory of the algorithm significantly
higher than the adaptive filter length.
Controlling this phenomenon in case of an echo canceller
we can solve the “double-talk” problem without any DTD
system. Taking into account that the length of an echo path is
in general high enough, we have to use a value of λ very
close to unit in order to reduce unwanted attenuation of the
near-end signal.
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Abstract—This paper presents an evaluation of different types
and families of multiwavelets in stereo correspondence
matching. Different multiwavelet families with different filter
types such as balanced versus unbalanced, symmetricsymmetric versus symmetric-antisymmetric are used.
Normalized cross correlation is employed to find the best
correspondence points and generate a disparity map. In the
case of balanced multiwavelets, due to similar spectral content
of the four generated low frequency subbands, they are
shuffled to form a single baseband and then this baseband is
used to generate a disparity map. However, in the case of
unbalanced multiwavelets, the resulting basebands are used to
form four disparity maps and then these maps are combined
using a Fuzzy algorithm to generate a single disparity map.
Middlebury stereo test images are used to generate
experimental results. Results show that the unbalanced
multiwavelets produce a smoother disparity map with less
mismatch errors compared to balanced multiwavelets.
Keywords-Multiwavelets; stereo correspondence matching;
normalized cross correlation;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Stereo correspondence is an issue of great importance in
the field of computer vision and 3D reconstruction. It
concerns the matching of points between a pair of stereo
images of the same scene. The disparity is calculated as the
distance of the correspondence points when one of the two
stereo image pairs is projected onto the other. The disparity
map along with the stereo camera parameters are then used
to calculate the depth map and produce a 3D view of the
scene. Nevertheless, a number of problems such as
occlusion, ambiguity, illumination variation and radial
distortion limit the accuracy of the disparity map, which is
crucial in generating a precise 3D view of the scene [1].
Over the past years much research has been done to
improve the performance of correspondence matching
techniques.
Multiresolution-based
stereo
matching
algorithms have received much attention due to the
hierarchical and scale-space localization properties of the
wavelets [2][3]. This allows for correspondence matching to
be performed on a coarse-to-fine basis, resulting in decreased
computational costs. Sarkar and Bansal [3] presented a
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multiresolution-based correspondence technique using a
mutual information algorithm. They showed that the
multiresolution technique produces significantly more
accurate matching results compared to non-multiresolution
based algorithms, at much lower computational cost.
Research has shown that multiwavelets (unlike scalar
wavelets) can possess orthogonality (preserving length),
symmetry (good performance at the boundaries via linearphase), and a high approximation order simultaneously [4],
which could potentially increase the accuracy of
correspondence matching techniques. Bhatti and Nahavandi
[5] introduced a multiwavelet based stereo correspondence
matching algorithm. They use the wavelet transform
modulus maxima to generate a disparity map at the coarsest
level. This is then followed by the coarse-to-fine strategy to
refine the disparity map up to the finest level. Bagheri Zadeh
and Serdean [6] proposed another multiwavelet based stereo
correspondence matching technique. They used a global
error energy minimization technique to find the best
correspondence points between the same multiwavelet's
lowest frequency subbands of the stereo pair, followed by a
fuzzy algorithm to form a dense disparity map.
In spite of their highly desirable advantages compared to
scalar wavelets, the application of different types and
families of multiwavelets in stereo correspondence matching
has been little investigated in the literature so far.
This paper studies the application of different types and
families of multiwavelets in stereo correspondence matching.
A multiwavelet is first applied to the input stereo images to
decompose them into a number of subbands. Normalized
cross correlation is used to generate a disparity map at the
coarsest level. In the case of balanced multiwavelets,
as the four low frequency subbands have similar spectral
content, they are shuffled to generate one baseband, while in
the case of unbalanced multiwavelets, the resulting
basebands are used to form four disparity maps and then a
Fuzzy algorithm is used to combine the four maps and
generate one disparity map.
The rest of the paper is organized as it follows. Section II
introduces a brief review of the multiwavelet transform. The
proposed stereo matching technique for both balanced and
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L1L1

L1L2 L1H1 L1H2

L2L1

L2L2 L2H1 L2H2

H1L1 H1L2 H1H1 H1H2
H2L1 H2L2 H2H1 H2H2

Figure 1. One level of 2D Multiwavelet decomposition.

unbalanced multiwavelets is discussed in Section III.
Experimental results are presented in Section IV and the
paper is concluded at Section V.
II.

MULTIWAVELET TRANSFORM

(a)

In many respects multiwavelet transforms are very
similar to scalar wavelet transforms. In contrast to the
wavelet transform, which supports one wavelet and one
scaling function, multiwavelets have two or more scaling
and wavelet functions. A multiwavelet with two scaling and
wavelet functions can be defined as [7]:

Φ(t ) = 2
Ψ (t ) = 2

k =∞

∑ H k Φ(m t − k )

k = −∞
k =∞

(1)

∑ Gk Ψ (m t − k )

k = −∞

where Φ(t ) and Ψ (t ) are the multi-scaling function and
multiwavelet function and H k and Gk are r × r matrix
filters ( r is the number of scaling- and wavelet functions).
To date, most multiwavelets have r = 2 [4,7].
One level of decomposition for a 2D multiwavelet with
multiplicity 2 produces sixteen subbands as shown in Figure
1, where L x L y represent the approximation subbands and

(b)

L x H y , H x L y and H x H y are the detail subbands, with
x = 1, 2 .
The major advantage of multiwavelets over scalar
wavelets is their ability to possess symmetry, orthogonality
and higher order of approximation simultaneously, which is
impossible for scalar wavelets. Furthermore, the
multichannel structure of the multiwavelet transform is a
closer approximation of the human visual system than what
wavelets offer. In the case of unbalanced multiwavelets, the
resulting approximation subbands carry different spectral
content of the original image (both high- and lowfrequencies), while for balanced multiwavelets, the
approximation subbands contain similar spectral content of
the original image [8]. This feature of unbalanced
multiwavelets has the potential to increase the accuracy of
the calculated disparity maps and to reduce the number of
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(c)

Figure 2. Single level decomposition of Lena test image (a) Antonini 9/7
wavelet transform, (b) balanced bat01 multiwavelet transform and (c)
unbalanced GHM multiwavelet transform.
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EVALUATION OF MULTIWAVELETS' FAMILY IN
STEREO CORRESPONDENCE MATCHING

The proposed stereo correspondence matching system is
based on multiwavelets and normalized cross correlation.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show block diagrams of the proposed
system for balanced and unbalanced multiwavelets
respectively. A pair of stereo images is input to the stereo
matching system. The images are first rectified to suppress
the vertical displacement. A multiwavelet transform is then
applied to each input stereo image. A number of different
types and families of multiwavelets are evaluated. Since, the
information in the approximation subbands is less sensitive
to the shift variability of the multiwavelets, these subbands
are used for correspondence matching purposes. In the case
of balanced multiwavelets (Figure 3(a)), since their
basebands contain similar spectral information, it is possible
to use the shuffling technique proposed in [9] to rearrange
the multiwavelet coefficients and generate a single low
frequency subband. Figure 4 shows how four multiwavelet
basebands are shuffled and a single baseband is formed.
Figure 4(a) shows the four multiwavelet basebands with
eight pixels (two from each baseband) highlighted and given
a unique numeric label. Figure 4(b) shows the same set of
pixels after shuffling, where coefficients corresponding to
the same spatial locations in different basebands are placed
together and one baseband is generated. Normalized cross
correlation is then employed to find the best correspondence
points between the two basebands of the stereo images and a
disparity map is generated.
Figure 3(b) shows a block diagram of the unbalanced
multiwavelet based stereo matching system. The shuffling
technique works very well for balanced multiwavelets but it
is not suitable for unbalanced multiwavelets due to their
different spatio-frequency subband content. The unbalanced
multiwavelets basebands contain both high and low
frequency information with L1L1 (top left baseband)
containing most of the image energy. For correspondence
matching purposes, the same basebands from the two views
are input to the normalized cross correlation block,
generating four disparity maps as a result. As most of the
image energy is concentrated in L1L1, its output disparity
map is more reliable than the other three disparity maps

Right image

Image rectification

L 1L2

III.

Left image

L 1L1

erroneous matches compared to that of balanced
multiwavelets.
Figures 2(a) to 2(c) give a visual comparison of the
resulting subbands for the Antonini 9/7 scalar wavelet, as
well as for the balanced bat01 and unbalanced GHM
multiwavelets applied to the Lena test image. As it can be
seen from Figure 2, multiwavelets generate four subbands
instead of each subband that wavelets create. The resulting
unbalanced multiwavelet subbands carry different spectral
content of the original Lena test image, while the balanced
multiwavelet subbands produce similar spectral content of
the original image. More information about the generation of
multiwavelets, their properties and their applications can be
found in [4-7].

Fuzzy based combination algorithm
Median filtering
Dense Disparity map

(b)
Figure 3. Block diagram of multiwavelet based stereo matching
technique, (a) balanced- and (b) unbalanced-multiwavelets.

generated from other basebands, L1L2, L2L1, L2L2. Based on
this property of unbalanced multiwavelets, a Fuzzy
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L1L1

L1 L2
LL

L2L1

L2L2
(a) “Cones”

Figure 4. Shuffling method for multiwavelet baseband coefficients;
selected pixels are numbered to indicate correspondence (a) before
shuffling and (b) after shuffling.

algorithm is employed to combine the four disparity
maps. This algorithm gives a higher weight to the
disparity values of the L1L1 disparity map, while the
disparity values of the other three disparity maps are
used to refine the final disparity map. A median filter is
then applied to further smooth the resulting disparity map.
IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance of different types and families of
multiwavelets in stereo correspondence has been evaluated
using, 'Teddy' and 'Cones' stereo test images from the
Middlebury stereo database [10]. Figure 5 shows the left
image and the ground truth of these test images. The
experimental results were generated using a number of
multiwavelets, i.e. balanced versus unbalanced and
symmetric-symmetric (SYM-SYM) versus symmetricantisymmetric (SYM-ASYM) multiwavelets (listed in
Table I). Table I shows the percentage of "bad pixels" at
which the disparity error is larger than 1, for all regions (all).
To give a visual comparison, the resulting disparity maps for
balanced GHM and unbalanced BIGHM multiwavelets,
applied to 'Cones' and 'Teddy' test images are shown in
Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. In these figures areas
with intensity zero represent unreliable disparities. As can be
seen from the results presented in Table I, generally
unbalanced multiwavelets give better results compared to the
balanced
multiwavelets.
The
symmetric-symmetric
multiwavelets seem to produce slightly better results
compared to symmetric-antisymmetric multiwavelets (SA4).
However, the symmetric-symmetric and symmetricantisymmetric property of multiwavelets doesn't seem to
have much effect on the resulting disparity map. From
Figure 6, it is clear that the unbalanced multiwavelet based
algorithm produces more accurate and smoother disparity
maps compared to the balanced multiwavelet case. This can
be explained by the fact that the approximation subbands of
the unbalanced multiwavelet carry different spectral content
of the input images, which enables the matching
algorithm to generate more reliable matches.
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(b) “Teddy ”

Figure 5. Left image and the ground truth of (a) 'Cones' and (b) 'Teddy'.

TABLE I.

EVALUATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT MULTIWAVELETS IN
STEREO CORRESPONDENCE MATCHING.

'Teddy' (All)
Balanced Multiwavelets
Unbalanced Multiwavelets
CARDBAL2
9.84
BIH32S
8.92
CARDBAL 3
9.52
BIH52S(SYM-SYM)
8.91
BAT 01
10.37
BIH34N
8.92
BAT02
9.66
BIH54N (SYM-SYM)
8.99
GHM (SYM-SYM)
10.48
BIGHM
9.02
9.84
SA4 (SYM-ASYM)
9.91
'Cones' (All)
Balanced Multiwavelets
Unbalanced Multiwavelets
CARDBAL2
8.84
BIH32S
8.75
CARDBAL 3
9.28
BIH52S(SYM-SYM)
8.85
BAT 01
9.34
BIH34N
8.74
BAT02
9.81
BIH54N (SYM-SYM)
8.91
GHM (SYM-SYM)
9.69
BIGHM
8.54
SA4 (SYM-ASYM)
9.39

V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has investigated the application of different types
and families of multiwavelets in stereo correspondence
matching. For this purpose, two correspondence matching
algorithms were designed to deal with both balanced and
unbalanced multiwavelets. In the case of balanced
multiwavelets, due to the similar frequency content of the
four multiwavelet low frequency subbands, they were
shuffled to generate a single baseband and then normalized
cross correlation was used to generate a disparity map. In the
case of unbalanced multiwavelets, the four generated
basebands and normalized cross correlation was used to
generate four disparity maps. These maps were then
combined using a Fuzzy algorithm to form a single disparity
map. The results generated using Middlebury stereo test
images show that unbalanced multiwavelets work better than
balanced ones in stereo correspondence matching, while the
symmetric-symmetric
and
symmetric-antisymmetric
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property of multiwavelets doesn't have a significant effect in
reducing erroneous matches.
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Figure 6. Disparity maps for 'Cones' and 'Teddy' stereo test image (a)
unbalanced BIGHM and (b) balanced GHM multiwavelets.
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Abstract—In this paper, a new adaptation method based
on two-dimensional principal component analysis is introduced into speaker recognition. In the method, mixture and
dimension of mean vectors based on the Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs) are differentiated, and the covariance matrix
is computed dimension-wisely. The experiments are carried
out on the core conditions of NIST 2008 speaker recognition
evaluation data. The experimental results indicate that the
2DPCA-based method can achieve comparable performance
to the conventional eigenvoice approach. Besides, the fusion of
the two different systems can make significant performance improvement compared to the eigenvoice system alone, achieving
relative reduction on EER between 7% and 25% for different
test conditions.
Keywords-speaker recognition; 2DPCA; eigenvoice; SVM

I. I NTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art speaker verification systems are based on
statistical generative models such as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). In this case, one needs to create a generative
model for each client, as well as a generative model for
a corresponding anti-client, often replaced by a universal
background model (UBM) [1]. The support vector machines
(SVMs) [2] have also proved to be effective for speaker
recognition. A commonly used method for combining GMM
and SVM is to concatenate GMM mean vectors as supervectors for SVM design [3].
For speaker verification, the client model is often derived
by adapting the parameters of the UBM using the speaker’s
training speech. Some adaptation methods have been proven
to be successful [4], such as eigenvoice [5]. Eigenvoice
speaker adaptation has been shown to be effective for
speaker recognition in recent years. The eigenvoice approach
involves three steps. First, an eigenspace is established with
many speaker dependent (SD) models from training speakers
via principal component analysis (PCA). Each of the SD
models is represented as a column vector, with the mixture
and dimension treated without distinction. Then a group
of eigenvoice coefficients is determined for each testing
speaker. Finally, we obtain the client models which are
expressed as a linear combination of bases in the eigenspace.
In this study, we adopt the speaker adaptation method
based on two-dimensional PCA (2DPCA). In 2DPCA, each
training SD model is represented as a matrix (the mixture
and dimension of mean vectors are represented in separate
directions) rather than as a vector which is the case for
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eigenvoice. Thus, more compact bases with lower dimension
than those of eigenvoice can be obtained from 2DPCA, and
the speaker adaptation formula using these bases can have a
dimension-wise speaker weight. For speech recognition, the
speaker adaptation method using 2DPCA has been shown
to perform competitively [6]. In this paper, we introduce the
new adaptation method into speaker recognition to update
the GMM mean vectors of the client models and concatenate
them as supervectors for SVM.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we give a brief overview of eigenvoice. Section
III describes the 2DPCA method and the application of
2DPCA-based method in GMM framework for the task of
speaker recognition. The details of the performed experiments and results are presented in Section IV. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section V.
II. E IGENVOICE
The underlying hypothesis of eigenvoice adaptation is
that all voices represented in a space of a large dimension
could in fact be well represented in a low-dimensional linear
subspace [5][7]. The most commonly used tool to select
the low-dimensional subspace is the well-known principal
component analysis (PCA) [8].
Given a set of T speaker dependent models (SD models)
already adapted by Bayesian Maximum A Posteriori (MAP),
PCA is used to compute the K leading eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix of the T parameter vectors. The model
of a new speaker c can then be represented as a linear
combination of the K eigenvectors:
µ(c) = V x + µ(ubm).

(1)

where µ(ubm), consisting of M × D elements (M is the
number of Gaussian components, and D represents the
feature dimension for each Gaussian component), is the
concatenated mean supervector of all the mixture component means of the UBM model, and µ(c) is the adapted
supervector of the new speaker c. V = [v1 , v2 , · · · , vK ]
represents the eigenspace, and it is the concatenated matrix
of the K eigenvectors with the K largest eigenvalues. x is
the eigenvoice coefficients of client c.
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III. M ETHODS

B. Application of 2DPCA-based method in GMM framework
for the task of speaker recognition

A. Two-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis
In 2DPCA [6][9], the mapping from an input ’matrix’ into
the feature space is performed by
ω = X · φ.

(2)

where X ∈ RD×N is the input matrix , φ is the base
vector which is unitary (φT · φ = 1), and ω is a Ddimensional feature vector (which is a scalar in PCA). A
set of such bases, {φk }K
k=1 , can be obtained by maximizing
the following criterion:
J(φ) = tr(E[(ω − E[ω])(ω − E[ω])T ]).

(3)

where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix. The criterion can
be expressed in terms of X and φ as
T

T

J(φ) = φ · {E[(X − E(X)) (X − E(X))]} · φ.

µ(s) = [µ1 (s) · · · µm (s) · · · µM (s)].

G=

G=

1
S

(Xs − X̄)T (Xs − X̄).

(5)

(6)

s=1

PS
where X̄ = 1/S s=1 Xs is the average of the example
matrices. Thus, the criterion becomes
J(φ) = φT · G · φ.

(7)

A set of orthonormal projection vectors, {φk }K
k=1 , can
be obtained as the K leading eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix G to maximize the above criterion.
The set of such bases project an input matrix Xs into the
feature space by
W (s) = (Xs − X̄) · Φ.

(8)

where Φ
=
[φ1 · · · φk · · · φK ] and W (s)
=
[ω1 (s) · · · ωk (s) · · · ωK (s)].
Then,
the
low-rank
approximations of the input matrix can be obtained
as
Xs ≈ X̄ + W (s) · ΦT = X̄ +

K
X

ωk (s) · φTk .

k=1

In (9), Xs can be exactly reconstructed when K=S.
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S
1X
µ̃(s)T µ̃(s).
S s=1

(11)

When denoting µ̃d (s) ∈ R1×M as the d-th row vector of
µ̃(s), the covariance matrix can be shown as
G=

Using a set of example matrices, {Xs }Ss=1 , the sample
covariance matrix can be obtained by
S
X

(10)

where M is the number of the Gaussian components. In the
expression above, column corresponds to mixture and row
corresponds to the dimension of mean vectors.
We apply 2DPCA to the training examples {µ(s)}Ss=1 as
follows [6]. First, denoting µ̃(s) = µ(s)−µ(ubm), we obtain
the covariance matrix as:

(4)

The covariance matrix G is defined as
G = E[(X − E(X))T (X − E(X))].

In this section, we will discuss the application of 2DPCA
to speaker adaptation in the GMM framework for the task
of speaker recognition. Here, let µm (s) ∈ RD×1 be the
mean vector of the m-th Gaussian component of speaker s
from the total S training speaker models. Adapted from the
UBM model using MAP adaptation, the SD mean model of
speaker s is viewed as a matrix:

(9)

S D
1 XX d T d
µ̃ (s) µ̃ (s).
S s=1

(12)

d=1

As such, 2DPCA is equivalent to line-based PCA, which
partitions a matrix into lines and each line is treated as a
sample data in standard PCA framework [10].
Then, the eigenvectors corresponding to the K largest
eigenvalues (K ≤ S − 1) of G can be found as the bases
×1 K
×D K
{φM
}k=1 , corresponding to the bases {φM
}k=1 in
k
k
eigenvoice. Thus, 2DPCA produces a more compact set of
eigenvectors by the factor of D. Using the bases, we update
the model for a new speaker by
µ(new) = µ(ubm) + Wnew · ΦT .

(13)

where Φ = [φ1 · · · φk · · · φK ], and Wnew is the speaker
weight which can be derived in a maximum-likelihood
estimation (MLE) framework as follows [6]: given the observation data O = {o1 · · · ot · · · oT }, the auxiliary function
is defined as
1
Q(λ, λ̂) = − P (O|λ)
2
M X
T
X
×
γm (t)(D · log(2π) + log|Cm | + h(ot , m)).
m=1 t=1

(14)
where λ is the current model parameter and λ̂ is the reestimated model parameter, γm (t) denotes the occupation
probability of being in mixture m at time t given O, and
Cm is the covariance matrix for the m-th Gaussian, which
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is diagonal in our work. The last term in (14) contains the
model parameter:
−1
h(ot , m) = (ot − (µm (ubm) + Wnew · ΦTm ))T · Cm

· (ot − (µm (ubm) + Wnew · ΦTm )).

(15)

We can derive the following equation to find the weight
Wnew :
M X
T
X

γm (t)C−1
m · (ot − µm (ubm)) · Φm

m=1 t=1
M X
T
X

=

(16)
T
γm (t)C−1
m · Wnew · Φm · Φm .

m=1 t=1

The above equation can be solved for Wnew using the
same procedure in [11].
C. Feature extraction and SVM modeling
After the speaker model are updated as (1) and (13) ,
the parameters from µ(s) are concatenated into a single
supervector consisting of D × M elements according to
Kullback-liebler divergence [3] and modeled using SVMs,
where M is the number of Gaussians in UBM model and
D is the dimension of mean vectors in each Gaussian
component.
An SVM is trained for each target speaker by regarding
the target speaker’s training supervector as positive examples, and the supervectors from a background training set as
negative examples. Our experiments are implemented using
the SVMLight with a linear inner-product kernel function.
IV. E XPERIMENT
A. Experiment setup
The experiments for different systems based on the
two kinds of speaker adaptation methods (eigenvoice and
2DPCA) are carried out on the NIST 2008 speaker recognition evaluation corpus. The NIST SRE2008 evaluation tasks
are distinguished by including in the training and test conditions not only conversational telephone speech but also interview speech recorded with different microphones involving
an interview scenario. We carry out the experiments on three
types of trials: telephone-telephone, interview-interview and
interview-telephone. The performance is measured in terms
of equal error rate (EER) and DET curves [12].
The input speech utterance is first converted to a sequence
of 36-dimensional feature vectors including 18 MFCC coefficients and their first order derivatives over 5 frames. To
reduce channel effects, feature warping to a Gaussian distribution, CMN, CVN are performed to the feature vectors.
The gender dependent UBM models with 1024 mixture
components are trained using the NIST SRE 2004 1side
training corpus. The background data for SVM system are
selected from the data form NIST SRE2004 and NIST
SRE2005. Eigenvectors for both eigenvoice and the 2DPCA
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Table I
SVM SYSTEMS BASED ON DIFFERENT ADAPTATION METHODS ACROSS
ALL MALE SPEAKERS IN THE TEST CORPUS . T HE VALUE IN EACH TABLE
CELL IS THE EER (%) .
task
telephone-telephone
interview-interview
interview-telephone

eigenvoice
5.62
2.38
4.74

2DPCA
5.54
2.97
5.21

fusion
4.98
2.04
3.59

are also gender dependent. 600 eigenvoices and 600 eigenvectors for 2DPCA for both male and female are trained
using the Switchboard II, Switchboard Cellular corpus as
well as the data from NIST SRE2005 and NIST SRE2006.
For eigenchannel compensation in feature domain, telephone
and microphone data from NIST SRE2004, NIST SRE2005
and NIST SRE2006 are used.
The raw score are speaker-normalized by means of
gender-dependent ZTnorm. For Znorm and Tnorm, telephone and interview utterances are drawn from the NIST
SRE2006 corpus.
We use the linear fusion for the two systems, with the
weight of 0.5 for each system.
B. Experiment results
In this subsection, we list the results of the systems based
on both eigenvoice and the 2DPCA-based method as well
as the fusion of them on the three test conditions in NIST
SRE 2008. The DET curves are also given below.
Table I lists the performance of the SVM system based
on eigenvoice and 2DPCA-based method on the three trial
conditions across all male speakers. From Table I, we can
see that the system based on 2DPCA can achieve comparable performance to the conventional eigenvoice system
for male speakers. As well, the fusion of the two systems
makes significant performance improvement compared to the
eigenvoice system alone, yielding 11.4% improvement on
EER for the telephone-telephone condition, 14.3% for the
interview-interview condition and 24.3% for the interviewtelephone condition.
Table II shows the results of the SVM system based on the
two different adaptation methods across all female speakers.
It can also be seen that the performance of the 2DPCA-based
system is comparable to the eigenvoice system. Compared
to the single system based on eigenvoice, the fusion of the
two systems achieve relative reduction of 7.14% on EER for
the telephone-telephone condition, 11.9% for the interviewinterview condition and 7.3% for interview-telephone.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the DET curves of the systems
based on different speaker adaptation methods for male and
female speakers respectively.
Table III summarizes the approximate average training
time per file. The training time mainly consists of two parts,
the time of estimating the parameters of feature vector and
the time of SVM training. As we can see, our method uses
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Table II
SVM SYSTEMS BASED ON DIFFERENT ADAPTATION METHODS ACROSS
ALL FEMALE SPEAKERS IN THE TEST CORPUS . T HE VALUE IN EACH
TABLE CELL IS THE EER (%) .
task
telephone-telephone
interview-interview
interview-telephone

eigenvoice
7.14
4.53
6.46

2DPCA
8.11
6.22
11.12

fusion
6.63
3.99
5.99

Table III
AVERAGE TRAINING TIME PER FILE FOR EIGENVOICE AND 2DPCA.
Systems
eigenvoice
2DPCA

Training time cost(sec)
2.88
7.86

its limits in real time work.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the new adaptation
method using 2DPCA into speaker recognition. The 2DPCA
of training models produces the more compact bases whose
dimension is lower than that of eigenvoice, and the speaker
weight consists of dimensional elements. Experiments show
that the system based on 2DPCA can achieve comparable
performance to the conventional eigenvoice system and the
fusion of the two systems can further improve the performance, yielding 7%-25% improvement on EER for different
tasks, which indicates that the 2DPCA-based method and
eigenvoice are complementary to each other to some extent
when used in speaker recognition. Future work include
generalizing this approach to other PCA-based modeling
methods such as eigenspace-based MLLR [13].
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Abstract - In this paper, we introduce locality preserving projection (LPP) to language recognition under
the support vector machine (SVM) framework. The success of the use of total variability in language recognition
shows that the global structure and linear manifold preserve discriminative language dependent information.
The proposed LPP language recognition system believes
the local structure and nonlinear manifold also contain
discriminative language dependent information. Experiment results on 2007 National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) language Recognition Evaluation (LRE) databases show LPP language recognition
system combining total variability language recognition
system gains relative improvement in EER of 11.7% and
in minDCF of 9.6% comparing to total variability language recognition system in 30-second tasks, and further
improvement is obtained combining with state-of-the-art
systems. It leads to gains of 13.8% in EER and 20.2% in
minDCF compare with the performance of the combination of the MMI and the GMM-SVM systems.
Index Terms— language recognition, language total variability, PCA, LDA, LPP, SVM,
I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of language recognition is to determine the language
spoken in a given segment of speech. Phoneme recognizer
followed by language models (PRLM) and parallel PRLM
(PPRLM) approaches that use phonotactic information have
shown very successful performance [1][2]. In PPRLM, several tokenizers are used to transcribe the input speech into
phoneme strings or lattices [3][4], which are scored by n-gram
language models. It is generally believed that phonotactic feature and spectral feature provide complementary cues to each
other [1]. The spectral features of speech are collected as independent vectors. The collection of vectors can be extracted
as shifted-delta-cepstral acoustic features, and then modeled
by Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The result was reported
in [5]. The approach was further improved by using discriminative train that named Maximum Mutual Information
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(MMI).
Several studies using SVM in language recognition to
form GMM-SVM system [6][7]. SVM as a classifier maps
the input feature vector into high dimensional space then
separate classes with maximum margin hyperplane. It is
important to choose an appropriate SVM feature expansion.
Recently total variability approach has been proposed in
speaker recognition [8][9], which uses the factor analysis to
define a new low-dimensional space that named total variability space. In this new space, the speaker and the channel variability are contained simultaneously. In ours previous work,
we introduce the idea of total variability to language recognition and propose total variability language recognition system. The success of the use of total variability in language
recognition show that most of the discriminative language
dependent information is captured by low-dimensional subspace.
Actually, total variability method is a classical application of the probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA)
[10]. In our previous work about language recognition with
language total variability, we can say that PCA+LDA is used
to reduce the dimension of GMM supervector before SVM
model. Locality preserving projection (LPP) [11][12] that
gains an embedding that preserves local and linear information is different from PCA and LDA which effectively preserve global structure and linear manifold.
In this paper, LPP algorithm is carried out after PCA to
a conversation to get the supervector that contain discriminative language dependent information by the local structure
and nonlinear manifold. We can call laplacian supervector
extraction method.
SVM classifiers are employed to model the laplacian supervector and LDA and diagonal covariance gaussians are
used as backend in Language Score Calibration.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a
simple review of Support Vector Machines and total variability language recognition system. Section 3 shows the laplacian algorithmic procedure. In Section 4, the proposed language recognition system is presented in detail. corpora and
evaluation are given in Section 5. Section 6 gives out experi-
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mental result. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

b. Intersession Compensation

II. BACKGROUND
A. Support Vector Machines
An SVM [13] is a two-class classifier constructed from sums
of a kernel function K(·, ·):
f (x) =

N
X

αi ti K(x, xi ) + d

(1)

i=1

where N is the number of support vectors, ti is the ideal output, αi is the weight for the support vector xi , αi > 0 and
P
N
i=1 αi ti = 0. The ideal outputs are either 1 or -1, depending upon whether the corresponding support vector belongs to
class 0 or class 1. For classification, a class decision is based
upon whether the value, f (x), is above or below a threshold.
The kernel K(·, ·) is constrained to have certain properties
(the Mercer condition), so that K(·, ·) can be expressed as

After the feature extractor, the intersession compensation can
be carried out in low-dimensional space. We use the Linear
Discriminant Analysis approach (LDA) to intersession compensation. All the language total factor vector of the same
language are think as the same class.
w∗ = Aw

(4)

By LDA transformation in equation (4), the language total
factor vector w is projected to new axes that maximize the
variance between language and minimizing the intra-class
variance. The matrix A is trained using the dataset show in
session 5 and is contained of the more larger eigenvectors of
equation (5).
Sb ν = λSw ν
(5)

(2)

where λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The matrix Sb
is the between class covariance matrix and Sw is the within
class covariance matrix.

where φ(x) is a mapping from the input space (where x lives)
to a possibly infinite dimensional SVM expansion space. We
refer to the φ(x) as the SVM features.

III. LAPLACIAN ALGORITHM PROCEDURE WITH
LOCALITY PRESERVING PROJECTION

0

K(x, y) = φ(x) φ(y)

B. Language Total Variability
In total variability speaker recognition, the factor analysis is
used to define a new low-dimensional space that named total variability space and contains the speaker and the channel
variability simultaneously. Then, the intersession compensation can be carried out in low-dimensional space. We define
language total variability space.
a. Language Total Variability Space Estimation
There is only one difference between total variability space T
estimation and eigenvoice space estimation in speaker recognition [9]. All the recordings of speaker are considered to
belong to the same person in eigenvoice estimation, however,
in total variability space estimation, a given speaker’s entire
set of utterances are regarded as having been produce by different speakers. We suppose that different conversation from
one language is produced by different languages.
For a given conversation, the language and variability dependent supervector is denoted in equation (4).
M = mubm + T w

(3)

where mubm is the UBM supervector, T is language total
variability space, and the member of the vector w are total
factor. We could call w language total factor vector. We can
think the language total factor vector model a new feature extractor that project a conversation to a low rank space T to
get a language and variability dependent language total factor
vector w.
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Since total variability method is a classical application of
the probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA). In
our previous work about language recognition with language
total variability, we can say that PCA+LDA is used to reduce
the dimension of GMM supervector before SVM model. As
a type of PCA, the total variability method does not need
language information. And PCA seeks directions that are
efficient for representation. LDA seeks directions that are
efficient for discrimination. PCA+LDA that aims to preserve
the global structure and linear manifold is successful for
language recognition, then the local structure and nonlinear
manifolds may be useful to language recognition.
Though LPP is still a linear technique, it seems to reserve
important aspects of the intrinsic nonlinear manifold structure
by preserving local structure. The algorithmic procedure in
this paper is formally stated below.
A. PCA projection
In session 2.2, a conversation is projected to language total
variability space to get a language and variability dependent
language total factor vector w. Actually, it is a PCA projection. In this paper, LPP is used after PCA projection.
B. Constructing the nearest-neighbor gragh
Let G denote a gragh with m nodes. We put an edge between
nodes i and j while i is among k nearest neighbors of j or j is
among k nearest neighbors of i.
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C. choosing the weights

B. Laplacian supervector Extraction

If nodes i and j are connected, let

In our system, we use MSDC feature after compensation
of channel factors. Firstly, total variability spaces are estimated as session 2.2. MSDC feature, UBM and Languageindependent Total variability space T are need as equation
(3) in language total factor vector extraction (actually it is a
PCA Projection). Then LPP transformation matrix is learned
as session 3. The embedding is as follows to each GMM
supervector x:
x −→ y = AT x
(9)

Sij = e−

(wi −wj )2
t

(6)

The justification for this choice of weights can be traced back
to [14].
D. eigenmap
Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for generalized
eigenvector problem:
T

T

W LW a = λW DW a

(7)

where D is a diagonal
matrix whose entries are column sums
P
of S, Dij = j Sji . L = D − S is the Laplacian matrix.
The ith row of matrix W is wi . Let a0 , a1 , ..., al−1 be the
solution of (7), ordered according to their eigenvalues, 0 ≤
λ0 ≤ λ0 ≤ ... ≤ λl−1 . Thus, the embedding is as follows:
wi −→ yi = AT wi , A = (a0 , a1 , ..., al−1 )

(8)

where y is a l dimensional vector, and A is a transformation
matrix.
IV. THE PROPOSED LANGUAGE RECOGNITION
SYSTEM

A = AP CA ALP P

(10)

where AP CA denote the transformation matrix of PCA as
session 2.2. And ALP P denote the transformation matrix of
LPP, while the algorithmic procedure is in session 3. We call
A Laplacian transformation matrix.
C. SVM Model and Language Score Calibration
Our experiments are implemented using the SVMTorch [15]
with a linear inner-product kernel function.
Calibrating confidence scores in mutiple-hypothesis language recognition has been studied in [16]. We should estimate the posterior probability of each hypotheses and make
a maximum a posterior decision. In standard SVM-SDC system [7], log-likelihood ratios (LLR) normalization is applied
as a simple backend process and is useful. Suppose S =
[S1 ...SL ]t is the vector of L relative log-likelihoods from the
L target languages for a particular message. Considering a flat
prior, a new log-likelihood normalized score Si0 is denoted as:
Si0 = Si − log(

1 X Sj
e )
L−1

(11)

j6=i

Fig. 1. The Proposed Language recognition System
Figure 1 show the frame of the proposed Language recognition system.
A. MSDC Feature Extraction
The MSDC feature in the system is 7 MFCC coefficient concatenated with SDC 7-1-3-7 feature, which are in total 56 dimension coefficients each frame. MSDC feature refers to this
56 demension feature in my system. Nonspeech frames are
eliminated after speech activity detection, then 56 dimension
MSDC feature are Extraction. Then feature warping and cepstral variance normalization are applied on the previously extracted MSDC feature which results that each feature is normalized to mean 0 and variance 1.
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A more complex full backend process is given [7] [17],
LDA and diagonal covariance gaussians are used to calculate
the log-likelihoods for each target language and achieve improvement in detection performance.
In this paper, the two backend processes are used in language recognition system. Experiments also show the similar
conclusion that the LDA and diagonal covariance gaussians
backend process is superior over log-likelihood ratios normalization.
V. CORPORA AND EVALUATION
The experiments are done using the NIST LRE 2007 evaluation database. There are 14 target languages in corpora used
in this paper: Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, English, Farsi, German, Hindustani, Japanese, Korean, Russian, Spanish, Tamil,
That and Vietnamese. The task of this evaluation was to detect the presence of a hypothesized target language for each
test utterance. The Training data was primarily from Callfriend corpora, Callhome corpora, mixer corpora, OHSU corpora, OGI corpora and LRE07Train. The development data
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consist of LRE03, LRE05, LRE07Train. We use equal error
rate (EER) and the minimum decision cost value (minDCF)
as metrics for evaluation.
VI. EXPERIMENTS

Table 3. Results of the combination of MMI system and
GMM-SVM system, and the combination of the MMI system, GMM-SVM system, total variability system, and Laplacian system on the NIST LRE07 30s corpus.
System
Score Fusion (a+b)
Score Fusion(a+b+c)
Score Fusion(a+b+c+d)

Firstly, total variability Language recognition System (PCA+LDA)
is experimented, then export to Laplacian Language recognition System (PCA+LPP).

System
MMI (a)
GMM-SVM (b)
total variability (c)
Laplacian (d)

EER
3.62
2.65
3.15
3.29

MinDCF
3.78
2.61
2.61
2.83

In Table 1, we give the performance of the MMI, the
GMM-SVM, the total variability and proposed Laplacian language recognition systems on NIST 2007 language recognition Evaluation 30s corpus after score backend. EER and
minDCF are observed. With the performance comparison, we
can see that total variability and proposed Laplacian language
recognition systems achieve performance comparable to that
obtained with state-of-the-art approaches, which shows my
proposed systems are effective and Laplacian language recognition system indeed contains language information.
Table 2. Score Fusion and Super Join Results of the total variability and proposed Laplacian language recognition systems
on the NIST LRE07 30s corpus.

MinDCF
2.42
2.06
1.93

Table 3 shows the results of the combination of the MMI
system, the GMM-SVM system, the total variability system
and the Laplacian system. EER and minDCF are observed.
In language recognition evaluation, MMI and GMM-SVM
are primary acoustic system. Usually the combination of the
MMI system and the GMM-SVM system is the given performance of acoustic system. It leads to gains of 13.8% on EER
and 20.2% minDCF compare with the performance of the
combination of the MMI and GMM-SVM systems. Lastly,
figure 1 gives DET curves for each system and fusion of each
system.

60
MMI(a)
GSV−SVM(b)
(a+b)
Total Variability(c)
Laplacian(d)
(c+d)
(a+b+c)
(a+b+c+d)

40

20
Miss Rate (in %)

Table 1. Results of the MMI system, GMM-SVM system, the
total variability and proposed Laplacian language recognition
systems on the NIST LRE07 30s corpus.

EER
2.47
2.18
2.13

10

5

2

System
total variability (c)
Laplacian (d)
c+d Score Fusion
c+d Super Join

EER
3.15
3.29
2.78
2.87

MinDCF
2.61
2.83
2.36
2.51

Table 2 shows the score fusion and super join results of
the total variability and proposed Laplacian language recognition systems. The score fusion leads to gains of 11.7% on
EER and 9.6% minDCF compare with the performance of
the total variability language recognition systems, And super join gains 8.9% on EER and 3.8% minDCF. The result
show Laplacian language recognition system that preserves
local and nonlinear information includes different language
information comparing to total variability language recognition system that preserves global and linear information.
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Fig. 2. DET curves for each system and fusion of each system

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new language recognition system by introducing LPP to language recognition. while our
previous propose total variability language recognition system show discriminative language dependent information is
contained by global structure and linear manifold, the new
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language features of Laplacian supervector that preserve local structure and nonlinear manifolds also contain discriminative language dependent information. SVM classifiers are
employed to model the new language features and LDA and
diagonal covariance gaussians are used as backend in Language Score Calibration. Experiments show that combining
two systems LPP and total variability can achieve relative improvement in EER of 11.7% and in minDCF of 9.6% compare to only total variability in 2007 NIST language Recognition Evaluation databases 30-second tasks. Further improvement of relative improvement of 13.8% in EER and 20.2% in
minDCF is obtained combining with state-of-the-art systems,
comparable with the performance of the combination of the
MMI and GMM-SVM systems.
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Abstract — This paper summarizes the work performed to study
and develop a model Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
system and a speech synthesis or Text-To-Speech (TTS) system
on keywords of the vernacular language Wolof, respectively
based on the open source software toolkits Julius and Festival.
Much research has been developed in this area. Our goal is to be
the first to develop a model for speech recognition and synthesis
in Wolof, and also to create different lexicons and knowledge
bases of phonetic, acoustic and lingistic feartures in order to
introduce other languages.
Keywords – Speech Recognition; Speech Synthesis; Wolof.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Speech technologies – such as automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS) systems – can
play a significant role in bridging the “Digital Divide”, which
is currently preventing the vast majority of developing-world
citizens from participating in the Information Age [1]. Most
importantly, these technologies can lower the level of
sophistication required to access information services, and
thereby contribute towards the establishment of a fully
inclusive information society. By circumventing language
barriers and lessening the impact of illiteracy or disability,
these technologies address real needs. Also, given the central
role of language in cultural matters, speech technologies can
play a significant role in guiding a diverse set of cultures
towards the use of Information Technology.
The availability of these technologies creates new
opportunities, but in order to realize the full potential of
mobile ICT services, important challenges and obstacles must
be overcome [2]. Most importantly, speech technologies need
to be tailored to the properties of each new language in which
they are to be used.
Thus, conscious of the dominant status of the Wolof
language in Senegal, and in order to address services in local
languages for the customers of its African subsidiary
companies, France Telecom through Orange Labs signed a
teaching partnership contract with the ESMT. Through this
partnership, a research project was initiated, relating to the
«Study and integration of a free software based speech
recognition and text-to-speech solution for vernacular
languages, within the framework of a simple grammar».
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The current paper describes how this project was
completed; it is organized as follows: Section II reviews
some relevant theory and describes the methodology and
technologies we used to analyze and to create new speech
recognition in Wolof based on the Julius toolkit. Section III
presents some theory on speech synthesis and describes the
methodology and technologies we used to analyze and to
create new speech synthesis in Wolof using Festival, within
the framework of a simple grammar. We also describe how
the development and the deployment were made. Section IV
concludes the paper and outlines our future work.
A. Motivations
The United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) Information Economy Report 2009
presents Africa as the fastest growing mobile market in the
world (UNCTAD 2010). The number of mobile subscribers
worldwide are expected to grow to 5.5 billion by the end of
2013 and 70% of them will be in developing countries.
Mobile phones are contributing to unprecedented social and
economical development on the continent with pioneering
initiatives led by international agencies, Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGO) and the private sector in agriculture,
health, education, banking, citizen media, disaster and
humanitarian relief. There is a widespread agreement that
Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
services, especially mobile ones, have the potential to play a
major role in furthering social and rural development in
developing economies such as Africa.
B. Vernacular Language Specificities in Senegal
According to National African Language Resource Center
(NALRC), the local African language Wolof is understood
and spoken by about 90% of Senegalese, while the official
language is French. Wolof is a typical African oral language.
It means that no formal grammar has been defined. Very few
dictionaries [17] have been produced and pronunciation of
the same grapheme may be very different thus a standard
linguistic approach cannot be used here. Moreover, the
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vocabulary is poor and lots of words are directly imported
from other languages such as English, French or Arabic.
Illiteracy is counted among the problems that limit the
development and progress of ICT in some undeveloped
countries. By not writing, reading or understanding certain
languages may hinder access to ICTs by some African
populations who only communicate in their local language.
With an aim of promoting the African languages and dialects,
various initiatives get busy to return the contents and the
accessible software in African languages. By not using this
language in the development of mobile applications and ICT
simply denies access to hundreds of thousands of people to
certain telecommunications services and jobs [1].
The weight of vernacular languages in African societies is
very important; some countries deal with hundreds of local
languages. One of the main problem with these languages or
dialects is that, most of the time, there are no written
languages (no formal grammar, limited number of
dictionaries, few linguists) and have to deal with lots of
import from other languages (French, English, Dutch,
Portuguese,..). Therefore the procedures for speech
recognition and text synthesis have to be adapted and the
engineering work must be completed with a complex
linguistic work. Additionally industrial actors of the sector
have the technology to provide speech recognition and
synthesis in any language, but this is not economically
profitable. The cost of this technology is too high regarding
the potential revenues that are too low. The choice of free
software as sustainable and open technology was a possible
answer to take into account the specificities of vernacular
languages.
C. Approach
In this study, according to the architecture (Figure 10),
core issue for investigation may include:
1. Collecting information on theoretical models of platform
ASR/TTS and system providing similar services.
2. Analysis of various aspects of the modeling language :
o Captures words (feature analysis)
o Converts digital signal of voice into phonemes
o Attempts to Recognize grapheme/phoneme
o Finds match in acoustic model database
3. Attempts to make sense of what we are saying
4. Find a Typical architecture of a conversational agent
II.

methodology, and leads us to a Julius ASR development for
Wolof.
A. Review of theory
The matter of the problem is to get one‟s utterance
transcripts into text format.
The goal can be for a given acoustic observation
X=X1,X2,…,Xn , find a the corresponding sequence of words
Ŵ=w1,w2,…,wm, with de maximum a posteriori probability
P(W/X) . Using Bayes decision rules, this can be expressed by
[5]:
^
w  argmax P(X/Y)P(W)
w

(1)

Since the acoustic observation X is fixed, (1) is equal to
P(X/W) is the probability to observing acoustic observation X
given a specific word sequence W. P(W/X) is determined by
an acoustic model.
P(W) is the probability of observing W independent of the
acoustic observation. It is referred to as a language model.
B. Methodology to create a new language recognized by
Julius
B.1. Inside Julius: System Architecture
The language model consists of a word pronunciation
dictionary and a syntactic constraint. Various types of
language model are supported: word N-gram model (with
arbitrary N), rule-based grammars and a simple word list for
isolated word recognition.

P(w /w N ) 
1 2

P(w , w ,....w )  N P(w /w i  1 )
1 2
N  i 1
i 1
i 1
P(w ,...w )
N
 i  2 P(w i /w 2 )
2
N
N- gram Bayes rule

Given a language and an acoustic model, Julius performs
speech recognition task, whether embed in applications or in
server-client architecture.
An overview of Julius base system is presented in Figure 1.
Acoustic models should be HMM defined for sub-word units.

SPEECH RECOGNITION CONCEPTION

An utterance leading to interact with machines is the main
idea behind speech recognition. Whatever language one may
speaks, it has been progressively made possible.
Looking the way to do so, researches have felt on recognition
systems using Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The approach
based on HMM represents the current art of the state in opensource field. A new approach has emerged to deal with the
challenging problem of conversational speech recognition
[3][4].
This part concerning Speech recognition describes
theoretical aspect, presents new languages creation
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building, we use the HTK toolkit [10] to create a new
language in three main steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.:
 Data preparation: All needed data such as lexicon, audio
files are collected and compile.
 Training: HMM parameters (mean, variance, etc.) are
estimated using HTK tool suite.
 Evaluation: testing and analyzing acoustic model
performances.

Figure 1. Julius overview [7].
The structure of Julius is illustrated in Figure 2. The toplevel structure is the “engine instance”; it contains all the
modules required for a recognition system: audio input, voice
detection, feature extraction, Language Model (LM),
Acoustic Model (AM) and search process.
An “AM process instance”, holds an acoustic HMM and
work area for acoustic likelihood computation. The “MFCC
(Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) instance” is generated
from the AM process instance to extract a feature vector
sequence from speech waveform input. The “LM process
instance” holds a language model and work area for the
computation of the linguistic likelihoods. The “Recognition
process instance” is the main recognition process, using the
AM process instance and the LM process instance [17].

Figure 3. Steps for a new language creation with HTK [10].
C. Developments
New language creation following the three phases is
performs by acoustic model maker (Make_AM.sh), which is
a program build around Perl and Bash script, running HTK
commands. It provides options for data compilation, acoustic
model training and evaluation.
Make_AM.sh helps us to create an acoustic model in a
chosen language (illustrated by Figure 4).

Figure 4. Running Make_AM.sh
Figure 2. Internal structure of Julius [7].
B.2 Creating a new language

Make_AM.sh architecture running on Linux operating
system is presented in Figure 5.

The language model in this context is rule-based
grammar. This type of language model is defined in BackusNaur Form (BNF) and compiled with “makdfa.pl”, a Perl
Julius tool [9]. Since Julius performs rule-based grammar
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C.1 Data preparation
For best results, the corpus of acoustic data used for
learning (Wolof language) must be performed in a good
quality recording studio. The records were made by several
Indigenous from Senegal and other regions, for the model to
capture most of the nuances of phones [17], to these records,
we use Handy Recorder with four channels (H4n).
The age of the speakers selected depends on the intended
target of the service. The age of the speakers was between 18
and 55. To proceed we use Make_AM.sh (-f otpion).
C.2 Training
Make_AM.sh passes through all training steps specified
in HTK manual (htkbook). Before that, it compiles data in
previous phase to prepare feature vectors MFCC and needed
files.
C.3 Evaluation and results

Figure 5. Make_AM.sh architecture

Algorithm: Make_AM.sh.sh
Input: dictionnary ,speech files,
prompt file, tree file, grammar file
Output: acoustic model files.
1. if required input then
2.
prononciation dictionnary
3.
transcription file
4.
MFCC extraction
5.
flat HMM
6.
silence model
7.
switch model (-p option) do
8.
case monophone:
9.
monophone model
10.
case triphone :
11.
triphone model
12.
end switch
13.
if adaptation (-a option) then
14.
acoustic model indepedent of speaker
15.
end if
16.
if test with HTK(-T option) then test & analyze
19.
else
20.
if live test with HTK(-H option) then
21.
test with HTK
22.
else
23.
if live test with Julius (-J option) then
24.
test with Julius
25.
end if
26.
end if
27.
end if
28.
return acoustic model
29.
else return exception
31. end if
32. end
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We perform Make_AM.sh (-T/-J option) to evaluate the
acoustic model built with HTK recognition tool.
We did Wolof recordings of about 123 sentences.
Parameter

Description

Testing audio files

Reusing training audio files

SOURCERATE

parameter not specified configuration
files

Table 1. Test environment parameters
Evaluation provides following results:
Recordings
carried out at
the frequency of
16 KHz
48 KHz
48 KHz

Percentage of
sentences
recognized
100%
88,57%
91,43%

Ajusting
SOURCERATE
parameter
Yes/No
No
Yes

Table 2. Test results
Because Speech Recognition Engines need Acoustic
Models trained with speech audio that has the same sampling
rate and bits per sample as the speech it will recognize,
several reasons can justify the results obtained in Table 2.
The different speech mediums have limitations that affect
speech recognition, telephony bandwidth limitations, desktop
sound card and processor limitations, some VOIP PBX‟s,
such as asterisk, actually represent audio data internally at
8kHz/16-bits sampling rates. Speech Recognition Engines
work best with Acoustic Models trained with audio recorded
at higher sampling rate and bits per sample. So to made
adjustements we decided to collect speech recorded at the
highest sampling rate your audio card support, and then
downsample the 48kHz/16-bit audio to 16kHz/16-bit audio,
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that can be supported by the speech medium as indicated by
VoxForge [9], and create Acoustic Models from this. This
approach permits us to be backward compatible with older
Sound Cards that may not support the higher sampling
rates/bits per sample, and also permit us to look to the future
so that any submitted audio at higher sampling rates/bits per
sample will be usable down the road when Sound Cards that
support higher sampling rates/bits per sample will become
more common, and processing power increases.
III.

TEXT-TO-SPEECH CONCEPTION

A. Reminders on theory
One goal of TTS is to be able to provide textual
information to people via voice messages. TTS provides
voice output for all types of information that can be stored in
databases and information services. Most speech synthesizers
are built with modules that perform the 5 steps [15][16]
shown in Figure 1.

 Intonation (accents and FO contour)
 Durations
 Waveform synthesizer
But if the language is already supported by festival, we
need to consider:
 Waveform synthesis
 Speaker specific intonation
 Speaker specific duration
Another possible solution for building a new voice in
festival is to do voice conversion, as is done at Oregon
Graduate Institute (OGI) and elsewhere.
For the construction of new voice in Wolof, we did not
completely follow the steps described in the tutorial of the
festival [17]. Instead, we have, due to a problem matching
accented characters (UTF-8) of the Wolof alphabet, bypassed
all the steps before the grapheme-phoneme transcription by
an additional module written in Perl, composed of different
lexicons and Perl functions which do all the steps from
preprocessing to grapheme-phoneme transcription. This
module produces output correspondence in ARPABET to a
Wolof text input.

Figure 6. Five steps of Speech Synthesis
Figure 7. Grapheme-phoneme transcription

B. Methodology to create a new voice in festival
When creating a new voice in Festival [13][14], two
scenarios are possible. The language to which the voice will
be created is already supported by Festival, or that language
is not yet supported. Our study was based on the latter, which
requires the providing of:
 Phone set list
 Token processing rules (number etc)
 Prosodic phrasing method
 Word pronunciation (lexicon and/or letter to sound rules)
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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The connection with festival takes place using the
festival_client command, with as parameter the text transcript
in ARPABET alphabet by the Perl module. festival_client
executes the SayPhones command on festival server that can
synthesize data in ARPABET alphabet, conforming to the
phone set list of the chosen language, namely English for our
case.
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Algorithm: transcription
Input:word list to transcribe=LAenrg()
List of Wolof characters=LCW()
Hash tables, matching graphemes Wolof
<--> graphemes ARPABET
Hash tables special cases, matching graphemes Wolof
<-->graphemes ARPABET
fonction épurer() /*correct or delete all non orthographic elements
and no Wolof‟s character of the word which is crossed to him in
parameter */
fonction transcrire() /*give the equivalent ARAPBET of Wolof
word which is it given in paramêtre also by taking into account
cases individual of transcption linked to the position of phonemes in
words */
Output: transcription of the text in ARPABET
1. Begin:
2. valeurRetour = "";
3. Silence = "pau";
4. for all word of LAenrg() $mot1 € LAenrg()
5. $mot2 = epurer($mot1)
6. $mot3 = transcrire ($mot2)
7. valeurRetour = valeurRetour . Silence /* add a silence at the end
of the valeurRetour */
8. valeurRetour = valeurRetour . $mot3 /* add a $mot3 at the end
of the valeuRetour */
9. end for
10. end

The advantage here is that although working in a
language not yet supported by festival, we could with the
available diaphone database create a voice in Wolof (or other
vernacular language), without having to make recordings.
It can thus build several voices without making great effort.
The diaphone database is extracted from audio recordings
of a real person voice. It is important to choose a speaker
with a distinctive voice for a better synthesized voice quality.
The recordings are made in the tutorial [17] with the stack
of software speech_tools of CSTR; but it is completely in
command line, then more advanced utilities such as Audacity
[16] width a Graphic User Interface (GUI) recorder, make
records and treatments faster and easier.
C. Building a new voice in vernacular language:
Vernacular languages (Wolof, in this case) are often very
poor in vocabulary [17], and are often not formalized. These
languages fill their vocabulary gaps by borrowing words in
others more advanced languages. This makes it necessary to
take into account all the languages of borrowing during the
construction of the synthesizer. The construction of
vernacular general synthesizer thus requires an abundant
lexicon grouping non orthographic characters, exceptions,
acronyms and words borrowed from others advanced
languages. Figure 8 illustrates the applications talking-Web width

Figure 8. Talking web based on festival [18].
D. The talking web based on festival
The high level of illiteracy is the factor that leads
indigenous to mystify Information Technology and
Communication (ICT). We took advantage of open source
software festival, to build a JavaScript library, named
ajaxForFestival. This library based on Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML (Ajax) allows to easily implement Webtalking at any website, this by a set of 12 functions.
Thus, we have described the approach that we used to
build a voice based on an African vernacular language
(Wolof) on the open source Festival TTS. We also describe
the Web service built from speaking of TTS and
ajaxForFestival JavaScript library that we built. This helps
make Web content accessible to illiterate populations.
E. Web API to build lexicons database
Figure 9. describes the open API allows web users to
create lexicons and their transcription in any language of their
chose. This helps us build a database of lexicons in any other
vernacular language [18].

festival in a Web page [18].
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IV.

Figure 9. GUI to build lexicons database [18].
All the work done in this project is to ultimately get the
architecture shown in Figure 10, where module TTS-ASR
implemented, will provide interfaces for dialogue between
clients, the administrator and open source tools Julius and
Festival. The proposed interfaces should allow the creation of
services based on speech recognition and speech synthesis.
Customers can access services via various media (SIP, Web,
Mobile phone...). The concept behind the services to
implement is sending requests to the voice system, which
responds with speech synthesis.

The objective of our work was to conduct a theoretical
study in the areas of recognition and speech synthesis in the
Wolof language on the one hand and implementation of
results obtained in the open source software for Julius Speech
Recognition and festival for speech synthesis on the other.
Today most of our results are already hosted by the platform
Emerginov of France Télécom [18].
The filling of different lexicons and knowledge bases was
the most time consuming task and requires some mastery of
phonetic features, the acoustic and linguistic of Wolof, and a
high degree of concentration. Recognizing this enormous
challenge, we have grouped all these characteristics, then we
have introduced various web APIs, finally we wrote scripts to
automate the filling of the lexicons. This makes the selfevolving platform, because even in production environments
lexicons can continue to be met.
Despite the problems we encountered, we are relieved
that the end customer France Telecom (Orange Labs)
appreciated the positive results we have obtained so far.
In our conceptual approach, we have as much as possible left
the door open to other languages that may in future be
incorporated into the platform without major problems. There
are many possibilities for future development of the system.
That is why we believe that the work produced will open
doors to a large development in Senegal.
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Abstract—Compression of texts written in natural language
can exploit information about its linguistic structure. We show
that separation of coding of part-of-speech tags of a sentence
(so called sentence types) from the text and coding this sentence
types separately can improve resulting compression ratio. For
this purpose the tagging method NNTagger based on neural
networks is designed. This article is focused on a specification
and formalization of a compression model of texts written in
Czech. Language with such a complicated morphology contains
a great amount of implicit grammatical information of a
sentence and it is thus suitable for this approach. We propose
methods of constructing of initial dictionaries and test their
influence on resulting compression ratio.
Keywords-text compression; part-of-speech tagging; neural
networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
It was pointed out in several works concerning text
compression (e.g., [22]) that knowledge of the structure
of a coded message can be exploited for more successful
compression of this message. It turned out that a set of basic
elements (words, syllables, characters) as well as a structure
of documents is strongly dependent on the used language.
This motivates us to exploit implicit linguistic information
contained in an input text.
We use during the compression knowledge about structures larger than words, so called sentence types – a
sequence of words’ tags in a sentence. We assume that
the separate coding of a sentence type and words of a
sentence with knowledge of their tag is a suitable supplement
of common compression methods based on words as the
elements.
A tagging method has to precede the compression itself.
Since compression is not sensitive to small errors, we will
seek for approximative method of assigning tags to the
words in a sentence.
Our goal it then to propose such model of sentences which
comprehends the sentence type. This model will serve for
an effective coding of document’s sentences.
In Section II, we provide a brief overview of tagging and
compression methods, other than the approaches described
in this article. In Section III we introduce the NNTagger,
an approximative part of speech tagger based on neural
networks. In Section IV we describe the model of a text,
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sentence and other subelements and coding and decoding
algorithms which are based on them. In Section V we
compare results of our method with other compression
techniques. Finally, in Section VI we summarize our findings
and discuss possible future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many nature language processing applications, e.g., syntactic analysis, require as a preprocessing phase assigning
definite morphological information to each word in an
input text. This procedure is tagging and consists of a
morphological analysis, i.e., assigning of all possible tags
to a word alone, and disambiguation; i.e., resolving tag
ambiguity by the context of a word. Both these phases are
chosen with regard to the used language and tag set, which
is the range of the tagging method. The Czech language in
comparison with the English language is a highly inflecting
language, which needs a more sophisticated processing of
suffixes and in many applications it requires a tag set,
which contains more detailed morphological information.
Also it is highly ambiguous. In the English language,
the relative small tag sets are used (e.g., Brown, Penn,
CLAWS, London-Lund [23]). By contrast, the Czech tag
sets (as the Prague Dependency Treebank positional tag
set [11] or the set used in morphological analyzer Ajka
[31]) represent broad morphological information containing
several thousands of possible tags. For the Czech language
there are correspondent morphological analyzers, e.g., the
tools Free Morphology [9] and Ajka [31]. There is a large
number of disambiguation methods suitable for different
languages and tagging sets, for instance visible [23] or
hidden Markov models [6], taggers based on a decision
tree TreeTagger [30], transformations [3], maximum entropy
model [26], exponential tagger [10], averaged perceptronbased model ( [5] or MORČE [40] for the Czech language)
and artificial neural networks based taggers (NetTagger [29])
which is close to our approach, especially the context net of
NNTagger described later.
The text file compression is usually employed to save
hard drive space or bandwidth during their transfer. The
compression of texts can be classified according to elements
of coding, e.g., letters, words or syllables. The methods
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based on words require dividing the input document into
a stream of words and non-words [24], [25]. Overview of
word methods is provided by [36]. There are word-based
variants of all main groups of compression algorithms: e.g.,
word-based Huffman encoding [13], [28], word-based LZW
[7], word-based Burrows-Wheeler Transformation [7], [15],
and word-based PPM [2], [24]. Syllables as source units
for compression can be successfully used in languages,
where words are naturally divided into syllables (e.g., Czech,
Russian, and German). This approach was firstly used in
[39]. Knowledge of regularities of the language, in which
an encoded message is written, can be exploited to improve text compression. For English texts, there are several
methods of such improvement: e.g., specific order of letters
in the alphabet for lexicographic sorting [1], [4], replacing
common clusters (n-grams) of letters with one symbol [38],
static initialization of PPM method [35]. In order to manage
multilingual text files, the methods need to recognize the
language of a message and its encoding, like in modifications
of Word Replacing Transformation, TWRT [36]. Separation
of the parts of speech of each word is used as additional
information for compression of English texts and compared
with character and word based compression programs also
in [38]. Compression of small files is a separate subject of
research. One of such approaches is focused on compression
of short text files for mobile phones. The low-complexity
static partial matching model (PPM) is described in [27]. A
sequence of pruned suffix trees is used in statistic model in
[17].
Lansky and Zemlicka [22] propose theoretical basis
of syllable-based compression, LZWL and HuffSyll algorithms. Right configuration of the characteristic words
and syllables dictionaries used by LZWL and HuffSyll
algorithms for initialization is emphasized in [21]. Various
approaches to small and medium text file compression
by means of Burrows-Wheeler Transformation (BWT) are
compared in [19]. Suitable inflation of the characteristic
syllables and words sets, which are used to initialize the
HuffSyll and LZWL methods is examined in [18]. XBW
Project [32], [33] studies the compression of large, non-well
formed XML files. Its basis is BWT and it implements many
other coding algorithms, which we utilize in this paper [20].
III. NNTAGGER (A PPROXIMATIVE PART OF S PEECH
TAGGING )
Linguistics as a science investigates a language from
many viewpoints, e.g., syntax, morphology, lexicology etc.
The language we are interested in, the Czech language can
be described from these perspectives. The Czech language
has a free word order, a rich inflective morphology which
lays grammatical morphemes at the end of the word. Also
the sets of words belonging to different parts of speech
have different properties. For example, the inflective and
autosemantic parts of speech (e.g., nouns, verbs etc.) tend to
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have longer words and greater variation both in a document
and among different documents than the non-inflective and
synsemantic ones (prepositions, conjunctions etc.). These
characteristics can be exploited in our approximative tagging
method NNTagger.
Every tagging algorithm has to solve three main problems: tokenization, i.e., division of the input text into basic
elements (words, sentences), morphological analysis, i.e., assigning of possible tags to a word alone, and disambiguation
which determines the tag according to a particular use of the
word in a sentence.
A. Pre-processing
Two questions must be solved before the tagging. First,
we focus on a definition of words, which will be the basic
element of processing. Second, we should consider a width
of the sequence of words, which will be available for the
tagging procedure, i.e., how to separate single sentences
from an input text.
1) Words: We are extending the definition of words from
[22], where authors, with regard to separability, introduced
these classes of words: words consisting of small letters
(small), those consisting of capital letters (capital), with
first letter capital (mixed), numeric and other words. We
have taken into account characteristics of training data from
the PDT corpus [12]. There not only numeric and alpha
words but also punctuation marks are considered as the
basic elements on the word layer. This is consistent with
the Manning and Schütze [23], where the information about
macrostructure of sentence contained in the punctuation is
emphasized.
2) Sentences: Now we need to decide, how long blocks
of words will be passed on to a tagging algorithm. Annotated
available training data (the PDT corpus [12]) contain texts
tagged divided into whole sentences. We gather an inspiration from description of the algorithm in [23].
We are passing the sequence of non-special words from
left to right and inspecting them as candidates on a sentence
boundary. We use this heuristics:
•
•
•

•

If the inspected word is “;” or “...”, it is marked as the
last word in the sentence.
In the case of “?” or “!”, it is marked, if in the same
time is not followed by another “?” or “!”.
The inspected word is “.”. It is marked only, if the
following word is capitalized but the preceding word
does not consist of one capital letter (abbreviation of a
first name) or this word is not in a list of abbreviations
which usually is not placed at the end of a sentence
(“mgr”, “např”, “tzn” etc.).
If after the inspected word is end of line and next word
is not small or if after this word is more than one end
of line, we put there the sentence boundary. This is the
case of e.g., a heading.
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If immediately after the supposed sentence boundary is
a quotation mark, shift the boundary after it.
In the next section we will show that it is unsuitable to pass
these large segments to the compression algorithm directly
and thus they will be segmented to shorter sequences.
•

B. Tag Set
The decision about a tag set was limited by available
data. In our case it is the annotated corpus PDT with a
positional morphological tag system, where each position
corresponds to some morphological category. So the tag set
should be equivalent to a subset of these positions. The
decision was based on a presupposition that the tag should
carry an information about characteristics of the given word
form, its statistical features and its relation to other words
in a sentence. In the same time the sets of word forms
belonging to these tags should have minimal overlapping,
which disqualify some detailed categories (as the cases).
Hence we can focus on the position Part of Speech (POS, 12
values) and the position Detailed Part of Speech (SUBPOS,
75 values), from which we can also derive the part of
speech category. Due to various criteria for subsumption
under a part of speech, words from the same set can play
various roles in a sentence (e.g., Numerals or Pronouns).
The detailed part of speech category would partially reduce
this ambiguity. But we decided only for the first category
(Part of Speech) because of the following reasons:
• The larger is the tag set, the more difficult is to
determine the correct value of the tag. This is due to
ambiguity of the division criteria and to shortcomings
of the chosen tagging method.
• With an amount of information extracted from the text
complexity of the model of language and number of its
parameters increase.
• The larger alphabet of symbols, i.e., tag set, corresponds to the larger set of words, which are compound
of this alphabet, i.e., sentence types, and also the higher
probability of occurrence of a new sentence type. This
would complicate the compression.
The selected set of part of speech tags contains thus 11
values: nouns (also marked by N), adjectives (A), pronouns
(P), numerals (C), verbs (V), adverbs (D), prepositions (R),
conjunctions (J), particles (T), interjections (I) and punctuations (Z). This category carries according to the entropy
estimation about 25 % of the information of a word form.1
C. Morphological Phase
The input of this phase is a non-special word w with the
length m:
w = α1 α2 . . . αm
1 The

entropy was measured on the PDT corpus. Shannons entropy of
the part of speech is 2.9 bits and of the whole word forms 11.9 bits.
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The output is then the vector ym (w) with the length equal
to the size of the tag set n = |T |. It holds for elements of
this vector:
ytm (w) ∈ [0, 1]
This value can be interpreted as the likelihood that the
word w has the tag t ∈ T on this level.
We define the auxiliary vector ŷ (t) which can be considered as a certainty that the word has the tag t.
ŷt (t0 )

=

1 if t = t0

=

0 otherwise

First, it is possible to tag the non-alpha words. If w is a
word containing a symbol from ΣZ , then w is a punctuation:
ym (w) = ŷ (Z). The procedure is then terminated.
Similarly, if the word w contains a symbol from ΣC , it
is a number and thus:
ym (w) = ŷ (C)
Next only alpha words are processed, so the small, the
capital and the mixed are distinguished. Lets the function
ψ : ΣM ∪ ΣV → {1, 2, . . . , 41} assigns to every letter
a natural number which corresponds to some basic Czech
small letter. 2 A size of letters is irrelevant for this mapping,
thus:
∀α ∈ ΣV : ψ (α) = ψ (µ (α))
For the letters which are not included to the basic Czech
alphabet (which have small probability in Czech texts)
it assigns some value from this alphabet. For example:
ψ (0 ä0 ) = ψ (0 a0 )
We decided to use neural nets for the next processing. This
decision was motivated by the amount of information, which
contains regular structures of word forms in such inflecting
languages as is the Czech language. Another advantage is
the absence of any dictionary. On the other side, we expect a
lower accuracy than by other methods of the morphological
analysis. This should not have a major influence on the
compression.
Due to a speed of learning and a number of parameters,
we decided to limit relevant letters for a morphological
analysis to a fixed window. Symbols of the word w will be
inserted to this window justified to the right. This reflects
characteristic of the Czech language, where the major part
of morphological information carries an end of a word, i.e.,
suffix and ending. We choose the size of the window to eight
characters.
The morphological net is based on the Back-propagation
net [37]. It includes input layer units, which form vector xm
of the length 331.
2 We consider the basic Czech alphabet as a set of small letters together
with their possible variants (with the accent, wedge or circle), total 41
letters. The mapping µ is a bijection after a restriction on this set.
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•

In a first part of the layer, every unit corresponds to a
possible symbol of the input window. It thus consists
of 8 · 41 = 328 symbols and these are set as follows:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, j ∈ {1, . . . , 41} :
xm
41·(i−1)+j = 1 if j < |w| and ψ(α|w|−i+1 ) = j
xm
41·(i−1)+j = 0 otherwise

•

The next two units are coding a size of the word w:
m
xm
359 = 0 and x360 = 0 if w is small
m
xm
359 = 1 and x360 = 0 if w is mixed
m
xm
359 = 1 and x360 = 1 if w is capital

•

The last symbol contains a length of the word:
xm
361 = |w|

The output vector has the length 10, which is a length of
ym shortened by the position for punctuation (Z) handled
before. On an output of the morphological phase value 0
is being appended on this position. During the training, an
input word from the corpus is transformed according the
previous definition to the input vector, which is presented to
the morphological net and a result is computed. Next, this
result is compared to the desired output, i.e., vector ŷ (t),
where t is the right tag assigned to the word in the corpus.
Weights of the net are subsequently adjusted according to
the Backpropagation algorithm. [37]
We transformed the data from PDT [12] to a suitable
form, which includes beside word forms and their part of
speech tags the information about ends of sentences. The
data containing 670528 words were split to training, with
which the net was trained, and testing, on which an error
rate was measured in an approximate ratio 2 : 1.
We set in all cases the learning rate of the algorithm
α = 0.2. Momentum was not used, because there was no or
negative influence on a learning. Training data were passed
in six cycles by the net. This procedure was performed on
nets with different configurations. For nets with one hidden
layer it were 50 (i.e., 331 in the input, 50 in the hidden and
10 in the output layer), 100, 150, for nets with two hidden
layers then 50-25, 100-25, 100-50, 150-100.
On the testing data is then with estimated the tag of
each word as a maximal value in the output vector of the
morphological phase:
m

t̂ (w)

=

arg max ytm
t

(w)

We see that larger nets do not automatically lead to better
performance. Greater amount of parameters makes probably
the learning harder and longer. The relative simple net has
the best result with only one hidden layer containing 100
units.
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D. Context Phase
The goal of the context phase is a processing of information about the surrounding words, the actual context of a
word, in order to estimate its real tag. We took up a neural
net-based disambiguation method Net-Tagger, described in
[29]. Nevertheless there are several differences between this
and our approach. It is namely:
• Inputs of context net are not probabilities of tags
assigned to the word, which was looked up in a
dictionary of word forms, but an output vector of the
morphological phase.
• Context net contains a hidden layer. Computational
power of the nets without this layer is limited. [37]
On the other side, multilayer nets can model more
complicated functions.
We take into account for the actual word its left context
with size p and right context with size f . Every word in
this context is represented by |T | (i.e., 11) units expressing
likelihood that the word has a corresponding tag, based on
all available information. This means for the actual word wi
and words in the right context, for which context phase was
not yet processed, the outputs of the morphological phase,
i.e., vectors wi+1 . . . wi+f . For words in the left context,
previous outputs of the context layer are available. The input
layer thus contains 11 · (p + 1 + f ) neurons. If |S| is a length
of the sentence S, we set the input vector xc for the word
wi as follows:
∀j ∈ {−p, . . . , f }, t ∈ {1, . . . , 11} :
xc11·(j+p)+t = ytc (wi+j ) if j < 0 and 1 ≤ i + j
xc11·(j+p)+t = ytm (wi+j ) if 0 ≤ j and i + j ≤ |S|
xc11·(j+p)+t = 0 otherwise
The output of the net is the vector yc (wi ) with a length
|T |.
The input of the words from the left context brings a
recursion into the computation. This can complicate the
learning procedure, especially in the moment, when the
outputs are not yet correct. Hence in the time of learning
we replace the vector yc (wi−j ), analogously to [29], by
weighted average of the previous output vector yc (wi−j ) of
the context net and the output of the morphological phase
ym (wi−j ):
(1 − eτ ) · yc (wi−j ) + eτ · ym (wi−j )
Here eτ is a coefficient, which in the beginning, when
the error of the net is high, is near to 1 and with successful
learning falls. We used there for this value an exponential
moving average of an error of the net, i.e., ratio of wrong
assigned tags, if the error is greater than 0.1. In the other
case 0 is assigned to eτ .
The inputs from the training data were put to the net
during the learning according to the previous definitions and
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Table I
E RROR RATE OF THE NNTAGGER DEPENDING ON A CONTEXT SIZE . I N
THE ROWS ARE SIZES OF A LEFT CONTEXT p, IN THE COLUMNS ARE
SIZES OF A RIGHT CONTEXT f .

0
1
2
3

0
4.72
4.72
4.72
4.72

%
%
%
%

1
4.74
4.53
4.51
4.48

%
%
%
%

2
4.67
4.42
4.40
4.43

%
%
%
%

3
4.61
4.45
4.41
4.37

%
%
%
%

the outputs were vectors ŷ (t), where t is a correct tag of the
word. The output of the best morphological net was used as
the input of the context net, i.e., the net 331-100-10. The
same data source as by the morphological phase was used
for the training. The training was processed six times with
a learning rate equal to 0.2 and without a momentum.
The output of the NNTagger method is thus a sequence
of tags induced from values of the vectors yc (w). Formally
speaking, the tag belonging to a word w is:
t̂ (w)

=

arg max ytc (w)
t

We show in the table I achieved error rates on the
remaining test data depending on sizes of the left (p) and
the right context (f ).
The lowest relative accuracy of the tagger was by interjections which were never tagged. This part of speech occurs
in Czech texts only rarely. Greater error rate was also by
particles which have disputable morphological characteristics. The highest absolute number of mistakes was between
nouns and adjectives in both directions.
IV. C OMPRESSION OF S ENTENCES
Any natural language utterance contains a great amount
of implicit information. Now we will show use of the
information about parts-of-speech in an input text for its
compression.
We define a type of a sentence (or of a sentence part),
which is determined by its non-special words w1 , . . . , wn , as
a sequence of part-of-speech tags of this sentence. (T (S) =
tS1,n )
A. XBW Project
We adopt the platform XBW [20] and exploit some of
its features in our work. The goal of the XBW project
is creation of an interface to test of different compression
methods with an accent on compression of texts in the XMLformat. It implements some of the elementary algorithms for
a number coding and decoding (Elias, arithmetic, Huffman
coding), string compression (Burrows-Wheeler, PPM, MTF,
RLE, LZ), XML files processing, dictionary compression,
some of auxiliary data structures (trie) and suggests their
collaboration.
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B. Sentence Parts
We performed an experiment in order to find out duplicities of sentence types. We split a language corpus between
training and testing data in an approximate proportion 2:1.
A dictionary of the sentence types was created from the
training data. Then there were only 16 % overlapping of the
sentence types from the test data and those in the dictionary.
Variation of types of whole sentences is thus too high for
our purpose. Hence, we propose using shorter segments of a
sentence, called sentence parts. Due to a heuristic character
of the definition, sentence parts do not have to match with
sentence structure.
The parsing of an input sentence proceeds as follows.
After skipping of an initial sequence of punctuations, the
sentence is being passed from the left to the right and divided
in these cases:
• Put a boundary of a sentence part after occurrence
of punctuation marks “,”, “:”, “””, “(” or “)”. If it
is immediately followed by some other punctuation
marks, move the boundary after them. If there is not
a whitespace between the punctuation and a next word
(so this word immediately follows), move boundary of
sentence part before the punctuation.
• Put the boundary after “-”, if between it and the next
word is a white space (unlike the case of a composed
word or the Czech particle -li).
• Put the boundary before the Czech conjunctions “a”,
“i”, “ani”, “nebo” or “či”. These conjunctions usually
have no commas before them.
After division of the sentence part the parsing continues on
the rest of the sentence until the end of sentence is reached.
Types of above defined sentence parts have the duplicity
in the dictionary higher, approximately 37 %. Nevertheless
the number of new emerging types is relatively high. Thus
we will seek for methods of an effective coding of new
sentence types.
After the pre-processing we have input text decomposed
in sentence parts in this form:
S P = w1 · s1 · w2 · s2 · · · · · wn · sn
where n is length of the sentence, wi (for i = 1, . . . , n)
is a non-special word (alpha word, numeric word or punctuation) and si is a special word (even with zero length),
which always follows wi . There is also an sentence type
P
(T (SP ) = tS1,n
) for every sentence part SP .
C. Models
Lets define a model of text generation which will be used
for text compression and decompression.
Four models will be created for these layers of the text:
sentence part, sentence type, word, and symbol. Except the
first one we can all of them subsume under a template. If
we have µ as a basic element (type, word or symbol), then
this model (template M ) includes:
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Dictionary of the basic elements ∆. This is the injective
function, whose domain is a set of the known elements
and the range is the set of natural numbers.
• Probability distribution ρ of the known elements and
reserved value esc for elements, which are not found
in dictionary ∆. These structures are adaptive. If a
new element occurs, new values are added to the ∆
and ρ. After the occurrence of an element µ, relative
probability ρ(∆(µ)) increases. The implementation of
r depends on concrete compression method (in this
case arithmetic coding). Dictionaries and distributions
of elements could be initialized from frequent symbols
based on a text corpus. Details about the initialization
of dictionaries will be provided in the next section.
sub
• Model of unknown elements M
. If the element is
not found in the dictionary, it has to be coded on a
lower layer (the models of lengths, symbols, or partsof-speech).
For coding of the element µ to a bit string with knowledge
of the model M we will use this notation:
•

K(µ|M )
In most cases we abstract from the concrete coding algorithm. So the code of symbol with index i and distribution
ρ (i.e., K(i|ρ) can be realized by any adaptive algorithm).
We introduce an operator of concatenation:
K = K1 · K2
which means that the bit string K consists of the code K1
followed by the code K2 .
We do not describe the decoding explicitly. It follows
directly from the coding procedure, which is proposed as a
bijection between a set of possible texts and a set of possible
codes.
For every layer we have thus its own model structure:
a model of sentence parts M S , a model of sentence types
M T , model of words M W and model of symbols M C . In
addition, we have a model for lengths of words or sentences
M Lk , which describes generation of non-zero lengths. Some
of these structures can be multiple instantiated, as is the case
of the word models for each part-of-speech.
We will describe the compression procedure from above,
i.e., from higher structures as files and sentence parts to the
single characters.
The input file is decomposed after pre-processing into the
sequence of sentence parts S1 , . . . , Sm . These sentence parts
are coded one by one and the code of empty sentence λ is
appended at the end.
1) Sentence parts:
Model: As we said, a sentence part with length n is
determined by a sequence of non-special words w1 , . . . , wn ,
a sequence of special words s1 , . . . , sn , which follow them,
P
and its type, i.e., a sequence of tags, tS1,n
. All of these
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sequences have the lengths equal to n. Empty sentence
part (λ, zero length sequence) has a special meaning and
it represents an end of file.
Model of sentence parts consists of these submodels:
T
• Model of sentence types M .
• For every part-of-speech one model of words
M WN , . . . , M WI . We have not find any reason for
separate models of symbols for each part-of-speech,
because the basic distribution of letters differs in the
Czech words only slightly. So there is shared model of
symbols for each of them. On the other hand, there are
differences in average lengths of each part-of-speech,
so we proposed independent models of lengths.
C
• Model of punctuations M Z .
W
• Model of numeric words M num .
WS
• Model of special words M
.
The last two have their own models of lengths and
symbols.
Coding: Code of a sentence part consists of a code of
the sentence type and codes of each word of this sentence
part. Thus:
K(S|M S )

=

K(tS1,n |M T ) · K(w1 |M1 ) · K(s1 |M WS ) ·
· · · · K(wn |Mn ) · K(sn |M WS )

where K(wi |Mi ) = K(wi |M Wti ) if ti is a tag of the
word wi , different from punctuation or numeral. If the word
is numeral, the alpha numeral must be distinguished from
numbers. It is accomplished by a one-bit token. If it is an
alpha numeral we use its model:
K(wi |Mi ) = 0 · K(wi |M WC )
For a number the word is encoded by the model of
numbers:
K(wi |Mi ) = 1 · K(wi |M Wnum )
On the other hand, a punctuation is a one-character word
wi = α, thus the coding is provided directly by the symbol
model of punctuations.
K(wi |Mi ) = K(α|M CZ )
2) Sentence types:
Model: The model of sentence types contains a dictionary ∆T of sentence types which were in an initialization set
or appeared in the input text. The dictionary is represented
by a trie (which maps a type to a natural number) over the
alphabet of tags and by a table (which maps a value to a
type). The next part of this model is a probability distribution
ρT of items of the dictionary ∆T , which is used for coding
and decoding. The dictionary and the distribution include an
element corresponding with the type of an empty sentence
λ.
A model of lengths M L30 is then needed because of the
coding of new types. Lengths of sentence types are at the
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same time the lengths of whole sentence parts, so we do not
need to code this information on the higher level. Finally
we have to consider a model of generation of the unknown
type tags. The basic variant is to have an unconditional
probability distribution of tags occurrence ρP . However, we
decided to include the information about right context of
the actual tag. So, the resulting model is a bigram model.
Instead of one distribution, there is a distribution ρPt0 for
every possible tag t0 which is on the right side of the actual
position t. Together with them there is a distribution ρP∅
of the tags at the end of the type, which have no right
context. We used the entropy of tags and estimated that
the improvement on the new types would be approximately
21 %.
Coding: We have to divide the coding of sentence
types to two cases. In the first case, the type t1,n is in the
dictionary ∆T . It is then possible to code corresponding
value according to the distribution ρT :

dictionary is represented by a pair of a trie over the alphabet
of UNICODE characters and a table which is maps from the
values to the words. In order to code new words, the M W
contains a model of length M L20 and a model of symbols
M C (in the case of alpha words representing small letters).
Coding: In the first place, if the word is an alpha word,
we have to compare its size (small, mixed or capital) with the
predicted one and, if necessary, to emit an escape symbol.
Then the small variant of the word w0 = µg (α1 ) . . . µg (αn )
is taken into account.
• If the word is capital on the first position:
K(w|M W ) = K(escM →C |ρW ) · K 0 (w0 |M W )
•

K(w|M W ) = K(escM →S |ρW ) · K 0 (w0 |M W )
•
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If it is a capital word on next positions:
K(w|M W ) = K(escS→C |ρW ) · K 0 (w0 |M W )

K(t1,n |M T ) = K(∆T (t1,n )|ρT )
The distribution is subsequently adjusted.
Otherwise, the type is not in the dictionary. Thus, the
escape symbol is generated and the new type must be coded.
This consists of coding of its length n and all of its tags from
the right to the left with knowledge of the right context.
3) Words:
Model: There are several instances of a model of
words in the general model of texts. There are models
corresponding to all part-of-speeches except punctuations
(alpha words: M WN , . . . , M WI ), model of numbers (numeric words M Wnum ) and model of special words (M WS ).
Each model M W is responsible for coding of a word w
(the string of symbols α1 · · · · · αm ). The knowledge about
the position of the alpha word in a sentence part is essential
for coding of its size. From a measuring of word sizes on the
corpus we determined the most probable sizes of a word at
the beginning and on following positions of a sentence part.
The implicit value on the first position is a mixed word (i.e.,
word with capital the first letter and small other letters), on
the following positions are implicit small words.
Regarding this, there are again the dictionary ∆W and the
adaptive probability distribution ρW , both of them include
except the esc symbol for new word these function symbols:
• escM →C , i.e., the token which means that the word is
capital at the beginning of a sentence part.
• escM →S for small words at the beginning of the
sentence part.
• escS→C for capital words on the second or another
following position.
• escS→C for mixed word which is not at the beginning.
The dictionary and the distribution are moreover able to
code the empty word λ, as for instance the non-existent
white space between a word and the next punctuation. The

If it is a small word on the first position:

•

If it is a mixed word on next positions:
K(w|M W ) = K(escS→M |ρW ) · K 0 (w0 |M W )

•

In all other cases (including the non-letter words) the
size of word is known:
K(w|M W ) = K 0 (w0 |M W )

Next, the w0 is coded. If the w0 is in the dictionary ∆W ,
the code can be emitted directly:
K 0 (w0 |M W ) = K(∆W (w0 )|ρW )
.
Otherwise, we generate the codes of the escape symbol,
the length of the word w0 and all of its symbols. Then the
dictionary and the distribution are adjusted.
4) Lengths:
Model: Model of lengths (M Lk ) contains only a
probability distribution ρL of k + 1 values. The values
1, . . . , k are the most frequent lengths. The value k + 1 is
reserved as a special symbol for higher lengths. As usually
the distribution is adaptive and after (de)coding of a length
l is the relative probability of occurrence of l increased. The
range of ρL is, on the contrary, fixed and new values are not
added into the distribution.
Coding: There are two possibilities. First, if 1 ≤ l ≤ k,
we code it directly:
K(l|M Lk ) = K(l|ρL )
Otherwise k < l, the auxiliary overflow symbol is emitted,
followed by the alpha code of a surplus value:
K(l|M Lk ) = K(k + 1|ρL ) · α(l − k)
5) Symbols:
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Table II
C OMPARISON OF VARIOUS METHODS COMPRESSION RATIOS TB .
Method
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
gzip
bzip2

Compression Ratio
4.60
4.41
4.19
3.85
3.34
4.43
4.38

Model: Model of UNICODE-symbols generation is in
the sentence part model included in these instances:
C
• Model of small letters M P shared by models of all
alpha part-of-speeches (M WN , . . . , M WI )
C
• Model of characters in numbers M num (digits, decimal separators, symbol “-”) which is part of model of
numbers (numeric words).
C
• Model of punctuations M Z
C
• Model of special words symbols M W (e.g., white
space)
Each of these models M C contains a symbol dictionary
∆C , consisting of two tables mapping frequent symbols
to natural numbers and back, and an adaptive probability
distribution ρC . This distribution includes among others a
special symbol esc for new characters.
Coding: The coding procedure of a symbol α has two
alternatives. If the symbol is in the dictionary ∆C , we emit
simply the corresponding code:
K(α|M C ) = K(∆C (α)|ρC )
with increase of a relative frequency of ∆C (α).
If α is new, we put esc symbol on the output followed
by full 32-bit beta code of the character:
K(α|M C ) = K(esc|ρC ) · β 32 (α)
.
New element is subsequently added into the ∆C and the
ρ .
C

V. R ESULTS
We test there our method in various configurations of
the initial dictionaries and the coding algorithm of basic
elements.
We tested the mixtures of the initial dictionaries
(A1 . . . A5 ) on the testing set TB containing 100 shorter
documents (as newspaper articles). We show the results in
table II in bpc compared with commonly used methods bzip2
and gzip.
We see the expected improvement of a compression rate
for small documents. The variant A3 already overcame both
methods.
Next we present dependency of a compression rate on
a size of a compressed file. We split the set TA by size
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Table III
C OMPARISON OF COMPRESSION RATIOS FOR VARIOUS FILE SIZES
IN TA .
Method
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
gzip
bzip2

10–100 kB
4.21
4.00
3.76
3.47
3.10
3.69
3.35

100–500 kB
3.78
3.61
3.42
3.22
2.95
3.46
2.71

500–1000 kB
3.69
3.51
3.34
3.16
2.93
3.47
2.57

into three categories and observed results within them. The
results are in table III.
There is again revealed that variant A5 achieves best
results for all sizes of an input file. Due to this initialization
the method overcame successful algorithm bzip2 based on
a Burrows-Wheeler transform.
We performed the compression and decompression of
the set TA concatenated into one file in order to find out
time demands of the algorithm. The compression of such
concatenated file with size 4.76 MB with the variant A5
took about 82 seconds on the computer with processor unit
AMD Sempron 2800+, 1.60 GHz and 960 MB RAM. The
decompression took about 4 seconds. Here we can observe
the asymmetry between compression and decompression
phases.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this paper we have introduced the method of extraction
of information from an input text which would allows better
modelling of this text and improve our ability to compress
it. Such knowledge has been for us the sequence of tags of
words in the text which represent the words’ belonging to the
parts of speech. The sequence of tags for a sentence is called
a sentence type. This makes possible for us to introduce
knowledge about the structure of a sentence and functions
of particular words in an utterance.
In order to get the sentence type, we have proposed the
approximative part-of-speech tagger for the Czech language,
the NNTagger, based on neural networks. Both procedures
– the morphological analysis and disambiguation – were
implemented by Backpropagation nets. Such an approach
was motivated by a great amount of information contained
in the regular structures of words. The NNTagger was
trained on the corpus of tagged texts and tested in various
configurations. The slightly lower accuracy of this method
is compensated by the absence of any dictionary in both
phases and justified by the observation that a compression
ratio is not sensitive to small errors.
We have constructed model structures of texts on different
layers (a symbol, word, sentence type, sentence part) with
respect to the additional knowledge (part of speech, kind
of symbol). The coding and decoding procedures have been
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implemented based on these models and for that purpose a
novel notation has been introduced.
We proposed the methods of creating databases of frequent words and sentence types from a set of Czech documents in order to set initially each of the models. Such
initialization can improve the resulting compression ratio
especially in domain of small documents. However, each
of the models contributes to this improvement with another
proportion due to its different function in the language.
Therefore, several possible mixtures of the initial dictionaries have been compiled with respect to the improvement of
a compression ratio and the size of the databases.
The method has been tested in various configurations of
the initialization databases and results compared with both
commonly used compression programs and similar purely
word-based compression methods. These results proved an
advantage of coding of the sentence type as information
about syntactic structures separately from the words of a
sentence. The creation of the initialization mixtures shows
that the sets containing words of a part of speech have different properties, e.g., the variability both in a document and
among different documents, the distribution of word lengths
etc., and their models must be initialized differently. With
such an initialization, the algorithm overcame commonly
used compression algorithms gzip and bzip2 in compression
of small files up to 100 kB.
Features of our solution can be summarized as follows:
• Approximative tagger NNTagger had slightly lower
accuracy than usually used Czech tagging algorithms.
On the other hand, it does not need any additional
dictionary of word forms or lemmas.
• The method of exploitation of part-of-speech tags sequences as a linguistic information in a sentence has
been proposed which allows us better to grasp model
of text generation.
• Our text compression algorithm gained 17–27 % better
compression ratio in comparison with algorithms based
only on words with comparable settings and initialization.
The experiments with the linguistic compression in the
Czech language have shown some possible challenges for a
future work. The tagging method NNTagger has recorded
good results regarding the low costs on additional data;
however it has lower accuracy than other methods, particularly on non-inflective words. Thus some of the more
sophisticated methods should be used and the effect of a
tagger’s accuracy on the compression should be tested. Also
the frequency of unknown sentence types has been relatively
high during the compression, so we plan to implement other
string compression method, e.g., PPM [20]. Finally, an open
question is an application of analogous compression method
on languages with different characteristics. For instance,
due to less stress on the word morphology in the English
language, appropriate tagger has to be used, the morpholog-
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ical phase of NNTagger should be replaced by dictionarybased method, and another corresponding tag set has to be
chosen. On the other side, fixed word order can cause an
increase in the significance of sentence types and possibly
their better compression ratio. The symbol-based languages,
like Chinese, raise other challenges. In such languages, the
word segmentation is a hard problem which has to be solved
by non-trivial algorithm. Also the model of words would be
modified with respect to different relation between words
and characters.
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Abstract—This paper gives a proposal on algorithm for
adaptive adjustment of VoIP sources transmission rate based
on voice quality estimated at the receiver. This adjustment is
achieved through the appropriate use of differing voice codecs,
as changes in network conditions occur, in order to maintain
an efficient utilization of the available resources. We propose a
simple algorithm for dynamic selection of voice codec,
depending on network conditions during the on-going voice
session. Algorithm is embedded in the source code of the
programming environment OPNET Modeler 14.5. Simulation
results show that the proposed algorithm makes better use of
the available bandwidth, achieving superior performance in
comparison to the situation without implementation of
algorithm for adaptive codec selection.

simple algorithm, which estimates the optimal codec during
voice session, based on current and past values of average
delay and current value of packet loss.
As authors of this paper, we are familiar with research
work dealing with this problem. In [1], codec selection
algorithm is based on average delay value which is then
compared with current delay value. Algorithm verification
is based on comparison between different amount of
available bandwidth scenarios. It has been shown that
growth of available bandwidth as a consequence, increases
MOS value when using adaptive codec selection method.
Similar results are also shown in [2, 3]. In [4], authors
proposed adaptive multi-rate VoIP control scheme that
adapts the voice encoding rate and packetization interval in
relation to transmission rate in the PHY layer. In [5] authors
proposed algorithm which, based on information extracted
from RTCP packets and MAC layer, dynamically adapt
codec for ongoing VoIP calls. In [6] authors described an
end-to-end based adaptation, which adjusts application
parameters to changing network conditions in order to
achieve better bandwidth utilization and QoS, by employing
adaptive codec switching techniques to further enhance
QoS.
In this paper, the called party of a voice session is
measuring the average packet delay and loss. It periodically
sends reports to the calling party that is responsible for
session management. Based on the received reports,
algorithm that is implemented on the calling party learns
about the network by memorizing the minimum and the
maximum value of average packet delay and packet loss for
each codec that has been used in the session. Memorized
values are then compared with reported average delay and
packet loss. If the algorithm determines that there are
improvements of network conditions (e.g., reported average
delay is less than the minimum average delay for currently
used codec that algorithm has knowledge of until the
moment of observing), the algorithm makes a decision about
switching to a new codec with lower compression ratio.
Based on the feedback in the following report algorithm

Keywords-dynamic codec selection; speech codec; packet
delay; packet loss; MOS

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, VoIP is widely accepted technology used for
transmission of voice over IP networks. Packets belonging
to the same VoIP session may travel independently through
different paths in the network. In this paper various codecs
such as G.711, G.729 and G.723 will be discussed. Each of
these codecs use a different technique for sample coding and
different levels of compression that directly affects the voice
session quality. Selection of the right codec represents a
compromise between desired performance and available
resources in the network.
In this paper, as criteria for determining the quality of
the voice session we use E-model, which estimates user’s
satisfaction through R value, on the basis of the used codec,
delay and loss in the network. Since metrics values on the
network level in IP network are variable, this will
practically mean that during the session, same codec may
not be optimal in all moments. There are different
techniques used for solving this problem, e.g., AMR
(Adaptive Multi Rate) codecs, implementation of additional
access mechanisms at application layer, the dynamic
selection of codec during the sessions and others. This paper
addresses the last mentioned technique, and introduces a
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decides whether the previous decision on codec change was
correct or not. Incorrect decisions will occur in situations
when despite new minimum average delay being detected
by the algorithm, available resources in the network are not
sufficient enough to use codec with lower compression
ratio. All incorrect codec switching decisions will then
reflect in the following report, through reported average
delay that is higher than the maximum delay allowed for the
voice session. The algorithm then concludes that value of
the minimum delay, previously memorized, should not be
used as threshold value for switching to a better codec and
the session codec will switch to a codec with a higher
compression ratio, thus enabling the algorithm to recognize
similar situations in the future and prevent incorrect codec
switch decisions from occurring.
The proposed algorithm was implemented in simulation
package OPNET Modeler 14.5. Used version of the
Modeler does not have similar algorithm for dynamic codec
selection that has been implemented. To the best author
knowledge there is no similar solution to this problem.
II.

OVERVIEW OF SPEECH CODECS

There are various codecs specified by the ITU-T. Codecs
have different performance and impact on the voice quality
due to different degree of compression. High degree of
compression results with higher compression delay and
increases loss sensitivity compared to codecs with low or no
compression. Contrary to this, codecs with high degree of
compression have less bandwidth requirements, and thus
have better performance in network congestion situations.
Therefore, it is necessary to select the appropriate codec to
obtain best quality of voice with the lowest bandwidth
requirements [7].
The G.711 codec does not use any compression; it has 8kHz sampling rate, requires 64 kbit/s of audio bandwidth
and provides very good quality level. The G.729 codec is
computationally complex, but provides significant
bandwidth savings. It has 8:1 compression and requires just
8 kbit/s of audio bandwidth. The maximum achievable
MOS is about 3.9. The G.723.1 codec is mostly used in
VoIP applications due to its low bandwidth requirement.
There are two versions of this codec, with bit rates at 5.3
kbit/s and 6.3 kbit/s. Every codec adds additional delay to
the total packet transmission delay due to signal encoding,
decoding, compression and decompression. Main
characteristics of the codecs mentioned are shown in Table
1 [8, 9, 10].
TABLE 1.
Codec
G.711
G.729
G.723.1

Bit Rate
(kbit/s)
64
8.0
5.3

CHARACTERISTIC OF CODECS
Link Utilization
(kbit/s)
87.2
31.2
20.8
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Delay
(ms)
0.125
15
37.5

Loss
(%)
7-10
<2
<1
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MOS
4.10
3.92
3.65

III.

IMPACT OF NETWORK LAYER METRICS ON QUALITY
OF SPEECH

QoS concept is observed as layered model and is defined
at user, application and system layer. Quality of service at
observed layer of QoS layered model represents
characterization of expected quality, which should be
achieved during transfer of data units. Between any two
layers, it is important to determine mapping between
expected performance at lower layer and its impact on QoS
parameters on higher layer. The main question is how given
QoS guarantees, at layer N-1, impact performance metrics at
layer N [11, 12].
ITU-T E-model represents an analytical model of voice
quality defined in the ITU-T recommendation G.107. Emodel provides a framework for real-time on-line quality
estimation from network performance measurement (e.g.,
delay and loss characteristics) and application level factors
(e.g., low bit rate codecs). The result of the E-model is the
calculation of the R-factor. The R-factor can be further
translated into MOS scale through these expressions:
<0
1
1 + 0.035 +
0 < < 100
1
 = 
7. 10  − 60100 − 
4.5
> 100

The R-factor is defined as:
=



−  −  −  + 

2

 represents the basic signal-to-noise ratio.  reflects the
impairments occuring simultaneously with the voice signal
due to quantization. It is a function of several parameters,
none of which are related to the underlying packet transport.
 models the impairments caused by one-way delay. Voice
quality degrades more rapidly when this delay exceeds
177.3 ms. This effect is modeled using following
expression:

 = 0.024 + 0.11 − 177.3! − 177.3

3

where is the one-way delay (in miliseconds) and !" =
0 za " < 0 i !" = 1 when " ≥ 0 .  is the equipment
impairment factor that covers the distrortion of the original
voice signal due to low-rate codec and packet loss in both,
network and playout buffer.  value is codec dependable.
The advantage factor  represents the measure of the
willingness of a VoIP user to trade call quality for
convenience. [13]
VoIP application is very sensitive to delay. Acceptable
one-way delay according to ITU-T G.114 recommendation
is 150 ms. Delay between 150 ms and 400 ms makes the
conversation possible, but considerably annoying. Delay
over 400 ms is unacceptable according to ITU-T G.1010.
Packet loss also must be managed or controlled in VoIP,
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since its effect on VoIP is treated as noise. Unlike delay,
VoIP can tolerate packet loss to some extent. [14]
IV.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR DYNAMIC SPEECH
CODEC SELECTION

After review of most commonly used codecs and QoS
metrics which evaluate performance and dependencies
between QoS metrics from different layers of layered QoS
model, this chapter presents details of proposed algorithm
for dynamic codec selection.
A. Algorithm Design
Next steps present design of proposed algorithm in detail:
1. Define initial minimum delay values for codecs G.729A
and G.723.1 5.3K
2. Define initial maximum delay values for codecs G.711
and G.729
3. Define initial maximum loss values for codecs G.711,
G.729A and G.723.1 5.3K
4. Store the value of currently used codec and its average
delay from report in an array that stores up to three
previously used codecs and their corresponding delays
from previous reports.
5. If codec changes occurred at least three times until
current moment of the call session, then determine new
minimum average delay if possible
5.1. If current and penultimate used codecs are the
same, go to step 5.1.1, else go to step 6
5.1.1. If previously stored average delay is less
than the current average delay, go to step
5.1.2, else go to step 6
5.1.2. store average delay from the previous report
into variable minimum average delay for
codec used during the receiving of the
previous report
6. Compare received average delay and loss with
minimum average delay, maximum average delay and
maximum packet loss
6.1. If average delay is less than minimum average
delay, change codec according to:
6.1.1. If G.711, then G.729A
6.1.2. If G.729, then G.723.1 5.3K
6.2. If average delay is higher than maximum average
delay, change codec according to:
6.2.1. If G.723.1 5.3K, then G.729A
6.2.2. If G.729A, then G.711
6.3. Return to step 4
Step 1 defines initial minimum average delay for
G.723.1 5.3K and G.729A codecs. Algorithm compares
average delay from the report and minimum average delay
value to assume whether network conditions have been
improved. If so, algorithm assumes that there has been a
release of resources in the network and switches to the
codec with higher bandwidth requirements in order to
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improve speech quality that is expressed through the MOS
value.
Steps 2 and 3 are analogous to step 1. They define
maximum value of packet delay and packet loss for codecs
G.711 and G.729. If average delay and loss from the
currently received report are higher when compared to
stored maximum values, algorithm concludes that there is
network congestion occurrence, and that is necessary to use
a codec that requires less bandwidth.
In step 4, algorithm learns about conditions in the
network. Algorithm stores the information about three last
used codecs and its resulting average delays in the array.
Step 5 is the crucial step of the algorithm. It will be
explained using the following example. If voice application
uses codec G.711 and if average delay from current report is
higher than the maximum allowed delay for G.711,
algorithm switches the session codec to one that requires
less bandwidth (G.729A). Next statistical report will
indicate latency reduction due to the fact that G.729A codec
has lower bandwidth consumption and thus lower
contribution on total network load on bottleneck. Upon
receiving this report, algorithm compares last three stored
delays and may assume that there was a release of resources
in the network, and try to re-use the codec G.711. However,
if there has been no release of resources in the network,
delays in the forthcoming report for the codec G.711 will
again have a high value. This way, algorithm calculates
delay value for G.729A which should not trigger codec
change and updates the variable that stores the minimum
delay for codec G.729A. Without this step, algorithm would
trigger codec change upon receiving any statistical report
that is indicating latency reduction. Application would
switch session codec to a codec with lower compression
ratio and that would again worsen the situation in the
bottleneck of the network. Described situation resulting
effect would be a constant switching from codec to codec.
Step 6 includes decision making on the optimal codec
for current conditions in the network. The algorithm
compares average delay from last received report with
minimum and maximum delay and maximum packet loss
defined for currently used codec. If current average delay
exceeds maximum delay or maximum packet loss,
algorithm switches the session codec to one with lower
bandwidth requirements. Contrary to this, if current average
delay is below minimum delay, algorithm switches the
session codec to one with higher bandwidth requirements.
B. Implementation in OPNET Modeler 14.5
This section provides a brief description of the proposed
algorithm implementation in the OPNET Modeler. To
implement dynamic codec selection algorithm in the
OPNET Modeler, we had to modify process models, which
implement the calling party as well as the called party.
Process in OPNET Modeler is modeled as a finite state
machine (FSM) that allowed us to specify the C/C++ code
that implements a process.
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For sending received statistics report from the called
party to the calling party, firstly received statistics (average
delay and loss) on the called party is collected and
afterwards collected data is forwarded to the calling party.
Statistical data are collected in “receive” state in the called
party process editor, see Figure 1. Upon receiving voice
packet, “receive” state calculates current average packet
delay and packet loss. Report sending interval is set to 5
seconds. Once this interval is ended, process model that
represents called party switches its state and enters into state
responsible for sending collected data to calling party. If
average delay exceeds 300 ms before 5 s interval is
completed, called party sends additional early report for fast
adaptation to network conditions change. For forwarding
statistical data to the calling party a new “send report” state
is created, within called party process. Newly created state
will be responsible for sending periodic reports that are sent
via RTP.

Elements presented in Table 3 are used in the
simulation. Network consists of two core routers. Link
between these routers has a capacity of 160 kbit/s, and
represents a bottleneck of the topology. Each core router has
10 Mbit/s connection with a switch. Each switch has 10
Mbit/s link connection with workstation. Link between
routers has FIFO queuing implemented, where maximum
number of packets in the buffer is 100. In order to reduce
simulation duration, we choose to simulate simple network
topology. Therefore, although our network topology is very
simple, our simulation results are valid and can, with proper
equipment, be tested in more realistic case studies.
Measured metrics in this simulation are average delay at the
network level, sent/received number of bytes and MOS
value.
TABLE 2.
Device Name
CS 7609
CS 6509
ethernet_wkstn
10BaseT
ppp_adv

Figure 1. Called party process editor

Algorithm described in Section 4.1 is implemented in
“receive” state in the calling party process editor. If
algorithm determines that the codec in use needs to be
changed, calling party changes currently used session codec.
From that moment on, every voice packet sent to the called
party includes information about new session codec, which
is stored in the packet header. [15]
V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation of simple network containing two end nodes
is created for the purpose of verification of the proposed
algorithm. Our goal was to create three cases where
available bandwidth is optimized for voice traffic
transmission with only one of the mentioned codecs. Nodes
support voice and video applications. The voice application
is set to default OPNET setting IP Telephony. Video
applications settings are set to achieve mentioned goals, and
can be seen in Table 2. Thus we created three profiles, VoIP
Profile, Video High Load Profile and Video Low Load
Profile. Video High Load Profile bitrate is 20 kbit/s; Video
Low Load Profile bitrate is 10 kbit/s.
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ELEMENTS USED IN SIMULATION
Device Description
Core routers in simulation
Access switch in simulation
This node model represents a workstation with clientserver applications running over TCP/IP and UDP/IP
Connection between workstation and switch
Data Rate is 160000; Connection between core routers

Figure 2 shows a comparison between delays in the
cases when using a fixed codec and when using a dynamic
codec selection. Initial codec in the last case is codec
G.729A. It can be seen that during the Video High Load
profile codecs G.711 and G.729A have unacceptable delays
which are approximately 1.1 s and 0.7 s, respectively. After
the termination of the Video High Load profile, delay values
in the case when using fixed G.711, G.729A and G.723.1
5.3K codecs have acceptable delay values below 100 ms.
When new video profile Video Low Load starts, delay value
for G.711 codec increases its value to approximately 0.9 s,
while delay values for G.723.1 3.5K and G.729A codecs
increase to 200 ms at most. In fourth case, which relates to
the application of the proposed algorithm for dynamic codec
selection, Figure 2 clearly shows moments of codec change
and adjustment to network conditions. It may be noted that
in this case, delay during Video High Load profile is
approximately equal to the delay when using fixed G.723.1
5.3K codec. This is due to the fact that the algorithm chose
G.723.1 5.3K codec as the optimal codec. At the time of
termination of the Video High Load profile, there is a
gradual change of codecs, first with the change from
G.723.1 5.3K to G.729A and afterwards from G.729A to
G.711. After Video Low Load profile starts, slight increase
in delay value can be observed, after which the algorithm
concludes that there might be congestion in the network,
and switches codec from G.711 to G.729A.
Figure 3 shows the MOS value in cases analogous to
those with previous images. One can clearly see the
advantage of using an algorithm for dynamic codec
selection, where the MOS value in all the session moments
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is approximately equal to the maximum MOS values in the
other three cases.
If we observe the percentage of lost packets shown in
Table IV, the worst results are obtained by using the G.711
codec, where packet loss is 7%. G.729A and G.723.1 5.3k
codecs both achieve packet loss of 1%. Application of the
proposed algorithm for dynamic codec selection results with
no voice packet loss. Average values for delay and MOS
shown in Table 4 will provide a more complete picture of
the benefits of the proposed algorithm. Using proposed
algorithm, we obtain best results in terms of MOS values
2.44, compared to other values obtained for G.711, G.729A
and G.723.1 5.3k, respectively. The same conclusion applies
to average delay, where using the algorithm proposed results
with 189.9 ms delay, whereas other cases result with higher
delay values.
TABLE 3.

AVERAGE DELAY AND PACKET LOSS
G.711

Delay (ms)
Packet loss (%)
MOS

728.8
7
1.5120

G.729A
262.0
1
2.1488

G.723.1
5.3K
206.2
1
1.9419

Dynamic Codec
Selection
189.9
0
2.4346

algorithm in [3] is tested with more than one parallel calls,
and also takes into account fairness between VoIP calls.
Because of nature of our simulation, which is simple, we do
not take this into account. Our algorithm is similar to one
proposed in [5], but with one main difference. All of these
algorithms have memoryless property that means that they
do not memorize previous network conditions states. Our
algorithm takes this parameter into account and based on
that makes further decisions.
The next step is to examine the influence of report
sending interval length on the adaptation process, which
actually represents a trade-off between desired quality of
conversation and adaptation rate to network changes. In
future work, we intend to investigate impact of proposed
algorithm in wireless environment and create real
application based on proposed algorithm. Also we intend to
simulate more than one call in the same time and analyse
fairness impact on flows as it is done in [3].
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Abstract—The premier factors affecting voice quality in packet
networks are latency, jitter and packet loss. Jitter buffers are
commonly used to counter jitter introduced by queuing in
packet switched networks so that a continuous play-out of
voice transmitted over the network can be ensured. In this
paper, a new adaptive jitter buffer algorithm is proposed. The
algorithm consists of an adaptive play-out algorithm based on
the extended E-Model with spike detection and a time scaling
technique relying on a speech classification mechanism
embedded in the AMR decoder. Simulation results show that
the proposed algorithm outperforms the best existing
algorithms for random packet loss under various network
scenarios.
Keywords - adaptive jitter buffer; E-Model; AMR; timescaling

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the transport of Voice over IP (VoIP) has
gained popularity and is becoming widely used. VoIP can be
seen as a replacement to traditional circuit switched
telephony with the advantages of cost reduction, simplified
network and simplified network management. Voice quality
is a critical parameter in the acceptance of VoIP services.
Despite the amount of research and development work done
in this area, it is still hard to guarantee the same Quality of
Service (QoS) as that of traditional telephony. Among the
various parameters affecting voice quality, packet losses,
latency and delay jitter are the key factors, inevitable in a
packet network, contributing to speech quality degradation.
In order to balance jitter introduced by queuing in packet
switched networks, a jitter buffer mechanism is required at
the receiver for ensuring continuous play-out.
When a jitter buffer is applied, received packets are
buffered for a while after arrival, and played out sequentially
at scheduled time. If some packets arrive after their
scheduled play-out time, they are discarded. A late play-out
time reduces such kind of packet loss, but introduces
unnecessarily long end-to-end delay. The problem of delay
jitter is thereby converted into end-to-end delay and packet
loss. Previous work mainly focused on designing jitter buffer
based solely on the trade-off between end-to-end delay (playout delay) and packet loss rate due to late arrival. The playout delay is adjusted either at the beginning of a talk-spurt
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[1][2] (called per-talk-spurt), or within the speech talk-spurt
using time-scale modification to ensure continuous play-out
of voice data [3][4] (called per-packet). Although such
designs can achieve a minimum average end-to-end delay for
a specified packet loss rate, they do not take into account the
overall perceived speech quality. Recently, some qualitybased approaches have been proposed. Instead of achieving a
compromise between delay and packet loss, these
approaches adjust the jitter buffer with the objective of
optimizing the perceived speech quality given by the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) [5][6]. To develop such quality based
approaches, the ITU-T E-Model [13] is one of the most wellknown methods. The output of the E-Model, the so called
value, can be easily mapped onto a corresponding MOS
value using a transformation given in Appendix I of [13].
Although the ITU-T E-Model has been initially
developed for network planning purposes, there has been
proposals to extend it not only for evaluating speech quality
in conversational communication, but also for monitoring
VoIP performance during transmission. In [7][8][9] qualitybased play-out scheduling approaches were proposed to
maximize perceived speech quality using the value of the
E-Model as cost function. These approaches rely only on
adjusting the play-out delay on per-talk-spurt basis. When
talk-spurts are long and the network delay varies
significantly within them, the performance of these so called
talk-spurt-based methods is limited. In [10], a per-packet
quality-based jitter buffer algorithm is described. The playout delay estimation is based on maximizing the value (or
equivalently maximizing the MOS value) and is designed as
an unconstrained optimization problem. However, since
time-scale modification is required in all per-packet jitter
buffer algorithms and a speech frame normally can only be
time-scaled within a certain range to avoid degrading voice
quality [3], a constrained optimization problem is more
suitable.
When designing a quality based algorithm for jitter
buffer management, an estimate of network delay
distribution is required. Some works assume a certain
parametric model to estimate the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the network delay distribution. For
instance, Pareto in [10], Weibull in [7] and Gamma in [11]
were used. The use of a certain type of distribution to model
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delay behavior in a network is arguable. In fact, delay and
jitter in a VoIP session are non stationary and have a high
degree of variability even within a single session.
In this paper, a new adaptive jitter buffer system is
proposed, implementing per-packet scheduling based on the
extended E-Model. In addition, the proposed system contains
a spike detection mechanism and a classifier based time
scaling technique similar to that proposed in [4]. The time
scaling technique is implemented directly inside the speech
decoder ( AMR decoder [16] ) which is advantageous for the
quality and makes it possible to use the internal parameters
of the codec. For instance, pitch values and gains are
particularly useful parameters for time scaling.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section Ⅱ , the
extended E-Models used in the proposed jitter buffer system
are introduced. In Section Ⅲ, the E-model based play-out
algorithm is proposed. Section Ⅳ presents the modified
time-scaling embedded AMR decoder. Finally, simulation
results illustrating the performance of the proposal and
conclusion are presented in SectionⅤand Section Ⅵ.

is
packet losses for the AMR codec, therefore, ,
obtained either by applying provisioning values from [15]
5

,

⁄

90 ·

or from the empirical formula [7]
14.96

,

16.68 ·

1

,

represents the basic signal-to-noise ratio; is the
where
represents the Delay
Simultaneous Impairment Factor;
is the Effective Equipment
Impairment Factor; ,
Impairment Factor. is an advantage Factor which has
accordingly no relationship with all other parameters and
normally can be neglected. All input parameters and their
recommended ranges can be found in [13]. For those
parameters which are not available at the time of planning,
the default values from the ITU [14][15] are recommended.
If we only focus on an IP network, the expression of EModel in (1) can be simplified to the transport layer [12]
93.2

2

,

referring to impairments only due to end-to-end
with
delay . can be derived by curve fitting as described in [12]
0.024 ·
where

0.11 ·

177.3 ·

177.3

3

is the step function (
0 if
0;
1 else). In this paper, we consider only random
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1

5

30.11 ·

where is the packet loss rate in the network and is the
late packet loss rate dropped by the jitter buffer. Since
packets are discarded when they arrive after their scheduled
play-out time, the late loss rate is calculated as
1

1

1

1

6

with
being the CDF of network delay which is
obtained in this paper from histogram statistics of previous
network delay. If we define the sum of and ,
as a new
impairment factor

II. EXTENDED E-MODEL
The ITU-T E-Model is a computational model for the
prediction of the expected voice quality which combines
different impairments due to codec, echo and other
transmission parameters. The underlying assumption of the
E-Model is that all impairment factors contributing to speech
quality degradation are additive on a psychological scale,
and summed to form a rating factor . The rating factor lies
in the range of 0 to 100. A rating of ‘0’ represents a MOS
value ‘1’ (bad quality) and ‘100’ of represents MOS value
‘4.5’ (high quality). The output
value is obtained by
subtracting impairment factors from a basic quality measure
[13]:

4 

10

,

7

then (2) is simplified as
93.2

8

This formulation of (8) is used as the cost function in our
jitter buffer management to estimate the play-out delay by
maximizing
which is equivalent to minimizing .
are used both and
Equations (4) and (5) for modeling ,
their performance is compared.
III. PROPOSED PLAY-OUT ALGORITHM
The proposed receiver includes an adaptive jitter buffer
algorithm and the time-scaling embedded in the decoder, as
shown in Fig. 1. The Adaptive play-out algorithm is the main
control unit. A spike, i.e., the sudden and very high increase
of network delay, is very common in VoIP transmission. For
this reason, spike detection in [2] is used to switch between
NORMAL mode and SPIKE mode. In SPIKE mode, the
scheduled play-out time follows current network condition.
In NORMAL mode, the scheduled play-out time is based on
the delay estimation implementing the extended E-Model,
mentioned in Section Ⅱ.
The proposed play-out algorithm will be described using
the basic notations listed in Table I.
When a packet arrives at the receiver before its scheduled
time, it can be played out without packet loss. Before playing
out the current speech frame, the play-out delay of the next
coming packet has to be estimated to obtain the modified
current frame length. The play-out delay is chosen to
maximize the perceived speech quality in terms of R. As
discussed in SectionⅡ, R depends on the end-to-end delay ,
network loss rate
and buffer loss rate . The buffer loss
rate is determined by the play-out buffering algorithm, thus
by the end-to-end delay (play-out delay). Therefore (8) can
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where
and
are the constraints
specified by the time-scaling to make the
artifacts less audible:

Adaptive play -out algorithm

Li
Spike
Play-out time Play-out delay
detection
scheduling
estimation

d ip

Lo
Packet i

Li

Decoder
Jitter Buffer
Decoding

Speech
Classification

Figure 1. proposed adaptive jitter buffer at the receiver

TABLE I.

symbol

∆

BASIC NOTATIONS

Definition
network delay of packet
actual play-out delay of packet
estimated play-out delay of packet
original frame length, 160 for AMR
modified frame length of packet
frame length difference of packet
possible maximum time-scaled frame length
possible minimum time-scaled frame length

be expressed as a function of play-out delay, and applied as
the cost function in the play-out buffering algorithm to
predict the voice quality.
The play-out delay for each packet is estimated based on
maximizing the expected value. The operation of the
jitter buffer is based on the statistics of the delay and packet
loss of the previous received packets.
The algorithm works as follows
1.
2.
3.

Receive a new
, obtain network delay
from the RTP header information.
information
Spike Detection: check the current network
condition, and switch between SPIKE mode and
NORMAL mode.
Play-out time Scheduling
a) If this is the first packet of the talk-spurt,
follow network delay
b)

4.

5.

Otherwise, use the estimated play-out delay

Play-out delay Estimation
a) SPIKE: follow the current network delay
, and skip step 5.
b) NORMAL: estimate play-out delay based on
the E-Model.
E-Model based play-out delay estimation in
NORMAL mode
a) Update delay statistics of the most recent
received W (history window size) packets only
in NORMAL mode
b) Find the optimal play-out delay for
:
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6.

TimeScaling

7.

Calculate the new length of packet
∆
∆
Send
and expected length
decoder.

to the

IV. TIME-SCALING EMBEDDED IN THE DECODER
The E-Model based play-out scheduling algorithm
described in section III is applied specifically to AMR codec.
The standard 3GPP AMR decoder is modified to embed a
time scaling technique based on speech classification.
According to the evaluated frame type, different time-scaling
(extension or suppression) operations are applied to the
excitation frame which is segmented to four sub-frames.
A. Speech classification
Speech is categorized into silence and talk-spurt, which is
further subdivided into voiced/unvoiced. Special frames such
as plosive or over-voiced frames are also differentiated from
others by using the internal parameters inside the AMR
decoder
 Silence/Talk-spurts: The classification between
silence and talk-spurts is realized by Voice activity
detection (VAD). When operated in DTX mode,
Silence and talk-spurts are distinguished from each
other by checking if the frame type is SID frame.
 Voiced/Unvoiced:
Considering
the
speech
classification implemented in the VMR codec [17],
our voiced/unvoiced decision is based on three
parameters: The Voicing Factor , Spectral Ratio
and Energy Variation .
is calculated as an averaged normalized
correlation over four sub-frames of speech with the
is estimated as the ratio between
pitch lags .
is applied to
the low and high frequency energy.
evaluate the variance of energy inside a
frame. ,
and
are then compared
to
predefined thresholds to identify the frame type.
The Voiced/Unvoiced classification on the word
“success” is illustrated in Fig. 2.
 Other Speech classes: Besides the voiced, unvoiced
and silence classifications described above, some
specific frames must be distinguished from the
voiced/unvoiced frames to avoid speech quality
degradation due to time scaling. The average pitch
gain of some unvoiced frames is higher than 0.45,
while the maximum pitch gain for some voiced
frames is below 0.5. These unvoiced and voiced
frames are termed as over_voiced and under_voiced
frames respectively in this paper. It is suggested not
applying time scaling on these frames as well as the
plosive frames in order to prevent quality
degradation.
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TABLE II.

Sound!Waveform!of!the!word!"success"

TIME SCALING

0.2

Time Scale Modification

Frame
Type

0.15

Extension

Suppression

0.1

Silence
Amplitude

0.05

Voiced
0

Unvoiced

0.05
0.1
0.15
Unvoiced

0.2
0

Voiced

2000

Unvoiced

4000

Voiced

Unvoiced

6000
8000
Sample

10000

12000

14000

Comfort Noise

Comfort Noise

Duplicate
some
pitch
cycles
Insert zeros between the
excitation samples

Remove selected pitch
cycles
Remove samples from
the excitation signal

Under
voiced
Over
voiced
Plosive
Onsets

No time scaling

Figure 2. Voiced/Unvoiced classification of the word “success”
Original Sound Waveform

C. Modified AMR decoder
The modified AMR decoder is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
generated excitation is formed by the fixed and adaptive
codebooks with their corresponding gains. The excitation is
classified into voiced/unvoiced/silence and other specific
frames. According to the frame type decision, different time
scaling techniques are applied to the excitation signal. The
reconstructed speech is obtained by feeding the scaled
excitation of new length into the LP Synthesis Filter. In order
to keep the synchronization between encoder and decoder,
the adaptive codebook is updated before time scaling.
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0.2
0
!0.2
!0.4
0

0.5

1
1.5
Sample
Extended Sound Waveform

2

2.5
4

x 10

0.4
Amplitude

B. Time Scale Modification inside AMR decoder
Since pitch lag and pitch gain are internal parameters
used by the AMR decoder, it is also advantageous to scale
the speech inside the decoder, directly in the excitation
domain. According to the speech classification, voiced and
unvoiced frames are processed differently. Moreover, some
frames are not modified to prevent quality degradation, as
proposed in [3]. The different processing operations based on
the result of speech classification are summarized in TABLE
Ⅱ.
Voiced frames are extended by repeating the pitch cycle
preceding the minimum energy point. The number of added
pitch cycles is determined by the difference between the
original frame length and the expected frame length,
combined with the pitch lag of the sub-frame. The voiced
frames are suppressed by removing some pitch cycles just
before the minimum energy point in the last sub-frame
backwards. The number of subtracted cycles depends on the
pitch lag of the last sub-frame and the length difference.
Time scaling on unvoiced frames is much simpler. A certain
number of zeros are uniformly inserted in the unvoiced
frame for extension, while zeros are removed from the frame
for compression. The number of zeros inserted or removed
relies on the expected new length. In unvoiced frames, the
samples can be removed from the beginning if the previous
frame is unvoiced or from the end of the frame if the
previous frame isn’t unvoiced. The original and modified
signals are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Amplitude

0.4

0.2
0
!0.2
!0.4
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Sample

2.5
4

x 10

Figure 3. Original and extended sound waveform

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment, we implemented three other most
promising algorithms to compare with our proposed jitter
buffer algorithm, denoted as Algorithm 1 [1], Algorithm 2 [7]
and Algorithm 3 [3]. Our algorithm referred to as Algorithm
4. The results are shown in Table Ⅲ for five traces. Each
trace contains 7500 packets and the window size W is set to
300. During the experiment, we implement the proposed
model in (4) and
play-out delay estimation both on the ,
(5). The performance comparison is shown in Fig.5. We
observed that both (4) and (5) lead to quite similar results
when used in the jitter buffer management algorithm. The
maximum length after extension
is limited to twice of
the original length (320 ms) and the minimum length after
suppression
must not be shorter than half the original
length (80 ms), as suggested in [3]. The maximum allowable
end-to-end delay is 400ms.
From Table Ⅲ, it can be seen that Algorithm 4 achieves
the highest MOS scores (which are obtained from the
impairment factor ) among all tested traces. Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 apply both talk-spurt based jitter buffer
management. For Algorithm 1, play-out time is defined with
the help of statistical estimation of the play-out delay based
on network characteristics of several previous talk-spurts.
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Time scaling

Duplicate/remove
pitch cycles
Adaptive
codebook

voiced

Speech
clasification

codebook gain

unvoiced
silence

Insert/remove
zeros

excitation
fixed
codebook

LP
Synthesis
Filter

Synthesized
speech

Comfort Noise
generation

codebook gain

better perceived speech quality compared to other existing
algorithms under various network scenarios. Moreover, these
results are not specific to AMR. As the time scaling
algorithm is closely connected to the CELP coding scheme,
the proposed jitter buffer management can be extended to
other codecs, in particular to CELP based codecs being most
advanced form of speech codecs.
For future activities, subjective listening tests are planned
in order to validate the proposed method. We will also
extend our work under bursty packet loss conditions.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Figure 4. Modified architecture of the AMR decoder

Algorithm 2 implements an extended E-Model for estimation
with the assumption of Weibull delay distribution. Both talkspurt based algorithms are not efficient when the talk-spurts
are very long and for cases where the network delay varies
significantly such as in cases of spikes. Although a spike
detection mechanism is adopted in per-talk-spurt scheduling,
the play-out delay cannot be updated until the next talk-spurt.
The scheduled play-out time cannot follow such spikes
within a talk-spurt and results in more discarded packets due
to late arrival, as in trace 1 and trace 5.
Both Algorithm 3 and our proposed algorithm
(Algorithm 4) schedule play-out delay on a per-packet basis,
thus adjust the play-out time in a highly dynamic way and
adapt more quickly to the network conditions even during
speech activity (talk-spurt). Algorithm 3 is based on
achieving an optimal trade-off between packet loss rate and
end-to-end delay, but it does not provide a direct access to
the perceived speech quality, which is exactly the goal of the
optimization. Our proposed algorithm estimates the play-out
delay based on maximizing the MOS value derived from the
impairment factor , therefore achieving best performance in
all trace files.
The information of network delay, delay jitter and
network loss rate of five trace files are also listed in Table Ⅲ.
The optimal is calculated by assuming no buffer delay and
no late loss rate. The optimal can only be achieved with
full knowledge about the network condition before
transmission, thus it cannot be realized in real time QoS
monitoring. The difference between the Optimal MOS and
the result of our jitter buffer algorithm is partly due to the
constraints
and
required by time-scaling.
The performance of play-out delay estimation of trace 1,
trace 2 are illustrated in Fig.6. Both the results from
Algorithm 3 and from our proposed algorithm are shown.
Both algorithms adapt play-out delay quite well to the
varying network delay. In the cases of spikes, our algorithm
reduces the packet loss rate at the expense of additional delay.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we focused on impairment of random
packet loss and end-to-end delay for the AMR codec. We
proposed an adaptive jitter buffer algorithm based on the
extended E-Model with spike detection and a time scaling
technique embedded directly in the AMR decoder. The
simulation results show that the proposed method achieve
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TABLE III.
Trace

Algorithm

Average
play-out
delay(ms)
180.5
191.0
165.2
173.9
153.3
178.5
150.4
160.0
148.6
180.6
154.7
158.9
133.7
170.0
134.7
134.8
147.6
164.4
146.0
148.0

Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4

1

2

3

4

5

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS AND NETWORK DELAY TRACES
Late loss
rate(%)

MOS

7.5
4.0
3.5
2.2
2.3
0.9
1.5
0.8
6.0
0.9
1.2
0.7
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.3
2.6
2.1
1.2
1.0

2.0
2.5
2.6
2.9
3.4
3.8
3.6
3.9
2.5
3.7
3.7
3.8
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
3.4
3.5
3.8
3.9

Optimal
MOS

Average
network
delay(ms)

STD of
network
delay(ms)

Average
delay
jitter(ms)

Maximum
jitter(ms)

Network
loss rate
(%)

3.5

136.7

25.0

36.7

146

2.4

4.1

119.7

12.4

19.7

120

0.24

4.1

126.8

19.9

26.8

134

0.51

4.2

112.3

8.8

12.3

48

0

4.2

116.5

44.9

16.5
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Figure 5. Playout delay estimation based on different Ie,eff Models (a) Trace1 (b) Trace2
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Figure 6. Play-out delay estimation: (a)Algorithm3 for Trace 1 (b)Algorithm4 for Trace1 (c)Algorithm3 for Trace2 (d) Algorithm4 for Trace2
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Service Strategies for Eliminating Digital Divide in Korea
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Abstract—Republic of Korea is one of the countries which
possess the top-class network infrastructure in the world.
However, the network facilities are concentrated in densely
populated areas, and this causes the data access speed of less
populated areas, such as rural areas, to become relatively slow.
The low speed of network makes broadcast-communication
convergence services in rural areas difficult, and it leads to
the digital divide between cities and rural areas which will
emerge as a social issue. In the paper, we analyze the rural BcN
project of the Korea government, which aims at accelerating
the network infrastructure of rural areas. We also propose
the service strategies for boosting the usage of the network
infrastructure in rural areas.
Keywords-digital divide; BcN; convergence services; policies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For the last few decades, the Korea government (i.e., the
government of Republic of Korea) has executed a series of
projects to build the network infrastructure of high speed.
As the result of successful projects, Republic of Korea (in
short, Korea in this paper) has become one of the top
Information Technology (IT) countries in the world [1].
The Korea government executed the high-speed information
and communication network project in the 1990’s, and
has constructed the broadcast-communication convergence
network (BcN) infrastructure since the mid 2000s [2], [3],
[4].
The development of the network infrastructure of high
speed was government driven, so it made it possible to build
a network infrastructure timely and effectively. Fast network
infrastructure built by the government has been provided to
IT industries in Korea with low costs or almost for free,
and it enables IT companies to concentrate on developing
new IT services and technologies without worrying building
their privately-owned networks. The networks developed
by the government-driven projects have been served as
the infrastructure and the testbed for commercial services
and academic researches. It has been pointed out by many
professionals that the excellent network infrastructure is one
of the main mile stones which lead Korea to the top class
of IT technology in the world.
However, the investment of the Korea government and
nation-wide network operators is focused on only densely
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populated areas. According to the survey of Korea Telecom,
the current nation-wide BcN coverage are up to about 80%,
and would be increased to 90% by 2010 [5]. But, small
farming and fishing villages, which lack profitability from
the perspective of service providers, are not included in the
operators’ BcN expansion plans. Although the residents in
small farming and fishing villages can access the Internet,
the data rate remains at 1–3Mbps (xDSL type). As a result,
various convergence services cannot be used in these areas,
unlike in metropolitan-, medium-sized, or small-sized cities.
Voluntary investment to these less populated areas by
communication service providers cannot be expected, because communication service providers generally pursue
short-term profits. This situation will cause the gap between
people with effective access to digital and information technology (those in city areas) and those with very limited or no
access at all (those in rural areas), called the digital divide.
The digital divide could wide the knowledge divide between
city areas and rural areas, which is already considered
as a serious social problem. The governmental support is
inevitably necessary to alleviate the digital divide. The Korea
government has set up the BcN establishment project to
provide high-speed network convergence services such as
IPTV and VoIP in sparsely populated rural areas, and has
conducted the project since 2010.
In this paper, we analyze the rural BcN project of the
Korea government, and propose the service strategies for
boosting the usage of the resulting network infrastructure.
In Section II, we outline the motivation of rural BcN and
the development plan of it. After the brief introduction
of rural BcN, we analyze and discuss the strategies for
service applications to stimulate the usage of rural BcN in
Section III. We draw a conclusion in Section V.
II. RURAL B C N D EVELOPMENT P LAN
The Korea government has set up the BcN establishment
project to provide high-speed network convergence services
in sparsely-populated rural areas. The outline of the rural
BcN project was made in 2009 [6], and the full version of
the rural BcN project has been made and executed since
2010 [7], [8].
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Figure 1.

Strategy Deployment Circle

A. Motivation
The construction project of high-speed networks in rural
areas of over 50 households had been performed from 2002
to 2005. As the result of the success of the project, highspeed Internet service came to be provided to 3.53 million
households, that is, 94 percent of all rural households.
Through the construction of high-speed networks in rural
areas of less than 50 households from 2006 to 2008, 3.76
million households, in other words, 99.7 percent of all rural
households came to enjoy high-speed Internet services.
However, the speed of the network in rural areas was not
fast enough for emerging broadcast-communication convergence services. The early version of the rural BcN project
was made in 2009, and a feasibility study on the project was
conducted. The result of the feasibility study was reflected in
the plan called “Mid- and Long-term Development Plan for
Broadcast-Communication Networks” in 2009 [6]. In 2010,
the panel on the construction of smart infrastructure in rural
areas has been formed, and the project has begun.
The broadcast-communication convergence network in
rural areas is needed to lay a foundation for universal
broadcast-communication convergence services by expanding broadband broadcast-communication networks, which
are concentrated in cities, into rural areas. Constructing
BcN in rural areas will help solve rural areas’ economic,
social and cultural issues and will vitalize the economy
and industry through the diffusion and spread of specialized
services based on broadband broadcast-communication net-
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works. It is also required to establish a national cooperation
system integrating ministries, local governments and carriers
in order to construct broadband broadcast-communication
networks and expand broadcast-communication convergence
services.
B. Phases of the development plan
In order to construct broadband networks and create an environment for increasing the use of broadcastcommunication convergence services, executive plans for
rural BcN have four sub-goals: network infrastructure, service accessibility, customized services, and political and
economical support. The plans for network infrastructure
and political support are presented briefly in this section,
and we will make a close analysis and discussion of service
plans in Section III.
To construct broadband networks in rural areas, broadband networks in small rural villages (with less than 50
households) will be built by 2016. The expenses are partially
covered by the central government. The central government,
local governments, and carriers share the costs in the ratio of
1:1:2. For the broadband network construction in mediumsized rural villages (with more than 50 households), the
efficiency of the broadband network will be increased.
The construction of broadband networks in medium-sized
areas will be completed by 2012. This construction will
be supported through efficient policies, such as inducing to
carriers to divide construction projects among themselves
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or to construct networks jointly. Broadband networks will
be built in remote islands and isolated areas, too. Remote
islands and isolated areas are considered as places where
new wired networks cannot be constructed. For these areas,
a foundation to provide broadcast-communication convergence services will be made by considering and applying
various alternatives.
The use of wireless networks such as 4G will be tested for
rural areas. Test beds for wireless ultra wide-band networks
will be built in small rural areas that have no broadband
networks, and the possibility that wireless ultra wide-band
network could replace fixed broadband networks will be
verified. The government is trying to rent the optic fiber
cables from Korea Electric Power Corporation in rural and
isolated areas. The rented optic fibers can be considered as
another option, but it requires the governmental involvement
in the process of mediation and negotiation. Pilot projects
will be promoted to verify other wireless technologies such
as WiFi Mesh, WiBro. Services through a two-way satellite
will be provided for areas where other alternatives cannot
be applied.
In order to encourage service carriers to construct broadband networks efficiently, a supportive legislation for carriers
will be enacted. Carriers will be encouraged to voluntarily
invest in building broadband networks in non-competitive
rural areas by reforming laws and regulations that deal with
the construction of broadcast- communication infrastructure
and developing a support system.
Policy and institutional supports for facilitating the use
of services will be provided. The use of services will be
facilitated by organizing and operating an effective body that
promotes and supports the projects, and by developing a
reasonable and affordable tariff plan for specialized services
for rural areas. The ecology of broadcast communication
industry for boosting the local industry in rural areas will
be established. A basis for sustainable development of rural
areas will be founded, and the opportunity to grow together
will be offered to the related industries by establishing an
ecological system that promotes a virtuous cycle.
Figure 1 shows how each direction of deployed strategies
is related to other directions and makes influence in a
circular way. The first direction of the rural BcN plan begins
with building an economical and efficient network. In this
part, the voluntary competition of the private sector and
the governmental support are combined. In order to avoid
duplicate investment, the communication resources will be
used as much as possible.
The second direction of the rural BcN plan will be to
promote the pilot projects on the basis of users’ actual
demand. In this part, the actual demand of rural residents
will be identified before providing services. Analyzing the
actual demand will create a service environment where the
services reflect the characteristics of rural communities, and
the most frequently used services.
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The last direction of the rural BcN plan is to implement
a nation-wide cooperation system. There exists a need for
a cooperative body which involves all government agencies,
local governments and carriers. The cooperative body can
effectively foster the ecological environment such as convergence among related industries.
III. S TRATEGIES FOR S ERVICE A PPLICATIONS
To stimulate the usage of BcN in rural areas, the project
should be conducted in two directions: making people to
access the convergence services more easily and developing
killer services to satisfy the needs of rural residents. We
suggest service strategies in these two directions in the
following subsections.
A. Enhancing user accessibility
To enhance the accessibility of users in rural areas,
terminal guidelines for rural residents should be authored
and provided. This will facilitate the use of broadcastcommunication convergence services in rural areas by eliminating the complexity of using the terminals. The guideline
of IT terminals and interfaces will enable the aged rural
residents to use the IT terminals and interfaces more easily.
As well as authoring the guideline, testing whether or not the
IT terminals meet guidelines should be performed through
rural BcN pilot projects. Using the terminals with guidelines
should be also encouraged through the pilot projects.
The user interfaces (UI) should be enhanced for rural
residents, and for this purpose, UI design solutions should
be developed and provided with the governmental support.
The study of UI structures and UI deployment should be
conducted first, so that rural residents can easily access
programs, contents, and information through BcN. The
developed UI will be tested and verified for its usability
by applying them to pilot services. For example, a new
user interface of IPTV would be implemented and provided
to rural residents with guidelines, and the effectiveness
will be scored by the real users. Easy and accessible user
interfaces will encourage rural residents to use broadcastcommunication convergence services.
For customer support, the remote support solutions can
be considered for the candidate. Concerning the use of
broadcast-communication convergence services, it is important to resolve the inconvenience of rural residents. To
support customers in rural areas, various measures should
be invented. One of the feasible ways is developing terminals and solutions which can be controlled remotely.
When telephone consultation is not sufficiently convenient to
customers, a video-based remote support system like IPTV
would be an attractive substitute for resolving customers’
inconvenience. The terminals and solutions with remote
control function will be developed in the pilot projects, and
will be distributed to rural residents. Customer satisfaction
surveys will be conducted several times during the period
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of pilot projects, and the remote customer support will be
tested and verified based on user feedback.
There must exist a system which connects and integrates
IT services for rural areas. The system aims at enhancing
existing services into broadcast-communication networkbased services specialized for rural areas, and maximizing
synergy. The goals can be achieved by establishing an
inter-ministerial cooperation body and by promoting the
connection and convergence among different IT services for
rural areas. It is important to establish a nationwide cooperation body committed to exploring ways of integrating
and connecting IT services for rural communities, although
those IT services have been promoted separately by different
government agencies. The unified governmental body can
integrate the developed public services for rural areas, and
make effective support to future development. A centralized
service center will be a part of the unified governmental
body, and it will operate an open platform, develop and
connect specialized services, and offer a test environment.
B. Developing specialized service applications
There have been a few services for rural areas, but those
services scatter among several governmental bodies. It is
urgent and important to integrate all these scattered services
to avoid duplicate investment and to maximize the synergy.
The IT services for rural areas have performed one-way
communication from service providers to users, and there
is no connection among these IT services though their
duplicate functionalities. These services have Web-based
user interfaces, and are delivering only simple information
to users. To supply broadcast-communication convergence
services effectively, it is important to integrate similar IT
services and upgrade it into a two-way communication
service with higher quality.
Integration is not an easy job, so is integrating the existing
IT services for rural areas. To support and expedite the
integration of IT services, it is necessary to develop a
software platform to support the integration. First of all, the
open platform must be developed, and be applied for the
integration of IT services through a couple of pilot projects.
The government should be in charge of the pilot projects
since the projects are not beneficiary enough for IT industry
to invest their money to.
After integrating the duplicated IT services of various
governmental ministries or bodies, it is needed to find
good broadcast-communication convergence services, and
to provide a test bed for the developed new services. At
least one research center should be dedicated for these
purposes. The research center will be in charge of operating
the integration platform of rural IT services, and be a base
station if some rural IT services, e.g., open agricultural
market, are expanded nation-wide.
The specialized services for rural areas must be identified, implemented and tested through the pilot projects.
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The demand of rural residents can be categorized in five
fields: welfare, culture, education, economy and safety. The
services should be identified based on these five fields, and
the service provision models should be aligned with existing
services offered by other ministries and local governments.
For the welfare of the rural residents, a u-health system will be implemented for senior residents and children
based on IPTV and video telephone. Local weather, traffic
information and local news will be delivered through IPTV.
IPTV can be also used for education: home tutoring for
students in rural areas, Korean language classes for multicultural families and educational lectures of new agricultural
technologies. To stimulate the economy of rural areas, IPTV
could offer e-commerce services which connect consumers
in cities to the providers in rural areas directly. The history
of products can be traced by the consumers in cities through
IPTV. This will give more credibility of the agricultural
products, and guarantee more profit to the providers in rural
areas. For regional safety, guarding services using CCTV
will be implemented through IPTV and video telephone.
Smart phones as well as IPTV will be used for an emergency
alert system.
Executing pilot services should begin with offering the
service of the highest demand. The feasibility of each
service candidate must be verified and evaluated based on
the benefits of the service. The provision of pilot services
will be given in steps. At the first step, a framework of
service development will be come up with, and only a few
services will be implemented. In the following step, these
pilot services will be spread around widely in order to
stimulate the usage of rural BcN and its related services.
At the last step, the services will be provided nation-widely
after the usefulness of the services is verified.
To increase the use of services, promotional and educational activities should be organized and executed. For
effective educational and promotional activities, existing
organizations and facilities owned by other institutions and
carriers can be utilized. A regular education system for
rural residents should be organized by training at least one
educator per community. There must a regular re-education
program for the educators at least once in a year, which is
run by a dedicated organization.
As well as educational activities, regular surveys should
be conducted on the use of services and customer satisfaction. The feedback from the users will increase the use of
services in rural areas through a virtuous cycle of demand
analysis, service development and provision, customer satisfaction study, and increase of usage rate. To achieve this
goal, it is necessary to develop indicators and indices for
evaluating customers’ usage statistics and satisfaction level
objectively. A survey on the usage status and satisfaction
level of broadband networks can be conducted on a yearly
basis.
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IV. S UGGESTIONS
We have designed and developed the BcN establishment
policy in rural areas with assisting the Korea government.
We want to make a few suggestions to whom are considering
deploying an enhanced IT infrastructure in isolated areas of
their countries.
First, the economic efficiency of network facilities should
be considered. The feasible options for our BcN establishment in rural areas would be narrowed into two candidates:
one is the wired networking using PONs and the other is
the wireless networking using wireless LANs or wireless
mesh networks (WMNs). Using PONs as the network infrastructure of rural areas costs more than using wireless
network techniques. But, using PON has an advantage when
upgrading the speed of the network to over 1 Gbps. It
is much easier and less costly to accelerate PONs than
to upgrade wireless networks. The wireless networking is
much cheaper than the wired networking using PONs, while
the coverage of wireless networks is smaller. The wireless
networking has the strength in the case that subscribers
inhabit densely in a relatively small area. The network
deployment method should be determined with considering
the characteristics of a given area and the budget of the local
government.
For the successful deployment of the BcN in rural areas,
good services should be also developed and provided. Good
services on BcN will stimulate the network usage. At the
same time, the provided services should reflect the unique
features of rural areas. For example, u-Health service can be
one of promising killer services, when considering the fact
that the population of rural areas becomes older than the
population of urban areas on average. U-Learning would be
another killer service for rural areas in order to narrow the
academic gap between rural and urban areas. The services
can be implemented in cooperation with private service
providers and local government, and during the development
phase, the opinion of local residents, who are the future
beneficiaries, must be feed-backed.
Local governments must have plans for diminishing the
burden of communication charge, i.e., the fee of using the
BcN network and its related services in rural areas. Service
providers should supply cheaper rate plans for rural inhabitants, and local government has to consider to support a part
of communication charge as a way of eliminating the digital
divide. One of the feasible ways would be to designate
the BcN services as universal services like electricity or
telephone services. Another feasible way would be lowering
the rate by a long-term contract between local government
and private service providers.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Korea is one of the countries which possess the top-class
network infrastructure in the world. However, the network
facilities are concentrated in densely populated areas, which
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causes the data access speed of less populated areas, such
as rural areas, to become relatively slow. The low speed
of network makes broadcast-communication convergence
services in rural areas difficult, and it leads to the digital
divide between cities and rural areas, which will emerge
as a social issue. The Korea government has set up the
BcN establishment project to provide high-speed network
convergence services, such as IPTV and VoIP, to sparselypopulated rural areas, and has conducted the project since
2010.
In the paper, we analyzed the rural BcN project of the
Korea government, which aims at accelerating the network
infrastructure of rural areas. The service strategies for boosting the usage of the network infrastructure in rural areas
were proposed. Boosting network usage is as important as
speeding up the network itself. Fast network infrastructure
is useless unless it is used actively. The suggested boosting
strategies can go to two directions: enhancing user accessibility to the services and developing specialized services.
The rural BcN project of the Korea government is under
progress now, and it will become complete by 2016. We
believe that we can make another further discussion of the
rural BcN project after the project itself is over with some
analyzable result.
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Abstract—Recently, unequal error protection (UEP) techniques for video transmission over multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) wireless channel have been actively researched.
Spatially multiplexed (SM) MIMO system with joint detection
achieves a good bit error rate (BER) performance as well as a
high data rate, however, UEP can not be implemented because
all the physical (PHY) layer signals are jointly detected. In
transmitting video streams, peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
is important rather than BER, and it is well known that
PSNR is improved by UEP. In this paper, we propose an UEP
technique for wireless video streaming using SM MIMO system
with a suboptimal joint signal detection method. Computer
simulations demonstrate that the PSNR performance of QRLRL-based UEP, that is computationally very efficient when
compared with the conventional optimal maximum likelihood
(ML) detection, is slightly better than that of the optimal ML
detection that is considerably more computation intensive.
Keywords-UEP, H.264/AVC, MIMO, Joint Detection, ML,
Spatial Mutiplexing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Video streaming service in wireless environments is a
challenging task that requires both high data transmission
speed and high transmission reliability [1]. Wireless channel
is characterized by limited spectral bandwidth, limited transmit power, and unstable channel gains [2]. Consequently,
error-resilient video streaming at a high speed using these
limited resources is a demanding task in wireless video
communications.
A popular application (APP) layer H.264/AVC was designed to enable network-friendly video streaming as well
as enhanced compression efficiency [1]. Various error resiliency schemes can be used for H.264/AVC video streaming such as semantics, syntax error detection, data partitioning (DP), slice interleaving, flexible macro-block ordering
(FMO), parameter set sharing, and error concealment techniques [3]. However, all these error resiliency schemes are
APP layer schemes that do not consider physical (PHY)
layer systems. There have been several previous works
addressing APP-PHY cross layer design.
In the APP-PHY cross layer design approaches in [4]
and [5], an orthogonal space-time block code (OSTBC) was
adopted for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems
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[6]. The OSTBC MIMO system, however, does not increase
data transmission speed when compared with the traditional
single antenna PHY system [7]. Due to the low transmission
speed, MIMO system using an OSTBC seems not suitable
for real time video streaming.
In [8], an implicit unequal error protection (UEP) technique for video streaming over MIMO wireless channel
was proposed. Spatially multiplexed (SM) MIMO system
provides Nmin = min(NT ; NR ) virtual subchannels, where
NT is the number of transmit antennas and NR is the number
of receive antennas, thereby Nmin times higher data transmission speed than single antenna PHY system. When linear
signal detection is used as in [8], the virtual subchannels
show different transmission reliability, i.e, signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). In [8], UEP is achieved implicitly by assigning
a APP video stream of higher priority to a PHY subchannel
with higher reliability. In [9], a transmission power for multiple transmit antennas was also controlled to further benefit
from MIMO systems. In these two previous works, however,
linear signal detection methods were considered that offer
severely degraded error performance when compared to a
joint signal detection method.
In this paper, we propose an UEP technique for prioritized
video streaming, assuming SM MIMO system with a suboptimal joint signal detection method QR-decompositionleast-reliable-layer (QR-LRL). There are various joint detection methods such as sphere decoding (SD) [10], QRdecomposition-M-algorithm-maximum likelihood detection
(QRM-MLD) [11], lattice reduction aided detection (LRAD)
[12], and optimal ML signal detection [13]. From the
perspective of video streaming, the main problem of using
joint signal detection is that all the signals from multiple
antennas are jointly detected, thus the transmission reliability
of all PHY subchannels are not differentiated. Consequently,
UEP for prioritized video streaming exploiting the reliability
information of subchannels is not allowed. In this paper, we
show that the suboptimal joint detection method QR-LRL in
[14] can be used for UEP. The QR-LRL is a computationally
efficient but suboptimal joint detection method, thus the
average BER performance is inferior to that of ML signal
detection. The PSNR performance of QR-LRL, however,
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is slightly superior to that of the ML detection as will be
demonstrated in the simulation section.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The developed APP-PHY cross layer system, illustrated
in Fig. 1, is described in this section. The APP layer of the
system is based on the H.264/AVC encoder, which delivers
network abstraction layer (NAL) unit streams. In Fig. 1,

Xf;s;m ; f

= 1; 2;

A. UEP Using OSTBC MIMO System

Y

Y=

   ; F; s = 1; 2;    ; S; m = 1; 2;    ; M

stands for the m-th macroblock in the s-th slice of the
f -th frame, where F is the number of frames, S is the
number of slices in a frame, and M is the number of
^
macroblocks in a slice. The notation X
f;s;m in Fig. 1 denotes
the compressed macroblock that is different from Xf;s;m
due to quantization in the process of compression. In this
paper, a slice or a NAL packet was considered as a single
PHY packet. Each PHY packet is 31-bit cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) encoded. Then, when SM MIMO system is
assumed, NAL units or PHY packets are assigned to transmit
antennas of appropriate reliability. At the receiver side, NT
PHY packets are jointly detected. Then, the CRC parity bits
are used to determine if each packet is received safely. The
acknowledgement (ACK) or not ACK (NACK) information
is passed to the APP layer. If NACK for a slice is received,
the APP layer does not try to decode the slice but perform
an error concealment for the slice. Transmission of sequence
parameter set (SPS) and picture parameter set (PPS) NAL
units are assumed error-free.
We consider MIMO systems with NT transmit antennas
and NR ( NT ) receive antennas. Let = [x1 x2    xNT ℄T
denote the transmit signal vector, where xi ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; NT
is the transmitted signal from the ith transmit antenna; =
T
[y1 y2    yNR ℄ denotes the received signal vector, where
yj ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; NR is the received signal at the j th receive
antenna; with dimension of NR  NT denotes the channel
gain matrix, of which entry hj;i ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; NR ; i =
1; 2; : : : ; NT is the channel gain between the ith transmit
antenna and the j th receive antenna; = [z1 z2    zNR ℄T
denotes the noise vector, where zj ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; NR is
assumed to be zero mean complex white Gaussian with
variance of z2 . Then the MIMO system can be described
as follows.

x

y

H

z

y=

r

Ex
Hx + z:
NT

(1)

In this paper, we assume independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channel gains, and ideal
channel estimation at the receiver side.
III. U NEQUAL E RROR P ROTECTION U SING MIMO PHY
S YSTEMS
In this section, two previous UEP techniques are described, and we propose a novel UEP technique exploiting
SM MIMO systems with a suboptimal joint detection.
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In [4] [5], the orthogonal space-time block code 4 in [6]
was used assuming 4 transmit antennas, i.e., NT = 4. Then,
assuming 4 receive antennas, i.e., NR = 4, and collecting
the received signals during 4 symbol periods, the received
signal matrix
2 C 44 is expressed as
r

Ex
3

HXOSTBC + Z:

(2)

where yj;n ; j = 1; 2; 3; 4; n = 1; 2; 3; 4, the (j; n)th entry
of , denotes the received signal at the j th receive antenna
during the nth symbol period; the noise matrix 2 C 44
is composed of entries zj;n ; j = 1; 2; 3; 4; n = 1; 2; 3; 4, that
denotes the noise at the j th receive antenna during the nth
symbol period; the space-time coded signal is given as
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We note that the number 3 in (2) is due to the fact that
signals are transmitted from only 3 antennas simultaneously,
although NT = 4. From the received signal matrix
in
(2), optimal ML signal detection of x1 is performed via the
following simple linear processing.

Y

x~1

=

4
X


j =1
r
=

hj;1 yj;1 + hj;2 yj; 2 + hj;3 yj; 3 + hj;4 yj;4

Ex
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kHk2F x1 +

hj;1 zj;1 + hj;2 zj; 2 + hj;3 zj; 3 + hj;4 zj;4 (4)
q

H

Ex k k2 , we have
Dividing both sides of (4) with
F
3
the estimate x^1 = x1 + z^1 . The three noise term in (4)
can be shown to be a complex Gaussian noise with the
same variance of k k2F z2 . With similar linear processing
^s ; s = 2; 3 with the same noise variance. The
produces x
SNR of the signal x
^s or x
~s is given as

H

SNR

OSTBC

s=

Ex kHk2F
; s = 1; 2; 3:
3z2

(5)

From (5), it can be seen that the SNR of the three signals
are identical, consequently the SNR information can not be
used to implement UEP. In [4][5], various combinations of
QP, channel coding rate, and constellation size were assigned
to video streams of different priorities. However, it was
shown that the data transmission speed of OSTBC MIMO
system is almost the same as or even lower than that of
the traditional single input single output (SISO) systems [7].
Note that the data transmission speed for the space-time code
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Figure 1.

APP-PHY cross layer system.

G4 is 3=4 symbols per channel use and that of SISO system

is 1 symbol per channel use. We argue that the low data
transmission speed of OSTBC MIMO system renders itself
not suitable for video streaming service, which necessitates
the SM MIMO system that is addressed in the following
section.
B. UEP Using SM MIMO Systems with Linear Signal Detection

In [8][9], SM MIMO systems were used to provide UEP
for prioritized video streaming. The considered detection
methods in [8][9] are linear equalizers such as zero-forcing
(ZF) or minimum mean squared error (MMSE) . If ZF or
MMSE equalizer is used and when NT = NR = 4, the
corresponding weight matrices are

WZF = HH H 1 HH = H


2

WMMSE = HH H + 4Exz I4

 1

1

HH

(6)
(7)

where ()H denotes the Hermitian transpose. The reliability
of the sth signal (or the reliability of the corresponding
subchannel),s = 1; 2; 3; 4, by the above two methods are
derived as

SINR

MMSE

ZF

Ex

kws;ZF k2 4z2 :

(8)

jws;MMSEhs j2
:
jwm;MMSEhm j2 + kws;MMSEk2 4Exz2

(9)

SNR

s=

s=

P
m6=s

From (8) and (9), it can be seen that the reliability of
the 4 subchannels are different. Let subch(r = s) denote
the sth most reliable subchannel, i.e., subchannel with the
sth highest SNR or SINR. Exploiting this relationship, in
[8] [9], a video stream of higher priority was assigned to a
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PHY subchannel with higher reliability to implement UEP
implicitly. Note that the symbol transmission rate of the SM
MIMO system is 4 symbols per channel use, that is much
higher than that of single antenna system or OSTBC MIMO
system.
Although the high transmission rate of SM MIMO systems with linear equalization is desirable, its BER performance is harshly degraded when compared to OSTBC
MIMO systems. Fig. 2 compares the PER performance of
OSTBC MIMO and SM MIMO with the linear MMSE
detection. The linear MMSE detection was used rather than
the ZF detection because the MMSE detection outperforms
ZF detection in general. The size of PHY packet transmitted
over each virtual subchannel of SM MIMO system is 5,000
bits. Considered constellation is a 16-QAM, thus a PHY
packet is transmitted from its assigned transmit antenna for
5; 000=4 = 1; 250 symbol periods. The PHY packet size of
OSTBC MIMO system is 5,004 bits, thus a PHY packet is
transmitted from 4 transmit antennas for 5; 004=[4(3=4)℄ =
1; 668 symbol periods.
From Fig. 2, it can be observed that the pacekt error
rate (PER) performance of SM MIMO systems with linear
detection suffers from significantly degraded performance
when compared to OSTBC MIMO system, and that the 4
subchannels in SM MIMO with linear detection show differentiated PER performance, i.e., differentiated reliabilities.
In order to retain the high transmission speed of SM
MIMO systems and to achieve a good PER performance
simultaneously, we propose to use SM MIMO system with
joint signal detection that is discussed in the next section.
C. Proposed UEP Technique Using SM MIMO Systems with
a Suboptimal Joint Detection
In this subsection, we propose a novel UEP technique for
video streaming over SM MIMO systems with a suboptimal
joint signal detection QR-LRL.
Maximum likelihood signal detection method that
achieves the optimal PER performance is described as
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We note that ML metrics are calculated for jSQR LRL j =
vectors are considered in (10). Trying all the constellation points as the
first symbol, QR-LRL achieves almost the same BER performance as the conventional ML signal detection. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the 3rd symbol has the
minimum SNR. Obviously, the true signal vector has the
smallest ML metric with high probability, hence the true
signal vector is detected once it is included in the candidate
vector set SQR LRL . Therefore, with high probability, the
error happens when the true symbol vector is not contained
in the candidate vector set. Since all the symbols are tried
as x3 , error happens when true x3 is tried but signal
detection of the following system equation by VBLAST [15]
is erroneous.
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Figure 2. PER performance of OSTBC MIMO and SM MIMO with the
linear MMSE detection.

x^ML = arg xmin
y
2C

r

4

Ex

Hx
4

2

2

(10)

where, C is the set of constellation points. The brute force
implementation of the above ML signal detection searching
over jCj4 vectors is almost impossible due to its required
high computational complexity [13], where jCj denotes the
cardinality of the argument set. SD method [10] is well
known to achieve the ML performance with a significantly reduced average complexity, however, its complexity
depends on the channel conditions and the worst case
complexity is still high. There are also suboptimal signal
detection methods such as QRM-MLD [11] and LRAD [12]
methods that achieve near-ML performance. Although the
implementation complexity of the aforementioned methods
are significantly reduced and the optimal or a near-ML
performance is achieved, PHY subchannels are not differentiated in terms of transmission reliability, not allowing the
implementation of UEP.
In QR-LRL [14], the signals are ordered and detected
sequentially, and the transmission reliability of the subchannels depend on the detection order. In QR-LRL, the most
unreliable subchannel is selected using the SNR criterion
(8).

sLRS

= arg

min

s2f1;2;3;4g

SNR

ZF

s:

(11)

All the constellation points are tried as the above selected symbol, and for each point as the selected symbol
value, the remaining symbols are detected by the conventional VBLAST [15], producing a candidate vector set
SQR LRL = f gjCj=1 . The ML metrics are calculated for the
candidate vectors to choose the most likely symbol vector
as follows.

x
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where i is the ith column of the matrix
in (1).
It was shown that the condition number of above ~ is
significantly reduced compared to
by choosing the least
reliable symbol (LRS) by (11). Detection ordering of (13)
is decided in the decreasing order of the following SNR.

h
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SNR
s
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Ex
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~ s;ZF 2 4z2

H

(14)

H H H

where, ~ s;ZF is the sth row vector of ( ~ H ~ ) 1 ~ H .
The detection ordering is well known to reduce the error
propagation effect [16], thereby increasing the probability
that true is contained in the set SQR LRL . Considering the
criterion of choosing the first symbol as well as the criterion
for ordering the remaining symbols, we can determine the
reliability of the virtual 4 subchannels. The subchannel
corresponding to the symbol chosen in (11) is the least
reliable, which is denoted as subch(r = 4). The subchannel
for the first detected symbol in (13) is the most reliable,
which is denoted as subch(r = 1), the subchannels for
the secondly and thirdly detected symbol using (13) are
the second and third most reliable subchannels denoted as
subch(r = 2) and subch(r = 3), respectively.
Fig. 3 shows that the average PER performance of QRLRL is slightly worse than that of ML. Simulation environment is the same as in the simulations for Fig. 2. Note that
the subch(r = 2) achieves the optimal PER performance and
that subch(r = 1) outperforms the optimal ML detection. It

x
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can be also observed that the four subchannels of QR-LRL
have differentiated transmission reliability.
0

10

conventional ML detection. Thus it can be stated that a
better average PER performance does not guarantee a better
PSNR performance. We note that the conventional optimal
ML detection requires jCj4 times ML metric calculations,
while the suboptimal QR-LRL requires only jCj times ML
metric calculations.
V. C ONCLUSION
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Figure 3. PER performance of the suboptimal QR-LRL and the conventional ML. The performance of conventional ML and QR-LRL subch(r =
2) are almost identical. Also, the average PER of QR-LRL is almost the
same as the QR-LRL subch(r = 3).

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we perform a set of computer simulations
to show the improved PSNR performance by the proposed
UEP technique based on QR-LRL. Reference software
JM16.0 was used for encoding and decoding of H.264/AVC
video stream. The total number of frames F = 256, GOP
size is 4, 30 frames per second (fps) Foreman video in CIF
resolution was used, the number of slices in a frame S =4,
and a slice is composed of 99 macroblocks, IDR period
and I period are the same as 4. QP of I and P slices are
set as 28, and no B slice was used. The search range for
motion vector estimation is 16 pixels with resolution of
1=4 pixel, the number of reference frame for motion vector
estimation was set to 1, entropy coding of CABAC was used.
The transmission of the first GOP was also assumed errorfree for a simple implementation of error concealment that
copies a previous slice. In PHY layer, 16-QAM constellation
was used, 31 bit CRC parity bits based on the polynomial

X 31 + X 30 + X 26 + X 24 + X 18 + X 15 + X 14 + X 12 +
X 11 + X 10 + X 8 + X 6 + X 5 + X 4 + X 3 + X + 1 are used to

check if a slice or a PHY pacekt was successfully received.
If NACK is detected, the NACK information is passed to
APP layer that does not try to decode but instead copy a
recent slice.
Fig. 4 compares the PSNR performance of the two
schemes at Eb =N0 = 22(dB), the conventional ML and
the suboptimal QR-LRL-based UEP. The PSNR in Fig. 4
is the average of 7 PSNRs for 7 different set of i.i.d. PHY
channel gains and noises. It can be seen that the suboptimal
QR-LRL-based UEP achieves a better performance than the
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In this paper, we proposed a novel UEP technique for
prioritized video streaming over SM MIMO systems with a
suboptimal joint detection. OSTBC MIMO system and SM
MIMO system with linear signal detection suffer from a low
data transmission speed and a degraded PER performance,
respectively. SM MIMO system with joint detection achieves
both high transmission speed and high transmission reliability, however, UEP is not allowed in general. We showed the
suboptimal joint detection method QR-LRL can be used to
implement UEP. With the aid of computer simulations, we
demonstrated that the PSNR by the suboptimal QR-LRL,
requiring only jCj times ML metric calculations, is slightly
superior to that by the conventional optimal ML detection
that requires jCj4 times ML metric calculations, when the
number of transmit antenna is 4.
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Abstract- This work studies the effects of the prefilter bandwidth
in the sequential symbol synchronizers based on pulse
comparation at bit rate and at half bit rate. We consider three
different prefilter bandwidth namely B1=∞
∞, B2=2.tx and
B3=1.tx, where tx is the bit rate. The synchronizer has two
variants one operating by both transitions at bit rate and other
operating by positive transitions at half rate. Each variant has
two versions namely the manual and the automatic. The
objective is to study the prefilter bandwidth with four
synchronizers and to evaluate their output jitter UIRMS (Unit
Interval Root Mean Square) versus input SNR (Signal Noise
Ratio).
Keywords - Prefilter; Synchronizers; Communication systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
This work studies the prefilter bandwidth effects on the
jitter-SNR behavior of four sequential symbol synchronizers.
The prefilter, applied before the synchronizer, switches
their bandwidth between three values namely first B1=∞,
after B2=2.tx and next B3=1.tx, where tx is the bit rate [1, 2].
The synchronizer has four types supported in two variants,
one operating by both transitions at the rate with versions
manual (b-m) and automatic (b-a) and other operating by
positive transitions at half rate with versions manual (p-m/2)
and automatic (p-a/2) [3, 4, 5, 6].
The difference between the four synchronizers is only in the
phase comparator, since the other blocks are equal [7, 8].
The synchronizer VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) is
the clock whose performance determines, in good part, the
system quality [9, 10, 11, 12].
Fig. 1 shows the prefilter followed of the synchronizer.

Fig. 1 Prefilter with the synchronizers based on pulse comparation

PF(s) is the prefilter (low pass). The synchronizer has
various blocks, namely Kf is the phase detector gain, F(s) is
the loop filter, Ko is the VCO gain and Ka is the loop gain
factor that controls the root locus and loop characteristics.
Next, we present the state of the art. Then, we present the
prefilter with three bandwidths (B1=∞, B2=2.tx, B3=1.tx).
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Following, we present the variant by both transitions at rate
with their manual and automatic versions. Next, we present
the variant by positive transitions at half rate with their
manual and automatic versions.
After, we present the design and tests. Then, we present the
results. Finally, we present the conclusions.
II. STATE OF THE ART, PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
In priori and actual-art state, various synchronizers have
been developed. The motivation is to create new
synchronizers operating at half rate and evaluate their
performance with the noise. This contribution increases the
knowledge about the synchronizers [1, 2, 3, 4].
The problem is that the synchronizers’ output jitter
increases when the input SNR decreases. To solve or to
minimize the problem, we propose a prefilter that attenuates
the noise, but unfortunately distorts slightly the signal [5, 6].
III. PREFILTER BANDWIDTH EFFECTS
The prefilter, applied before the synchronizer, filters the
noise but disturbs slightly the signal. The prefilter bandwidth
B switches between three values (B1=∞, B2=2.tx, B3=1.tx).
Fig. 2 shows the prefilter with their three bandwidths.

Fig. 2 Three prefilter bandwidths: a) B1=∞; b) B2=2.tx; c) B3=1.tx

a) First, as shown in Fig.2a, the prefilter has a bandwidth
equal to infinite (B1= ∞).
b) Second, as shown in Fig.2b, the prefilter has a bandwidth
equal to times the bit rate (B2 = 2.tx).
c) Third, as shown in Fig.2c, the prefilter has a bandwidth
equal to the bit rate (B3 = 1.tx).
We will evaluate the three bandwidth effects (B1, B2, B3)
on the jitter-SNR curves of the four symbol synchronizers.
IV. SYNCHRONIZERS OPERATING AT THE RATE
The synchronizer with its phase comparator operates, here,
by both transitions at the data transmission rate.
This variant has the manual and the automatic versions, the
difference in only in the phase comparator. The variable
pulse Pv supported in the first flip flop with exor is equal in
the two versions, but the fixed pulse Pf is different [1, 2].
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A. Both transitions at the rate and manual

B. Positive transitions at half rate and automatic

The manual version has a phase comparator, where the fixed
pulse Pf is produced by an exor with a delay ∆t=T/2, that
needs a previous manual adjustment (Fig. 3)

The automatic version has a phase comparator, where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced automatically by the seconds flip
flops and multiplexer with exor, without previous adjustment
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 3 Synchronizer both at the rate and manual (b-m)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.

B. Both transitions at the rate and automatic
The automatic version has a phase comparator where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced automatically by the second flip
flop with exor, without previous adjustment (Fig. 4).

Fig. 6 Synchronizer positive at half rate and automatic (p-a/2)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
VI. DESIGN, TESTS AND RESULTS
We will present the design, the tests and the results of the
referred synchronizers [5].

Fig. 4 Synchronizer both at the rate and automatic (b-a)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
V. SYNCHRONIZERS OPERATING AT HALF RATE
The synchronizer with its phase comparator operates, here,
by positive transitions at half data transmission rate.
This variant has the manual and the automatic versions, the
difference is only in the phase comparator. The variable pulse
Pv, based in the two first flip flops with multiplexer, is equal
in the two versions, but the fixed pulse Pf is produced from a
different way [3, 4].

A. Positive transitions at half rate and manual
The manual version has a phase comparator, where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced by an exor with a delay ∆t=T/2,
that needs a previous manual adjustment (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Synchronizer positive at half rate and manual (p-m/2)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
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A. Design
To get guaranteed results, it is necessary to dimension all
the synchronizers with equal conditions. Then it is necessary
to design all the loops with identical linearized transfer
functions.
The general loop gain is Kl=Kd.Ko=Ka.Kf.Ko where Kf is
the phase comparator gain, Ko is the VCO gain and Ka is the
control amplification factor that permits the desired
characteristics.
For analysis facilities, we use a normalized transmission
rate tx=1baud, what implies also normalized values for the
others dependent parameters. So, the normalized clock
frequency is fCK=1Hz.
We choose a normalized external noise bandwidth Bn =
5Hz and a normalized loop noise bandwidth Bl = 0.02Hz.
Later, we can disnormalize these values to the appropriated
transmission rate tx.
Now, we will apply a signal with noise ratio SNR given by
the signal amplitude Aef, noise spectral density No and
external noise bandwidth Bn, so the SNR = A2ef/(No.Bn).
But, No can be related with the noise variance σn and inverse
sampling
∆τ=1/Samp,
then
No=2σn2.∆τ,
so
2
2
2
2
-3
SNR=A ef/(2σn .∆τ.Bn) = 0.5 /(2σn *10 *5)= 25/σn2.
After, we observe the output jitter UI as function of the
input signal with noise SNR. The dimension of the loops is

- 1st order loop:
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The loop filter F(s)=1 with cutoff frequency 0.5Hz (Bp=0.5
Hz is 25 times bigger than Bl=0.02Hz) eliminates only the
high frequency, but maintain the loop characteristics.
The transfer function is

G(s)
KdKoF ( s )
KdKo
(1)
=
=
1 + G(s) s + KdKoF ( s ) s + KdKo
the loop noise bandwidth is
KfKo
KdKo
Bl =
= 0.02Hz
(2)
= Ka
4
4
Then, for the analog synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Km=1, A=1/2, B=1/2; Ko=2π)
(Ka.Km.A.B.Ko)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.08*2/π
(3)
For the hybrid synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Km=1, A=1/2, B=0.45; Ko=2π)
(Ka.Km.A.B.Ko)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.08*2.2/π
(4)
For the combinational synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Kf=1/π; Ko=2π)
(Ka*1/π*2π)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.04
(5)
For the sequential synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Kf=1/2π; Ko=2π)
(Ka*1/2π*2π)/4 =0.02 -> Ka=0.08
(6)
H(s)=

Fig. 8 The jitter measurer (Meter)
The other blocks convert this random phase variation into a
random amplitude variation, which is the jitter histogram.
Then, the jitter histogram is sampled and processed by an
appropriate program, providing the RMS jitter and the peak
to peak jitter.

D. Results
We will present the results (jitter-noise graphics) for the
prefilter with the four synchronizers.
Fig. 9 shows the jitter-SNR curves of the prefilter
bandwidth B1=∞ with the four synchronizers namely both
transitions at the rate manual (b-m), both transitions at the
rate automatic (b-a), positive transitions at half rate manual
(p-m/2) and positive transitions at half rate automatic (p-a/2).

The jitter depends on the RMS signal Aef, on the power
spectral density No and on the loop noise bandwidth Bl.
For analog PLL the jitter is
σφ2=Bl.No/Aef2=Bl.2.σn2.∆τ=0.02*10-3*2σn2/0.52=16*10-5.σn2
For the others PLLs the jitter formula is more complicated.

- 2nd order loop:

Fig. 9 Jitter-SNR curves of B1- 4 synchronizers(b-m,b-a,p-m/2,p-a/2)

The second order loop is not shown here, but the results are
identical to the ones obtained above for the first order loop.

B. Tests
The following figure (Fig. 7) shows the setup that was used
to test the various synchronizers.

Fig. 7 Block diagram of the test setup

We verify that, generally, the output jitter UIRMS decreases
more or less exponentially with the input SNR increasing.
For prefilter B1, for high SNR, the four synchronizer jitter
curves tend to be similar. However, for low SNR, the manual
versions (b-m, b-m/2) are slightly better than the similar
automatic versions (b-a, b-a/2). The both transitions at rate
manual (b-m) is slightly the best.
Fig. 10 shows the jitter-SNR curves of the prefilter
bandwidth B2=2.tx with the four synchronizers namely both
transitions at the rate manual (b-m), both transitions at the
rate automatic (b-a), positive transitions at half rate manual
(p-m/2) and positive transitions at half rate automatic (p-a/2).

The receiver recovered clock with jitter is compared with
the emitter original clock without jitter, the difference is the
jitter of the received clock.

C. Jitter measurer (Meter)
The jitter measurer (Meter) consists of a RS flip flop, which
detects the random variable phase of the recovered clock
(CKR), relatively to the fixed phase of the emitter clock
(CKE). This relative random phase variation is the recovered
clock jitter (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 10 Jitter-SNR curves of B2-4 synchronizers(b-m,b-a,p-m/2,p-a/2)
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For prefilter B2, we verify that, it becomes the jitter-SNR
curves more similar between themselves. For high SNR, it
harms slightly the jitter-SNR curves. However, for low SNR,
it benefits significantly the jitter - SNR curves.
Fig. 11 shows the jitter-SNR curves of the prefilter
bandwidth B3=1.tx with the four synchronizers namely both
transitions at the rate manual (b-m), both transitions at rate
automatic (b-a), positive transitions at half rate manual (pm/2) and positive transitions at half rate automatic (p-a/2).

For prefilter B3=1.tx, we verified that, it becomes the jitter
curves still more similar between themselves. For high SNR,
it harms more slightly the jitter-SNR curves. However, for
low SNR, it benefits less significantly the jitter-SNR curves.
So, the prefilter, for high SNR, degrades slightly the jitterSNR curves, but for low SNR, benefits significantly the jitterSNR curves and becomes them more similar.
In the future, we are planning to extend the present study to
other types of synchronizers.
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Sequential Symbol Synchronizers based on Pulse Comparation at Quarter Rate
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Abstract- This work presents the synchronizer based on pulse
comparation, between variable and fixed pulses. This
synchronizer has two variants, one operating by both transitions
at the bit rate and other operating by both transitions at quarter
rate. Each variant has two versions which are the manual and
the automatic. The objective is to study the four synchronizers
and evaluate their output jitter UIRMS (Unit Interval Root
Mean Square) versus input SNR (Signal Noise Ratio).
Keywords - Prefilter; Synchronizers; Communication systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
This work studies the sequential symbol synchronizer, with
a phase comparator based on a pulse comparation, between a
variable pulse Pv and a fixed reference pulse Pf.
The synchronizer has four types supported in two variants,
one operating by both transitions at rate and other operating
by both transitions at quarter rate. The variant at the rate has
two versions namely the manual (b-m) and the automatic (ba). The variant at quarter rate has also two versions, namely
the manual (b-m/4) and the automatic (b-a/4) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
The difference between them is only in the phase
comparator since the other blocks are equal [6, 7, 8].
The error pulse Pe (Pv - Pf) controls the VCO (Voltage
Controlled Oscillator) to synchronize with the input data.
The variable pulse Pv is common to manual and automatic
versions but the fixed pulse Pf is different [9, 10].
The VCO output is the clock, with good quality, that
samples the input data at the maximum opening eye diagram
and retimes its bit duration [11, 12].
Fig. 1 shows the blocks diagram of the synchronizer.
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II. STATE OF THE ART, PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
In priori and actual-art state, were developed various
synchronizers operating, initially, at the bit rate. After, we
developed synchronizers operating at half rate. Now, we
present synchronizers operating at a quarter rate. This
contribution increases the know-how about synchronizers.
Our motivation is to create new synchronizers and evaluate
their performance. The problem is that the synchronizers have
speed limitations. One solution proposes internal low
frequency operation, but external high speed rate [1, 2, 3, 4].
III. SYNCHRONIZERS OPERATING AT THE RATE
The synchronizer with its VCO operates, here, at the data
transmission rate.
This variant has the manual and the automatic versions, the
difference in only in the phase comparator. The variable pulse
Pv consists of first flip flop with exor and is equal in the two
versions, but the fixed pulse Pf is different [1, 2].

A. Operation at the rate and manual version
The manual version has a phase comparator, where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced by an exor with a delay ∆t=T/2,
that needs a previous manual adjustment (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2 Synchronizer at the rate and manual (b-m)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
Fig. 3 shows the waveforms of the synchronizer operating at
the rate and manual version.

Fig. 1 Synchronizer based on pulse comparation

Kf is the phase comparator gain, F(s) is the loop filter, Ko is
the VCO gain and Ka is the loop amplification factor that
controls the root locus and then the loop characteristics.
Following, we present the variant at bit rate with their
manual and automatic versions. Next, we present the variant
at the half bit rate with their manual and automatic versions.
After, we present the design and tests. Then, we present the
results. Finally, we present the conclusions.
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Fig. 3 Waveforms of the synchronizer at the rate and manual

The error pulse Pe diminishes and disappear at the
equilibrium point.
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B. Operation at the rate and automatic version
The automatic version has a phase comparator where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced automatically by the second flip
flop with exor, without previous adjustment (Fig. 4).

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
Fig. 7 shows the waveforms of the synchronizer operating at
quarter rate and manual version.

Fig. 4 Synchronizer at the rate and automatic (b-a)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
Fig. 5 shows the waveforms of the synchronizer operating at
the rate and automatic version.

Fig. 7 Waveforms of the synchronizer at quarter rate and manual

The error pulse Pe diminishes and disappear at the
equilibrium point
Fig. 5 Waveforms of the synchronizer at the rate and automatic

B. Operation at quarter rate and automatic version
The error pulse Pe don’t disappear, but the variable area Pv
is equal to the fixed one Pf at the equilibrium point.
IV. SYNCHRONIZERS OPERATING AT QUARTER RATE
The synchronizer with its phase comparator operates, here,
by both transitions at quarter data transmission rate.
This variant has the manual (b-m/4) and the automatic (ba/4) versions, the difference is only in the phase comparator.
The variable pulse Pv, based in the four first flip flops with
multiplexer and exor, is equal in the two versions, but the
fixed pulse Pf is produced from a different way [3, 4].

The automatic version has a phase comparator, where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced automatically by the seconds flip
flops and multiplexer with exor, without previous adjustment
(Fig. 8).

A. Operation at quarter rate and manual version
The manual version has a phase comparator, where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced by an exor with a delay ∆t=T/2,
that needs a previous manual adjustment (Fig. 6).

Fig. 8 Synchronizer at quarter rate and automatic (b-a/4)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
Fig. 6 Synchronizer at quarter rate and manual (b-m/4)
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Fig. 9 shows the waveforms of the synchronizer at quarter
rate and automatic version.

- 1st order loop:
The loop filter F(s)=1 with cutoff frequency 0.5Hz (Bp=0.5
Hz is 25 times bigger than Bl=0.02Hz) eliminates only the
high frequency, but maintain the loop characteristics.
The transfer function is
G(s)
KdKoF ( s )
KdKo
H(s)=
(1)
=
=
1 + G(s) s + KdKoF ( s ) s + KdKo
the loop noise bandwidth is
KfKo
KdKo
Bl =
= 0.02Hz
= Ka
4
4

Fig. 9 Waveforms of the synchronizer at quarter rate and automatic

The error pulse Pe don’t disappear but the positive area Pv
is equal to the negative Pf at the equilibrium point.
V. DESIGN, TESTS AND RESULTS
We will present the design, the tests and the results of the
referred synchronizers [5].

A. Design
To get guaranteed results, it is necessary to dimension all
the synchronizers with equal conditions. Then it is necessary
to design all the loops with identical linearized transfer
functions.
The general loop gain is Kl=Kd.Ko=Ka.Kf.Ko where Kf is
the phase comparator gain, Ko is the VCO gain and Ka is the
control amplification factor that permits the desired
characteristics.
For analysis facilities, we use a normalized transmission
rate tx=1baud, what implies also normalized values for the
others dependent parameters. So, the normalized clock
frequency is fCK=1Hz.
We choose a normalized external noise bandwidth Bn =
5Hz and a normalized loop noise bandwidth Bl = 0.02Hz.
Later, we can disnormalize these values to the appropriated
transmission rate tx.
Now, we will apply a signal with noise ratio SNR given by
the signal amplitude Aef, noise spectral density No and
external noise bandwidth Bn, so the SNR = A2ef/(No.Bn).
But, No can be related with the noise variance σn and inverse
sampling
then
No=2σn2.∆τ,
so
∆τ=1/Samp,
2
2
2
2
-3
SNR=A ef/(2σn .∆τ.Bn) = 0.5 /(2σn *10 *5)= 25/σn2.
After, we observe the output jitter UI as function of the
input signal with noise SNR. The dimension of the loops is
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(2)

Then, for the analog synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Km=1, A=1/2, B=1/2; Ko=2π)
(Ka.Km.A.B.Ko)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.08*2/π
(3)
For the hybrid synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Km=1, A=1/2, B=0.45; Ko=2π)
(Ka.Km.A.B.Ko)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.08*2.2/π
(4)
For the combinational synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Kf=1/π; Ko=2π)
(Ka*1/π*2π)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.04
(5)
For the sequential synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Kf=1/2π; Ko=2π)
(Ka*1/2π*2π)/4 =0.02 -> Ka=0.08
(6)
The jitter depends on the RMS signal Aef, on the power
spectral density No and on the loop noise bandwidth Bl.
For analog PLL the jitter is
σφ2=Bl.No/Aef2=Bl.2.σn2.∆τ=0.02*10-3*2σn2/0.52=16*10-5.σn2
For the others PLLs the jitter formula is more complicated.

- 2nd order loop:
The second order loop is not shown here, but the results are
identical to the ones obtained above for the first order loop.

B. Tests
The following figure (Fig. 10) shows the setup that was
used to test the various synchronizers.

Fig. 10 Block diagram of the test setup

The receiver recovered clock with jitter is compared with
the emitter original clock without jitter, the difference is the
jitter of the received clock.

C. Jitter measurer (Meter)
The jitter measurer (Meter) consists of a RS flip flop, which
detects the random variable phase of the recovered clock
(CKR), relatively to the fixed phase of the emitter clock
(CKE). This relative random phase variation is the recovered
clock jitter (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11 The jitter measurer (Meter)
The other blocks convert this random phase variation into a
random amplitude variation, which is the jitter histogram.
Then, the jitter histogram is sampled and processed by an
appropriate program, providing the RMS jitter and the peak
to peak jitter.

D. Results
We will present the four synchronizer results in terms of
output jitter UIRMS versus input SNR.
Fig. 12 shows the jitter-SNR curves of the four
synchronizers with both transitions, at rate manual version (bm), at rate automatic version (b-a), at quarter rate manual
version (b-m/4) and at quarter rate automatic version (b-a/4).

However, for low SNR, the manual versions (b-m, b-m/4)
are significantly better than the automatic versions (b-a, ba/4), this is comprehensible since the automatic versions have
more digital states than the manual versions, then the error
state propagation effects is aggravated.
The version at rate manual (b-m) is slightly the best because
has less digital states. On the other hand, the version at
quarter rate automatic (b-a/4) has a significant jitter
perturbation (SNR≅10) due to some losses of synchronism.
In the future, we are planning to extend the present study to
other types of synchronizers.
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Abstract- This work studies the effects of the prefilter bandwidth
before the sequential symbol synchronizers based on pulse
comparation at quarter rate. We consider three prefilter
bandwidth namely B1=∞
∞, B2=2.tx and B3=1.tx, where tx is the
bit rate. We consider four synchronizers, one variant operates at
the rate with versions manual (b-m) and automatic (b-a) and the
other operates at quarter rate with versions manual (b-m/4) and
automatic (b-a/4). The objective is to study the prefilter with the
synchronizers and evaluate the output jitter UIRMS (Unit
Interval Root Mean Square) versus input SNR (Signal Noise
Ratio).
Keywords - Prefilter; Synchronizers; Communication systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
This work studies three prefilter bandwidth effects on the
jitter-SNR behavior of four sequential symbol synchronizers.
The Butterworth prefilter, applied before the synchronizer,
switches their bandwidth between three values, first B1=∞,
after B2=2.tx and next B3=1.tx, where tx is the bit rate [1 ,2].
The sequential symbol synchronizer has four types that can
operate at rate with versions manual (b-m) and automatic (ba) and can operate at quarter rate with versions manual (bm/4) and automatic (b-a/4) [3, 4, 5, 6].
The difference between the four synchronizers is only in the
phase comparator, since the other blocks are equal [7, 8].
The VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) is the clock that
samples the data and retimes its bits duration [9, 10, 11, 12].
Fig. 1 shows the prefilter followed of the synchronizer.
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II. STATE OF THE ART, PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
In priori and actual-art state various synchronizers were
developed, some ones operate at the rate, others at half rate
and others at quarter rate. We study their performance. This
contribution increases the knowledge obout synchronizers.
The motivation is to create new synchronizers operating at
sub bit rate and evaluate their performance with noise [1, 2].
The problem is that the synchronizers’ output jitter increaes
with the input SNR decreases. To solve or to minimize this
problem, we propose a prefilter that attenuates the noise but
unfortunately distorts slightly the signal [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12].
II. PREFILTER BANDWIDTH EFFECTS
The prefilter, applied before the synchronizer, filters the
noise but distorts slightly the signal. The prefilter bandwidth
B switches between three values (B1=∞, B2=2.tx, B3=1.tx).
Fig. 2 shows the prefilter with their three bandwidths.

Fig. 2 Three prefilter bandwidths: a) B1=∞; b) B2=2.tx; c) B3=1.tx

a) First, as Fig.2a, the prefilter has a bandwidth equal to
infinite (B1= ∞).
b) Second, as Fig.2b, the prefilter has a bandwidth equal to
times the bit rate (B2 = 2.tx).
c) Third, as Fig.2c, the prefilter has a bandwidth equal to
the bit rate (B3 = 1.tx).
We will evaluate the three bandwidth effects (B1, B2, B3)
on the jitter-SNR curves of the four symbol synchronizers.
III. SYNCHRONIZERS OPERATING AT THE RATE

Fig. 1 Prefilter with the synchronizer based on pulse comparation

PF(s) is the prefilter. The synchronizer has various blocks,
namely Kf is the phase comparator gain, F(s) is the loop
filter, Ko is the VCO gain and Ka is the loop amplification
factor that controls the root locus and loop characteristics.
Next, we present the state of the art. Then, we present the
prefilter with three bandwidths (B1=∞, B2=2.tx, B3=1.tx).
After, we present the variant at bit rate with their manual
and automatic versions. Next, we present the variant at
quarter bit rate with their manual and automatic versions.
Following, we present the design and tests. Then, we
present the results. Finally, we present the conclusions.
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The synchronizer with its VCO operates, here, at the data
transmission rate.
This variant has the manual and the automatic versions, the
difference in only in the phase comparator. The variable
pulse Pv consists of first flip flop with exor and is equal in
the two versions, but the fixed pulse Pf is different [1, 2].

A. Operation at the rate and manual version
The manual version has a phase comparator, where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced by an exor with a delay ∆t=T/2,
that needs a previous manual adjustment (Fig. 3)
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B. Operation at quarter rate and automatic version

Fig. 3 Synchronizer at the rate and manual (b-m)

The automatic version has a phase detector, where the fixed
pulse Pf is produced automatically by the seconds flip flops
and multiplexer - exor, without previous adjustment (Fig. 6).

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.

B. Operation at the rate and automatic version
The automatic version has a phase comparator where the
fixed pulse Pf is produced automatically by the second flip
flop with exor, without previous adjustment (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Synchronizer at the rate and automatic (b-a)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.

Fig. 6 Synchronizer at quarter rate and automatic (b-a/4)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
V. DESIGN, TESTS AND RESULTS

IV. SYNCHRONIZERS OPERATING AT QUARTER RATE
The synchronizer with its phase comparator operates, here,
by both transitions at quarter data transmission rate.
This variant has the manual (b-m/4) and the automatic (ba/4) versions, the difference is only in the phase comparator.
The variable pulse Pv, based in the four first flip flops with
multiplexer and exor, is equal in the two versions, but the
fixed pulse Pf is produced from a different way [3, 4].

A. Operation at quarter rate and manual version
The manual version has a phase comparator, where the fixed
pulse Pf is produced by an exor with a delay ∆t=T/2, that
needs a previous manual adjustment (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Synchronizer at quarter rate and manual (b-m/4)

The variable pulse Pv minus the fixed pulse Pf (Pv-Pf)
determines the error phase that controls the VCO.
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We will present the design, the tests and the results of the
referred synchronizers [5].

A. Design
To get guaranteed results, it is necessary to dimension all
the synchronizers with equal conditions. Then it is necessary
to design all the loops with identical linearized transfer
functions.
The general loop gain is Kl=Kd.Ko=Ka.Kf.Ko where Kf is
the phase comparator gain, Ko is the VCO gain and Ka is the
control amplification factor that permits the desired
characteristics.
For analysis facilities, we use a normalized transmission
rate tx=1baud, what implies also normalized values for the
others dependent parameters. So, the normalized clock
frequency is fCK=1Hz.
We choose a normalized external noise bandwidth Bn =
5Hz and a normalized loop noise bandwidth Bl = 0.02Hz.
Later, we can disnormalize these values to the appropriated
transmission rate tx.
Now, we will apply a signal with noise ratio SNR given by
the signal amplitude Aef, noise spectral density No and
external noise bandwidth Bn, so the SNR = A2ef/(No.Bn).
But, No can be related with the noise variance σn and inverse
sampling
∆τ=1/Samp,
then
No=2σn2.∆τ,
so
2
2
2
2
-3
SNR=A ef/(2σn .∆τ.Bn) = 0.5 /(2σn *10 *5)= 25/σn2.
After, we observe the output jitter UI as function of the input
signal with noise SNR. The dimension of the loops is
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- 1st order loop:
The loop filter F(s)=1 with cutoff frequency 0.5Hz (Bp=0.5
Hz is 25 times bigger than Bl=0.02Hz) eliminates only the
high frequency, but maintain the loop characteristics.
The transfer function is
G(s)
KdKoF ( s )
KdKo
=
=
(1)
H(s)=
1 + G(s) s + KdKoF ( s ) s + KdKo
the loop noise bandwidth is
KfKo
KdKo
Bl =
= Ka
= 0.02Hz
(2)
4
4

Fig. 8 The jitter measurer (Meter)
The other blocks convert this random phase variation into a
random amplitude variation, which is the jitter histogram.
Then, the jitter histogram is sampled and processed by an
appropriate program, providing the RMS jitter and the peak
to peak jitter.

D. Results
Then, for the analog synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Km=1, A=1/2, B=1/2; Ko=2π)
(Ka.Km.A.B.Ko)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.08*2/π
(3)
For the hybrid synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Km=1, A=1/2, B=0.45; Ko=2π)
(Ka.Km.A.B.Ko)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.08*2.2/π
(4)
For the combinational synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Kf=1/π; Ko=2π)
(Ka*1/π*2π)/4 = 0.02 -> Ka=0.04
(5)
For the sequential synchronizers, the loop bandwidth is
Bl=0.02=(Ka.Kf.Ko)/4 with (Kf=1/2π; Ko=2π)
(Ka*1/2π*2π)/4 =0.02 -> Ka=0.08
(6)
The jitter depends on the RMS signal Aef, on the power
spectral density No and on the loop noise bandwidth Bl.
For analog PLL the jitter is
σφ2=Bl.No/Aef2=Bl.2.σn2.∆τ=0.02*10-3*2σn2/0.52=16*10-5.σn2
For the others PLLs the jitter formula is more complicated.

- 2nd order loop:
The second order loop is not shown here, but the results are
identical to the ones obtained above for the first order loop.

B. Tests
The following figure (Fig. 7) shows the setup that was used
to test the various synchronizers.

Fig. 7 Block diagram of the test setup

We will present the results (jitter - noise graphics) for the
prefilter with the four synchronizers.
Fig. 9 shows the jitter-SNR curves of the prefilter
bandwidth B1=∞ with the four synchronizers at the rate
manual (b-m), at the rate automatic (b-a), at quarter rate
manual (b-m/4) and at quarter rate automatic (b-a/4).

Fig. 9 Jitter-SNR curves of B1- 4 synchronizers(b-m,b-a,b-m/2,b-a/2)

We see that, in general, the output jitter UIRMS decreases
gradually with the input SNR increasing. However, the type
at quarter rate (b-m/4) has some irregularities.
For prefilter B1=∞, for high SNR, the four synchronizer
jitter curves tend to be similar. However, for low SNR, the
manual versions (b-m, b-m/4) are similar but slightly better
than the automatic versions (b-a, b-a/4), the type at rate
manual (b-m) is slightly the best. Also, for an intermediate
SNR (SNR≅8), the type at quarter rate automatic (b-a/4) has
a very significant jitter perturbation, due to various losses of
synchronism.
Fig. 10 shows the jitter-SNR curves of the prefilter
bandwidth B2=2.tx with the four synchronizers at the rate
manual (b-m), at the rate automatic (b-a), at quarter rate
manual (b-m/4) and at quarter rate automatic (b-a/4).

The receiver recovered clock with jitter is compared with
the emitter original clock without jitter, the difference is the
jitter of the received clock.

C. Jitter measurer (Meter)
The jitter measurer (Meter) consists of a RS flip flop, which
detects the random variable phase of the recovered clock
(CKR), relatively to the fixed phase of the emitter clock
(CKE). This relative random phase variation is the recovered
clock jitter (Fig. 8).
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For prefilter B2=2.tx, we verify that, it becomes the jitterSNR curves more similar between themselves. For high SNR,
it harms the jitter-SNR curves. However, for low SNR, it
benefits significantly the jitter-SNR curves. Also, for an
intermediate SNR (SNR≅10), the type both transitions at
quarter rate automatic (b-a/4) has a very great jitter
perturbation due to various losses of synchronism.
Fig. 11 shows the jitter-SNR curves of the prefilter
bandwidth B3=1.tx with the four synchronizers at the rate
manual (b-m), at the rate automatic (b-a), at quarter rate
manual (b-m/4) and at quarter rate automatic (b-a/4).

SNR, it benefits slightly the jitter-SNR curves. Also, for an
intermediate SNR (SNR ≅10), the type (b-a/4) has a great
jitter perturbation, due to various losses of synchronism.
For prefilter B3=1.tx, we verify that, it becomes the jitterSNR curves still more similar between themselves. For high
SNR, it harms more the jitter-SNR curves. However, for low
SNR, it benefits less the jitter-SNR curves. Also, for an
intermediate SNR (SNR ≅ 12), the type (b-a/4) has a great
jitter perturbation, due to various losses of synchronism.
In the future, we are planning to extend the present study to
other types of synchronizers.
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INTRODUCTION

Particle swarm optimization is a population based
stochastic optimization technique developed by Dr. Eberhart
and Dr. Kennedy in 1995 [1, 2, 9–11], inspired by social
behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. It is easily
implemented in most programming languages and has
proven both very effective and quick for a diverse set of
optimization problems. However, local convergence problem
and slow later convergence problem are the two critical
shortcomings of PSO that limit its applications [3]. A
Particle Swarm Optimization with Time-Varying
Acceleration Coefficients (PSO-TVAC) is presented in this
paper, which allows to effectively overcome the two
mentioned problems [12].
A novel class of information processing system called
cellular neural networks was proposed by L.O. Chua and L.
Yang in 1988 [6, 7]. CNN is characterized by the parallel
computing of simple processing cells locally interconnected.
It has been widely used for image processing, pattern
recognition, signal processing, etc. In recent years, the
problems of CNN templates design for image processing
have received considerable attention [4, 5].
A new method that combines the discrete-time cellular
neural network template learning method with an adaptive
particle swarm optimization, and applies to gray image noise
cancelation was developed [8]. The approach is able to find
the template values easily without complex mathematic
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel method for designing
templates of Cellular Neural Network (CNN) for color image
noise removal. The control of CNN systems is achieved via
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) with Time-Varying
Acceleration Coefficients (PSO-TVAC). Based on PSO-TVAC
method, the proposed approach can automatically update the
parameters of the templates of CNN to optimize them for
diminishing noise interference in polluted image. The
demonstrated examples are compared favorably with other
available methods, which illustrate the better performance of
the proposed PSO-TVAC-CNN methodology.
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computing processes but also to obtain the balance of
convergence speed and convergence accuracy. This work is
extended from the previous study [8]; we attempt to apply
the technique of gray image noise cancellation to color
image noise cancellation by separating the color image into
three Gray-Scale RGB elements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section
2, the Particle Swarm Optimization techniques, while in
Section 3, the Cellular Neural Network is discussed. In
Section 4, the CNN based on PSO-TVAC template learning
for images noise cancellation is presented. Examples are
given in Section 5 to demonstrate the proposed methodology.
Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section 6.
II. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION WITH TIMEVARYING ACCELERATION COEFFICIENTS (PSO-TVAC)
In PSO, suppose that the search space is D-dimensional,
and then the ith particle is represented as Xi = (xi1,xi2,…,xiD).
The velocity (rate of the position change) of this particle is
denoted as Vi = (vi1,vi2,…,viD). The best previous position of
the ith particle is represented as Pi = (pi1,pi2,…,piD) . In other
words, Pi involves the best previous position, which Xi has
visited (the best position called pbest). The index of the best
particle among all the particles in the swarm is defined as the
symbol g (called gbest). The particles are manipulated
according to the equations 1 and 2. In its canonical form,
Particle Swarm Optimization is modeled as follows [6-8]:
vid (t  1)  wvid (t )  c1 rand ( )1 ( pid  xid )  c 2 rand ( ) 2 ( p gd  xid ) (1)

xid (t  1)  xid (t )  vid (t  1)

(2)

where
vid (t+1)
vid (t)
xid (t+1)
xid (t)
c1
c2
rand()1
rand()2
pid

: velocity of particle i at iteration t+1
: velocity of particle i at iteration t
: position of particle i at iteration t+1
: position of particle i at iteration t
: cognitive parameter
: social parameter
: random number uniform distribution U(0,1)
: random number uniform distribution U(0,1)
: pbest position of particle i
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pgd
w

: gbest position of swarm
: inertia weight

The objective of PSO-TVAC is to enhance the global
search in the early part of the optimization and to encourage
the particles to converge toward the global optimum at the
end of the search. With a large cognitive parameter and small
social parameter at the beginning, particles are allowed to
move around the search space, instead of moving toward the
population best. However, a small cognitive parameter and a
large social parameter allow the particles to converge to the
global optimum in the latter part of the optimization. Under
this development, the cognitive parameter c1 starts with a
high value c1max and linearly decreases to c1min. Whereas the
social parameter c2 starts with a low value c2min and linearly
increases to c2max. This modification can be mathematically
represented as follows:

Tmax  t
)  c1 min
Tmax
T t
c2 (t )  (c2 min  c2 max )( max )  c2 max
Tmax
c1 (t )  (c1 max  c1min )(

where Tmax is the maximal number of iterations and
current number of iterations.

(3)
(4)

t is the

A two-dimensional CNN array is considered in which the
cell dynamics are described by the following nonlinear
ordinary differential equation with linear and nonlinear terms
[13–16]:



d1
d0
d1

d (v)  (v)e



C ( k ,l )N r ( i , j )



C ( k ,l )N r ( i , j )

A(i, j; k , l ) ykl (t ) 



C ( k ,l )N r ( i , j )



(

v 2
)
K

(7)

, v  u kl (t )  xij (t )

IV.

CNN BASED ON PSO-TVAC TEMPLATE LEARNING

A digital image is composed of pixels which can be
thought of as small dots on the screen and may be
represented as m-by-n matrices. MATLAB is a matrix
processing language for a wide range of applications. The
color image in MATLAB is described as a two dimensional
matrix in uint8 format. In order to apply the gray image noise
cancellation from the precious study [8], we separate the
color image into RGB elements. These three Gray-Scale
images will be blend into a colorful image after finishing
noise cancellation processes proposed. The process followed
to perform noise cancellation is shown in Fig. 1

Input

PSO-TVAC-CNN

Image:R

Element:G

PSO-TVAC-CNN

Image:G

MATLAB

Noise
Image

Element:R

(Separation)

MATLAB

Output

(Blending)

Image

B(i, j; k , l )ukl (t )
Element:B

PSO-TVAC-CNN

Image:B

(5)

D ij ;kl (v)  I ij

1
yij  f ( xij (t )) 
xij (t )  1  xij (t )  1
2

d2 
d1  d (v)
d 2 

where d0, d1, d2 ,are the parameters in the nonlinear template
D. K should be set very close to this value in an attempt to
separate the noise effects and the image structure.

CELLULAR NEURAL NETWORK

III.

xij (t )   xij (t )+

d 2
D   d1
d 2

Figure 1. Block diagram of the image separation and blending



(6)

where

In this case, PSO-TVAC is employed to design templates
of CNN for canceling the noise interference in Gray-Scale
images. The templates are designed as following pattern
structures, respectively:

v  u , x, ykl (t )  u , x, yij (t ), xij (t )  1, uij (t )  1, 1  i  M , 1  j  N

xij, uij, yij,, Iij are the state, input, output and threshold voltage
of the specified CNN cell, respectively. A(i,j;k,1) is called
the feedback cloning template, B(i,j;k,1) is called the
feedforward or input control template, Dij;kl are nonlinear
terms applied for v ( v is a generalized difference). The
state and output vary in time, the input is static (time
independent), and the CNN is single-layer with nearest
neighbor linear.
In this paper, Dij;kl is the generalized nonlinear term
applied to  v  u kl ( t )  x ij ( t ) , the voltage difference of

 a2
A   a1
a2

a1
a0
a1

a2 
b2
a1 , B   b1
b2
a2 

b1
b0
b1

b2 
d 2
b1 , D   d1
d 2
b2 

d1
d0
d1

d2 
d1 , I , K (8)
d 2 

where a0, a1, a2 ,b0, b1, b2 ,d0, d1, d2, I, K are elements of
the swarm, in order to satisfy output saturation effectively,
we set a2 =0 , b0 =0, b1 =0, b2 =0, I=0, xij(0)= uij(t). The
training image is corrupted by the salt and pepper noise
shown in Fig. 2.

either the input or state values. The nonlinear template D is
as follows:
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V.

EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

In this section, we present the examples polluted by
different percentage of noise density interference and using
our proposed method PSO-TVAC-CNN compares with
PSO-CNN [5] for gray and color image noise cancellation
respectively.
A. Examples 1

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. The training images (a) Input image to the CNN (b) Desired
output image of CNN.

The following equation is used as an objective function
(error function); the block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
k

Error   Pc (i )  Pd (i ) 

(9)

2

i 1

where k denotes the total pixel of the picture, Pc(i) is the
value of the ith pixel of the input image and Pd(i) stands for
the pixel of the desired output image. Each resulting image is
compared with the desired image which should be obtained
in the end. The comparison allows to compute the value of
the error function, and consequently obtain the best template.

Consider a 256×256 LENA Gary-Scale image Fig. 5(a)
which is polluted by the salt and pepper noise 10%, 20%,
30% in Fig. 5(b) - Fig. 5(d), respectively. The parameters of
the proposed method PSO-TVAC-CNN and PSO-CNN are
set as indicated in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. The
self-adapting inertia weight w is defined in [17].
TABLE I.

PSO-TVAC PARAMETERS SETTING

The number of swarm size
The maximum position Xmax
The maximum velocity Vmax
Acceleration coefficient c1max
Acceleration coefficient c1min
Acceleration coefficient c2max
Acceleration coefficient c2min
Inertia weight W
Iterations
TABLE II.

PSO-TVAC
Figure 3. Block diagram of the objective function.

12
10
1
2.5
0.5
2.5
0.5
0.8
500

PSO PARAMETERS SETTING

The number of swarm size
The maximum position Xmax
The maximum velocity Vmax
Acceleration coefficient c1
Acceleration coefficient c2
Inertia weight W
Iterations

12
10
1
2.05
2.05
0.8
500

The process for implementing the PSO-TVAC based on
CNN is shown as Fig. 4.
Start
Initialize each particle
random position
random velocity
Next particles
Cellular Neural Network
Simulator

No
If a criterion is met?

Update the position and
velocity of the particle

5(a)

5(b)

Determine the pbesti
and gbest

Yes
Get the optimal templates

Stop

Figure 4. Flow chart of PSO-TVAC-CNN.
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5(c)
5(d)
Figure 5. (a) Original LENA gray-Scale image (b) The contaminated
image with 10% noise (c) The contaminated image with 20% noise (d) The
contaminated image with 30% noise.
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According to these parameters, the consequences of
approximated optimal templates A, D, and threshold K were
found by the PSO-TVAC after a few iterations.

PSO-CNN and PSO-TVAC-CNN Training
200
PSO
PSO-TVAC

180
160

The contaminated image with 10% noise:
Error(pixel)

0.3698
0 
0.2810 0.6154 0.2810
 0
A  0.3698  0.6665 0.3698, D  0.6154 5.5066 0.6154, K  0.2495
0.2810 0.6154 0.2810
 0
0.3698
0 

140

100
80
60
40

The contaminated image with 20% noise:
0.4256
0 
 0.2881 0.7562 0.2881
 0
A  0.4256  0.8792 0.4256, D  0.7562 4.9813 0.7562, K  0.2488
0.4256
0 
 0.2881 0.7562 0.2881
 0

120

20
0

0

50

100

150

200

250
300
Iteration

350

400

450

500

Figure 6. PSO-TVAC-CNN and PSO-CNN Training for Gray image with
10% noise

The contaminated image with 30% noise:
PSO-CNN and PSO-TVAC-CNN Training

0.4144
0 
 0
0.2475 0.6196 0.2475
A  0.4144  0.8347 0.4144, D  0.6196 3.6130 0.6196, K  0.2721
0.4144
0 
 0
0.2475 0.6196 0.2475

160
140

The contaminated image with 10% noise:

0.6230
0 
0.0928 1.1943 0.0928
 0
A  0.6230  1.5564 0.6230, D  1.1943 4.4690 1.1943 , K  0.1440
0.6230
0 
0.0928 1.1943 0.0928
 0

120
100
80
60
40

0.2732
0 
 0
 0.2824  0.0459 0.2824 
A  0.2732  0.1733 0.2732 , D   0.0459 3.4591  0.0459 , K  0.2460
 0
 0.2824  0.0459 0.2824 
0.2732
0 

The contaminated image with 20% noise:

PSO
PSO-TVAC

180

Error(pixel)

Similarly according to above parameters setting, the PSO
found the consequences of approximated optimal templates
A, D and threshold K as following:

200

20
0

0

50

100

150

200

250
300
Iteration

350

400

450

500

Figure 7. PSO-TVAC-CNN and PSO-CNN Training for Gray image with
20% noise

PSO-CNN and PSO-TVAC-CNN Training
200

The contaminated image with 30% noise:

PSO
PSO-TVAC

180

0.3224
0 
0.1076 0.6847 0.1076
 0
A  0.3224  1.0504 0.3224, D  0.6847 3.9886 0.6847 , K  0.4617
 0
0.3224
0 
0.1076 0.6847 0.1076

140
Error(pixel)

The error after a few iterations for PSO-TVAC-CNN and
PSO-CNN are shown in Fig. 6-8. Table 3 shows the PSNR
[18] of the image noise cancellation with both cases.

160

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

0

50

100

150

200

250
300
Iteration

350

400

450

500

Figure 8. PSO-TVAC-CNN and PSO-CNN Training for Gray image with
30% noise
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TABLE III.

PSNR OF THE GRAY IMAGE (256×256 LENA) NOISE
CANCELLATION

Salt and
Pepper

Contaminate
d Image

PSO-TVACCNN

10% Noise

15.1659 dB

34.3663 dB

33.3802 dB

20% Noise

12.0989 dB

31.9834 dB

27.3987 dB

30% Noise

10.3124 dB

29.8721 dB

26.9026 dB

PSO-CNN

Using the above templates, the output images processing
by PSO-TVAC-CNN and PSO-CNN are shown in Fig. 9(a)
- 9(c) and Fig. 10(a) - 10(c) respectively. By comparing Fig.
6 - 8, Table 3 and Fig. 9(a) – 9(c) with Fig. 10(a) – 10(c)
respectively, our proposed method PSO-TVAC-CNN could
restrain from noise of the polluted image more effectively
than PSO-CNN.
Next we apply the same optimal templates found by PSOTVAC-CNN to the Color images to prove the better
performance.
B. Examples 2
In order to demonstrate that the optimal template has the
same performance when processing color images, we have
performed similar tests with the color version of the Lean
image (Fig. 11(a)). The 256×256 LENA color image in Fig.
11(b) - 11(d) which is polluted by the salt and pepper noise
10%, 20%, 30%, respectively.

9(a)

9(b)

11(a)

11(b)

11(c)

11(d)

9(c)
Figure 9. Results by using PSO-TVAC-CNN algorithm for the GaryScale image with noise of (a) 10%, (b)20%, (c)30%

Figure 11. (a) Original LENA color image (b) The contaminated image
with 10% noise (c) The contaminated image with 20% noise (d) The
contaminated image with 30% noise.
10(a)

10(b)

By using the proposed method PSO-TVAC-CNN and
median filter, the results for the output images obtained in
Fig. 12(a) - 12(c) and 13(a) - 13(c). Table 4 show the PSNR
of the color image noise cancellation with both cases.
TABLE IV.

PSNR OF THE COLOR IMAGE (256×256 LENA) NOISE
CANCELLATION

Salt and
Pepper

Contaminated
Image

PSO-TVAC-CNN

Median
filter

10% Noise

15.1767 dB

34.0704 dB

30.6477 dB

20% Noise

12.1143 dB

30.9633 dB

27.4666 dB

10(c)
Figure 10. Results by using PSO-CNN algorithm for the Gary-Scale image
with noise of (a) 10%, (b)20%, (c)30%
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30% Noise

10.3164 dB

28.3820 dB

22.9037 dB

could restrain from noise of the polluted image more
effectively than PSO-CNN.
VI.

12(a)

12(b)

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a Cellular Neural
Network templates learning method that combined Particle
Swarm Optimization with Time-Varying Acceleration
Coefficients, applied to color image noise cancellation.
Template learning is a crucial step in cellular neural network
technology. The implementation of PSO-TVAC-CNN is a
contribution to the modern heuristics research in the image
processing area. From the demonstrated examples, the
proposed algorithm shows the better performance of the
noise cancellation for color image than PSO-CNN.
In the future research, we hope to improve the adaptive
templates training to repair the color images that are
polluted by the higher density of miscellaneous noises. For
real applications, the proposed method may be implemented
and fabricated on FPGA or VLSI technology.
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12(c)
Figure 12. Results by using PSO-TVAC-CNN algorithm for the color
image with noise of (a) 10%, (b)20%, (c)30%.

13(a)

13(b)

13(c)
Figure 13. Results by using median filter algorithm for the color image
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Abstract—The different start video broadcasting is a new approach to manage video streaming applications. This approach
allows unpunctual users to view broadcast programs from the
beginning. This paper proposes a cluster model for different
start video broadcasting. The model is composed of five
processes: peer joining, super node selection, backup-node
selection, download paths and leaving node process. The model
is simulated and verified by NS-2. The results show that (i) the
video server load is diminished (ii) the tracker load is reduced
due to the existing of super nodes or clusters, (iii) the play out
delay is only to 10 seconds and (iv) the bandwidth utilization is
improved as the consequence of the reduced number of control
messages. Moreover, the authors have compared the performance of the cluster model with the one of the non-cluster
model.
Keywords-Peer-to-Peer (P2P); live video streaming; video on
demand (VoD); different start video broadcating; cluster;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer applications (P2P) have attracted a large
number of Internet users. P2P technologies offer obvious
advantages over content delivery network or content distribution network (CDN). P2P technologies improve system
scalability with low implementation cost. P2P content delivery is an important technique for commercial systems such
as IPTV. There are a lot of popular P2P file-sharing systems
that support downloading such as Gnutella [1], Napster [2],
Kazaa [3], BitTorrent [4], and eDonkey [5]. The main area of
usage is P2P-based file sharing systems, like BitTorrent.
Unlike traditional client-server architectures, peers in networks act as clients (leeches) and servers (seeds). A peer is
not only downloads file from the network, but also uploads
the downloaded file to other users in the network. Parts of
the files are exchanged over direct connections between the
peers. To enhance the system scalability and reduce the cost,
several P2P video streaming applications have been published to use P2P technologies for the streaming of video and
audio content. P2P technologies are provided content distribution service for both live video streaming and video-ondemand (VoD). PPLive [6], CoolStreaming [7], UUSee [8],
Sopcast [9] and PPStream [10] are demonstrated by the huge
popularity of P2P video streaming applications.
These works [6][7][8][9[10] cause unpleasant problems.
The first problem is that a far away connection increases
network traffic and thus decreases network resource utilization. The second problem is a heavy tracker load. These
problems can be eliminated by using a hierarchical architec-
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ture as explained in [17]. In [15][16][17][18], the cluster
concepts for P2P systems are introduced.
For the live video streaming, a live video content is disseminated to all users in real-time. Hence, all users in the
system can watch the same part of the video stream at the
same time. If users join the program later on, they will miss
the beginning of the stream. For the video-on-demand, the
users can watch the video stream anywhere at any time. Multiple users may watch the same movie at the different playback times. Besides these two separated categories, there is a
different start video broadcasting [11][19][20] that allows
unpunctual viewers to view the stream from the beginning
during server broadcast time. By mixing a Peer-to-Peer
download concept with a live broadcasting one, a new node
can find users who have the needed parts of the stream, and
use them as sources for download.
For example, suppose that there is a game of FIFA World
Cup which starts at 3 PM and the game will end at 5 PM. A
big amount of viewers will connect to the network and select
the channel of the game. When the game starts at 3 PM, the
viewers can load and view the game in real-time. After the
game has started for 15 minutes, a new viewer decides to
join the stream. The new viewer will have two choices: (i)
view the game as the server broadcasts or (ii) view the game
from the beginning. With the first choice, this broadcast will
feature live video streaming while the second choice will
employ both live streaming and video-on-demand features.
In this paper, a peer clustering system for different start
video broadcasting is proposed. This model is created by five
steps: peer joining, super node selection, backup-node selection, download paths and leaving node. There are three peer
types: super node (SN), backup-node (BN) and normal node
(NN). The buffer is used to store existing chunks of each
peer in order to offer them to others. This is shown in section
III.
The cluster model will be compared with non-cluster
model for different start video broadcasting [11][19][20] to
check the improved performance of the overall system. The
cluster model for different start video broadcasting can be
applied for live video streaming and video on demand. In
contrast, the cluster model for live video streaming and video
on demand will not comply with this approach because the
unpunctual viewer has no chance to view the first chunk.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work, Section III explains the system
architecture, cluster-based system design and pseudo-code of
cluster creation. A comparison of cluster and non-cluster
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model system is proposed in Section IV. Section V indicates
experimental results. Section VI presents the conclusion and
future work.
II. RELATED WORK
This section will briefly explain P2P streaming applications development [6][7][8][12][13][14] and P2P content
delivery network (CDN) [15][16][17][18].
Coolstreaming or DOnet [7] is a P2P live video streaming application for only one channel. Every node in the network can be a video-source which produces the content for
neighbor nodes. Coolstreaming does not use any tree, mesh
or any structure. Additional infrastructure and implementations are necessary to provide more channels via Coolstreaming. Furthermore, there is only one node act as the
origin node that stores all of video segments. The departure
of an origin node can cause a single point of failure.
Sopcast, UUSee and PPLive are channel-based systems,
which provide a lot of different video streams on different
channels. So each of the application networks need at least
one media encoding server, where the video streams are
created and stored, and a well known channel server where
the clients can get information about available programs
[6][8][12][13][14].
Sopcast [12] has a set of root servers, which maintains
the information what peer is available for what channel.
Sometimes also peer lists are exchanged between the peers.
The most important difference of Sopcast is the usage of
UDP as transport protocol [13]. This leads to fast packet
transmission but also causes a lot of overhead for control.
The usage of an external media player and a second buffer
are very inefficient and lead to a huge start-up delay.
UUSee provides the videos by several dedicated streaming servers, so that there is no single point of failure and the
video streaming quality especially the playback continuity is
improved. The TCP protocol is used to communicate with all
peers, exchange the buffer map, measure the round trip time
(RTT) and estimate the throughput [8]. If a huge number of
peers try to join the same channel in the network at short
time duration, a noticeable influence on the network performance has been recognized.
PPLive [14] uses different methods to exchange information about the availability of channels or movies, chunks and
pieces. A distributed hash table (DHT) is used to assign dedicated movies to dedicated trackers and to achieve a load
balancing [6]. On the other side, PPLive tries to improve its
playback quality at the expensive of the network architecture. A locality mechanism, which prefers physically near
peers (e.g., of the same ISP) is implemented, but peers with
high bandwidth are preferred. This may lead to a bad network performance also for other participants.
Most of these works [6][7][8][12][13][14] have drawbacks related with low bandwidth utilization, high delay and
a single point of failure. Thus to improve the performance of
content distribution, the peers can be grouped in clusters.
Many peers clustering approaches are proposed as the following:
The hierarchical architecture to group peers into clusters
called CBT is proposed in [15]. The CBT has two novel al-
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gorithms: a peer joining algorithm and a super-peer selection
algorithm. The proximity measurements of the RTT value
and the TTL value between a pair of peer and super-peer are
used. The CBT system improves the performance and scalability, and can be used to build a large-scale BitTorrent-like
P2P overlay network.
A novel super node overlay based on information exchange called SOBIE is proposed in [16]. The main contributions are to select the super nodes by considering the aggregation of not only the delay and distance, but also the
information exchange frequency, exchange time and query
similarity. The SOBIE is guarantees the matching between
the physical network and logical network. Moreover, the
SOBIE has small-world characteristic to improve the efficiency and robustness.
The super node selection problem for Peer-to-Peer applications is presented in [17]. Three super nodes selection protocols for overlay P2P networks are proposed: SOLE, PoPCorn and H2O. An integrated approach to the super node
selection problem built on strong graph theoretic foundations
and guided by realistic applications, can benefit the Peer-toPeer community through cross-fertilization of ideas and sharing of protocols.
An effective real-time Peer-to-Peer streaming system for
the mobile environment is proposed in [18]. The peers are
grouped into clusters according to their proximity using RTT
values between peers as criteria for the cluster selection. The
cluster leaders are using to help a service discovery server.
The partial streams help to utilizing the upload capacity with
finer granularity than just per one original stream. This is
beneficial in mobile environments where bandwidth is
scarce.
The non-cluster model for different start video broadcasting is proposed in [11][19][20]. The users can join the real
time video stream at different times and view from the beginning or the same part as the server. The proposed model is
based on an application layer MESH network. The advantages of the proposed model are a proper buffer size will smooth
video quality, the starting delay can be bounded, the video
server load is reduced drastically and users with different
joining time can view the first frame or beginning of the video stream. The details of this system model are shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. The non-cluster model for different start video broadcasting.
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This paper presents a peer clustering system for different
start video broadcasting to improve the content distribution
for all peers in the network. The peers are grouped into clusters according to the availability of chunks and the join time
of each node. A peer can download and upload video content
with all peers in the same cluster. The global tracker and
local tracker are created. The super node acts as a local
tracker. This model can reduce server and tracker load. The
control packet will be decreased.
III. CLUSTERING SYSTEM DESIGN
This section introduces the concept of system architecture, cluster-based system design and pseudo-code of cluster
creation. When a new node joins and wants to download
chunks from the peers in the cluster model for different start
video broadcasting, the global tracker has to decide which
cluster and super node will be joined.
A. System Architecture
The peer clustering system architecture groups nodes into
clusters according to the join time of each node or the available chunks. This peer clustering system is composed of a
server, a global tracker (GT), super node (SN) or local tracker (LT), backup-node (BN) and normal nodes (NN, seed and
leech). The server is a node that shares all chunks of a live
video stream. The global tracker is known by all nodes and
maintains the list of all super nodes. The super node acts as a
local tracker keeping the list of all nodes in the cluster. All
super nodes are connected with global tracker to synchronize
the lists of all nodes in the cluster. The super node, normal
node and backup-node are all downloader (leech) and uploaders (seed) of chunks.
B. Cluster-Based System Design
For the peer clustering for the different start video broadcasting model, the clustering means the grouping of node
partnerships according to their network proximity. The proximity is measured by the joining time of each node and the
availability of chunks. In this work, we assume that each
peer has enough bandwidth in order to upload and download
chunks. Several users join in a short period of time. For the
initial work, the number of users is defined as a constant. In
the future work, the optimal number of users in the cluster
will be calculated as a function of user bandwidth and round
trip delay. The clustering is used to control the traffic
streams within a P2P system and additionally helps to decrease the load of the server and global tracker. Based on the
non-cluster model for the different start video broadcasting
presented in [11][19][20], the algorithms of peer exchange
information, peer selection, buffer organization, segment
scheduling are not changed but extended by a logical clustering mechanism. The clustering is realized by the separation
of nodes, super nodes, backup-nodes and the introduction of
local trackers.
The cluster based system model consists of a global part
and clusters. The global part composes of the server that
provides the video stream and the global tracker that is
known by all nodes in the network. The clusters consist of a
super node (SN), a local tracker (LT), a backup-node (BN)
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and normal nodes (NN). The local tracker functionality is
hosted by the super node itself. Both together are the coordinators for all nodes in their cluster. Whereas the local tracker
acts as the source of neighbor lists, the super node is the only
node in the cluster that can download from the server and
other super nodes of the previous clusters. The normal nodes
in a cluster know only other normal nodes within their own
cluster and hence can only exchange chunks within the cluster. When the super node leaves from cluster, the backupnode will act as a new super node. The BN maintains a list of
all nodes in the cluster. All normal nodes are candidates for
the SN and BN. SN and BN selection process is explained in
the next section. There are two major advantages of the cluster based system model. First, the clusters are only logical
entities that are controlled by different known neighbor lists
and the resulting chunk exchange paths. Second, the introduction of 3 levels of chunk sources (server, super nodes,
nodes) leads to a controlled distribution of traffic and hence
to a decreasing load for dedicated components mainly the
server and tracker. An overview of the cluster-based system
model is shown in Figure 2. The different components of the
cluster based system can be divided into five processes as
follows: (i) peer joining process, (ii) super node selection
process, (iii) backup-node selection process, (iv) download
process and (v) leaving node process.
1) Peer Joining Process
When a new node joins to use a video streaming and
wants to participate with neighbor peers in the cluster, it will
contact with the global tracker to ask for the cluster and super node. Therefore, the peer joining algorithm has 2 important phases: connect to global tracker and connect to local
tracker. For the first phase, all nodes know the address of the
global tracker. When a new node contacts with the global
tracker and asks for the first chunk. The global tracker will
contact SN of each cluster to search for nodes having the
first available chunk. The global tracker then selects the cluster which has the maximum number of nodes containing the
first chunk. The new node gets the address of the local tracker (SN) and registers there. For the second phase, the new
node contacts with the local tracker. The local tracker returns
a random list of neighbor peers in the same cluster to the new
node. The new node receives a random list of neighbor peers
and sends the message to exchange buffer maps with neigh-

Figure 2. The cluster model for different start video broadcasting.
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bor peers. The new node selects neighbor peers to download
chunks.
2) Super Node Selection Process
When the first node joins, the global tracker will set the
first node to be a super node and local tracker of the first
cluster. The cluster size is limit to m nodes. After the global
tracker received joining message from a new node, it will
check the cluster size to select appropriate cluster. The global
tracker will verify the member size of the selected cluster. If
the size of the selected cluster is less than m, the address of
SN in that selected cluster will be sent to the joining node. If
the size of the selected cluster is full (equals m), a new cluster is created. The global tracker will split a node that has
first chunk available in the old cluster to be a SN for a new
cluster. If there is no cluster in the system, the first cluster is
created and the first joining node will be a SN of the first
cluster.
3) Backup-Node Selection Process
If the size of cluster is full (equals m), the backup-node
will be selected. All normal nodes can be selected as backupnode. The backup-node selection is used to keep a list of all
peers in the cluster by contact with SN. When the super node
leaves from the cluster, a backup-node will be a new SN.
The BN will receive the list of all peers in the cluster from
SN. The backup node can be selected by three different methods as follow.
 Select the node joining the cluster after the first
node. ( the second joining node, 2nd)
 Select the node joining the middle of the group. (the
node)
Select the lasted node that joining the group. (the nth
node)
For the first method, all nodes in the cluster will have an
equal chance to be a SN and BN. The drawback of this approach is a frequent SN and BN selection. The second method selects a new SN and BN not often and works well. The
third method selects a new super node not often but may
cause packet losses. In this paper, the second method is implemented in the simulation.
4) Download Process
When the new node joins in the cluster and contact with
the SN, the local tracker (SN) prepares a random list of peers
for a new node. The node knows only peers from the same
cluster and can only download from neighbor peers. The
buffer of each node is organized into three parts: data buffer,
buffer map and sliding window. The data buffer is used to
store video frames. The buffer map is a bit vector
representing the information of available segments on a
node. Each node exchanges its buffer map with its partners
periodically. From buffer map information, the peer will
decide which partner nodes are used to fetch required segments. If there is more than one partner having the same
segments, the peer node will randomly select the partners or
select the partners with minimum delay or maximum bandwidth. Besides buffer map, each node needs to have a sliding
window which is used to store a number of displaying segments. From this buffer organization, the video segments
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will be displayed continuously, and the starting delay of each
node will be bounded. In this work, the circular buffer is
used as buffer management as shown in Figure 3. The buffer
data is divided into three parts: playback buffer, displaying
buffer, and next available buffer as follows [11][19][20].
- The playback buffer is used to buffer data stream for a
certain period of time before playing the stream. The number
of frames in playback buffer is calculated from the delay
called playback delay between the sending and receiving
peer. The playback delay between each peer is random since
the mesh-based architecture is used. For simplicity, the playback delay is defined as a maximum delay bound in this
group of users in this particular network. Thus, every peer
will have the same playback delay.
- The displaying buffer is used to store data that will be
viewed by users. This buffer is designed by using a sliding
window. The frame in the beginning for buffer is the displaying frame and the next frame is the next frame in the window
will be viewed in the next minutes.
- The next available buffer is used to receive new
frames. The new frames are received from other peers or
partners by using sequential or rarest-first scheduling.
The node will exchange buffer map with the neighbor
peers and will select peers to download chunks. The most
important concept to download chunks has two ways: sequential download and rarest-first download. The sequential
download is used when more chunks are available on the
maximum number of neighbor peers. The rarest-first download is used when less chunks is available on the minimum
number of neighbor peers. The SNs can download chunks
from the server and all other SNs.
5) Leaving-Node Process
If a node leaves from cluster, the local tracker will delete it from list of peers. If the leaving node is a local tracker
(SN), the backup-node will be a new local tracker (SN). If
the last node leaves the cluster, the cluster is deleted. The
local tracker always tells the global tracker about leaving
nodes to synchronize the list of SN in the global tracker.
The leaving-node process can be divided into three cases:
the leaving of super node, back-up node and normal nodes.
For the first case, when the super node is leaving from the
cluster, it sends flooding message to all nodes. The all nodes

Figure 3. Filling buffer of peer C.
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in the cluster will send keep-alive message to their super
node. The super node sends keep-alive message to the global tracker. For the second case, the back-up node exchanges
information periodically with the super node. If the back-up
node leaves, it sends the message to inform the super node.
For the last case, the normal node can leave the network at
anytime.
C. Pseudo Code of Cluster Creation
The following pseudo code program demonstrates the
cluster selection of global tracker, the cluster create and super node selection as shown in Table 1.
TABLE I.

PSEUDO CODE OF CLUSTER CREATION

Function GetCluster(Node newNode, int neededChunk)
Begin
Read N_P and Max_Node_In_Cluster
For each cluster N determine occurrence of neededChunk
Find cluster X with max occurrence
If X is not found
Generate new cluster C
Set newNode as super node and local tracker of C
Else
If number of nodes in X < Max_Node_in_Cluster
Add newNode to X
Return X
Else
Find best node N for new cluster
Cut N from cluster X
Create new cluster C
Set N to superNode and local tracker of C
Add newNode to cluster X
Return X
End if
End if
End

IV.

A. Searching Time Reduction
For the non-cluster model, the tracker uses the sequential
search to find the list of peers in the peer list table. With the
non-cluster model, the searching time of tracker is O(n)
where n is the total number of nodes.
For cluster model, the global tracker employs the binary
search to seek the proper super node in the peer list table.
The local tracker employs the sequential search to seek the
list of peers in the peer list table. The global tracker keeps a
list of all peers and arrival time of each node. The cluster
model reduces the searching time in the global tracker and
local tracker. It groups peers into cluster according to joining
time (arrival time) of each node. Let server starts broadcast
at the time, T = 0 and ends at the time, T = t. The arrival time
of each node will be referenced with the server broadcast
time and sorted from minimum to maximum value. Each
node will be grouped to each cluster according to its arrival
time, as shown in Figure 4. Then, the number of clusters is in
order of 2x. The tracker will check the arrival time of each
node and then assign the proper cluster to that particular
node. Thus, the number of nodes in each cluster is a random

Figure 4. Event time line.

A COMPARISON OF CLUSTER AND NON-CLUSTER
MODEL SYSTEM

In this section, the cluster model will be compared with
the non-cluster model for different start video broadcasting.
Both system behaviors can be explain as shown in Table 2.
TABLE II.

The peer clustering system for different start video
broadcasting design can be reduced searching time and
server load as the following:

COMPARE STEPS OF NON-CLUSTER AND CLUSTER MODEL
FOR DIFFERENT START VIDEO BROADCASTING

Non-cluster Model
 The requesting node searches
for Tracker (T).
 The requesting node connects
with T.
 T search for lists of all nodes in
its table.
 T replies random lists of peers
to the requesting node.
 The requesting node exchanges
buffer map with neighbor peer
lists.
 The requesting node selects
peers to download.
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Cluster model
 The requesting node searches
for Global Tracker (GT)
 The requesting node connects
with GT.
 GT search for lists of all super
nodes in its table. (Local Tracker:
LT).
 GT replies selected super node
and cluster to the requesting node.
 The requesting node connects
with own super node (LT) and
cluster.
 LT replied random lists of
peers to the requesting node.
 The requesting node exchanges
buffer map with neighbor peer
lists.
 The requesting node selects
peers to download.
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number. Let mi is the number of nodes in each cluster, n is
the total number of nodes in the system and 2x is the number
of clusters. With this structure, the binary search is used to
find the proper super node in GT. The searching time of GT
is O(log 2x). The sequential search is used to find the list of
peers in LT. The searching time of LT is O(m). Thus, the
total searching time of cluster model is equal to is O(log 2x +
m).
Non-cluster model = O(n)

(1)
x

Cluster Model = O(log 2 + m)

(2)

B. Server Load Reduction
The peer clustering system for the different start video
broadcasting is proposed to reduce the performance of server
load. In the non-cluster model for the different start video
broadcasting [11][19][20], the server supports all peers. For
the cluster model the server supports only a super node in
each cluster. Then, the server load can be calculated in Eq.
(3), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).
 Non-cluster model:
SLNC = NP x NC

(3)
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Cluster model with more than one nodes contacting
server (Worst Case):
SLC = NSP x NC



(4)

Cluster model with more only one node contacting
server (Best Case):
SLC = 1 x NC

only 512 chunks. Hence, the total number of chunks downloaded equals to 153,600 chunks. The result shows that the
number of chunks downloaded from server in the cluster
model system is less than in the non-cluster one, and it is a
constant. It means that the server serves only one peer. The
other peers can download chunk from neighbor peers in the
cluster.

(5)

Note: SLNC denote the server load of non-cluster model.
SLC denote the server load of cluster model.
NP is the number of peers.
NC is the number of chunks.
NSP is the number of super nodes.
From Equations (3), (4) and (5), SLC is less than or equal
to SLNC. The ratio of server load of non-cluster model and
cluster model can be calculated as in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7).
(6)
(7)
Since, NSP ≤ NP, then

≤ 1. Thus, SLC ≤ SLNC

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section deals with the experimental performance
evaluation of the peer clustering system for different start
video broadcasting. The simulation experiments are conducted by the discrete event simulator NS-2 [21].
A. Simulation Setup
The experimental setup will create one video media
server. The number of clusters is varied as 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10, respectively. The non-cluster model is denoted by 1. The
total number of nodes equals to 300 (limitation of simulation). For simplicity, the number of nodes in each cluster is
equal. The bandwidth of all links is set to 2 Mbps, the delay
is 10 ms and the joining time varies from 1 sec to 400 sec.
The video stream bit rate is 512 Kbps. The video stream
length is 32 MB, the size of each chunk is 64 Kb and the
number of chunk is 512 chunks. The video play rate is 1
chunk/1 sec. The playback buffer and release buffer size are
set to 10 sec and 15 sec, respectively. The buffer size of
each node equals 54 sec.
B. Simulation Results
The simulation results are illustrated in Figures 5, 6, and
7. Figure 5 shows the relationship of server load and peer
load of non-cluster and cluster model. Figure 5 plots the
number of chunks download from server and neighbor peers
in the network. The x-axis represents the number of clusters
and the y-axis represents the number of downloaded chunks.
The number of node is 300 nodes, each node downloads
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Figure 5.

The relationship of server and peer load.

Figure 6 shows the relationship of global tracker
connection with peers (tracker load). The x-axis represents
the number of clusters (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10) and non-cluster
model (1). The y-axis represents the number of peers that
has a connection with the tracker. The result shows that the
tracker load of the cluster model system is less than the one
of the non-cluster model. The tracker of the non-cluster
model (1) serves for all peers in the system (300 nodes). The
tracker of the cluster model serves for all super nodes or
equals to number of clusters (which is equal to 2, 4, 6, 8,
and 10 respectively).

Figure 6.

The relationship of tracker connect with peers.

Figure 7 shows the number of TCP control messages of
each cluster used to exchange information between peers.
The x-axis represents the number of clusters and noncluster. The y-axis represents the number of control messages that used to connection between the peers. The result
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shows that the control messages of the cluster model system
are less than that of the non-cluster model.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
Figure 7.

The control message of each cluster.
[12]

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a peer clustering system for different start
video broadcasting is proposed. The peers are grouped into
cluster according to joining time of each node or availability
of chunks. The cluster model is used to control the streaming
traffic. The proposed model is created algorithms for peer
joining process, super node selection process, backup-node
process, download process and leaving node to create the
cluster model. The cluster model for the different start video
broadcasting will be compared with the non-cluster model.
As a result, the proposed model can reduce server load and
tracker load. The number of control packet is decreased as
the number of cluster or super node increase. The play out
delay is only 10 sec. The performance of the cluster model is
better than non-cluster model. The unpunctual viewers can
join the broadcast video streaming at any point of time and
can view any part of the video stream. For further performance evaluation of the different start video broadcasting
system, the tracker traffic, and node dynamics are simulated.
The backup-node selection method will be reconsidered.
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Abstract—Web cache performance has been reduced in Web
2.0 applications due to the increase of the content update
rates and the higher number of personalized web pages. This
problem can be minimized by the caching of content fragments
instead of complete web pages. We propose a classification
algorithm to define the fragment design that experiences the
best performance. To create the algorithm, we have mined data
of content characterization, user behaviour and performance.
We have obtained two classification tree as result of this
process. These classification trees are used to determine the
fragment design. We have optimized the model of a real web
site using both classification trees and we have evaluated the
user observed response time. We have obtained significant
results which prove that the optimization of the fragment
designs can achieve high speedups in the user perceived
response time.
Keywords-Web caching; classification trees; web performance
engineering; web content aggregation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Web Caching is a widely used technique to save bandwidth, to reduce server workload and to improve user
response time, i.e., Web Caching improves the performance
of web architectures. This improvement is based on the
reusability of web responses between different users and
requests. This happens when several users request the same
page or when a user requests the same web pages at least
twice before its content changes.
In current web architectures, especially in Web 2.0 systems, content changes are more usual and the personalization
of web pages is allowed. The behaviour of user generated
content and pages created by collaboration are more unpredictable [1]. As a result of this, the web responses that
are stored in the web cache become not reusable. It is
widely accepted that this problem can be solved by reducing
the minimum chacheable unit: content fragments instead of
whole web pages [2], [3]. Nevertheless, from a performance
point of view, there is a dilemma [4]: on one hand, a high
level of fragmentation (a big number of content fragments)
improves hit ratio, but response time could be increased due
to overhead connection and fragment joining times; on the
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other hand, a low level of fragmentation (a small number of
fragments) minimizes overhead times but it makes hit ratio
worse. So that, the problem results on determining when it
is better to serve two fragments together (joined) and when
it is better to do it separately (split).
To deal with this problem, we use a tree-based classification algorithm which optimizes the performance of
the system. This algorithm uses the characteristics of the
contents of the page (content fragments sizes, update rates,
request rates, . . . ) to obtain a design of the web pages (which
elements are served split and which ones are served joined)
for an optimal performance.
We have compared the performance of using joined and
split states in a high number of synthetic pages. We have
applied data mining algorithms to the data obtained in these
exploration phase and we have produced different classification trees. These classification trees have been tested in a
web page model extracted from a real system (The New York
Times web site, http://www.nytimes.com). The performance
results obtained show high speedups of them with the two
basic design alternatives: either all the fragments are joined
or all the fragments are split.
Our main contribution is the developing of a classification
algorithm which improves the performance of the systems
in where web pages are created by the aggregation of
content atomic fragments. This solution can be applied to
systems in where these fragments can be served joined or
split. We represent these two ways of delivering the content
fragments by a state of the aggregation relationship. The
performance of the system changes depending on the state
of each aggregation relationship. The inputs of the algorithm
are the characteristics of the fragments.
In Section III, we give the details about how the content
aggregation application works and about the model we use
to represent the contents fragments, the web pages, the
characterization parameters of the fragments and the states
of the aggregation relationships. In Section IV, we explain
in which type of applications we can use our propose and
how it fits in these applications. We explain the process
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and the results of obtaining the classification trees in Section V. Finally, we analyse the performance of a system
where we have implemented our solution to optimise the
page fragment design (Section VI). Last section is used to
explain the conclusion of our work and possible future works
(Section VII).

P1
f5
f4

f6
f7
f8

P2
f5

f9

II. R ELATED W ORK
The application of techniques based on decision trees and
data mining to improve the performance of the system, and
more concretely, the performance of web architectures is not
either new.
Pallis et al. [5] present a clustering-based scheme in
order to improve the performance of a prefetching and web
caching system. The input of the data mining process is
the users’ access patterns. Their solution identifies clusters
of correlated Web pages. The idea of mining users’ access
sequence is also present in studies of Huang et al. [6].
They propose a system to mine popular surfing sequences
to obtain rules. The rules will be used by a prediction-based
manager to achieve better buffer utilization. Kumar et al. [7],
use data mining processes to detect dynamic deviations from
normal usage patterns of the users. But the problem of
improving the fragmentation design of the web pages have
not been addressed before by using classification trees. Our
work differs form the previous in two main aspects: the
scope and the inputs parameters of the data mining process.
Our propose improved the performance of the system by
determining the fragmentation design of the content in web
pages. The other researches improve it by doing more
accurately the selection of the pages to be evicted from the
cache or the next web pages to be prefetched. Finally, they
only use user access patterns as inputs of the data mining
process. In the other hand, we also take into account the
structure of the web pages.
Other approaches have deal with the same scope than us:
to determine the fragmentation design of the content web
pages [8]. But they have based the solution on cost-benefit
functions. Their studies are in preliminary phases and they
have not validated it in real web systems. We are not able
to contrast our results with them.
Similar methods have been used in the study presented by
Li et al. [9]. Their objective is to predict the performance for
services instead of content delivery. Their study also differs
in the data analysed. They use object timing information
from packet traces. We use data extracted from higher layers
(application layer).
III. C ONTENT AGGREGATION MODEL AND
PERFORMANCE

Web systems have evolved from static and general content
pages to dynamic generated, personalized and updated content pages. These characteristics are specially present in a
group of web applications, for example: content aggregation
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Figure 1: Example of pure content fragments, aggregated
fragments and web pages from a real web site (The New
York Times, http://www.nytimes.com)

systems, Web 2.0 applications, weblogs, newspaper sites,
etc.
Content aggregation technologies are systems that combine content from different sources to create new content
elements. These contents could be extracted from serverlocal databases or from remote systems using RSS, XML, or
similar technologies. There are two main types of aggregation systems: mashups and portlets. The differences between
them are related to the side where the aggregation takes
place: client-side or server-side, respectively. For example,
newspaper sites and weblogs are content aggregation systems where contents are stored in server-local database and
the contents are aggregated on the server (this aggregation
can be done by the application server, the web server or the
proxy cache).
So, in these content aggregation systems, pages are created by the aggregation of independent contents (for example, news in a newspaper site or entries in weblogs). These
contents are usually included in more than one web page (for
example, news included in political and economy section or
entries in a blog classified by tags and by sections). But
the structure of a web page in these systems can be more
complex than aggregations of only one degree of depth. The
aggregation of a set of contents can be considered as a new
content fragment which could be aggregated by other pages
of fragments (for example, the group of highlighted news or
the group of the most recent entries in a weblog).
Therefore, we could distinguish between two content element types: pure content elements (which are created/stored
by a user/system) and aggregated content elements (which
are created from the combination of others content elements). Also we consider another type of elements, the aggregation relationship which defines that a fragment includes
the content of other fragment (pure or aggregated). The num-
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ber of aggregation relationships is unlimited. In Figure 1, we
can observe an example of three web pages extracted from
the The New York Times web site (P1 , P2 , P3 ). Three of
them share the aggregation of a pure content fragment (f4 )
and two of them share an aggregated fragment (f5 ). This
aggregated fragment is created by the aggregation of several
fragments (f6 , f7 , f8 , ...).
Authors of [10] define an Object Dependence Graph
(ODG) to model web pages that are created by aggregation
of contents. An ODG is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
where pure and aggregated content elements are represented
by vertices (nodes). ODGs have two vertex types: Pi which
represents parent vertices (user web pages) and fi which
represents pure or aggregation fragments. The sink vertices
correspond to pure elements and source vertices to user web
pages. The rest of the vertices correspond to aggregated elements. Finally, the edges of the graph represent aggregation
relationships between a pair of elements.
We use ODGs in our system to represent the design of
the web pages. Nevertheless, ODGs are not able to model
all the information we need. Thus, we have extended the
ODG model to include information about the characteristics
of the fragments and information about how fragments are
delivered by the server: joined or split (Figure 2).
Our main goal is to determine the fragment design of
a web pages which experiences a better performance. The
fragment design is the information that refers to how the
fragments are delivered by the server and stored by the
web cache: if a set of contents are delivered and stored
independently (split) or together (joined). This information
can be represented in a ODG using labelled edges which
indicates if a pair of content fragments are joined or split.
In the results presented in [11], we studied the relation
between characterization parameters of the content fragments and the performance experienced by the web cache for
aggregated content systems. We concluded that, in these type
of web sites, there is a strong correlation between compared
performance speedups of aggregation states (joined or split)
and the characterization parameters for a given pair of
related content fragments. The characterization parameters
that we took into account in the study were: for both
fragments, update rates, request rates and sizes; for the
father fragment, the number of children; and for the child
fragment, the number of fathers. We conclude also that
other parameters as fragment service times or ODG structure
characteristics (as fragment depth degree in the ODG) are
not able to predict the difference of the performance between
joining or splitting two fragments.
Our classification algorithm uses these characterization
parameters, for a given pair of fragments, to determined
if it is better to deliver them joined or split. Some of this
information is in the ODG (number of fathers and children
of a vertex) but other is not (fragment update rate, content
size, . . . ). We have added some attributes to each vertex to
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Figure 2: ODG of the example of Figure 1. The text in
vertices corresponts to the identificators of the fragments and
the characterization attributes vector {size in bytes, request
rate in seconds−1 , update rate in seconds−1 }

represent these characteristics.
To sum up, our web page model is represented by a
DAG where the edges represent the aggregation relationships
and they are labelled with the state of the aggregation (the
contents are joined or not in the server). The vertices have
a direct correspondence with the content fragments of the
web page. Sink vertices are pure content fragment (user or
third-party generated), source vertices are the user web pages
and the rest of vertices are groups of aggregated contents.
Each vertex has additional information about its request rate,
update rate and size (Figure 2).
In Figure 2 we can observe a ODG example. The labels
of the edges and the values of the characterization attributes
vector have been chosen randomly. We can observed, in
one hand, that the web server, using this model, has all the
information to determine how to serve the web pages (labels
of the edges). In the other hand, our design optimization
algorithm also has all the information required to determine
the states of the aggregation relationships (characterization
vector and number of incoming and outgoing edges).
IV. A PPLICABILITY OF THE SOLUTION
Our propose is applicable to web architectures that are
able to manage fragments of contents. In these types of
architecture, web server is able to serve fragments of the
web pages instead of only complete HTML document. These
fragments must be related using special tags inside the
HTML code. Edge Side Includes (ESI) is the de facto
standard used for that.
If a server responds using fragments of the pages, they
must be gathered together in other tier of the system in
order to to create the complete web page. This task could be
done by client browsers, CDN networks, web proxies, web
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sonalized home page systems; bookmarks in social tagging
systems; feeds in online feed reader systems; etc. Therefore,
the solution we propose can improve the performance of
a wide range of traditional web applications and in the
most of Web 2.0 applications.These types of applications
usually are developed allowing to the web server to manage
fragments of the pages. If not, the additional work to develop
this feature is not very difficult because the pure content
fragments are managed independently. In both cases, the
web application has to be upgraded to manage groups of
fragments. It has to join the contents with joined state. But
this feature is also simple to be implemented.
Figure 3: Architecture of content aggregation systems and
fragments Web Caching

caches, etc. Nevertheless, if the task is done by elements
placed between the user and the web cache, the web cache
is able to manage fragments of web pages (it is able to
store fragments independently and request them to the web
server). As a result of this, the minimum cacheable units
are content fragments instead of whole page. Therefore, the
performance of the web cache will depend on the groups
of fragments, i.e., the content fragments that the web server
will join or not.
In Figure 3 we can observe the general architecture of a
content aggregation web system. In this model, the cache is
the element in charge of create the HTML documents using
the fragments responded by the web server. The applications,
which are based on this model, are able to manage the
contents independently. The contents can be extracted from
local databases, third-party applications or by the use of
feeds. The application server requests all the contents and
gets together them according the page design. The main
goal of our research work is that the web server will
create the design which makes the web cache experience the
best performance. In this paper we present an optimization
algorithm to solve the problem of obtaining the best web
page design.
This application layout is not applicable to all kind of web
applications. The applicability is restricted to web systems
where the pages can be easily fragmented. Aggregation
content applications satisfy this feature. In these types of
applications, the atomic fragments of the page can be
associated with the independent contents extracted from data
sources. These correspond to pure content elements in our
model. There are an important number of applications that
are based on the aggregation of contents. Next elements can
be considered as pure content elements which are aggregated
to create complete web pages: news in a newspaper website;
entries in a weblog; user update advices in social networks;
users update advices in social networks; gadgets in per-
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V. O PTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In previous sections, we have presented the problem we
have to deal with: adapt the design of the content fragments
of a web page to improve the performance of a cache
system. To adapt the design, we limit the parameters to
use to a subset of the ones available before that the web
page is requested. As we have justified in Section III, these
parameters are: (a) request rates; (b) update rates; (c) content
sizes; (d) number of aggregations of and over a fragment. We
name them as characterization parameters . Therefore, these
parameters are the inputs of the classification algorithm we
want to create.
The output of our algorithm is the fragment design of
a web page. The algorithm decides which fragments must
be requested grouped (or joined) and which ones must
be requested independently (split). So, the outputs of the
algorithm are the states of each aggregation relationship.
Once we have decided the inputs and outputs of our
algorithm, we need to determine the scope of action of the
algorithm. The set of characterization parameters to be used
by the algorithm can be done taking into account: all the
vertices of the ODG; a subset of vertices; only one vertex;
the pair of vertices related by an aggregation. In [11] we
study how the characterization parameters of the related pair
of vertices are enough to decide the state of relationship (if
both vertex are delivered joined or split).
In order to develop the classification algorithm, we have
decided to mining the data monitored on an emulation
application. The model for the pages and the behaviour of
the users is synthetic. We randomly produced the pages of
an content aggregation system: we produced enough content
fragments to cover a wide range of values for every characterization parameter; these contents are randomly aggregated
to create several web pages. We assigned update rates
randomly to each content fragment (during the emulation
phase, a daemon uses these values to change the content).
Finally, we developed a user-emulator that uses random
values to request the web pages. All the random values of
all the parameters are created using uniform distributions.
There are a wide number of studies that determine that these
parameters follows specific statistical distributions in real
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systems [12], [13]. But in this first phase, we are not only
interested in samples from usual scenarios. We also want to
cover a wide range of values in order to study a big search
space. This search space will give us information either of
usual scenarios and extreme ones. This is the reason because
we use uniform distributions to create the samples.
Data mining algorithms need a set of data that is used
to extract knowledge from it. This is usually called training
data set. It usually also needs a second set of data to evaluate
the credibility of the knowledge extracted from the first set.
This is called test data set. This second set is used to test the
outputs of the knowledge model created. This is the reason
because we created two different page models. Each of the
models had over 5000 pure content fragments and 12000
aggregation relationships creating over 1500 user web pages.
To study the influence of the aggregation states in the
performance of the web cache, we randomly assigned
joined and split states to the aggregation relationships and
we changed periodically the state of one of the aggregation
of each web page. By this way, we could monitor the user
observed response time of the web pages for both states
of a given aggregation relationship. Both web page models
are emulated during the enough time to get confiable
meanings. At this point, we were able to create a vector
with the characterization parameters of the father fragment
and the child fragment of the aggregation and performance
information for the aggregation states (joined and split). This
performance information is represented by an attribute which
indicates if the performance is better for split or joined state.
The vector pattern is:: ((CharacterizationParametersf ather ),
(CharacterizationParameterschild ),
ResponseTimejoined ,
ResponseTimesplit ) where (CharacterizationParametersi )
is (RequestRatioi , UpdateRatioi , Sizei , FathersNumberi ,
ChildrenNumberi ).
We preprocessed the data before we applied data mining on it. We transformed both response time attributes
in a class one (PerformanceClass = {JoinedClass, SplitClass}). This (ResponseTimejoined > ResponseTimesplit )
(ResponseTimejoined < ResponseTimesplit ). Finally, the attributes ChildrenNumberchild and FatherNumberf ather does
not influence on the performance; so, they were eliminated
from the data set.
At this point we had two data set represented by instances
of the vector of characterization parameters which was used
as input of the data mining algorithm and a class attribute
which is the attributed to infer with the knowledge extracted.
In [14], we presented a rule-based system that infers the class
attribute. The rules were created manually observing the
classes created after apply a clustering process to the input
data set. The clustering process was done using WEKA [15].
WEKA is a collection of machine learning algorithms for
data mining tasks which could be used in a GUI application
or integrated in your own JAVA programs. With the obtained
rules we assigned the states of the aggregation to a ODG
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Table I: Summary of the complexity of the classification
trees
CTreeabs
CTreerat

Number of leaves
46
32

Size of the tree
91
63

of a real web site and we emulate the behaviour of the user
to obtain performance results (in Section VI we explain the
details of the validation process). The results obtained were
positive but not very significant: the optimized page model
had an average speedup of 1.0488 with the page model
where all the aggregation are split (all the fragments are
served independently); and it had an average speedup of
1.1970 with the page model where all the aggregation are
joined (all the fragments are served together). The reason of
these modest results is the low credibility of the data mining
process. We obtained a coverage of 40% after testing the
rules over the test data set, This low coverage is explained by
the way the process to extract the rules was made: manually
by the observation of the obtained clusters.
This previous result helped us to conclude we have
to improve the data mining process. This is the reason
because we changed the algorithm to assign the states of
the aggregations. Instead of a group of rules extracted from
a clustering process, we have tried to develop an algorithm
based on classification trees. The machine learning scheme
used to obtain the classification tree is C4.5 algorithm [16].
We have used WEKA to obtain the classification tree. The
implementation of the C4.5 algorithm in Weka is called J48.
We used the default set up parameters of the C4.5 algorithm.
We have used two different input data sets. The data
was the same in both sets but not the way to express
it. In one of them we represented the absolutes values
of all the parameters. In the second one, we used
the ratios of the characterization parameter shared by
both
fragments:
RequestRatef ather /RequestRatechild ,
UpdatetRatef ather /UpdateRatechild
and
Sizef ather /Sizechild ; while we used the absolute values
of the rest of the parameters: ChildrenNumberf ather and
FatherNumberchild . We have respectively called CTreeabs
and CTreerat the trees obtained from these data sets.
In this section, we have explained how has been created
the classification trees. These models are used to optimize
the design of the web pages in order to improve the
performance. In the next section (Section VI), we analyse
how the web design models obtained with both classification
trees affect this performance.
VI. P ERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In order to validate the method we have proposed to
improve the performance of web cache systems we need
to monitor a real application and compare the results using
the traditional fragment designs (all the fragments joined
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and all the fragments split) with the results using the
fragment design determined by our classification algorithm.
To achieve this goal we have to deal with three problems:
(a) how to create a model of a real system (b) how to monitor
and execute the emulator; (c) and how to compare the results.
We explain them in following sections.
A. Modelling a real system
The training data set used to obtain the classification trees
was randomly created using uniform distributions because
our goal was to cover a wide range of values. Otherwise, we
are interested in using results from a real system in order to
validate the use of our design optimization algorithm. Due
to we are not able to use our solution in a representative
web system, we need to emulate it. The models used by
the emulator can be created by the use of suitable statistical
distributions or mining data from a real system. We have
used a combination of the two alternatives.
The model created for our emulator is based on the The
New York Times web site. We have mined all the data
which a final user can do. This data is related to structure
of the pages. Thus, we have mined data about the structure
of the aggregation relationships (news and pages created as
aggregation of news) and about the size of the contents of
each news. This process took place during one week on
March 2010, and we got 3082 fragments aggregated in 482
pages using 13979 relationships.
We are not able to obtain information about the behaviour
of the users and publishers of the The New York Times web
site. This is the reason because we have to use statistical
distributions in order to create the parameters of the model
referred to update rates and request rates. The number
of studies which characterize the behaviour of the users
of current web system is very large. But it is commonly
accepted that the popularity of web objects follows a power
law distribution [13], [1]. These studies also detail the
more usual values for the parameters of these statistical
distributions. In our case, the usual accepted solution is a
power law with α = 0.83 for request rates and α = 0.54
for update rates, both with R2 = 0.99 [17].
B. Monitoring emulator performance
The emulator has been executed several periods of time to
obtain performance results for the four fragment design scenarios. The four emulation scenarios are: (a) SplitScenario,
fragments are served independently, so the almost 14000
relationships of our model are labelled as split (0 joined and
13979 splitted); (b) JoinedScenario, fragments are served
joined, relationships are labelled as joined (13979 joined and
0 splitted); (c) CTreeabs OptimizedScenario, relationships are
labelled using the classification tree created with data set of
absolute values, CTreeabs (12815 joined and 1164 splitted);
(d) CTreerat OptimizedScenario, in this last scenario we use
the classification tree created with data set of ratios values,
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Table II: Summary of the states for the four scenarios

JoinedScenario
SplitScenario
CTreeabs OptimizedScenario
CTreerat OptimizedScenario

Number of joined
states
13979
0
12815
8544

Number of split
states
0
13979
1164
5435

Table III: Hit ratios and byte hit ratios of the emulation
scenarios
JoinedScenario
SplitScenario
CTreeabs OptimizedScenario
CTreerat OptimizedScenario

Hit ratio (%)
8.4184
91.7699
60.0031
78.9625

Byte hit ratio (%)
10.4679
80.7882
18.2495
18.2986

CTreerat (8544 joined and 5435 splitted). Table II is a
summary of the states values for each of the scenarios.
For each of the scenarios, we have run the emulator the
enough time to obtain reliable mean values of the response
times. After deleting all the samples of the transient period,
we get more than 300,000 requests during 20 hours of execution for each of the scenarios, obtaining a concurrence level
of 4 requests/second. The transient period is the initial period
of the execution where the elements in the architecture are
not in a stationary state. We consider the stationary state is
reached when the hit ratio of the cache is stabilized.
C. Results analysis
To show the strength of our new scenarios
(CTreeabs OptimizedScenario
and
CTreerat OptimizedScenario), we need to compare with
other scenarios. We have considered that the traditional
scenarios for aggregation applications are good comparison
elements. These scenarios are the ones in which : the
fragments are all served independently (SplitScenario)
and the fragments are served as a whole web page
(JoinedScenario). We have focused in the user response
time metric to study the performance of the system, because
we are more interested in improve the user performance
metrics than in the server performance metrics.
In general, CTreeabs OptimizedScenario shows the best
response times (Figure 4). This is explained because the
classification tree used to create the fragment design of this
scenario is more complex than the one used to create the
design of the CTreerat OptimizedScenario. Usually, when
you have a more complex classification tree, the result
of the classification is more accurate. We need to study
if the complexity of the tree influences the computational
requirements. In this case, we will have to balance the overhead of the execution of the algorithm and the performance
improvement obtained by its page model. This work is out
of the scope of the presented work, but it is considered as
future work.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an improvement for web caches used
in content aggregation systems. These systems have worse
cache performance than others because content aggregation
systems have high content update rates and high page personalization level. To solve this problem, we have presented
a algorithm based on classification trees, which tries to
find the best fragment design of the web page in order to
minimize the overload times of communication and joining
process and to maximize the hit ratios of the web cache.
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If we compare the performance of the optimized scenarios
with the traditional ones (Figure 4), we can observe the
speedup is bigger when we compared with the JoinedScenario than with the SplitScenario. This is because, as we
mentioned in Section I, one of the first improvements for
caching in content aggregation applications is to serve the
fragments of content independently [18].
Finally, we analyse the hit ratios for the scenarios. In current web systems, where the updates are more usual and the
pages are more personalized, invalidation times are shorter
and, as a result of this, the system reduces its hit ratios. We
can see that in Table III for the JoinedScenario, which has
lower ratios in comparison with the other scenarios. If we
compare the number of joined elements (Table II) and the
hit ratios (Table III), we can observed a clear correlation
between them. The bigger the number of joined elements is,
the worse the hit ratio is.
The scenarios with best response times are not the ones
which has the best hit ratio. As we explained at the beginning
of the document, it is best to sacrifice the hit ratio (by
joining fragments) in order to reduce the overhead times of
having too many fragments. This is the reason because the
CTreeabs OptimizedScenario shows the best response time
and the worse hit ratio. The CTreeabs OptimizedScenario
takes profit of reducing overhead times in spite of it gets
worse the hit ratio.
It can be very surprising that, between the optimized
scenarios, the byte hit ratio is almost equal, but the hit ratios
are considerably different. It is also to emphasize the high
difference between the hit ratios and the byte hit ratios of
both optimized scenarios. This can be explained considering
that the mining process was able to inference that it is more
important to obtain cache hits in small fragments than in big
ones [19], [20].
After the analysis of the results, we can conclude that
the optimized scenarios show best response times in spite
of their worse hit ratios. So it is interesting to adapt this
improvement if we focus on improving user performance
metrics. To get conclusions about server performance metrics, we would need to analyse how affects these worse hit
ratios to the performance of the servers. This study is out
of the scope of this work. It is consider as future work.

CTreeabs OptimizedScenario mean=8.2061
CTreerat OptimizedScenario mean=4.4365
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Figure 4: Rank order chart of the response time speedups

To create the classification trees we have used data mining
techniques, more concretely, we have used the J48 algorithm
(the Weka’s implementation of the C4.5 algorithm). The
inputs of the algorithm are a subset of the characterization
parameters of the content fragments of the web pages. The
output of the algorithm is the state for an aggregation
relationship between two content fragments. These states
(joined and split) indicate if the server has to serve the
fragments together or independently. We have extended the
fragment web pages representation presented in [10] in order
to cover all our modelling requirements.
The training and test data sets have been created with
the results monitored in an emulation application. The
page models and user behaviour models have been created
randomly. They cover a wide range of values for the characterization parameters. Depending on the way we express the
characterization parameters we can obtain different data sets
and different classification trees. We have studied the coverage level of the most usual ways to express the parameters
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and we have finally chosen two classification trees: one tree
using the absolutes values of the parameters (CTreeabs ) and
the other using the ratios of the parameters shared between
the two related fragments (CTreerat ).
In order to validate the use of the classification trees,
we have tested them in a emulation application which
uses a page model extracted from a real web site, and
a user behaviour model created using the most suitable
statistical distributions. We have monitored the user response
times in the execution of the emulation scenarios (the two
corresponding to the classification trees, the scenario with all
the fragments joined and the scenario with all the fragments
split).
As future work, we need to contrast the results obtained
in these experiments with others web pages to validate that
the strength of our solution in general terms. Finally, we
need to study how influence alternative classification trees.
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Abstract—The Future Battlefield has expanded to a battlespace
where its commanders rely on SA-tools to perform optimally in
their given tasks. Operations may include combat settings as
well as counter insurgency actions, peace-keeping operations
and disaster relief activities. In multi-national operations
taking place in versatile and hostile environments, it is essential
to detect, classify and identify the encountered objects in the
battlespace early enough. The concept of war has changed in
the direction of multi-symmetric warfare involving enemy
troops, own forces and impartial entities. This paper describes
existing technical solutions and oncoming tools applicable in
enhancing Situational Awareness (SA) and minimizing
fratricide and collateral damage in the battlefield. This paper
adopts a meta-analytic approach and examines the current
capability of utilized Combat Identification (CID) systems to
minimize fratricide and avoid collateral damage in the theatre
as described in relevant existing studies and military exercises.
This, furthermore, involves introducing means to enhance the
overall SA in the battlespace.
Keywords - Situational Awareness (SA), Common
Operational Picture (COP), fratricide, collateral damage.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

This paper begins by first taking a look in Combat
Identification (CID) issues. Secondly, a comprehensive
approach to Target Combat Identification (TCID) is
discussed. Thirdly, the paper examines how an ongoing
training program, the Bold Quest 2011, is testing these
presented methods. Lastly, the concept of Shared Situational
Awareness (SSA) is introduced with the help of utilizing
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Unmanned Ground
Vehicles (UGVs). Combining a swarm of UAVs with Free
Space Optics (FSO) offers a reliable platform for aerial adhoc networking [6]. The capabilities of these platforms are
implemented by enhancing SA and data distribution to
enable near real-time Common Operational Picture (COP) to
be implemented into SSA. Once the location data of different
entities can be reliably forwarded to respective command
posts, the number of fratricide incidents and collateral
damage can be significantly minimized. The significance of
Target Combat Identification (TCID) in minimizing
fratricide is introduced.
Once the information and its distribution in the
battlespace is defined as the key in Network Centric
Operations (NCO), every effort to ensure the information
flow between own warriors and sensors needs to be analyzed
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[5]. Contemporary weapon systems require greater amounts
of intelligence data at a higher fidelity than ever before [19].
Since operations tend to be multi-national, different sensors
and systems are required to communicate understandably
between each entity to minimize fratricide and collateral
damage by maximizing the distribution of the near real-time
Common Operational Picture (COP). One solution is to
utilize Battle Management Language (BML) [5].
This paper tackles the following three questions: What
are the means to locate the soldier by employing the existing
CID and SA technology? How to increase SA with the
available technical solutions? And, furthermore, how to test
these technologies in peace-time?
As for defining terminology, a new network structure
called the Wireless Polling Sensor Network (WPSN) is
explained in [1]. Since nodes do not form a network per se
but rather are polled by a selected node of the mobile
network, they remain undetected due to their passive nature.
The network structure offers a new and ubiquitous way to
share and forward all kinds of data, including data collected
by various sensors. Moreover, the outdated Identification
Friend or Foe (IFF) systems are replaced and supplemented
with effective and accurate means to identify the prevailing
objects.
Examining the means to minimize fratricide and
collateral damage presupposes applying the model presented
in Figure 1 below. This terminologically updated model
emphasizes how Tactics Techniques and Procedures (TTP),
CID, COP, and SA play a central role in minimizing
incidents of fratricide and collateral damage.

Figure 1. The Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model updated by applicable
terminology as a tool to explain the mechanism of avoiding fratricide and
collateral damage, Blue-on-Blue (BoB).
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An applicable definition for SA is given in Army Field
Manual 1-02 (September 2004): “Knowledge and
understanding of the current situation which promotes
timely, relevant and accurate assessment of friendly,
competitive and other operations within the battle space in
order to facilitate decision making. An informational
perspective and skill that fosters an ability to determine
quickly the context and relevance of events that is
unfolding.”
The process of determining the affiliation of detected
objects in the battlefield equals Target Identification (TI) [4].
When using this categorization, blue denotes the friendly
force, red the enemy, and white refers to neutral (impartial)
entities. The traditional method of TI is based on visual
signature of the object of interest. In contemporary warfare
TI is also based on utilizing the electromagnetic spectrum of
the target. Properly applied data and sensor fusion can be
seen as a means to prevent collateral damage and fratricide.
As a matter of fact, TI can be divided into two categories:
Cooperative Target Identification (CTI) and NonCooperative Target Identification (NCTI). CTI allows a
human shooter or sensor to interrogate a potential target and
thereby forces the potential target to respond to the
interrogation in a timely manner as described in Figure 2 [3].

Figure 2. The process of Cooperative Target Identification (CTI).

NCTI in turn does not require a cooperative response
from the target. NCTI involves systems or methods which
exploit physical characteristics of entities in the battle space
to help identify and determine affiliation. NCTI systems
include optics such as Thermal Weapon Sights (TWS), night
Vision Goggles (NVG), Forward Looking Infrared Radar
(FLIR), as well as vehicle and personnel markings such as
Joint Combat Identification Marking Systems (JCIMS).
JCIMS are used in conjunction with TWS, NVG and FLIR
assisting in friendly identification at the point of engagement
[4].
CID can be defined as a process of attaining an accurate
and timely characterization of detected objects in the joint
battle space to the extent that high confidence, timely
application of military options and weapons resources can
occur [4][25]. An extension of this can be understood as a
process of accurately characterizing the detected objects via
the operational environment sufficiently to support
engagement decisions [4]. The purpose of CID is to enhance
unit combat effectiveness and simultaneously minimizing
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fratricide. In the form of an equation CID reads as: SA + TI
= CID [4].
The core capability in SA is COP that fosters effective
decision making, rapid staff actions, and appropriate mission
execution [4][26]. COP is employed to collect, share and
display multi-dimensional information to facilitate
collaborative planning and response to security incidents.
Each organization involved in applying COP typically
comprises three types of modules: 1) information gathering
sources that observe events and report information to the
command and control module, 2) a command and control
module that makes decisions based on both information
received directly from its information gathering sources and
information reported by other peers, and 3) display units at
the emergency location that receive instructions from the
command and control module [4].
The acronym MOUT (Military Operations on Urbanized
Terrain) denotes military actions planned and conducted on a
terrain complex where manmade constructions impact the
tactical options available to commanders. Urban combat
operations may be conducted in order to capitalize on the
strategic or tactical advantages gained by the possession or
control of a particular urban area or to deny these advantages
from the enemy [1]. The characteristics of MOUT include
complex situations brought about by urban environments
(ambushes, civilians). The maze-like boxed surroundings
hamper command and control leading to combat engagement
taking place at squad level with low coordination with higher
echelons.
Combat Effectiveness (CE) can be defined as the ability
of a (friendly) unit to rapidly and accurately sort and
characterize detected objects into categories (blue, white,
red) and make a decision as to whether or not to employ
deadly force against the identified object/target. Effectively
applying the CE guarantees a minimum level of collateral
damage and fratricide. Now, to exemplify the previously
defined terms, the following briefly examines Rules of
Engagement (ROE) together with tactics, techniques and
procedures (TTP). ROE defines the situations and guidelines
which then support an individual in a situation when a
decision is made about whether or not to open fire. TTP
supports the decision making process regarding force
implementation in the Area of Operations (AOR).
Depending on the ROE formulations, the orders concerning
using force may vary as indicated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. ROE in a relation to the number of troops killed (blue, white,
red) and the number of losses and fratricide.
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All warriors depend on SA [2] which can be provided
also by using WPSN-systems introduced in [1]. The Blue
Force Tracking-systems (BFT) along with the White Force
Tracking (WFT) presented in [3] provide vital information
for improving commanders’ decision-making and avoiding
fratricide and collateral damage. Blue Forces, allies and
White Forces need to be constantly precisely located. It is
crucial to improve the efficiency of dismounted operations
with smaller and more capable units. These units require a
great degree of flexibility and reliability to obtain their set
goals to ensure the desired end state.
This paper discusses recent research in the Finnish
Defence Forces and elsewhere on Combat Identification.
Since the author’s research has targeted the networking of
the future warfighter in particular, this paper examines
components relevant in this regard. The remaining of the
paper is arranged as follows: Section II introduces the related
work, Section III describes challenges in combat
identification, Section IV explains the process of the
comprehensive targeting process, Section V deals with the
problems causing fratricide, whereas Section VI explains the
challenges in distributing the SA, Section VII focuses on
problems designated in Military Operations in built-up areas,
Section VIII introduces the Bold Quest exercise, and finally,
Section IX concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

In military operations in the Persian Gulf, BFT was used
during Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) for coordinating
operations among the Joint Services and with allies and
resulted in reduced causalities due to enhanced SA [21].
Obviously, Soldier Modernization Programmes (SMPs) are
significantly important in enhancing the performance of the
militaries. These SMPs concentrate on improving and
updating dismounted soldiers’ equipment. These Future
Soldier Programs are currently underway along with a series
of demonstrations and exercises in which collateral damage
and fratricide are to be minimized, whereas the means to
increase SA via improved BFT and WFT are also in
progress. One example of these is a series of Bold Quest
(BQ) exercises carried out since 2007. The incoming Bold
Quest 2011 (BQ11) features a primary emphasis on
enhancing the capability of CID as related to the needs of
dismounted coalition warfighters and those providing them
with timely and effective supporting fires.
The principal contributing efforts, technical and
procedural, involve the following [21]. First, CTI, automated
query or response systems for dismounted personnel and
light vehicles need to be addressed. Secondly, a means to
share SA systems for employment at the platoon, squad,
team, and individual levels must be applied. Thirdly,
digitally-aided supporting fires’ coordination and control
must be defined. Fourth, Digitally-aided Close Air Support
(DCAS) coordination and control has to be applied. In
addition, challenges with Combat Identification Server (CIS)
interoperability and Personnel Recovery command and
control (C2) need to be solved. Lastly, marking and beacon
systems for dismounted personnel, light vehicles, and
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friendly locations need to be applied. In fact, the US Army is
fielding its new SA system known as Force XXI Battle
Command and Brigade and Below (FBCB2) [2][21]. There
is also a European Defence Agency (EDA) proposal, named
the SAFE, a cancelled project, which was to increase SA and
efficiency in crisis management operations in the urban
environment ranging from mid-intensity battle to peace
keeping operations. One of the keys into the success is
careful mission analysis and thorough evaluation of Courses
of Actions (COAs). Both processes can save time and
minimize collateral damage. The use of available Blue and
friendly Forces and resources can be optimized. This
increases efficiency and along with minimum casualties,
leads to minimum recovery times.
Another objective of the BQ11 for the Finnish Defence
Forces (FDF) is currently developing new joint fires and
joint C2 capabilities both for national defence and coalition
combined operations [22]. The recent progress involves
starting to develop tactics, TTP for Air-to-Ground (AG)
operations and Joint Fires (JF). One of the Finnish goals
involves purchasing an interoperable, net-enabled and
digitally-aided material solution for close air support.
Engaging the target accurately and cost-effectively is vital
especially for a nation with limited resources. At the
moment, fourteen nations participate in the BQ11 exercise to
improve the outlined objectives [21].
Obviously, all nations want to enhance the SA, minimize
fratricide and collateral damage in the battlespace. This
paper provides a meta-analysis and describes the results
gathered in existing studies and military exercises thereby
highlighting the significance of technology in maximizing
the effectiveness of own forces. This is applicable until
robotic armies replace human warriors in the battlespace.
Until then, the continuous developing of the SA and CID
systems in instrumental for saving lives in the ongoing and
ensuing conflicts.
III.

CHALLENGES IN COMBAT IDENTIFICATION

In military operations everything is done to prevent BoB.
Currently, identifying a warrior regardless of the visibility
conditions is essential. As evident in Figure 2 above, both an
interrogation unit and a responder unit are necessary,
presupposing, first of all, that the systems are fully
operational, and, secondly, that the distance between the
warriors is appropriate. In case the identification system
doesn’t reply, a human is making the decision to open fire
based on the TTP. The Identification to whether or not to
open fire is based on the visual signature of the uniform,
weapon and gear [23].
However, one needs to keep in mind that there is always
the possibility that the location device gets stolen or misused
by a third party, for example, an insurgent tries to function as
a member of the White Force (WF) [3]. In order to increase
the reliability of the system, the tracking devices have to be
pre-coded and tied in pairs in advance before entering the
battlefield to prevent the stealing of the tracking device.
Once paired devices are torn apart, they stop functioning as
planned – and devices become dysfunctional [3]. After the
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separation process, the devices must be re-paired and recoded by the operator. During this process, the operator reidentifies the person.
IV.

COMPREHENSIVE TARGETING PROCESS

When returning to ROE/TTP (whether or not to open
fire), a link behind the targeting process deserves a closer
look. The process is known as Detect, Identify, Decide;
Engage and Assess (DIDEA) [4]. The DIDEA provides an
iterative, standardised and systematic approach supporting
targeting and decision making, being generic enough to be
used as a systematic process for C2 node targeting and
decision making. Separate actions inside DIDEA area as
follows:
Detect: The process of acquiring and locating an object in
the battle space by analysing the phenomena in the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Identify: The process of classifying an object into the
category of blue, white (neutral) or enemy. This represents a
primary step where specified CID tasks are accomplished.
Decide: The decision making process that follows the
detection and identification phases. This is the most generic
step within the process and represents the primary step where
a specific ROE application occurs. In the decision-making
phase the executive officer/warrior has to decide and define
what type of weaponry is appropriate for to the mission. In
cases of opting for the use of deadly force, the following
questions need to be addressed: 1. Can I engage (ROE
application)? 2. If there are several targets, what is the order
to engage the selected targets? 3. Which one is the most
appropriate weapon system (most cost-effective, least
collateral damage and fratricide causing).
Engage: The execution of selected weapons in a selected
order starting from the most dangerous target moving on
according the panned sequence.
Assess: Monitoring the gained effects with the use of
destruction power. Employing the force of various weapon
systems available is repeatedly executed until the required
level of destruction is achieved.

Figure 4.

V.

The simplified DIDEA process.

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

Self-evidently, cases of BoB and collateral damage are
bound to surface to some extent. Militaries are interested in
locating own troops and increasingly also in the neutral
entities of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
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Governmental Organizations (GOs), the WF, the members of
which can be tracked by using WFT described in [5].
Briefly put, the problem relies in relating the TTP, CID,
COP and SA to the rules of ROE. This involves dealing with
the balance described in Figure 2. If ROE formulations are
too strict – for example, the commander’s intent is to avoid
the use of deadly force unless it is absolutely certain that the
targeted object is positively identified to be an enemy – the
Blue Force will suffer on the basis of actions caused by the
enemy. And, if ROE formulations leave too much room for
interpretation, various types of casualties (red, blue and
white) are bound to occur. Thereby the transmission of
combat-critical location and identification data plays a
crucial role in the battle space.
A warrior can be equipped with the appropriate locating
devices as presented in Figure 5, but this not, however, apply
in the case of representatives of the White Force.

Figure 5. An example of a fully integrated Warrior for location purposes
outdoors, indoors and in MOUT for contemporary warfare [18].

The destruction power of a chosen weapon system has to
be optimized according to the enemy location (forest, open
area, Urban Territory) state of movement on-the Move
(OTM) or at-the-halt (ATH) and the protection-level
(mounted, dismounted, dig). Aside, the commanding officer
has to keep in mind that operations are executed with
improper SA, COP and with lack of precise real- time CID.
The cruel reality remains that an executive commander is
always aware of fact the there is always the possibility of
fratricide and collateral damage. The commander who is not
employing the firepower in his possession will have his
troops killed by the actions of the enemy as presented in
Figure 2 earlier.
To enhance improved SA and COP, Geographical Based
Situational Awareness (GBSA) can be utilized [9]. The
system utilizes the VHF-frequency operated Combat Net
Radios (CNRs). When the CNRs are on the connectivity
range, they recognize and identify radios in the system. Once
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the radios are at the same channel and the clock (hopping
sequency) of CNRs are in a correct time, a reliable SA-tool
[9]. The main problems related to this system have to do
with the clock and hopping sequence. This is one possibility
to avoid fratricide and collateral damage. At the moment, the
main benefit of this concept is in preventing from being fired
at by own weapon systems, BoB, by means of improved SAinformation.
Figure 6 below emphasizes the importance of both CID
and BFT in a battlefield environment. The end-user of the
weapon system, the one opening fire, has to be aware of the
locations and status of both own troops and the enemy.
Before employing the deadly force, the impact of the given
weapon system needs to be in proportion to the chosen target
and its perimeters in order to avoid unnecessary collateral
damage caused by possibly choosing too effective weapon
systems to destroy a particular target.
Figure 7. The types of possible platforms serving as sensors and network
nodes.

Figure 6. Military problems of CID-BFT identified from the perspective
of collateral damage and fratricide assets.

VI.

CHALLENGES INVOLVED IN DISTRIBUTING
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS DATA

The amount of gathered data via sensors and tracking
systems is vast. To distribute the location information
filtered and fused through various systems remains a
challenge. A warrior has to fight, not to monitor his palm,
wrist computer or lap-top. Besides, the disturbances in
electromagnetic spectrum, quality of service (QoS) and
transmitting power along with the limited bandwidth set
limitations to the communication systems. As indicated in
Figure 7, the possibilities of communication are vast, since
almost all the sensors are somehow linked together to
maximize BFT, CID, COP and SA.
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The problems in data distribution are linked to various
devices and data in interfaces. BML can be seen as a
common language enabler between machines and interfaces
[5] along with almost ubiquitous swarms of UAVs described
in [6]. Limitations in energy and bandwidth play an
important role. Locating instruments of various types
consumes reasonable amounts of energy, not to mention the
increase in weight and number of devices in warrior gear and
required maintenance. Due to the lack of accessible wire line
infrastructures, unmanned systems have to be powered
through a combination of batteries, solar power, and power
scavenging [15]. When FSO-technology is adopted in
backbone networks and between selected ground stations, an
intelligent, dynamic and secure data transmission with high
data rates can be offered to mobile end-user [7]. FSOtechnology offers high-speed, reliable and cost-effective
connectivity for heterogeneous wireless services provision in
both urban and rural deployments when Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (DWMD) is utilized in Radio-on-FSO
(RoFSO) system [8]. It has been demonstrated in tests that
the advanced DWDM RoFSO offers a viable solution to
provide broadband wireless connectivity. Radio over Fiber
(RoF) technology will most likely offer a reliable data
transmission rate of 10 Gbps in the next generation FSOsystems [8].
Furthermore, older existing systems are available for
distributing data gathered by various types of sensors in
various types of military and humanitarian crises
environments. These technologies are based on WPSNs
described in [1] and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
described in [10][16]. The former is passive, so it will remain
hidden once the latter is active, representing an easier
detected system. Both systems are applicable to be used in
transmitting constant data from a sensor to a node, for
example, to a vehicle or an Unmanned Vehicle (UV).
To maximize the possibility of devices communicating in
a proper and planned manner, the topology of network
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systems has to be correctly coordinated (manage spectrum
usage with group mobility patterns) [24]. Also the hierarchy
of a network has to support and enable this. Both the goals
can be achieved by hierarchical design where devices are
only to interact with their peers from the same group [11]. In
addition, the transmit antenna selection is a practical
technique for achieving significant power gain, even with
commodity hardware and without changes to different
waveform protocols [12].
VII. LOCATION POSSIBILITIES IN URBAN AREAS
An Army tactical warfighter needs network services both
OTM and ATH [3]. One of the lessons learned from Iraq and
Afghanistan was the need for a more robust Beyond-LineOf-Sight (BLOS) communication capacity between the
lower Army echelon Land Warriors, from Squad Leaders to
Battalion Commanders [3].
The proposed and described solutions have to be based
on novel, generic and robust battlefield-proven solutions in
order to meet the given needs, and this in turn involves
addressing the topology of the network system carefully. In
MOUT transmitting and receiving signals of different
waveforms simultaneously is challenging due to the nature
of the combat environment [17].
Since the power production and power consumption will
remain as a challenge, certain issues need to be addressed.
Thus when defining the network design, it has to be
emphasized that network coding enables a more efficient,
scalable and reliable wireless network [14].
The MOUT environment features no GNSS indoors and
indoors propagation poses a serious problem. The placement
of an antenna platform is challenging. One solution can be
the installing of a high-bandwidth conformal antenna in the
soldier’s helmet with the coverage of over 750 MHz through
a 2,7 GHz frequency band [13]. The combat-critical
solutions involve improving communicating, SA and
transmitting C2 information among highly dispersed
battlefield units in dynamic environments, such as MOUT
[14] [17].
Next, let us assume that there is a WPSN-system
available for positioning and location services. If the
capability of GPS-Pseudolite, better known as the SelfCalibrating Pseudolite Array (SCPA), is attached into the
satellite-based
Carrier-phase
Differential
GPS-type
(CDGPS), it is possible to determine positioning in locations
without access to the GPS satellite constellation [16] [1]
[20]. This in turn will improve locating own troops inside
buildings dramatically, thereby significantly improving CID,
TID and SA. The particular challenges set by the MOUT
environments are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The challenging environment of MOUT.

VIII. BOLD QUEST EXERCISE
The Bold Quest is a name of exercises which have been
executed as a series of exercises since 2007. One purpose of
these exercises is to enhance SA, TID and minimize
collateral damage and fratricide. The exercises are planned to
be executed biannually. Between the exercises there is an
evaluation period, where collected data are analyzed.
Damage control in operations can be minimized by adopting
advanced combat identification technologies via executing
series of experiments. In Bold Quest 2009 (BQ09),
organized by the US Joint Forces Command at Camp
Lejeune and Marine Corps Air Station Cherry Point, North
Carolina, Coalition Combat Identification – Advanced
Concept Technology Demonstration (CCID – ACTD),
various systems were tested. Ten partner nations
participated, and the objective of the exercise was to
demonstrate and assess air-to ground CID technologies in a
stressful and challenging operational environment [18].
In BQ09, technical initiatives included prototype-level
systems to enable aircrew and controllers to exchange
position information digitally among friendly ground
elements relative to their proximity to potential ground
targets [4][25]. The results improve the capabilities in target
acquisition and minimize the risk and level of fratricide.
One of the most promising technologies demonstrated
during BQ09 was the Smart-Pull Warfighter Information for
Targeting (SWIFT) Combat Identification Server (CIDS)
[17]. SWIFT provides the fighter pilot of a combat aircraft
with on-demand request capability for friendly forces
location information. Information is forwarded via a secure
transmission from the ground located CIDS as request based
service. This is the process for the fighter pilot to verify the
known friendly locations according to the ground
commanders close air-support request. Figure 9 portrays the
CCID-ACTD system.
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performance capabilities. On a practical level, this involves,
for instance, minimizing fratricide and collateral damage by
detecting roadside bombs early and precisely enough. One of
the most promising Combat Identification systems is
introduced in Figure 10 below. The collected CID data can
be forwarded via different means of communication to
everyone requiring these CID data.

Figure 9. The CCID-ACTD system of collateral damage and fratricide
assets.

When it comes to CIDS, the requirement is to contribute
to improving Tactical Situational Awareness (TSA) for allied
forces involved in the delivery and control of indirect and
direct fires to land operations. The CIDS is about to correlate
BFT information from 15 different sources, including LINK16, BOWMAN [25]. Besides, the CIDS will enable the joint
fires assets and Close Air Support (CAS)/Close Combat Air
(CCA) aircraft on request. The CIDS will utilize Link-16,
Variable Message Format (VMF) and other tactical networks
to redistribute BFT information [17].
Once the next Bold Quest series exercise is arranged in
June 2011 (BQ11), the focus will be on Fires on Dismounts.
The CIDS technical demonstrator will be ready for the
exercise for the extensive testing of the planned concept [17].
The air-to-air and ground-to-air systems utilize the IFF as
a method to define entities in their battle space. In the near
future, ground-to-ground systems may start using Battlefield
Target Identification Device (BTID), CTI systems. As
demonstrated in Figure 10 below, Radio-Based Combat
Identification (RBCI), along with different types of IFFsystems available, can be utilized.
A key factor is the efficiency of a warrior, which can be
gained via improved SA, BFT and Command, Control,
Computers, Communication, Information, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4I2SR). However, since
supplementary gear can never fully substitute human
intelligence, a warrior must remain active and alert maintain
in the battlefield.
The constant objective of military forces is to gain the
initiative and turn this into success – to maximize
performance in military operations with minimized
casualties in minimal recovery times. Operational time spent
in the battlefield can be minimized by careful mission
analysis and thorough evaluation of Courses of Actions
(COAs).
These presented technologies expand the possibilities to
carry out the set missions in the future with ever increasing
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Figure 10. Radio-Based Combat Identification (RBCI).

To facilitate capability development, the Finnish Defence
Forces plans to participate in the BQ11 in to increase combat
effectiveness in national defence and coalition combat
operations. This constant and continuing process enhances
the capability to avoid BoB along with the capability to
avoid collateral damage by tracking the WF.
The battle can be won only by careful mission planning
and comparing different COAs, whereas winning wars
presupposes winning the hearts and minds as well. Avoiding
collateral damage, minimizing fratricide and increasing SA
among the coalition forces enables performing maximally in
minimum time, and enhances the probability to succeed in
this complex challenge. The adoption of existing
technologies and their viable solutions offers a key to
constant success when appropriately applied.
IX.

CONLUSIONS

This paper is a synthesis of recent research work in the
Finnish Defence Forces and elsewhere on Combat
Identification, and many of the proposed components in this
synthesis are based on the author's research on the
networking of the future warfighter. Since accurate and
timely identification in the battlefield is life-preserving for
each warrior, a careful analysis of the performance and
capabilities of chosen systems needs to be executed before
introducing any of these systems in the battlespace. CID
equals the process that warriors and sensors go through in
order to identify battlefield objects prior to deciding whether
or not to open fire. Warfighters are trained to employ all
available means at their disposal to define and assess
potential targets in the battlespace prior to employing combat
power. CID can be viewed as a complex series of networked
systems, procedures and doctrine as presented in Figures 1 –
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4. These systems also include the definitions of TTP, COP,
SA, ROE and DIDEA.
More specifically, problems can arise in particular in
commanding and being commanded, as indicated in Figures
5 – 7. Moreover, the functioning capacities of a chosen
network are relevant, as demonstrated in Figures 8 and 9.
CIDS offers military commanders and fighter pilots access to
accurate and near real-time BFT and WFT systems. Besides
this, CIDS offers commanders a tool which can foster
improved mission planning resulting in increased accuracy
and tempo of missions. To sum up, CIDS aids commanders
to reduce the number of unexpected incidents and minimize
collateral damage.
Once the TTP, CID, COP, and SA systems discussed in
this paper (cf. Figure 1) are designed, tested and become
fully implemented as part of the combat gear, some progress
may be discernible in minimizing fratricide and collateral
damage. The reality is that for as long as human actors
remain part of any decision-making processes, incidents of
fratricide and collateral damage are bound to occur. All
efforts to minimize the human error factor by improving
existing technologies, TTP, CID, COP and SA together with
defining explicitly the formulations in ROE, are to be
saluted. The efforts to minimize unwanted phenomena are to
be applied, for example, in the ongoing series of Bold Quest
exercises.
So far, all the decision-making processes in battlespace
settings have culminated in a human being making the final
decision to apply combat power. In the future, this decision
maker’s position may be manned by Artificial Intelligence
(AI). And, needless to say, detailed planning, testing and
implementation are necessary prerequisites for all future
warrior systems to be successfully deployed by any robotic
militaries of the future.

[8]
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Abstract—The evolution of mobile applications and services,
largely enhanced by their ability to respond to changes in a
user’s situation is key driver towards an Internet of Things.
With a size expected to exceed the current Internet, solutions
are required for self organisation based on relevance and
importance. This, underpinning new applications and services
exposed to reliable and evolving context information around
a presentity. One such element is the ability to rank heterogeneous and distributed sensors in response to real time
interaction between users and the digital ecosystem. In this
paper, we consider one approach to calculating sensor ranking
based on their general usage patterns. We present it relevant
to our work in progress MediaSense framework, showing the
ability for it to be implemented without the need for any
centralized coordination.
Keywords-Sensor Ranking; MediaSense; Context-Awareness;
Presence

I. I NTRODUCTION
As with any typical day within an urban environment,
people are constantly on the move for business or pleasure. Within such a future cityscape, there exists a digital
ecosystem capable of providing enough information in order
to derive support for services wishing to affect changes
or deliver experiences to a user based on some context.
This includes audio-visual devices, internet connections, or
a range of sensors such temperature, humidity or even traffic
and air quality.
William, a 10 year old child with a mobile phone would
be able to connect to, and derive representations of, context
from these points in order to support his applications. His
mother has a application on her mobile phone which reports
on William’s current context situation; i.e., is it too warm,
too cold, raining, etc. He should therefore be able to connect
to the most accurate and reliable sensors reporting the
current outdoor temperature in order for his mum whether
he is safe or not.
Current solutions implementing context awareness services rely on the availability of fixed information points from
which to derive indications of context. William could be
connected to the SenSei architecture [1], which enables the
deployment of applications and services in response to his
context. He would, however be given the nearest sensor, or
the sensor connected to his infrastructure in order to derive
a temperature value. While the addition of new sensors
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would be made available to William, they would not be
recommended based on any metric outside of being a part
of his domain or infrastructure. If he is in a room, he would
like to be assigned the temperature sensor attached to the
room.
In a wide and heterogeneous Internet of Things [2], there
can and will exist multiple sensors in the same locality being
offered as sources of context information. William must
be able to derive enough information in order to, whether
manually or autonomously, select the most suitable sensor
for reporting his temperature.
One such element of information is the current ranking,
the implied reputation the sensors available to William.
An indication of reputation could be derived from the
behaviour of the users; continually connecting to and using
the sensor as a source of context information. An accurate
and reputable sensor, by any measure, would more likely
be chosen and used over a sensor that is considered to
be inaccurate and usually unavailable. For William, the
temperature sensor attached to the building might not be
the best sensor, as it might situated close to the heating
radiator and reporting a reading that is several degrees higher
than the actual temperature in the room. However a sensor
temporarily placed in the room would not be made available
by [1] which would first require it to be added to profiles
and made available, which is not be feasible in dynamic
environments. Therefore, there exists, a need to be able
to identify changing patterns in user behaviour, such as
most users not connecting to the existing sensor but to the
alternative, i.e., a sensor ranking approach complementing
the sensor proximity approaches mandated by [3].
Current ranking approaches such as Internet search engines consider the theory of connected things, however
relative to static document content on the Internet. A document’s connectivity determines its relevance. This concept
of ranking has been explored and used both in a centralized
solutions [4] as well as distributed solutions [5]. However,
centralized solutions such as Google index only a tiny
portion, less than 10 billion of the estimated 550 billion
pages, on the relatively static Internet [6], [5]. Any attempt
to apply such a centralized solution to the ranking of sensors
in an Internet of Things would be undermined by their ability
to scale well. Distributed solutions such as [5] which are
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Table I
T HE P RIMITIVES OF THE D ISTRIBUTED E X CHANGE P ROTOCOL

Figure 1.

REGISTER UCI

Registers a UCI with the overlay making it
available for use.

RESOLVE UCI

Resolves a UCI to the node which is responsible
for it.

GET

Retrieves the current context value from the
node responsible for a UCI. The reply is sent
using a NOTIFY.

SUBSCRIBE

Submits a subscription request to the node responsible for a UCI. The node in turn sends a
NOTIFY message containing the current context
value, either at regular intervals or when the
value changes.

NOTIFY

Dispatches the current context value associated
with a specified UCI to an interested node..

TRANSFER

Reassigns the management responsibility of a
resource to another node. This might be full
or partial responsibility, where the requester recreates a local copy of the resource permitting
improved real time performance.

The MediaSense Framework

based on the PageRank [7] concept would not scale well
to accommodate highly dynamic document sets. Current
real-time searches are realized by targeting known content
providers, an approach that could not scale to accommodate
the vast and mostly ad-hoc nature of a connect things
infrastructure.
Latencies with respect to scalability could not guarantee
William’s mother freshness or accuracy with regards to the
information being used in her judgement. The MediaSense
project in its ongoing work, realises the need to create solutions capable of a real-time distributed ranking algorithm.
II. T HE M EDIA S ENSE F RAMEWORK
The MediaSense framework seeks to create an enabling
platform for the Internet of Things. At its center are presentities [8] and their interaction with the things within a
digital ecosystem. Supported by an overlay, this solution
enables the distributed provisioning of context information
reflecting such real world interactions. Figure 1 illustrates
the composite layers; each contributing to this realisation.
Enabling an interactive environment with respects to a
user’s state, interactions and preferences. The framework is
comprised of the following layers:
1) Overlay: The MediaSense Framework is underpinned
by a distributed overlay network used to maintain backbone
communication as well as providing an indexing mechanism
for information that must be persisted among nodes. As with
typical peer-to-peer protocol implementations, the nodes
participating within the overlay act as entry points for
application and services wishing to execute a query over
all or a subset of the participating nodes. Early implementations employed a Chord [9] based overlay. This had the
inherent drawbacks of distributed hash table (DHT) based
implementations with respect to supporting range queries.
Citing this and the advantages of P-Grid [10] over DHTs, we
have migrated the overlay to a P-Grid based implementation.
2) DCXP: Residing immediately on top of the overlay
is the Distributed Content Exchange Protocol (DCXP). As
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with the early implementation of our architecture, this layer
implements the core protocols employed in the provisioning
of context information. However one key departure is that
the protocol is no longer utilized in the maintenance of
the overlay; this being completely managed by the P-Grid
overlay itself. As a result of this, network composition and
state is abstracted from the protocol layer. With this key
modification, the DCXP primitives have been adjusted, with
the new set of primitives listed in Table I.
We introduced a single new primitive, the TRANSFER
primitive. This provides the ability to relocate context resources to nodes closer to where their demand is greater.
This is in an effort to reduce network messaging overhead,
and the considerable demands that can be placed on nodes
responsible for a context resource. Such an action could be
achieved autonomously for load balancing or in response to
application requirements.
3) Persistence: Persistence is offered at each node in the
form of object-oriented databases. The purpose of this is
two fold: firstly, it provides a persistence mechanism for
context information generated by sensors local to the node.
These values are made available in response to DCXP GET
and SUBSCRIBE requests, providing a source of sensor
information to the nodes in the overlay. Secondly, it provides
a persistence mechanism for the objects created in the Object
Layer and enable the searching and browsing of context
objects over the framework. This enables a single view
across all the entire collection of information in the overlay,
similarly to a distributed database.
4) Object Layer: The object layer exposes all the underlying information as a collection of objects that are
accessible and can be used to realise the provisioning of
an application or service in response to context information.
Objects as made available through the API which permits
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the definition of the object-predicate-object relationships
constituting the Context Information Integration Model (CII)
[11].
Objects are accessible across the entire framework by
virtue of the underpinning overlay and its ability to TRANSFER resources between end-points. Objects may be comprised into schemata relative to presentities, permitting an
easy reference to the resources relative to a presentity and
thus available to an application or service.
5) Schema: We introduced the concept of a Context
Schema [12], defined as:
Figure 2.

The collection of information points associated with and
contributing to a presentity’s current context
where an Information Point is defined as:
Any source providing information about the context of an
entity or any sink capable of accepting an input effecting
changes to an entity’s context
Within the schema layer, such a schema is attached to a
presentity and encapsulates all the information points and the
relationships related to a presentity. An application or service
with a requirement to deliver some user-context centric
experience subscribes to the current schema description; it
realises a collection of information objects underpinned by
a publish/subscribe interface to the end points described by
the schema. As a presentity traverses a connected things
infrastructure it discovers new entities and consequently
updates its schema to reflect this. As a result, all subscribing
end points receive an updated schema and can adjust their
services to accommodate this. For simplicity, we refer to
information points as sensors within the remainder of this
paper.
6) API: The API layer presents itself as a facade to be
utilized by application developers in accessing the framework’s functionalities. It masks the complexity of lower
layers and their interactions, enabling users to focus on
developing context objects, applications or services; having
them transparently shared across the network with relative
ease.
III. R ANKING S ENSORS IN AN I NTERNET OF T HINGS
One problem being addressed by the MediaSense project
is the ranking of sensors within a heterogeneous and distributed landscape. While traversing an Internet of Things,
users will be excepted to encounter masses of information
sources such as sensors. Such sensors, whether physical
or virtual are positioned to the user as points from which
to derive dimensions of context which can be used to
support a multitude of available applications and services.
A supporting solution should therefore should be able to
provide application developers and users with as much
information as possible in order to select the most relevant
and recommended sources available. We therefore look at
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Calculating Sensor Ranking

approaches to adding useful metrics to sensors enabling
applications and service providers to rank and select suitable
sensors from any groups of sensors encountered.
A. Approach
The schema objects described in Section II-5 permit
presentities to create collection of sensors, contributing to
and expressing the context over a presentity. Using this
approach, we are locally aware of all the instances where
a sensor s has been utilized by a presentity P in schema
construction. We also know all the schemata that have been
used by this presentity P and can therefore derive some
representation of the importance of s relative to P . We argue
that such a value,represents the localized ranking of s and as
such the node where s resides is therefore able to collect and
aggregate these values, indicating an overall, near global,
ranking value of s.
B. Localized Ranking
Our ranking algorithm consists of two main components,
illustrated in Figure 2. Firstly we need to determine the
local ranking value for s with respects to Pi . We then
need to aggregate the global ranking value for s. In approaching this problem, we adapt a modified version of the
Inverse Document Frequency algorithm [13]. This algorithm,
initially used to calculate the importance of a query term
with respect to a document corpus, provided a simple but
representative metric for ranking documents with respects to
a search query.
The algorithm shown in Equation (1) is modified with
respects to a sensor s, a schema r and a presentity P . A
sensor in a schema is considered to be analogous to the
query term in a document and is expressed as follows:
SRsi (P ) = log

|R|
{r : si ∈ r}

(1)

Where SR is the sensor ranking of the sensor s, R is the
corpus, the total collection of schemata relative to presentity
P with r being all the schemata relevant to P containing a
reference to sensor s. This provides us with a representative
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metric as to the importance of sensor s relative to P . We
consider further, that there exists scenarios where some
presentities will be less dynamic or mobile with respect to
s. Such an example might be a sensor located in a store; the
employees working in the store will by default almost always
utilize the sensors that are local to the store accounting for
a disproportionately higher value for:
|R|
{r : si ∈ r}

(2)

In such scenarios, all stores within a shopping area would
have high values, granted solely by the employees themselves. Therefore, by taking:

log

|R|
{r : si ∈ r}

(3)

we consider more dynamic presentities traversing an Internet
of Things. A person that travels around the city interacts with
more sensors subsequently creates more context schemas
in fulfilment of service delivery. This is represented by
larger ratio of R to {r : si ∈ r}. Such presentities we argue,
indicate a more accurate representation of the ranking that
should be associated with s, relative to the wider sensor
ecosystem.
Another scenario being that we penalize malicious nodes
may that might attempt to collude or independently attempt
to inflate their rankings by creating a disproportionate number of schemas. In such scenarios, the result of Equation 2
would move closer to a value of 1. By taking its log, instead,
we adjust this such that for |R| = {r : si ∈ r} = 1, SR = 0.
Thereby having a very small effect on the sensor ranking.
C. Time Limited Localization
While Equation (1) permits the calculation of ranking over
the entire interactions of P , the need will arise to be able
to calculate sensor rankings at some given point t in time.
Such a scenario would be useful when trying to rank sensors
that are in use at an event or at a situation occurring in a
localized area. Here, we could calculate ranking limited by
some time duration of interest, t.

SRsi (P ) = log

|Rt |
{r : si ∈ rt }

(4)

Each presentity now has a value for its ranking of s, both
historically or relative to some interesting duration. This
metric permits the presentity to evaluate the usefulness of
s. This being available should it again encounter s either
isolated or as a potential sensor amongst several other
sensors.
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Algorithm 1 Ranking Sensors and Information Points
loop
{at the local node, i}
determine the size of the local corpus Ri of schemata
for all information points s attached to Pi do
determine the ranking value with respect to Ri
assign this as the local ranking value SRi
forward this to the global domain owner D
end for
{at each domain owner, j}
for all information points si residing at D do
aggregate the all values received for SRsk to find
GRsk
calculate the new value for the domain rank DRj
from all GRs
end for
end loop

D. Global Aggregation
The second component of our approach is a global aggregation of all the local ranking values SR assigned to s.
To achieve this, we calculate the Global Ranking GR by
finding the sum of all SR of s such that:

GRs =

n
X

(P )

SRk

(5)

k=0

This value is continually calculated as new schemas referencing s are created. We however take into consideration
the owner of s, the presentity or domain where it resides
or to which it belongs. This we regard as the domain D
and assign it a value equal to the average ranking of all
the sensors belonging to D. This we call DR, the ranking
of D. This value is important to us as it would permit us
to identify more connected and important spaces such as
domains, buildings or just a collection of deployed sensors.
We calculate DR as:
Pn

(P )

SRk
(6)
k
The resulting values derived above, can be used as indicators
or relevancy or importance of sensors in an Internet of
Things.
DR =

k=0

IV. A PPROACH ON A D ISTRIBUTED A RCHITECTURE
Within a distributed architecture, the implementation of
such a sensor ranking approach gains the best implementation with respect to performance and its ability to scale. A
presentity would likely not reside on the same node as the
sensor that it is trying to use.
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Our distributed solution, could be implemented on the
MediaSense Framework making use of the schemas and the
underlying overlay for messaging support. A node using a
sensor in a schema in order to represent the context information for a presentity, calculates the localized ranking value
and forwards it to the node responsible for the sensor. The
node owning the sensor, aggregates the sensor ranking and
makes this available on the overlay to any other interested
nodes. This is summarised in Algorithm 1. The benefit of
this approach is that sensors calculate values locally with
no centralization needed, deriving its scalability properties
from the underlying infrastructure.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In an Internet of Things, users will require useful metrics
in order to understand the digital ecosystem in which they
are embedded. Apart from the sensor information themselves, we require metrics that construct an overview of a
sensor’s ranking. We have shown above that we can adapt
existing document ranking algorithms towards solving this
problem, providing algorithms that can derive these metrics
representative of a sensor’s importance in a context centric
infrastructure.
This is achievable through additional extension of MediaSense to include a distributed context model and the
introduction of context schemas attached to presentities.
We further elaborated on how such a set algorithms can
be implemented relative to the distributed approach of the
MediaSense framework.
Future work on this area would involve the inclusion
of sensor proximity factor with sensor ranking to improve
the filtering of undesirable sensors. The reputation of the
presentities awarding the ranking values could be taken
into consideration as well as the reputation on the nodes
calculating the global ranking value.
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Abstract— VPN networks running over MPLS have found
widespread acceptance as both an efficient and cost effective
means to provide connectivity for large organizations and
companies. However, providing QoS is still a major challenge
that needs to be addressed. Using realistic input traffic, a
simulation model is built for a large network where various
queueing policies are implemented and evaluated for the
provision of certain QoS requirements. After a thorough
analysis the merits and shortcomings of each policy are
determined, and recommendations are given along with future
research directions.

a service provider point of view. The study includes the
provision of QoS guarantees both at the network level and at
the node level.

Index Terms—Virtual private networks; quality of service;
multimedia; MPLS; queueing mechanisms.

The main purpose of this paper is to propose a simulation
model and to study the behavior of a VPN network under
various queueing mechanisms and for various types of
traffic. A thorough network performance analysis will be
carried out for various traffic types with different QoS
requirements. A special emphasis will be given to the
effects of the bandwidth of last mile link at the main site.

I. INTRODUCTION
Quality-of-Service (QoS) over Virtual Private Networks
(VPN) is prone to many challenges, among which setting
policies for a flexible and scalable support of QoS is of
primordial importance [1][2]. Any provider of VPN service
should be able to offer customers various Classes of Service
(CoS) per VPN [3]. Furthermore, depending on the
customer choice and selection, the CoS that a particular
application would get within one VPN could be different
from the CoS that exactly the same application would get
within another VPN. Thus, the set of policies to support
QoS should allow the decision to be made on a per-VPN
basis.
VPN has used two models in providing QoS, namely the
pipe model and the hose model [4]. In the former, a
customer is supplied with certain QoS guarantees for the
traffic from one Customer Edge (CE) router to another.
While in the latter, a customer is supplied with certain
guarantees for the traffic that the customer’s CE router
sends to and receives from other CE routers over the same
VPN.
In [5], a programmable framework for CoS Based
Resource Allocation (CBRA) in Multi Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) tunneled VPNs is proposed. The
resources are partitioned in a way that facilitates the creation
of multiple VPNs on a demand basis.
In [6], the QoS over a VPN IP network is presented from
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In [7], a CoS classification with associated QoS
parameter set for VPNs over an IP WAN is presented.
Various scenarios were studied, and it was determined that
by policing the aggregate arrival rates of each class from
each VPN access interface into the IP network, the
appropriate QoS can be guaranteed for each CoS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the architecture of the network to be studied will be
presented. Then, in Section III the traffic models and traces
to be used in the simulation will be described. In Section
IV, the queueing models to be used in the various routers
will be introduced. The results will be presented in Section
V, along with some network specific data. Finally, in
Section VI, conclusions will be summarized.
II. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE MODEL
Based on an existing network, a simulation model for a
customer with four sites connected through a VPN service
provider (VPN-SP) network was built. The general network
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The network topology of the
VPN-SP consists of:
1.
2.
3.

Three Provider (P) routers, located at the customer
headquarter.
One P router and one Provider Edge (PE) router,
located at each one of the three satellite locations.
Four CE routers: one at site 1, one at site 2, one at site
3, and one at the main site.
The VPN services are assumed to be provided through a
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hose model, and most traffic is assumed to pass through the
router at the main site (whether it is coming from other sites
or passing through towards them).

and data traffic were sent from site 1 to the main site, while
only voice and data traffic were sent from site 2 to main site,
and the same thing from site 3 to the main site.
Furthermore, each one of the four Areas (A, B, C, and D)
has both external input traffic and output traffic leaving the
network. It is assumed that all flows include the three types
of traffic.
C. Requirements
The QoS traffic requirements are shown in Table I. They
were chosen to satisfy both generic requirements of the
types of application carried over the network, and the
specific requirements of the equipment existing on the
premises.
TABLE I.
Criteria
packet delay (msecs)
Jitter (msecs)
packet loss1 (%)
packets resent (%)

Fig. 1. Network architecture and traffic input locations and types.

The routing protocol used between a CE router and a PE
router is the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). At the PE
router, each site connects its customers through an interface
that marks all outgoing traffic with a unique VPN label to
mark its traffic between PE routers.
Routing table information is exchanged between PE
routers using Multiprotocol BGP (MP-BGP). The VPN-SP
uses Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) over Open
Short Path First (OSPF) network.

4.

6.

The two other types of traffic, i.e. MPEG-4 video and
data, were captured into trace files from the real traffic
flows at the various locations of the actual VPN-SP network
using a sniffer tool. These files were used as input at their
corresponding locations to simulate real traffic from site-tosite of the chosen customer (or inside the VPN-SP network
when coming from other customers).
7.

The diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the distribution of the
three types of traffic over the various sites. Voice, video,
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Data
< 10

Various queueing policies may be implemented at the
different routers of the considered network. In this study,
four types will be considered:

5.

B. Load Distribution

Video
< 250
< 40
< 10
-

A. Description

The VPN-SP network carries various types of traffic
generated by the different customers. We divided the
aggregate traffic into three kinds: voice traffic, video traffic,
and data traffic.
Voice traffic is assumed to be generated using a G.729
coder. The aggregate traffic model for VoIP was modeled
by an ON-OFF source with Exponential durations. During
the ON period, packets of fixed size are generated at fixed
time intervals [9].

Voice
< 200
< 40
<5
-

IV. QUEUEING MODELS

III. TRAFFIC MODELS
A. Types

TRAFFIC REQUIREMENTS

Fair queuing (FQ): where the traffic is divided into
three flows (video, voice, and data) with separate FIFO
queues, and served through a round-robin scheduling
(each queue sends one byte in every round).
Priority queuing (PQ): similarly packets are classified
into three queues but served with priority one for voice
traffic, priority two for video traffic, and priority three
for data traffic. Within each queue packets are served
in FIFO. If a newly arriving packet finds the queue full,
then it will be dropped.
Custom queuing (CQ): it is similar to PQ in that it also
supports a certain classification option. The scheduling,
however, is completely different. It uses a round-robin
service, in which each queue is allowed to forward a
certain number of bytes (not packets). The queues are
served in a weighted round-robin scheme. Depending of
the weight (% of share) the available bandwidth is
distributed among queues. Tail dropping is still used
with each individual queue. We study two cases of the
custom queueing which are commonly used in real
networks: (1) 10% voice, 20% video, and 70% data,
and (2) 20% voice, 30% video, and 50% data.
low-latency queuing (LLQ): it is a combination of PQ

1

In here, packet loss includes both the number of dropped packets and delayed packets.
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and CQ policies. The first queue has the highest
priority, and is still served first. If the first queue is
empty then the second and third queues will be served
based on a partition of 40% for the second queue and
60% for the third queue. In this study, the first queue
was assigned to voice flow, the second to video flow,
and the third to data flow.
B. Placement
Fig. 2 shows the location of the ports of each router
where the proposed queueing mechanisms will be
implemented. So, each P router in Area A has three ports,
while each P router in the remaining areas (B, C, and D) has
only two ports. Also, the PE routers in areas C and D have
two ports each, while the PE router in area B has three
(since it is connected to two sites). Finally, all CE routers
have a single port.

SP’snetworkwasstudiedbyincreasing the number of voice
calls, initiated from site 1 and going to the main site, from 1
to 7 channel calls. The same experiment was repeated using
five different queueing mechanisms. Our focus will be on
the traffic flowing from site 1 to the main site, including
voice, video, and data.
1) Effects on Voice Traffic
Fig. 3 shows the percentage of voice packets dropped due
to an excess delay of 200 msecs. The best results were
obtained when using the PQ and LLQ mechanisms, which
have very similar results. This is due to the fact that voice
has the highest priority in both schemes.

Fig. 3. Percentage of Voice Packets with Delay over 200ms.

Fig. 2. Points of implementation of the queueing mechanisms.

V. RESULTS
To investigate various aspects of the effects of the
queueing policy on the performance of our network, two
sets of experiments have been designed. Using different
queueing mechanisms, five experiment variations were
undertaken in each set.
The simulation experiments were built using NS2, and
run for one hour of simulation time. All router queues were
assumed of finite buffer sizes and had a total size of 512
KBytes (KB) with 128 KB for the first queue, 128 KB for
the second, and 256 KB for the third.
The router capacities were 1 Gbps for the core P routers,
10 Mbps for the area P satellite routers, 1 Gbps for the PE
routers, and 1 Mbps for all CE routers except the one at the
main site which had a 2 Mbps.
A. Effects of the Number of Channel Calls
In the first set, the effects of the voice traffic on the VPN-
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The CQ 20-30-50 mechanism was able to handle up to
four voice calls dropping rate less than 5%), while the CQ
10-20-70 mechanism barely handled one call. However, in
both cases, the results were worst than the ones achieved
with PQ and LLQ. This is because not all voice traffic has
the highest priority, with an advantage of the 20% scheme
over the 10% scheme since a higher share of its traffic was
privileged.
Lastly, the FQ mechanism was not able to handle even
one call, since there is no priority mechanism implemented.
Also, we notice that the performance trend is almost
constant with PQ and LLQ mechanisms, while with all other
mechanisms it deteriorates rapidly after a certain number of
calls.
2) Effects on Video Traffic
Fig. 4 shows the dropping rate for video traffic exceeding
250 msecs as the voice traffic is increased. The best
performance was achieved through the CQ 20-30-50 and FQ
mechanisms, with a slight advantage of the latter. As the
voice traffic increased, the video performance was kept very
close to the required bound.
In the case of the LLQ and PQ mechanisms, the video
traffic performance was kept acceptable up to four calls, and
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then it deteriorated very quickly.

Fig. 5. Percentage of data packets being resent.
Fig. 4. Percentage of Video Packets with Delay over 250ms.

Lastly, for the CQ 10-20-70 mechanism, although the
performance was kept almost constant, it was very far from
the required limit.
These results are in concordance with the fact that video
traffic has the second priority in the LLQ and PQ
mechanisms, where the performance was the best when the
first priority traffic (i.e., voice) was comparatively low (< 5
sources). As the first priority traffic was increased, all
lower priority traffic suffered. In the case of the other
mechanisms, the share of the video traffic was not affected
by the increase in voice traffic.
Here also, the CQ mechanisms have better performance
than the FQ mechanism, since they use some sort of priority
for video. Furthermore, the 30% CQ case performed better
than the 20% one, although the voice share also was
decreased from 20% to 10%.
3) Effects on Data Traffic

B. Effects of Last-Mile Bandwidth
In the second part of experiments we want to study the
effects of the last-mile bandwidth. It is the channel capacity
of link connecting the CE router to the PE router at the main
site, and it is expected to be the bottleneck for the
customer’strafficbehaviorintheVPN-SP’snetwork.
Its effects will be studied by increasing the capacity of the
link from 128 Kbps to 8 Mbps. Here also, the five different
queueing mechanisms will be tested, and the performance of
the voice, video, and data traffic from site 1 to the main site
will be monitored.
1) Effects on Voice Traffic
Fig. 6 shows the dropping rate for voice traffic that
exceeds a 200 msecs delay as a function of the last-mile
bandwidth and for the various queueing mechanisms. In all
cases the dropping rate decreases as more bandwidth is
made available at the bottleneck link. The same relative
performances were obtained as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 shows the retransmission rate of data traffic as the
voice traffic was increased. The best performance was
achieved through the CQ 10-20-70, CQ 20-30-50, and FQ,
with the former being the best and the latter the worst. In
the three cases, the results were kept almost constant, in
accordance with non-prioritized mechanism or partially
prioritized ones. Here also, the mechanism that allowed
70% of the data traffic to be served as a third priority
performed better than the one allowing only 50%.
In the case of LLQ and PQ mechanisms, the performance
was kept constant up to three calls, and then increased
rapidly.
However, while the LLQ performance was
acceptable before the three calls knee, the PQ’s was
unacceptable in all cases. This is similar to the video traffic
results, but with a much larger gap in favor of LLQ.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of voice packets with delay over 200ms.

The LLQ and PQ mechanisms achieved acceptable
performance for bandwidths larger than 512 Kbps, the CQ
20-30-50 mechanism required at least 1 Mbps, while FQ
and CQ 10-20-70 failed for all bandwidths.
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VI. CONCLUSION

2) Effects on Video Traffic
Fig. 7 shows the dropping rate of video traffic as a
function of the last-mile bandwidth. The CQ 10-20-70
mechanism had a poor performance for all bandwidth
values, while the remaining mechanisms had very close
performance, with a bandwidth requirement of at least 2
Mbps. The PQ mechanism achieved the best performance
for all bandwidths.

In this paper, we have considered a large VPN-SP
network providing service to a customer with four remote
sites. A simulation model was built with real traffic input,
and run under various service policies with the QoS
performance being observed.
Four queuing mechanisms were considered, namely: FQ,
PQ, CQ (two versions), and LLQ. Criteria for acceptable
performance was set for each carried traffic type which was
assumed to be carried over the network.
As a result, an estimation of the impact of a new voice
call on the performance of the other traffic types being
carried over the network was quantified. Consequently, it
was possible to determine the limitation on the number of
callsineachcustomer’ssites.

Fig. 7. Percentage of video packets with delay over 250ms.

3) Effects on Data Traffic
Fig. 8 shows the retransmission rate of data traffic as a
function of the last-mile bandwidth. The minimum required
bandwidth for acceptable data traffic performance were
summarized in Table 2. The two CQ mechanisms achieved
the best performance, with a noticeable advantage of CQ
10-20-70, which had a larger fraction reserved for data
(70%), and this was true for all bandwidth values.

Fig. 8. Percentage of data packets being resent.
TABLE II.
Mechanism
BWmin (Mbps)

MINIMUM BANDWIDTH FOR ACCEPTABLE DATA PACKETS
RESENT.
PQ
8

FQ
4

LLQ
4

CQ20-30-50
1
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CQ10-20-70
0.512

The PQ mechanism, which gives data traffic the least
priority, achieved the worst performance. With high
bandwidths, the FQ mechanism reaches the same level of
performance as the CQ mechanisms.
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Finally, we varied the bandwidth of the last-mile link
located at the customer’s main site, given that it was
considered as the main bottleneck to the traffic being
carried. Consequently, it was possible to advise the service
provider whether to increase the bandwidth of the last-mile
link at the main site if the need for accepting more
customers of certain type may arise.
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